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About CISCL
ADRIANA BELLETTI
University of Siena
adriana.belletti@unisi.it

The organizers have asked me to briefly describe the birth and some essential
features of the history of CISCL. Here I am, with these few lines on the occasion
of Luigi’s 60th birthday.
CISCL was born toward the end of the year 1999. That was a time of special
enthusiasm and lively activity for linguistics in Siena (where we had both arrived
in the fall of 1996), which culminated with Chomsky’s visit to the University of
Siena for the whole month of November, and with the two workshops in the same
month organized at the Certosa of Pontignano, emanating from the conclusion of
the first Cartographic Project, nationally coordinated by Luigi Rizzi.
A clear need was felt at that point of creating a gravitational center, toward which
the cognitive formal studies on language carried out in Siena could converge. In
the imagined design, the center should function as a unifying pole for the research
activity of doctoral and master students and young post-docs and, hopefully, it
should attract long and short-term visitors from other national and international
institutions. Indeed, this is what CISCL has become and has been over the years.
Luigi’s constant presence and personal involvement as the center director, his
determination in making CISCL not just an abstract entity, but rather a very
concrete physical place where professors, students, visitors go on a regular basis,
where ideas are developed and collaborations arise and new projects are put forth,
has been crucial to the growth of CISCL and its acquired international dimension.
CISCL has been, over the years, a real center for the activity of senior and young
researchers together, without any attention to unproductive hierarchies; in this
center researchers could all pursue their studies in generative linguistics in a very
broad perspective, ranging from studies in formal syntax, semantics, phonology,
discourse pragmatics, to philosophical studies in the domain of the philosophy of
language and mind, to experimental studies in the domain of language acquisition
and language pathology. The list of research-seminars given at CISCL over the
years is quite significant if we consider the quality and international reputation of
the guest speakers, as is the rich list of visitors. I think we all very much hope that
CISCL will continue to be the pole of attraction it has been over the last decade
and we all thank Luigi, for his fundamental impulse to the new adventure that
CISCL has represented for linguistics in Siena and the enhancement in language
related research it has generated.
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Some notes on the Acquisition of Relative
Clauses: New Data and Open Questions*
FLAVIA ADANI

Universität Potsdam, Department Linguistik
flavia.adani@uni-potsdam.de
This paper presents new experimental evidence on
the relevance of feature mismatch between the head
noun and the embedded noun in the comprehension
of relative clauses. Exp. 1 shows that number
mismatch determines an amelioration of both
subject- and object-extracted relatives in English
children. Exp. 2 shows that animacy mismatch per
se does not play a role in German but 4-year-olds
show a frequency effect, which disappears in older
children and adults. The implications of these
findings for recent approaches to the acquisition of
relative clauses are discussed.

For Luigi,
I am still grateful for your inspiring introductory course to linguistics in 1999 - my
first opportunity to jump into the realm of language acquisition- and for your
guidance and advice ever since.
1. Introduction
The correct understanding/processing of relative clauses (henceforth RC) requires the
computation of grammatical relations between constituents that are pronounced in a
position different from the one where they are interpreted. This is shown in (1) and
(2):
(1) The man that is scratching the boy …
(2) The man that the boy is scratching …
For instance, the DP the man is always pronounced at the beginning of the sentence
in (1) and (2), but it is interpreted as the subject of the verb scratch in (1) and as its
object in (2). Specifically, (1) is an example of a subject-extracted RC (henceforth
SRC) and (2) is an object-extracted RC (henceforth ORC).
Within the generative framework (Chomsky, 2000; Rizzi, 2004) and within
linguistically-oriented psycholinguistic approaches (Carminati, 2005; Franck, Lassi,
Fraunfelder & Rizzi, 2006, a.o.), the necessity to satisfy feature checking
*

I thank all the children who took part in the studies presented in this paper, their parents and their
teachers; colleagues and students who helped me in conducting them: Maria Teresa Guasti, Matteo
Forgiarini, Heather van der Lely for the experiment in English; Talea Glaw for the one in German and
Jule Bergt for drawing the pictures. I am also grateful to Marinella Carminati for discussing these data
in several occasions. All remaining errors are, of course, my own.
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requirements is the trigger of a movement operation, by means of which the original
merging position (where the constituent is interpreted) and the final landing position
(where the constituent is pronounced) are connected.
Over the years, several accounts have been proposed of how children fine-tune
their abilities to compute these complex dependencies. Although diverging in several
respects, the earlier hypotheses (see Guasti, 2002 for a summary) shared the common
idea that, up to 5 years of age, children are unable to use adult-like linguistic
processes, and they have resort to a number of linear heuristics to process RCs. Since
then, a lot of experimental work has been conducted and a number of theoretical
approaches have been proposed to capture old and new data. In what follows, I will
provide a summary of two of these recent approaches, namely the frequency/usagebased approach and the grammatical/intervention approach (section 2). Then, I will
focus on some recent data which, in my opinion, raise some new questions for both
approaches. In particular, I will discuss the following results:
a) The comprehension of center-embedded RCs is enhanced in English-speaking
children when number dissimilarities on subject and object DPs are manipulated.
This means that children display a more accurate performance when one of the
nominal constituents is singular and the other one is plural (e.g. The hippo that the
rhinos are washing has climbed onto the stool), rather than when these
constituents have the same number (both singular or both plural, e.g. The hippo
that the rhino is washing has climbed onto the stool). This facilitation effect is
attested in both SRC and ORC and it is of comparable amplitude in the two
structures (section 3).
b) When tested in comprehension, German-speaking 4-year-olds are significantly
more accurate on ORC with inanimate heads (e.g. The pullover that the man is
scratching) than on ORC with animate heads (e.g. The boy that the man is
scratching). However, this effect disappears in 5-year-olds, who perform equally
accurately on both conditions (section 4).
2. Two perspectives on the acquisition of RCs
According to the frequency/usage-based approach (cf. references cited in Brandt,
Kidd, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2009), children’s mastery of RCs is limited to structures
that occur in their own spontaneous speech and which have a simple communicative
function. Evidence supporting this claim is based on the analysis of early production
corpora and elicited imitation data. More recently, controlled comprehension studies
have been conducted (e.g. Brandt et al., 2009; Arnon, 2009). These experiments show
that children are sensitive to input frequencies, i.e. they are more accurate in
producing and comprehending RCs which conform to regularly occurring patterns
(e.g. ORC with an inanimate head noun and/or with an embedded pronominal
subject).
Moving to the grammatical/intervention approach, recent work by Grillo (2009)
and Friedmann, Belletti & Rizzi (2009) proposed that the correct interpretation and
production of ORC is hindered by the presence of the embedded subject DP (the boy
in (2)). This constituent plays a role as competitor of the object DP (the man) in the
resolution of the relevant grammatical dependency. What makes the subject DP a
potential competitor is its structural similarity with the object DP: they are both full
DPs (or lexically-restricted DPs, using Friedmann’s et al. terminology). More
recently, Belletti, Friedmann, Brunato & Rizzi (2011/under revision) refined the
definition of structural similarity between the moved object and the intervening
subject. The authors present cross-linguistic evidence that only Hebrew- speaking
children, but not Italian-speaking children, show amelioration in the comprehension
of ORC when the subject and object DPs have a different gender value. They relate
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this effect to the specific morpho-syntactic properties of gender in Hebrew (i.e. it is a
trigger of movement and it is overtly marked on inflected verbs).
To recap, whereas the frequency/usage-based approach mainly concentrate on the
communicative function and the discourse/pragmatic factors that influence children’s
early linguistic knowledge and its usage, the grammatical/intervention approach
focuses on the structural and linguistically-motivated processes that hinder or
enhance the emergence of this knowledge.
In the next sections, I will present some findings from two experiments and a
proposal on how these results could be interpreted. I hope that the discussion of these
data may raise some novel questions and, possibly, suggest some point of
communication between the approaches presented above.
3. Number effects in comprehension of SRC and ORC by English-speaking
children
Looking at center-embedded ORC only, Adani, van der Lely, Forgiarini & Guasti
(2010) found that those conditions where the subject and object DPs presented
different number marking (singular vs. plural) were significantly more accurate than
conditions where the two DPs differed in terms of gender (masculine vs. feminine).
These results are consistent with the proposal that only features that trigger syntactic
movement (and are therefore overtly spelled out on verbs) modulate intervention, as
recently argued by Belletti, Friedmann, Brunato & Rizzi (2011/under review).
Using the same procedure, Adani (2008) investigated center-embedded SRC (3 A
& B) and ORC (4 A & B) in a group of English-speaking typically-developing
children (N=28; age range: 6;0-9;11). What distinguishes conditions A and B is the
number marking on the subject and object DPs: in conditions A, both nouns are
singular (i.e. matching) whereas in condition B, one is singular and the other is plural
(i.e. mismatching):
(3) A. The cat that is washing the goat has climbed onto the stool.
B. The cat that is washing the goats has climbed onto the stool.
(4) A. The hippo that the rhino is washing has climbed onto the stool.
B. The hippo that the rhinos are washing has climbed onto the stool.
Mean response accuracy percentages across children in each condition are reported in
the table below:
Table 1: Mean response accuracy percentages.

Sentence DP match
type
SRC
Match
Mismatch
ORC
Match
Mismatch

% correct
78.6
88
56.6
67

All children were significantly more accurate on SRC (3 A & B) than on ORC (4 A
& B) and they were also significantly more accurate in mismatch conditions (3 & 4
B) than in match conditions (3 & 4 A).
Besides confirming the well-established subject-object asymmetry (i.e. SRC are
usually easier than ORC, at least in head initial languages) and the result previously
8
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found in Italian (i.e. number mismatch makes ORC easier to comprehend), the
English experiment revealed a facilitation effect in the SRC mismatch condition as
well.
Such effect in SRC is hardly described in the literature, since SRC are usually
taken as a baseline to which different types of ORC are compared (Gordon, Hendrick
& Johnson, 2001, a.o.). This observation also holds for more recent studies, where the
number feature was specifically manipulated in a way similar to the experiment
described above (e.g. Volpato, 2009; Contemori & Marinis, 2011). Therefore, it is
rarely investigated under which conditions SRC become easier to process, especially
when number is manipulated. Frequency/usage-oriented approaches do not predict a
SRC facilitation either (Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; Arnon, 2009; Brandt, Kidd,
Lieven, & Tomasello, 2009).
Moreover, another question that arises is whether such effect may have a common
underlying origin in both sentence types. In this respect, the English results just
described are in apparent contrast with what was found using a similar gender
manipulation (one DP masculine, the other feminine) in Hebrew (Belletti, Friedmann,
Brunato & Rizzi, 2011/under revision). The effect of gender mismatch in Hebrew
was significantly stronger in ORC and the authors conclude that it is the amplitude of
this effect (smaller in SRC, bigger in ORC) which distinguishes between the contexts
where intervention is at play (i.e. ORC) and contexts where it is not (i.e. SRC). This
difference between the results of these studies raises the question whether English
number marking should be treated differently from Hebrew gender marking1 and
whether the intervention approach could indeed explain the English results.
To this aim, I would like to propose an alternative explanation, which takes into
account the effect of intervening constituents at the final stage of the derivation, as
well as the intervening effect of traces (indicated within “< >” in 5 & 6) during the
derivation of a sentence (cf. Franck, Lassi, Frauenfelder & Rizzi, 2006; Franck,
Soare, Frauenfelder & Rizzi, 2010, for a similar approach to other linguistic
contexts). Let us consider the derivation of a SRC, such as (5):
(5) [CP DPS that [AgrS <DPS> [T AUX [AgrO DPO [VP <DPS> V <DPO> ]]]]]
Under the assumption that an object DP (DPO) always raises to Spec AgrOP to check
its case and agreement features and that the subject DP (DPS) originates within the
VP (where thematic roles are assigned), we noticed that the critical interfering
configuration holds not only for ORCs but also for SRCs, at an earlier step of the
derivation. What becomes crucial here is the configuration established between the
three elements indicated between the square brackets in (6):
(6) DPS

<DPS> …. [ DPO …. <DPS> ... < DPO> ]

However, what makes SRCs overall easier to process is the fact that only one
constituent (the <DPS> instance between DPO and its copy) intervenes during the
derivation process. In contrast, in ORCs, the copy of the embedded subject intervenes
within the VP (in the same way as it does in SRCs) in the initial step of the
derivation, but in addition, the embedded subject DP also intervenes at the final stage
of the sentence derivation. One could therefore argue that these two movement steps
add up and create the well-known ORC extra computational complexity.
1

Both features are overtly marked on nouns and verbs, with the difference that gender in Hebrew
appears systematically on lexical verbs whereas the paradigm of number in English is less productive
on lexical verbs but rather systematic on auxiliary verbs, thus making the test trials between the two
experiments quite comparable.
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More cross-linguistic research is needed to shed light on the role of grammatical
features in sentence comprehension and how these effects vary depending on the
properties of the individual language. In the next experiment, I examine the role of a
semantic feature in RC comprehension, namely animacy.
4. Animacy effects in comprehension of ORC by German-speaking children
ORCs where the subject- and object-constituents are both animate referents (e.g. (2))
are notoriously harder to parse/understand than SRCs with two animate referents (e.g.
(1)) (Gibson, 1998, a.o.). However, it has recently been shown that both children and
adults find ORCs with an inanimate object and an animate embedded subject (e.g.
(7)) easier to understand than ORC with two animate DPs (e.g. (1)) (Brandt, Kidd,
Lieven, & Tomasello, 2009, a.o.):
(7) The pullover that the man is scratching …
This facilitation in ORC with inanimate head nouns (as well as other ORC types)
has been explained in terms of input frequencies, ORCs with an inanimate head noun
being more frequent in the spoken language than ORC with two animate DPs
(Roland, Dick & Elman, 2007; Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2002). However, it could be
argued that, in (7), distinct semantic properties (+/- animate) on the subject and object
make these constituents dissimilar and, thus, less prone to interference in working
memory (Gordon, Hendrick, & Johnson, 2001).
The current experiment was designed to compare these accounts by testing
another type of ORCs, those with an animate object/head and an inanimate embedded
subject, (e.g. 8). These are rarer than (7) in German (Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2002)
but are similar to (7) in that the nominal constituents differ in animacy:
(8) The man that the pullover is scratching ...
In summary, both accounts predict SRC with two animate DPs to be more accurate
than ORC with two animate DPs; however, the frequency account predicts ORCs
with an inanimate head (7) to be more accurate than ORCs with an animate head (8),
which, in turn, would be as accurate as ORCs with 2 animate DPs (1). Under the
working memory account, ORCs with an inanimate head (7) and ORCs with an
animate head (8) are predicted to be equally accurate and, in turn, more accurate than
ORCs with two animate DPs.
Three groups of German monolingual speakers participated in the experiment: 4year-olds (N=19), 5-year-olds (N=19), and adults (N=13) as a control group.
Participants were presented with displays on a computer screen containing 4 pictures
(cf. Fig. 1a/b from Glaw, 2010; procedure adapted from Arnon, 2009):
Figure 1: A sample of visual displays, .

(a) Test pictures for (1)
& (2)

(b) Test pictures for
(7), (8) & (9)
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Participants were asked questions about the color of some characters depicted in these
pictures. To this end, each test condition (1, 2, 7, 8) and fillers (9) was embedded into
a question starting with ‘Which color is ... ?’:
(9) The man that is swimming …
In Table 2, a summary of the experimental stimuli in German and expected answer is
provided:
Table 2: Experimental conditions, English translation, expected answer.

German Stimuli

English (Which color Expected
is …?) cf. e.g.s in the answer,
text
cf. Fig. 1

Welche Farbe hat der Mann, der schwimmt?
Welche Farbe hat der Mann, der den Jungen kratzt?
Welche Farbe hat der Pulli, den der Mann kratzt?
Welche Farbe hat der Mann, den der Pulli kratzt?
Welche Farbe hat der Mann, den der Junge kratzt?

(9)
(1)
(7)
(8)
(2)

Red
Purple
Blue
Green
Blue

A trial was scored as correct if the participant uttered the correct color. Proportion of
correct responses is reported in Table 3:
Table 3: Mean correct answer percentages, in each condition for each age group.

4-year-olds
Fillers
SRC with 2 animate DPs
ORC with inanimate head
ORC with animate head
ORC with 2 animate DPs

100
81.5
61.8
48.6
40.7

5-year-olds
99.3
89.4
43.4
47.3
40.7

Adults
99.5
100
96.1
98
100

Adults performed at ceiling in all conditions, and so did children on the fillers. We
fitted a linear mixed model with Participants and Items as random factors and with
Age Group and Condition as ordered fixed factors. This analysis revealed that SRC
are overall more accurate than all ORC types, with adults > 5 y.o. = 4 y.o. Although
there was no significant difference between the three ORC types, there was a
significant interaction of Age by Condition, showing that, only for 4-year-olds, ORC
with inanimate heads are significantly more accurate than ORC with animate heads.
By collecting cross-sectional data in different age groups, we were able to
identify age-specific performance patterns in the comprehension of ORCs. These
results do not fall straightforwardly within any of the two accounts that were
compared in this experiment. Specifically, the memory account does not seem to
capture the findings from either the children or the adults. However, the data of the 4
year-olds are in line with the predictions of the frequency account, suggesting that
children at this age are relying on input frequencies to parse ORCs. However, the
facilitation in ORCs with an inanimate head (wrt ORCs with an animate head and
ORCs with two animate DPs) disappears in 5 year-olds, where all ORC types are
found to be equally hard.
These data seem to indicate that animacy dissimilarities per se do not enhance the
comprehension of ORCs either in children or in adults, at least as far as off-line
comprehension processes are concerned. It is an open question whether an animacy
dissimilarity effect would be detectable during the on-line processing of the same
structures. Furthermore, these data revealed that 4-year-olds’ ability to comprehend
11
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ORCs correctly is enhanced when the unfolding structure conforms to distributional
patterns that occur frequently in the input. Whether this effect also holds in younger
children and whether it persists in on-line processing are intriguing questions which
remain to be addressed. However, between 4- and 5-years of age, children seem to
start processing ORCs by relying on qualitatively different processes and this shift is
already detectable using an off-line measure. Five-year-olds do not rely on input
frequencies as heavily as 4-year-olds do but, arguably, they fully use adult-like
structural-based linguistic processes. Again, it is possible that the effects that were
detected off-line might emerge at an earlier age using on-line methods.
Importantly, in this preliminary study the frequency account and the grammatical
account were not directly compared, but this experimental design can be used to
compare the effect of frequency and the effect of grammatical features systematically,
within the same experiment. In my opinion, this is the kind of study which is needed
to disentangle the specific contribution and/or potential interactions of frequency and
grammar during language acquisition and its development.
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A cartographic approach
to the second language acquisition
of German weak pronouns
GIULIA BIANCHI

giulia.bianchi700@googlemail.com
In this paper I discuss some structures that involve use and
placement of weak pronominal objects in German as a
second language acquired by adult Italian native speakers at
different levels of proficiency. I will show that pronominal
objects are placed in positions dedicated to maximal
projections that are either topics or foci in the target
language. This leads to the conclusion that second language
grammars are not wild grammars but are interlanguage
grammars that can be accounted for with a cartographic
approach to language structure.

Thanks for suggesting the structures of the OGJT
1. Introduction
Several hypotheses have been developed in the last thirty years concerning the role of
Universal Grammar (UG), i.e. the system of innate principles and parameters with
which the human language faculty is endowed, in second language acquisition. Three
main hypotheses have been developed. According to the Fundamental Difference
Hypothesis (FDH) (Clahsen and Muysken, 1986, 1989, Bley-Vroman, 1990), the
acquisition of a second language in adulthood differs from the acquisition of a first
language by children and it is not constrained by the same principles that guide the
acquisition of a first language. Instead, L2 acquisition is claimed to be driven by
general cognitive mechanisms like problem solving. On the opposite side is the
Direct-Access Hypothesis (Flynn, 1987) according to which L2 grammars are fully
constrained by UG and the knowledge of a first language plays a marginal role in the
acquisition of a second language. At an intermediate position are the Indirect Access
Hypothesis (White 1985, 1989) and the Full Transfer/ Full Access (FT/FA)
Hypothesis (Schwartz and Sprouse, 1994, 1996) according to which the knowledge of
a first language plays a crucial role in the earliest stages of acquisition of a second
language and UG can be accessed via the L1. In developing grammars, restructuring
and parameter resetting are guided by UG as a result of the exposure to the target
language.
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This paper is an attempt to show that the grammars of Italian learners of L2 German
are constrained by UG and are not wild grammars. In particular, I will try to show
that pronominal objects are not placed randomly, but they surface in positions
dedicated to foci or topics in the target language.
2. Cartographic approach to language structure
In his cartographic approach to language structure (Rizzi, 1997), Luigi Rizzi
proposed that the complementizer layer is constituted by two different systems: The
system of Force and Finiteness, which delimits the complementizer layer upward and
downward, and the system of Topic and Focus, which is sandwiched between the
higher and the lower complementizer position. The Force-Finiteness system satisfies
selectional criteria, i.e., it is responsible for the selection of the type of the sentence
and the content of the sentence it selects. The Topic-Focus system has interpretative
properties, i.e., it conveys information about the information structure status of
preposed elements. The structure proposed by Rizzi is sketched in (1):
(1) Force….(TOP*) (FOC) (TOP*) Finiteness IP
The Topic projection is articulated in Topic, the preposed element expressing old
information, and Comment, the part of the sentence introducing new information. The
Focus projection is articulated in Focus, the preposed element bearing focal stress,
and Presupposition, the part of the sentence expressing the information shared by the
discourse participants. Depending on their interpretative content, preposed elements
target the specifier position of one of the two projections.
3. The German prefield and middlefield
Since works on the Split-CP have been developed (Rizzi, 1997), more structured CP
and IP layers have been proposed also for German (Frey 2000, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c
Grewendorf 2005). In particular, both the German left periphery and the middlefield
have been shown to be split into different projections that can host focalized and
topicalized elements.
3.1. The German prefield
Frey (2004c) proposed that the left periphery of the German clause is composed of
different functional projections that can host contrastively focused and topical
elements. He proposed a layered structure for the German prefield that can account
for the different types of elements occurring there. The structure proposed by Frey
(2004c) is sketched in (2):
(2) [CP…[KontrP…[FinP…[FP…]]]]
3.2 The German middlefield
Evidence has been provided for the existence in the German middlefield of dedicated
positions for topicalized and focalized elements. On the basis of work by Belletti
(2004) for Italian and by Frey (2004b) for German, Grewendorf (2005) developed a
much richer layered structure for the German middlefield, which somehow parallels
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the structure proposed by Rizzi (1997) for the left periphery of the clause in Italian.
Grewendorf (2005) individuated both a higher and a lower focus-topic field in the
area between the complementizer and the VP. The higher topic-focus field is located
above the Case position of the subject whereas the lower topic-focus field is situated
in the area between the Case position of the subject and the Case position of the
object.
3.2.1 The higher topic-focus field
Similarly to Frey (2000, 2004b), Grewendorf (2005) provided evidence for the
existence of a designated position for topics and contrastively focused elements
directly above the base position of sentential adverbs such as vermutlich
(presumably) and wahrscheinlich (probably). Examples in (2) and (3) show evidence
for the existence of dedicated positions for topic and contrastively focused elements
in the portion of the clause above the position of the derived subject.
 The clause-internal higher Topic position
According to Grewendorf (2005), given the context in (1), the most appropriate
continuation is (2a), in which the accusative DP precedes the sentential adverb
wahrscheinlich. (2b), in which the accusative DP follows the sentential adverb, seems
inappropriate here:
(1) Es gibt etwas
Neues über den amerikanischen Präsidenten.
There is something new about the American
president
’There is something new about the American president.’
(2) a. Nächstes Jahr wird den Amerikanischen Präsidenten wahrscheinlich ein
a
Next
year will the American
presidentACC probably
FreundNOM aus Europa für den Friedensnobelpreis vorschlagen.
friend
from Europe for the Nobel peace prize propose
‘Next year a friend from Europe will probably propose the American president
for the Nobel Peace Prize.’
b. # Nächstes Jahr wird wahrscheinlich den Amerikanischen Präsidenten ein
Next
year will probably
the American
presidentACC a
FreundNOM aus Europa für den Friedensnobelpreis vorschlagen.
friend
from Europe for the Nobel peace prize propose
‘Next year a friend from
Europe will probably propose the American
president for the Nobel Peace Prize.’
 The clausal internal higher Focus position
Grewendorf (2005) provided evidence for the existence of a focus position in the
higher topic-focus field targeted by contrastively focused elements, as exemplified in
(3a-c).
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(3) a. weil in MÜNchen die besten Fußballer
spielen (und nicht in Bremen).
since in Munich the best soccer-players play (and not in Bremen)
‘since the best players play in Munich (and not in Bremen).’
b. weil den StuDENten Maria
geküsst hat (und nicht den Professor).
since the student-ACC Maria-NOM kissed has and not the professor
‘since Maria has kissed the student (and not the professor).’
c. Heute wird Anna NeTREBko erfreudlicherweise die Violetta singen
Today will Anna Netrebko fortunately
the Violetta sing
(und nicht Katia Ricciarelli).
(and not Katia Ricciarelli)
‘today will fortunately Anna Netrebko sing the Violetta (and not Katia
Ricciarelli).’
According to Grewendorf (2005), the higher portion of the clause between the
complementizer position and the surface position of the subject is then split into topic
and focus positions, as sketched in (3d):
(3) d. C (TOP) (FOC) (TOP) Subject
 The clause-internal lower focus position
On the basis of the proposal made by Belletti (2004) for the left-periphery of vP in
Italian, Grewendorf (2005) also showed the existence of a lower focus position in the
left periphery of the VP/AgroP in German. Frey and Pittner’s (1998) findings about
the canonical position of certain adverbials located between the agreement area of the
subject and the agreement area of the object provided a good test in order to define
the locus of the lower focus position. Among these adverbials, there are subjectrelated adverbs such absichtlich (intentionally), freiwillig (voluntarily) and gerne
(with pleasure), which are claimed to be base generated between the subject and the
object. The portion of the clause situated below these classes of adverbials can be
understood as the area in which the lower focus is situated:
(4) weil Hans absichtlich den Computer zerstörte.
since Hans intentionally the computer destroyed
‘since Hans destroyed the computer intentionally.’
One piece of evidence provided by Grewendorf for the existence of a lower focus
position is given by the fact that focalized elements precede the negative polarity item
je (ever), which in its unmarked position precedes the Case position of the direct
object, as shown in (5):
(5) a. Wen
hat Ede je beleidigt?
Who-ACC has Ede ever offended
‘Who has Ede ever offended?’
b. Ede
has erfreunlicherweise NIEMANDEN je beleidigt.
Ede-NOM has fortunately
nobody-ACC ever offended
‘Ede has fortunately ever offended anybody.’
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As shown by the example in (5b), there is a position dedicated to focalized objects
which is higher in the structure than SpecAgroP but lower than the position of the
sentence adverbials. The relevant structure on the lower focus position argued for by
Grewendorf (2005) for the German middlefield is provided in (5c):
(5) c. [FocP [AgroP]]
 The clause-internal lower topic position
Grewendorf (2005) claimed that the lower focus phrase is surrounded by topic
projections, as shown in (6), in which a topic phrase follows the lower focus
projection:
(6)a. Wer
wird heute die Violetta
singen?
Who-NOM will today the violetta-ACC sing
‘Who will sing the violetta today?’
b. Heute wird erfreundlicherweise Anna NeTREBko
die Violetta
singen.
Today will fortunately
Anna Netrebko-NOM the Violetta-ACC sing
‘Today will fortunately Anna Netrebko sing the Violetta.’
A further piece of evidence provided by Grewendorf (2005) for the existence of low
topics is given by the position of the accusative and dative pronouns in (7b), which
have to be considered as topical due to the question (7a):
(7)a. Wer hat den Hans
über das Ergebnis informiert?
Who has the Hans-ACC of the result informed
‘Who has informed Hans of the result?’
b. (Ich glaube), dass offenbar seine Mutter es ihm mitgeteilt hat.
I think that obviously his mother it him told
has
‘I think that obviously his mother told it to him.’
4. The study
In order to test knowledge of pronoun use and pronoun placement in German, I ran
two tests: an elicited production task (henceforth EPT) and an oral grammaticality
judgment task (henceforth OGJT).
4.1 The EPT
4.1.1 Participants
20 Italian native speakers participated into the experiment. They were all learning
German at a university at the time of testing. Their proficiency in German was
classified on the basis of the Common European Framework of Reference for
Language (CEFR). According to the CEFR, they were divided into intermediate (15
speakers), namely those attending classes at B1/B2 level and advanced (5 speakers),
namely those attending classes at C1/C2 level. Participants’ age ranged between 19
and 26 years old. 14 German native speakers served as a control group.
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4.1.2 The task
Participants taking part into the EPT were required to listen to a statement such as (8)
made by a girl (Lydia) and to answer the question (9) that was asked 500ms after the
statement had been uttered. Both the statement and the question were auditory and
visually presented. In order to answer the question, participants were instructed to use
the complementizer …dass introducing declarative subordinate clauses in German,
which appeared on the PC screen immediately after the question had been asked (10).
They were also instructed to pronominalize the object whenever they felt it natural.
(8) Lydia:

Ich lese jeden Abend das Buch.
I read every evening the book
‘I read the book every evening.’

(9) Question:

Was hat Lydia über das Buch gesagt?
What has Lydia about the book said?
‘As for the book, what has Lydia said?’

(10) a. Expected answer: .

dass sie es jeden Abend liest.
that she it every evening reads
‘(She has said) that she reads it every evening.’

b. Non target answer:

*dass sie jeden Abend es liest
that she every evening it reads
‘(She has said) that she reads it every evening’

c. Non felicitous answer: dass sie das Buch jeden Abend liest.
that she the book every evening reads
‘(She has said) that she reads the book every evening.’
Participants were given 8000 ms. to answer the question. 24 items were used. 34
fillers were also inserted.
4.2 The OGJT
4.2.1 Participants
20 Italian Native Speakers took part into the experiment. Three levels of proficiency
were individuated: Beginners (4 speakers), Intermediate (9 speakers) and Advanced
(7 speakers). A classification according to CEFR as in the EPT was possible only for
some speakers because some of them attended courses at universities that do not
adopt the CEFR classification but a different criterion. Such speakers were divided
into Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3, instead. I considered Speakers of level 2 as
intermediate (B1/B2 of CEFR) and speakers of level 3 as advanced (C1/C2 of
CEFR). The beginners were attending classes at a university that adopt the
classification proposed by the CEFR. The speakers’ age ranged between 19 and 35
years old.
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4.2.2 The task
The oral grammaticality judgment task was run in order to test weak object pronoun
placement in German tensed main clauses. The experimental subjects were presented
with two pictures. In the first picture the main character either performed an action or
introduced some objects or people. In the second picture the same character always
performed an action on the object/person introduced in the first picture. Each picture
was accompanied by a sentence in which the main character auditory introduced the
object on which the action was then performed or described what was happening. At
the end of the second sentence, the same pictures appeared on the PC screen. At this
point participants were required to either repeat the second sentence if they judged it
target consistent or to reformulate it in the way they felt most natural if they judged it
non target or inappropriate in the given context. Participants were given 10000 ms.
time to provide their answers. 48 items and 24 fillers were used. An example of an
item proposed in the OGJT is provided in the following. The structure that I give as
an example will be called Type1-S structure:
 Context sentence (uttered in correspondence of the picture on the left)
Das ist mein Mann.
This is my man
‘This is my man.’
 Structure to be repeated or corrected according to the participants’ judgment
(uttered in correspondence of the picture on the right)
Ungrammatical
*Ich ihn heiratete im
Jahr 2000.
I
him married in-the year 2000
‘I married him in 2000.‘

Grammatical
Ich heiratete ihn im Jahr 2000.
I
married him in-the year 2000
‘I married him in 2000.‘
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Four different types of structures were proposed in the OGJT:
Type1-P:

Ungrammatical
*Ich ihn habe um fünfzehn Uhr darauf gesetzt.
I him have at-the fifteen hour on-it seated
‘I seated him there at 3p.m.’
Grammatical
Ich habe ihn um fünfzehn Uhr darauf gesetzt.
I have him at-the fifteen hour on-it seated
‘I seated him there at 3p.m.’

Type 2:

Ungrammatical

*Um neun Uhr badete es ich.
At-the nine hour bathed it I
‘I bathed him at nine.’
Grammatical
Um neun Uhr badete ich es.
At-the nine hour bathed I it
‘I bathed him at nine.’

Type 3:

Ungrammatical
*Ich kaufte am Sonntag sie.
I bought on-the Sunday her
‘I bought it on Sunday.’
Grammatical

Ich kaufte sie am Sonntag.
I bought her on-the Sunday
‘I bought it on Sunday.’

5. Results
In the EPT, the Italian native speakers did not produce target answers in all the cases.
In fact, some of the speakers placed pronouns in the ungrammatical post-adverbial
position, as shown in Table (1):
Table1: pronoun placement in the EPT

Experimental subjects
Controls

C S pr Adv V
53%
(139/263)
99%
(300/301)

*C S Adv pr V
47%
(124/263)
1%
(1/301)

Similarly, in the OGJT the Italian Native Speakers did not perform native-like in all
the cases. In fact, instances of non-target production were found for all the structures
investigated, as shown in Table (2) through (5).
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Table 2: Type1-S structure

Repeated
Experimental
subjects
Ungrammatical
Grammatical

Properly
changed

Repeated

Properly
changed

68%
(81/120)
1%
(1/120)

0%
(0/42)
100%
(42/42)

100%
(42/42)
0%
(0/42)

Properly
changed

Repeated

Properly
changed

55%
(66/120)
1%
(1/120)

0%
(0/42)
100%
(42/42)

100%
(42/42)
0%
(0/42)

Properly
changed

Repeated

Properly
changed

58%
(70/120)
1%
(1/120)

0%
(0/42)
100%
(42/42)

100%
(42/42)
0%
(0/42)

Properly
changed

Repeated

Properly
changed

0%
(0/42)
100%
(42/42)

100%
(42/42)
0%
(0/42)

Controls
21%
(25/120)
92.5%
(111/120)

Table 3: Type1- P structures

Repeated
Experimental
subjects
Ungrammatical
Grammatical

Controls
5%
(6/120)
66%
(79/120)

Table 4: Type2-structures

Repeated
Experimental
subjects
Ungrammatical
Grammatical

Controls
33%
(40/120)
79%
(95/120)

Table 5: Type3-structures

Repeated
Experimental
subjects
Ungrammatical
Grammatical

Controls
27.5%
(33/120)
89%
(107/120)

59%
(71/120)
6%
(7/120)

6. Discussion
The Italian native speakers did not produce target answers in all cases but instead
they produced ungrammatical structures both in the EPT and in the OGJT. The
cartographic approach to language structure as developed for German allows us to
show that the Italian native speakers did not produce wild grammars but they placed
the pronominal objects in positions that are dedicated to maximal projections in
German. For the post-adverbial placement of the pronominal object in subordinate
and main clauses in German (see Table 1 and Table 5, respectively), the claim can be
made that pronouns occupy one of the positions that characterizes the lower topic-
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focus area. The relevant part of the structures is sketched in (11a-b) for subordinate
and main clauses respectively:
(11)a. [C dass [AgrSP ich[AdvP gestern [FocP/TopP ihn…[VP …]]]]]
b. [CP ich [C kaufte [AdvP am Sonntag [FocP/TopP sie [VP….]]]]
As for the pre-subject placement of the pronominal objects in tensed main clauses
(see Table 4), the claim can be made that the pronominal objects surface in one of the
focus or topic positions of the higher topic-focus field. The relevant structure is
shown in (12):
(12) [CP Um neun Uhr [C badete [FoP/TopP es [AgrSP ich …]]]]
In the case of the pre-subject pronominal placement, it can be alternatively claimed
that the subject itself targets one of the positions of Focus and Topic of either the
higher or the lower field. In fact, it has been shown that the pronominal object can
precede the pronominal subject in German when the subject is focalized as shown in
(13) below (example taken from Frey 2006):
(13) weil’ s ihm ER nicht geglaubt hat.
Since it him he not believed has
‘Since he has not believed it him.’
Finally, as far as preverbal placement of the pronominal objects is concerned (see
Table 2 and Table 3), the claim can be made that pronominal objects target the focus
position of the left periphery in the German prefield. The relevant structure is
sketched in (14):
(14) [CP Ich [KontrP ihn [FinP heiratete [VP…]]]]
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper I have shown that the non-target placement of pronominal objects in
German as a second language can be accounted for in a cartographic approach to
language structure. I have shown that the Italian native speakers do not produce wild
grammars but rather use positions dedicated to maximal projections (either Foci or
Topics) in the target language.
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Subject island effects are variable and unstable. Previous
accounts, relying on well-defined structural properties of
subjects, fail to capture this variability. We argue that
subjects are islands only when they satisfy the Subject
Criterion, which implies that at the interface they are
interpreted outside the predicative nucleus of the clause, in a
categorical structure (à la Ladusaw 1994); on the contrary,
they are transparent for extraction when they undergo total
reconstruction into the predicative nucleus of the clause,
giving rise to a thetic structure. The thetic vs. categorical
interpretation correlates with (non)presuppositionality and it
is constrained by various factors, most notably the stage-level
vs. individual-level nature of the predicate: this interaction of
different factors can account for the observed variability, and
is supported by our experimental evidence. The transparency
of totally reconstructed subjects is not stipulated, but is
shown to fall out from a top-down oriented syntactic
computation, as proposed in Chesi (2004).

Luigi is a great linguist.
Luigi is sixty.
Happy birthday Luigi!

(individual-level predicate)
(stage-level predicate)

1. Introduction
In the traditional typology of island constraints originating from Ross’s (1967)
dissertation, subjects were classified as strong islands. Recent research has
highlighted the fact that not all subjects give rise to equally robust islands effects;
however, the precise assessment remains controversial to date, and different
empirical generalizations have been proposed in the literature. In this paper we
propose that subjects qualify as islands for extraction only when they are
interpreted as part of a categorical semantic structure, whereby they must be
interpreted outside the predicative nucleus of the clause; when instead they are
included in a thetic structure, they undergo total reconstruction into the thematic
position (cf. Ladusaw 1994) and they are transparent for extraction. We
implement the categorical/thetic opposition by means of Luigi Rizzi’s (2006)
Subject Criterion, and we analyze the extraction constraint in terms of a
derivational system proceeding top-down and left-to-right (Chesi 2004; Bianchi &
Chesi 2006, 2010, 2011).
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1.1. The controversial assessment of subject island effects
In the Principles and Parameters framework, subject were considered absolute
islands for extraction, and their islandhood was derived from very general
constraints like Huang’s (1982) Condition on Extraction Domains, Kayne’s
(1983) Connectedness Condition, or Chomsky’s (1986) Barriers.
In the recent minimalist literature, it has been observed that subject island effects
are selective, and at least three different factors have been argued to be relevant.
We briefly review them in turn.
1.1.1. External vs. Internal Merge. According to Takahashi (1994), subjects
qualify as islands when they occur in a derived position (cf. also Stepanov 2007):
(1) a.?*Who does [a picture of t] hang on the wall?
b. Who is there [a picture of t] on the wall?

(Stepanov 2007, (1a))
(Stepanov 2007, (31))

This follows from two independent constraints:
(2) Chain Uniformity Condition (Takahashi 1994)
Chains must be uniform: adjunction to a part of a non-trivial chain is not
allowed.
(3) Shortest move (Takahashi 1994)
Movement must target the closest landing site.
To illustrate the effects of (2) and (3), consider a potential derivation for (1a).
After the subject [a picture of who] has moved to Spec,IP, we cannot directly
extract the wh-phrase who, as this movement would violate Shorted Move:
(4) * who does [IP who [IP [DP a picture of <who>] [vP <DP a picture of who>
hang on the wall ]]]]?
On the other hand, if we try to extract the wh-phrase by adjoining it to the subject
DP, as in (5), the derivation violates Chain Uniformity:
(5) * who does [IP [DP who [DP a picture of <who>] ] [vP <DP a picture of who>
hang on the wall ]]]?
On the contrary, intermediate adjunction is possible when the subject DP occupies
the base position, as in (1b)-(6):
(6) Who is there IP [DP who [DP a picture of <who>] on the wall?
The derivation can then proceed cyclically and finally converge.
1.1.2. External vs. internal argument. Note that Takahashi’s proposal predicts that
all subjects occupying a derived position are islands. However, this prediction is
called into question by the following data, from Chomsky (2008, (6)-(7)):
(7) * Of which car did [the (driver, picture) t] cause a scandal?
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Of which car was [the (driver, picture) t] awarded a prize? 1

Chomsky (2008) argues that, irrespective of their base or derived position,
subjects are islands only if they correspond to external arguments, as in the active
sentence (7), but not when they correspond to an internal argument, as in the
passive sentence (8) or in the unaccusative structure (6). Chomsky’s account of
this generalization rests on two hypotheses:
i. The A-movement of the subject to Spec-IP and the A′-movement of the
wh-phrase proceed in parallel, since both are triggered by probes located
in C. Therefore, the wh-phrase is extracted from the base subject position.
ii. Extraction from the base internal argument position can exploit
intermediate movement through the edge of the vP phase, whereas
extraction from a base external argument position cannot. Consequently,
extraction in (7) violates the Phase Impenetrability Condition.
1.1.3. Discourse-linking. Chomsky’s approach predicts that all external arguments
are islands for extraction. But even this prediction has been defied in the
literature. Jiménez Fernández (2009) points out the following contrast in Spanish,
involving two instances of extraction from a (derived) external argument:
(9) a. ¿[De qué cantante] te parece que [algunas fotos t] han escandalizado
of which singer to-you seem that some pictures have shocked
a la audiencia?
to the audience
b.??¿De qué cantante te parece que [las fotos t] han escandalizado
of which singer to-you seem that the pictures have shocked
a la audiencia?
to the audience
(Jiménez Fernández 2009, (57b), (60a))
The crucial difference between the two sentences is that in (9a), the subject is an
indefinite introduced by a weak determiner, whereas in (9b), the subject is definite
(and specific). Accordingly, the author proposes that the crucial property
determining islandhood is Discourse-linking (in the sense of Pesetsky 1987). This
is a special kind of existential presupposition: the subject denotation coincides
with, or belongs in, a set of entities that has already been introduced in the context
(in (9b), a set of pictures).2 Then, a DP is opaque to sub-extraction when the
features of Definiteness and Discourse-linking make it a strong (impenetrable)
phase.

1.2. A starting hypothesis
Note that the three analyses that we reviewed agree w.r.t. two “extreme” cases: on
the one hand, unmoved and non-D-linked internal arguments are transparent for

1

As the reader will immediately notice, the acceptability of (8) contrasts with the unacceptability
of Stepanov’s (1a). One difference between the two examples concerns the stranding of the
preposition of in (1a) as opposed to pied piping in (8), but neither author compares the two
possibilities.
2
If the subject is quantificational, its denotation is a quantifier that lives on (Barwise & Cooper
1981) a set of entities already familiar from the context.
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extraction (4); on the other hand, D-linked external arguments occupying a
derived position block extraction (5).
i. Derived subject position (DS)
ii. External argument (EA)
iii. D-linking (DL)
(4) l’autore di cui sono state pubblicate [numerose lettere t] -DS -EA -DL
the author of whom have been published several letters
(5) ?* l’autore di cui [le lettere t] hanno provocato uno scandalo +DS +EA +DL
the author of whom the letters have raised a scandal
However, all the other cases on which the three factors disagree constitute a grey
area, where acceptability judgements are unstable from speaker to speaker, and
often not clearcut:
(6) a. il personaggio di cui è stata pubblicata [l’intervista _]
-DS, -EA, +DL
the personality of whom was published the interview
b. il personaggio di cui [l’intervista _] è stata pubblicata +DS, -EA, +DL
the personality of whom the interview was published
c. il personaggio di cui mi ha scandalizzato [un’intervista _] -DS, +EA, -DL
the personality of whom me scandalized an interview
d. il personaggio di cui mi ha scandalizzato [l’intervista _] -DS, +EA, +DL
the personality of whom me scandalized the interview
We believe that this observation should be taken very seriously. Consider from
this perspective the three factors listed above. Factors (i) and (ii) are categorical,
in that they refer to easily identifiable structural properties of the subject:
therefore, they predict different but equally clearcut patterns of acceptability, and
they cannot account for the observed grey area. Only factor (iii) is compatible
with variability, since as is well known, certain noun phrases are ambiguous
between a D-linked (presuppositional) and a non-D-linked interpretation.
On these grounds we assume, as a starting hypothesis, that D-linking
(presuppositionality) is the crucial factor that is responsible for subject island
effects, and we preliminarily hypothesize that factors (i) and (ii) may be relevant
to the extent that they contribute to determine a D-linked interpretation of the
subject.

2. Presuppositionality and island effects
Our starting hypothesis is not novel: the idea that presuppositionality induces
islandhood was systematically explored by Diesing (1992). In this section, we
briefly summarize Diesing’s proposal and the reinterpretation of it proposed by
Ladusaw (1994).
In exploring the interpretive properties of indefinite noun phrases, Diesing builds
on Carlson’s (1977) distinction between individual-level predicates, expressing a
stable and characterizing property of an entity, and stage-level predicates,
expressing a transitory property. Crucially, individual-level predicates only allow
for presuppositional subjects, whereas stage-level predicates are compatible with
both presuppositional and non-presuppositional subject. Thus, the i-level
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predicate altruistic in (7a) induces a presuppositional interpretation of the subject
bare plural (whereby the set of firemen is nonempty). On the contrary, the s-level
predicate available allows for a reading whereby the existence of firemen is not
presupposed, and it is asserted that there exist some available firemen (in the
circumstance of evaluation).
(7) a. Firemen are altruistic.
b. Firemen are available.

(i-level)
(s-level)

The asymmetry is captured by Diesing in syntactic terms. On her analysis,
individual-level predicates are control predicates, whose subject is generated
outside VP, whereas with stage-level predicates, the subject originates within VP,
and even if it raises to a VP-external position, it may undergo reconstruction.
Diesing then proposes a Mapping Hypothesis whereby
a) VP-external indefinites receive a presuppositional interpretation;
b) VP-internal indefinites are non-presuppositional and get bound by a default
existential closure applying at the VP-level.
This syntactic account of presuppositionality implies interesting consequences in
the domain of island effects. Since all presuppositional noun phrases occupy a
VP-external position at LF, and such a derived position is not transparent for
extraction,3 it follows that presuppositionality entails islandhood. As a matter of
fact, the necessarily presuppositional subjects of i-level predicates are absolute
islands (8a), whereas subjects of s-level predicates can be transparent (8b):
(8) a.*Was sind für Schuhe wasserdicht?
what are for shoes waterproof?
b. Was sind für Karotten im Kühlschrank?
what are for carrots in-the refrigerator?

(i-level)
(s-level)

Although its empirical consequences are quite interesting, Diesing’s Mapping
Hypothesis is rather stipulative. However, Ladusaw (1994) proposed a
reinterpretation of the Mapping Hypothesis in terms of the ‘Brentanian’
distinction between categoric and thetic judgments. To characterize these very
roughly, we may say that a thetic judgment is a simple judgment whereby we
accept or reject the existence of an object (or eventuality); a categorical judgment
is instead a compound judgment, whereby we first accept the existence of an
object, and then we accept or reject the judgment that this object has a certain
property.
Rephrasing this distinction in the terms of model-theoretic semantics, Ladusaw
proposes that thetic judgments correspond to semantic structures where the
subject is neither quantificational nor referential, but it is interpreted as part of the
description of an eventuality: therefore, it is interpreted within the predicative
nucleus of the clause, where it falls in the scope of unselective existential closure.
On the contrary, categorical judgments correspond to structures where the subject
is quantificational and combines with a property (of type <e,t>): therefore, the
subject is compositionally external to the subtree which denotes the relevant
property. Syntactically, this means that the subject is interpreted in different
3

In Diesing’s approach, this is because a noun phrase sitting in a derived position is not L-marked,
and hence qualifies as a barrier for extraction (in Chomsky’s 1986 Barriers system).
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positions at the interface. The subject of a thetic structure, even if it moves to IP
for syntactic reasons, will undergo reconstruction into the base position, as
schematically represented in figure 1. On the other hand, the subject of a
categorical structure must occupy a high derived position at the interface; if we
assume – pace Diesing (1992) and Kratzer (1995), and in line with more recent
assumptions – that all subjects originate within v/VP, then the subject of a
categorical judgment necessarily undergoes movement (either overt or covert),
and cannot undergo reconstruction (cf. figure 2).

IP
I

IP
VP

DP[+presup]

∃

VP

I

DP[‐presup]

I′
VP

t

eventuality description

property

Fig 1. Thetic structure

Fig. 2. Categorical structure

Note that presuppositionality follows as a side effect of the thetic/categorical
divide: the subject of a thetic judgment – which asserts existence – must lack an
existential presupposition (and a fortiori D-linking), whereas in categorical
judgments, the subject must be presuppositional.
Furthermore, as noted by Carlson and Diesing, the nature of the predicate
constrains the semantic structure: i-level predicates are only compatible with a
categorical structure, whereas s-level predicates are compatible with either a
categorical or a thetic structure.
In the following section, we build on Ladusaw’s proposal in order to link subject
islandhood to presuppositionality, and the latter, in turn, to the type of syntactic
structure that is required at the interface with the interpretive component.

3. The Categorical Subject Criterion
Recall that we assume that all subject originate within the ‘first phase’ vP, where
argument structure is determined. On the other hand, Ladusaw’s proposal implies
that a transparent syntax-semantics mapping can obtain if and only if the subject
of a categorical structure is syntactically external to the predicative nucleus at the
interface, whereas the subject of a thetic structure is internal to it. How can the
syntax implement the categoric/thetic opposition? A natural candidate comes to
mind: Rizzi’s (2006) Subject Criterion.
Rizzi’s Criterion builds on earlier proposals by Shlonsky (2000) and Cardinaletti
(2004), who observed that there must be two distinct subject positions in the
preverbal field. In particular, Cardinaletti showed that the higher subject position
can only host semantically non-vacuous subjects: for one thing, a referential
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subject can be separated from the predicate by a parenthetical clause (9a), whereas
a semantically vacuous expletive cannot (9b). This follows from a layered
structure like (9c).
(9) a. John/He, as you know, is a nice guy.
b. * There, as you know, was a man in the garden.
c. [SubjP DP [ (parenthetical) [AgrSP/TP DP … ]]]
(Cardinaletti 2004, (80))
Cardinaletti argues that the higher subject position is reserved for the element that
qualifies as the logical subject of predication: by its very nature, this position
cannot be filled by an expletive.4
Rizzi (2006) and Rizzi & Shlonsky (2007) have implemented Cardinaletti’s idea
in the terms of a Subject Criterion: the higher projection carries a criterial
[aboutness] feature which must be matched by a DP occupying the Spec position.
Note that it is an intrinsic property of criterial configurations that the element
satisfying a criterion cannot be removed from the criterial position at the interface
(«criterial freezing»: Rizzi 2006, 2010). We can therefore propose the following
reinterpretation of the Subject Criterion:
(10) The Subject Criterion implements the categorical/thetic opposition:
– When the subject occupies the criterial position at the interface, it is
interpreted as external to the predicate, giving rise to a categorical
structure;
– When the subject stops in the lower non-criterial position, it undergoes
total reconstruction into the thematic position, so that at the interface it is
included in the predicative nucleus, in the scope of existential closure. This
gives rise to a thetic structure.5

4. The Extraction from Subject Constraint
With this characterization of the syntax of categorical vs. thetic structures, we can
now formulate a constraint on extraction from subjects:
(11) Extraction from Subject Constraint (ESC):
Only a subject occupying the thematic position at the interface is transparent
for extraction.
This formulation immediately raises at least two questions: first of all, why should
the interface position matter? And second, how can it possibly matter, given that
extraction takes place in the course of the syntactic derivation that leads to the
final interface with the external components? The constraint seems puzzlingly
counter-cyclic. We will return to these serious concerns in § 5; in this section,
instead, we discuss the empirical predictions of the ESC.
In view of our reinterpretation of the Subject Criterion (10), the ESC implies that
4

For Cardinaletti, the lower Subject position is Spec-v,AgrS/TP, i.e. a position that just checks
phi-features. For Shlonsky (2000), the higher position checks the person feature, whereas the
lower one checks the number feature. Similar splits have been independently proposed in Kiss
(1996), Sigurdsson (2000), a.o.
5
Our view of the interpretive import of the criterial position is different from Rizzi’s. We briefly
return to this point in § 6.
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i. only a reconstructed non-criterial subject is transparent for extraction;
in other terms,
ii. only the subject of a thetic structure is transparent for extraction.
Recall now from § 2 that individual-level predicates are only compatible with a
categorical structure, whereas stage-level predicates are compatible with both a
categorical and a thetic structure. Since extraction from subjects requires a thetic
structure [ii], and only stage-level predicates are compatible with the latter, we
have the following empirical predictions:
iii. the subject of an individual-level predicate is never transparent for
extraction;
iv. the subject of a stage-level predicate is transparent only if it is nonpresuppositional (i.e., only if it is part of a thetic structure).
These predictions are not easy to test because, as is well known, some predicates
are ambiguous between an individual and a stage-level interpretation (see Diesing
1992, ch. 2 for discussion),6 and the compatibility of stage-level predicates with
both types of structure leaves much room for variation. In (12) we provide a
prototypical paradigm to test the predictions of our ESC. (12a) exemplifies
extraction from an indefinite subject with an individual-level predicate: this is
predicted to be unacceptable. (12b) exemplifies extraction from an indefinite
subject with a clearly stage-level predicate (the stage-level interpretation is
enhanced by the phasal adverbial already): this is predicted to be significantly
more acceptable than (12a). Finally, (12c) exemplifies extraction from a definite
subject of a stage-level predicate; if the subject is presuppositional, extraction is
expected to be degraded.7 Preliminary testing with some native speakers indicates
that these predictions are on the right track.
(12)[Context: An art collector has ordered reproductions of a number of
masterpieces: some big size reproductions and a small-size one for each.]
a. ?* Of which masterpiece is [one reproduction_] absolutely perfect?
b.
Of which masterpiece is [one reproduction_] already available?
c. ? Of which masterpiece is [the small-size reproduction_] already available?
In order to better test these predictions, we performed an experiment with native
speakers of Italian, which is reported in the next subsection.
4.1. Experimental evidence
In preparing the experimental materials, two syntactic properties of Italian had to
be taken into account.
First, in main interrogative clauses subject inversion is obligatory (13a-b), and a
non-inverted subject is strongly marginal (cf. Rizzi 1991):

6

As an illustration, the individual-level adjective simpatico (likeable) becomes compatible with a
phasal adverbial like by now when a specific ‘point of view holder’ is made explicit:
(i) Gianni è (?* ormai) simpatico.
John is (by-now) likeable
(ii) Gianni mi è (ormai) simpatico.
John to-me is (by-now) likeable
7
It must be noted that on Ladusaw’s analysis definiteness does not necessarily imply
presuppositionality. As a matter of fact, the judgment about (12c) is not clear cut.
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a. Quale libro ha comprato Gianni per Maria?
which book has bought John for Mary
b. ?? Quale libro Gianni ha comprato per Maria?8
which book John has bought for Mary?

In order to test the islandhood of preverbal subjects, we used examples of
extraction from a complement clause, since under long-distance movement of the
interrogative phrase, subject inversion is not mandatory.
Secondly, Italian differs from English in allowing for free subject inversion:
(14)

È arrivato Gianni.
is arrived John

Thus, in principle individual and stage-level predicates might combine with either
a preverbal or a freely inverted subject. In designing the experiment, we did not
make any assumption about a possible relationship between the surface position
of the subject and its mapping into a categorical vs. thetic structure, and we
simply tested all the four possible combinations, as illustrated in the sample
experimental paradigm (15). Other factors were kept constant: a) the extracted
wh-phrase always contained a lexical restriction,9 b) the subject was always a
non-partitive indefinite, c) the predicate was an adjective or an intransitive verb.
(15) [Context: a discussion between two experts on constitutional laws:]
a. [i-level, preverbal]
Di quale articolo ritieni che [una revisione_] sarebbe incostituzionale?
of which section (do you) think that a revision would be unconstitutional
b. [i-level, postverbal]
Di quale articolo ritieni che sarebbe incostituzionale [una revisione_]?
of which section (do you) think that would be unconstitutional a revision
c. [s-level, preverbal]
Di quale articolo ritieni che [una revisione_] sarebbe ormai opportuna?
of which section (do you) think that a revision would be by-now timely
d. [s-level, postverbal]
Di quale articolo ritieni che sarebbe ormai opportuna [una revisione_]?
of which section (do you) think that would be by-now timely a revision
The data were collected with a controlled judgment elicitation technique.
The experimental items consisted of 8 paradigms like (15), with 4 variable
combinations each (2 subject positions X 2 predicate types). The items were
divided into four different experiments (Latin Square design): in every experiment
each of the four conditions (a-d) was tested with two items, so that only one
example was extracted from each paradigm. The items were interspersed with an
equal number of fillers, with various degrees of acceptability, and were presented
in a randomized order.

8

If the interrogative phrase is a bare wh-phrase, the deviance of (13b) is even stronger.
We consistently tested extraction of D-linked wh-phrases, because this factor is known to favour
extraction; cf. Starke (2001) for discussion.
9
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All subjects performed the four experiments at different times. They were asked
to indicate the degree of acceptability of each presented sentence on a continuous
bar with 400 points. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the data presentation:

Figure 3
The experimental subjects were 13 adult native speakers from Northern and
Central Italy, who were recruited personally or by e-mail by the investigators.
The data were collected through an online interface implemented with Osucre
(Van Acker 2007), and the results were analyzed with R using a within-subject
analysis, 2-way ANOVA.
The results of the analysis are in the tables below:
Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

12

212639

17720

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Signif.

Subject position

1

11335

11334.6

8.5792

0.01263

*

Residuals

12

15854

1321.2

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Signif.

Verb type

1

4358.3

4358.3

3.4115

0.08954

.

Residuals

12

15330.4

1277.5

Residuals

Error: subj:subj_pos

Error: subj:verb_type

Error: subj:subj_pos:verb_type
Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Signif.

subj_pos:verb_type

1

17595

17595.0

13.558

0.003136

**

Residuals

12

15573

1297.7

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Despite the great variability in grammaticality judgments (Box Plot, Figure 4) and
the non significant dependence of grammaticality on verb type, we found
significant interactions between variables (Figure 5): first we found a significant
effect on subject position (F(1, 12) = 8.58 p = 0.01) and secondo, a strongly
significant effect on the interaction between subject position and verb type (F(1,
12) = 8.58 p = 0.003).
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Fig. 5 – Variables interaction

4.2. Discussion
The experimental results show that by itself, the type of predicate (individual vs.
stage-level) is not a significant factor, while the pre- vs. post-verbal position of
the subject is significant. When the two factors are combined, however, a much
stronger significant asymmetry emerges.
As shown in figure 5, in the case of individual-level predicates the different
subject position does not yield a significant difference (F(1, 12) = 0.33 p = 0.6).
This is consistent with the ESC, given that individual-level predicates can only
inhabit a categorical structure; thus, even if the subject appears post-verbally, it
cannot be interpreted in the thematic position at the interface. There is actually
independent evidence that free subject inversion is infelicitous with individuallevel predicates (Bianchi 1993); we return to this point in § 4.3.
On the contrary, in the case of stage-level predicates the difference between
extraction from a pre- vs. postverbal subject is highly significant (F(1, 12) = 17.94
p = 0.001). This is not expected under the assumption that Universal Grammar
makes available a non-criterial derived subject position (the lowest one in (9c))
which allows for reconstruction in thetic structures. In fact, the low degree of
acceptability of extraction in condition (c) contrasts with the reported
acceptability of extraction from non-categorical preverbal subjects in English, as
in e.g. (16):
(16)

[Of which cars] were [the hoods_] damaged by the explosion?

From the perspective of the ESC, the island effects observed in condition (c) may
follow from the hypothesis that in Italian, as opposed to English, preverbal
subjects resist reconstruction even when the predicate is stage-level. This
hypothesis is independently supported by the following contrasts concerning
scopal interactions:
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(17) a. (It seems that) everyone isn’t here yet.
b. (Sembra che) ognuno di loro non sia ancora arrivato.

(√ not >∀)
(?*not >∀)

(18) a. A unicorn seems [t to be in the garden].
b. Un unicorno sembra [t essere in giardino].

(√ seem >∃)
(?*seem > ∃)

(17) shows that a universally quantified subject can be interpreted in the scope of
negation in English, but not in Italian. Even though we would not assume that the
universal subject reconstructs down to the thematic position in (17a), still we can
see that it is not ‘frozen’ in its surface position, which is presumably outside the
scope of negation. In Italian, on the contrary, the preverbal subject seems to be
frozen in place, and it cannot be interpreted in the scope of negation. Similarly, in
the English example (18a) the existentially quantified subject can be reconstructed
in the scope of the raising verb seem, whereas the same is impossible in Italian
(18b). This evidence suggests the following descriptive generalization:
(19) In Italian, preverbal subjects tend not to reconstruct.
Given our hypothesis (10), whereby reconstruction is only possible from the noncriterial position, a natural interpretation of (19) is that in Italian, preverbal
subjects tend to be interpreted as criterial.
At an intuitive level, this tendency may be related to the availability in Italian of
one further subject position, namely, the free inversion position. There is evidence
that the latter is internal to the predicative nucleus of the clause (cf. in particular
Belletti 2004),10 hence, from the present perspective, it does not satisfy (our
version of) the Subject Criterion.
It is natural to assume that free inversion involves a more economical derivation
than movement to the non-criterial preverbal position.11 By local economy, free
inversion will be chosen wherever possible; consequently, in any structure that
allows for free inversion, a preverbal subject will be interpreted as criterial.12 (We
return to free inversion in § 4.3)
Notice that English lacks free inversion, and therefore, there is no more
economical option ruling out movement to the non-criterial preverbal position.
Consequently, preverbal subjects of stage-level predicates can be reconstructed
(cf. (17a)/(18a)) and, by the ESC, they are transparent for extraction.
We can now reconsider the role of the two other factors that have been identified
in the literature, as discussed in §§ 1.1.1-1.1.2 above.

10

This remark applies exclusively to free subject inversion in declarative clauses.
As for broad focus structures, if the inverted subject is in situ, this option is more economical by
definition. As for narrow focus on the subject, if it occupies a Focus position in the left edge of the
vP phase (Belletti 2004), movement to the IP area will require an additional crossing of the vP
phase boundary.
12
A similar suggestion for German can be found in Bayer (2006, note 5): “It appears that even
sentences with easily processable inverse scope such as Paul Hirschbuhler’s example A flag was
hanging from every window seem to preferentially invoke the awkward reading in German such
that dass eine Fahne aus jedem Fenster hing suggests that one and the same flag could hand from
all the different windows. The distributive reading may be blocked by the word order option dass
aus jedem Fenster eine Fahne hing.”
11
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As for factor [i] (DS), we have seen that derived subjects qualify as islands only
to the extent that the derived position favours a criterial interpretation of the
subject: as we have seen this is robustly the case in languages like Italian.
As for factor [ii] (EA), we believe that internal arguments are normally
transparent because, for the most part, unaccusative and passive predicates
describe a change of state, which cannot constitute a characterizing property of
the internal argument; hence, they qualify as stage-level predicates, and they are
compatible with a thetic structure.
In § 1.2, we have already argued that factor [ii] cannot account for the observed
variation in acceptability judgements. Nevertheless, it is important to consider
cases where the empirical predictions of our ESC differ from those of factor [ii].
Cinque (1990) identified some empirical tests to distinguish unergative vs.
unaccusative predicates within the class of adjectives in Italian. One standard
unaccusativity test (since Belletti & Rizzi 1981) is the possibility of cliticization
of the clitic ne out of the subject, as exemplified in (20a).
(20) a. Ne sono note solo alcune (delle sue poesie)
(Cinque 1990, (13a))
of-them are well-known only some (of his poems)
b. *Ne sono ingiuste molte (di condanne)
(Cinque 1990, (17a))
of-them are unjust many (of condemnations)
Another unaccusativity test suggested by Cinque is the possibility for the
adjective to occur in an adjunct as-clause:
(21) a. Come era [prevedibile_], Gianni non è venuto.
as was foreseeable, John did not come
b. * Come era [possibile]_, Gianni ha vinto.
as was possible, John won

(Cinque 1990, (43b))
(Cinque 1990, (44c))

A third test is the selection of the particle di to introduce an infinitival
complement, as exemplified in (22a):
(22) a. Non gli era noto *(di) essere così famoso.
not him was known di to-be so famous
b. Mi è impossible (*di) aiutarti.
to-me is impossible di to-help you

(Cinque 1990, (53a))
(Cinque 1990, (54a))

Cinque also considered transparency for extraction to be an unaccusativity test.13
However, on closer inspection we can see that the subject of a stage-level
predicate can be fully transparent for extraction (23a) even if it fails the three
unaccusativity tests (23b-d):

13

In his note 9, Cinque gives the following examples:
(i) Mario, di cui è nota/imminente una presa di posizione sul tema,...
M., of whom is well-known/forthcoming a statement on the subject, . . .
(ii)* Mario, di cui è pericolosa/ingiustificata una presa di posizione sul tema,...
M., of whom is dangerous/unjustified a statement on the subject,. . .
As it happens, the unaccusative predicates in (i) are also stage-level, whereas the unergative
predicates in (ii) are individual-level.
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(23) a. [Di quale legge] ritieni che sarebbe utile [una revisione _i] ?
of which law (do you) think that would be useful a revision?
b. ?* (Di regole,) ne sono utili [molte].
of rules, of-them are useful many
c. ?* Come era utile, abbiamo controllato i documenti.
as was useful, (we) have controlled the documents
d. E’ utile (* di) discutere.
(it) is useful (* di) to-discuss
(24) a. Di quale procedimento ritieni che sia ancora possibile [una modifica_]?
of which procedure (do you) believe that is still possible a modification
b. ?* Ne è ancora possibile una modifica.
of-it is still possible a modification
c. * Come era [possibile]_, Gianni ha vinto.
(=(21b))
as was possible, John has won
d. E’ possibile (* di) modificarlo.
(it) is possible di to-modify-it
Thus, unaccusativity is not a necessary condition for transparency (pace Cinque
1990 and Chomsky 2008).14
The reverse dissociation is also observed: if an unaccusative predicate is
individual-level, its subject cannot be extracted from, be it in a preverbal or in a
postverbal position ((25a-b), pace Kratzer 1995). Individual-level unaccusatives
are rare, and we exemplify here with a verbal predicate (whose unaccusativity is
supported by the selection of the be-auxiliary):
(25)a.*[Di quale regione] ritieni che [alcuni dialetti _] appartengano alla famiglia
of which area (do you) think that some dialects belong in the Germanic
germanica?
group?
b. * [Di quale regione] ritieni che vi appartengano [alcuni dialetti _]?
of which area (do you) think that in-it belong some dialects?
The ungrammaticality of extraction in (25) suggests that unaccusativity is not a
sufficient condition either.
Therefore, we surmise that internal argument status [ii] and a non-derived position
[i] favour the trasparency of the subject only to the extent that they favour a nonpresuppositional reading in a thetic structure.

4.3. Free subject inversion
In the previous discussion, we assumed that free subject inversion involves a noncriterial position, since this position seems to be internal to the predicative nucleus
of the clause (and to the focus: Lambrecht 1994, Belletti 2004). In this respect,
our reinterpretation of the Subject Criterion in (10) makes a clear prediction: since
individual-level predicates require a criterial subject, they are expected to be

14

Three out of eight of out experimental paradigms included the adjectives necessario (necessary),
presente (present) and frequente (frequent), which fail the unaccusativity tests.
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incompatible with free inversion (under broad focus), contrary to stage-level
predicates.15 This is indeed the case, as observed in Bianchi (1993).16
(26) a. Sono disponibili alcune guide turistiche.
are available some tourist guides
b. Sono imminenti piogge torrenziali.
are imminent heavy rainfalls
(27) a. * Sono poliglotte alcune guide turistiche.
are polyglot some tourist guides
b. * Sono dannose piogge torrenziali.
are harmful heavy rainfalls

(s-level)

(i-level)

(Bianchi 1993, 60)

Note that the deviance of free inversion with individual-level predicates may by
itself explain the unacceptability of the examples in condition (b) of our
experimental paradigms: cf. (15b), repeated here for convenience.
(15) b. [i-level, postverbal]
Di quale articolo ritieni che sarebbe incostituzionale [una revisione_]?
of which section (do you) think that would be unconstitutional a revision
As a matter of fact, the acceptance rates for this condition were slightly lower than
for the (a) condition involving a preverbal subject (in sharp contrast with the
asymmetry observed with stage-level predicates), cf. Figure 4 above.
The hypothesis that the free inversion position is non-criterial leaves open two
possible analyses for the free inversion structure. A first analysis, advocated most
prominently by Lambrecht (1994), conceives of free inversion (under broad
focus) as implementing a thetic structure. Another possibility, independently
suggested by Bianchi (1993) and Pinto (1997), is that free inversion implements a
categorical structure whose subject, however, is a covert spatio-temporal
argument. Even this second approach can explain the deviance of free inversion
with individual-level predicates, if we assume, following Kratzer (1995), that the
latter lack a covert spatio-temporal argument (see Bianchi 1993 for discussion).
The choice between the two analyses depends on a wider range of theoretical
assumptions than we can possibly discuss here (especially w.r.t. the adoption of
something like Austinian propositions). Therefore, we leave the question open
here; for our current purposes, the only crucial point is that the free inversion
position is non-criterial, and this is consistent with both views.
Another question that remains to be investigated is under what conditions exactly
free subject inversion is licensed (under broad focus). We have claimed that a
necessary condition is the presence of a stage-level predicate; however, this is not
a sufficient condition. For one thing, with transitive verbs – independently of the
nature of the predicate – subject inversion is possible only if an object is moved
out of vP, possibly because of a syntactic constraint (see Alexiadou &
Anagnostopoulou 2001, 2006, Belletti 2004). Although this problem exceeds the

15

An underlying assumption is that no covert raising is allowed from the inversion position to the
preverbal criterial position.
16
We specifically refer here to free subject inversion under broad focus because, as shown by
Pinto (1997), inversion under narrow focus is subject to distinct conditions.
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limits of the present discussion, we wish to point out an anecdotic, yet suggestive
observation.
In § 4.2 we tentatively hypothesized that in Italian, the availability of free subject
inversion preempts movement to the non-criterial preverbal position, by economy;
as a consequence, whenever free inversion is available, movement of the subject
to the preverbal field must target the criterial position. Given that by (10) the
criterial position induces a presuppositional interpretation, we predict that in such
sentences, an inverted subject will necessarily be non-presuppositional, and a
preverbal subject will necessarily be presuppositional. In a minimal pair like (28),
this is indeed observed:
(28) a. E’ arrivato qualcuno.
b. Qualcuno è arrivato.
somebody arrived

(- presuppositional)
(+ presuppositional)

On the other hand, whenever free inversion is impossible – for instance, in a
transitive clause with a VP-internal object – there is no competition based on
economy, and the subject will target either the criterial or the non-criterial
preverbal position. We then predict that in such cases, the subject will be
ambiguous between a presuppositional and a non-presuppositional reading: this is
indeed observed in (29b).
(29) a. ?? Ha rotto il vetro qualcuno.
has broken the pane somebody
b.
Qualcuno ha rotto il vetro.
somebody has broken the pane

(± presuppositional)

Of course, this observation must be corroborated by more robust evidence;
nevertheless, we regard it as a promising line of inquiry.
Finally, a related question is how exactly the categorical/thetic structure relates to
Information Structure. Lambrecht (1994) explicitly identifies a thetic structure
with a broad focus sentence, whereas Rizzi (2006) argues that even in a broad
focus sentence, a preverbal subject can be criterial, since it constitutes the default
antecedent for a null subject in the following clause (see § 6 for discussion).
On the other hand, topics are generally assumed to be presuppositional; Ladusaw
(1994) explicitly argues that topics constitute subjects of categorical structures.
This raises the question of the possible coexistence of two independent topics, or
a topic and a criterial subject, in one and the same clause. These issues will have
to be thoroughly addressed in future research.

4.4. Intermediate summary
To sum up, we have proposed that the islandhood of subjects is determined by
their criterial status in a categorical structure: a criterial subject is frozen in place,
hence it cannot undergo reconstruction into the thematic position so as to satisfy
the ESC, repeated here for convenience:
(11) Extraction from Subject Constraint: Only a subject occupying the thematic
position at the interface is transparent for extraction.
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We have provided experimental evidence that supports our proposal, with the
proviso that in Italian, preverbal subjects tend to be interpreted as criterial much
more commonly than in English – a fact that is plausibly related to the availability
of free subject inversion in Italian, as opposed to English.

5. A top-down perspective
In our previous discussion, we left pending a serious concern: the ESC (11)
strongly looks like a representational LF filter, and it is hardly compatible with a
derivational view of the grammar as the one endorsed in the minimalist
framework.
Furthermore, since non-criterial subjects appear preverbally (at least in English), a
thetic structure can only be obtained by a total reconstruction step, which literally
‘undoes’ the previous movement of the subject DP.17
We argue that both these problems can be avoided if we abandon the standard
bottom-to-top orientation and we assume instead a top-down derivation. The latter
implies that the derived position of a wh-phrase is computed before the thematic
position, and similarly, a derived subject position is computed before the
‘reconstruction’ position. This allows for a different implementation of longdistance dependencies (§ 5.1.2) and of reconstruction (§ 5.2).
5.1. Sketch of a Top-Down Left-Right grammar
5.1.1. Phrase structure. In a Top-Down Left-Right derivation, we start building a
structure from the root of the tree (e.g. CP) and we expand it constituent after
constituent according to:
i. the minimal set of features/functional positions that are expected within
each ph(r)ase , according to the grammatical constraints that are part of
our competence;
ii. the selection requirements of any lexical items introduced in the
computation.
To take a concrete example, consider the computation of a DP like the boy. In a
bottom-to-top derivation, this is the result of a Merge operation that takes two
lexical items, a noun and a determiner, and forms a DP constituent. In a TopDown Left-Right derivation, instead, the grammatical inventory consists of a
lexicon and a set of non-terminal well-formed trees:18 when a DP node must be
expanded, the system inspects the grammatical inventory and obtains a set of
features as the legal grammatical expansion of the DP.
For concreteness, we distinguish functional features from lexical features by using
the + sign to prefix them. In the case at hand, assuming that DP is an extended
projection (Grimshaw 1990) of a lexical item N, the minimal set of features
17

We may try to avoid these problems by adopting Sauerland & Elbourne’s (2002) hypothesis of
PF movement: within narrow syntax, non-criterial subjects remain in the base position – from
which a constituent can be extracted – and they undergo movement to the non-criterial derived
position only in the PF branch of the derivation. Although we cannot fully discuss this possibility
here, it seems to us that a solution along these lines would not be sufficiently general: the
islandhood of presuppositional objects (Diesing 1992, ch. 4), exemplified in (i), still requires
reference to the covert interface position derived by Quantifier Raising.
(i) ?* Who did you see [every picture of __]?
(Diesing 1992, 97)
Thus, reference to the interface position of an argument seems to be unavoidable if we want to
account for the correlation between presuppositionality and islandhood in a general way.
18
These are similar to the elementary/auxiliary trees in Tree Adjoining Grammar (Joshi 1985).
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expected will be the ordered set (+D, N); these features will be lexicalized/
expanded sequentially, in the order indicated.
The expansion proceeds by picking up aggregated information from the
grammatical inventory (either a lexical item or a non-terminal tree), and inserting
lexical items according to their feature specification: +D is the functional feature
associated to those lexical items that can expand/lexicalize this functional
position.19)
From this perspective, the grammar and the lexicon are finite inventories of finite
sets of features, as shown in the toy example (12). The expansion of each
constituent consists minimally of one lexical feature (the lexical head) and a set of
associated functional features.
(12)

English toy grammar
DP: (+D, N)
CPdeclarative: (+S,20 +T, V)
CPwh: (+wh, +T, +S, V)
…

English toy lexicon
the: (+D)
boy: (N)
John: (+D, N)
who: (+wh, +D, N)
sing: (V, =DP)
…

In this formalism, following Stabler (1997), the thematic requirements of lexical
items are encoded by select features, which are identified by the “=” prefix. For
instance, in (12) the intransitive verb sing has a single select feature (=DP),
expressing the thematic requirement for a single argument.
The select features carried by lexical heads introduce expectations, which trigger
ph(r)ase expansion, as shown in the toy derivation (13):
(13) i. expand VP

ii. insert sing

VP
V

iii. project DP

VP
…

V
sing V =DP

iv. expand DP

VP
…

V
sing V =DP

VP
DP

V

DP

sing V =DP
+D

N

5.1.2. Movement. However, we know that not all syntactic relations can be local: a
wh- element like who satisfies both a criterial feature in the left-periphery (in the
sense of Rizzi (1997, 2006) and a thematic requirement in the VP domain. The
Top-Down Left-Right approach implements such a non-local dependency by
introducing the wh-element in the derivation as soon as the criterial +wh
functional feature is processed in the left-periphery: this will be the first feature to
be computed from a left-right perspective (14.i).
However, the lexicalization/expansion of the +wh feature will introduce more
features in the derivation. Recall from (12) that who is specified as (+wh, +D, N):
now, the (+D, N) features that qualify who as an argument are not expected in the
criterial position (14.ii).
19

Notice that, in certain languages, also empty elements (e.g. “pro”) can fulfill this requirement by
lexicalizing (in the relevant sense) a functional feature.
20
We return below to this feature, which will be crucial in our analysis of criterial subjects.
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The fact that these features are not expected forces phrasal movement, but in a
completely reversed perspective: the unexpected features are moved into a
memory buffer (M-buffer), which is a last-in first-out memory (14.iii); the
features will be retrieved and re-merged in the structure as soon as21 a compatible
select feature is introduced in the derivation by a lexical head (14.iv):
(14) i. project CPwh

ii. lexicalize +wh with
who: (+wh, +D, N)

VP

VP

+wh

VP
+T

VP
who +wh +D N

VP

+S
V

+T

…

VP
…

V

iv. (+D, N) feature ‘re-merge’

VP

…
VP

VP

+wh

VP
+S

iii. who (+D, N) features ‘storage’

who +wh +D N

VP

+wh

+T

VP

V
VP

+S
V

sing =DP
+D N

…

who +D N

DP

who +D N

M-buffer

M-buffer
In order for a sentence to be grammatical, every pending dependency must be
discharged. This corresponds to the requirement that the memory buffer be empty
at the end of the derivation:
(15)

Success condition:
At the end of the derivation, the M-buffer must be empty.

In this system, the notion of successive cyclic movement can be incorporated if
we assume that the derivation is divided in phases.

21

This implies that the system retrieves featurally compatible elements from the M-buffer to
satisfy a select requirement before accessing the grammatical inventory: in more familiar terms,
‘move’ (internal merge) preempts ‘external merge’.
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A phase is a computation in which the system processes the minimal set of
features that consists of one lexical feature (either N or V),22 and the related set of
functional features (up to QP/DP or CP/IP).
Phases have a different status according to their position with respect to the
superordinate phase:
a. phases that result from the expansion of a functional features will be
processed while the superordinate phase is still under processing: hence, they
qualify as computationally nested phases.
b. phases that constitute the expansion of a selected category, instead, are
processed sequentially with respect to the superordinate/selecting phase: after
the projection of the expected categories (step (13iii)) the matrix phase is
closed. We will call these phases selected phases.
Crucially, each phase has its own M- buffer, and successive-cyclic movement
proceeds by transmitting the content of the M-buffer of a phase to the the Mbuffer of another phase. We adopt the following constraints (Chesi 2004, Bianchi
& Chesi 2006):
c. nested phases cannot inherit/discharge the content of the M-buffer of the
superordinate, containing phase;
d. selected phases can inherit/discharge the content of the M- buffer of the
superordinate (but not containing) phase.
The distinction between selected and nested phases allows us to account for leftbranch islands (16) vs. successive cyclic extraction from complement clauses
(17), by virtue of the constraints posed on the inheritance mechanism. In (16), the
content of the M-buffer cannot be discharged in the M-buffer of the nested subject
phase:
(16) * Who did [close friends of _] become famous?
VP
VP

+wh
who +wh +D N

+T

VP

did +S
VP
who +D N
M-buffer

close
friends of _

V

Nested phase

22

become
famous

Here we will not be concerned with adjectives or adverbs.
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In (17), instead, succeccive cyclic movement obtains via inheritance between
selected phases:
(17)

Who did you think [that David said [that Lou claimed [that Andy hated _]?
VP
VP

+wh
who +wh +D N

+T

VP

did +S

1

VP
VP

V
you

2

DP

VP

think =DP =CP
CP
that…

3

close… +D N

CP
that…

who +D N
4

who +D N

CP
that…

5

who +D N
n

n+1

who +D N

5.2. Reconstruction in a top-down grammar
We assume a parallel syntactic and semantic computation that proceeds phase-byphase. This allows for a novel view of the phenomenon of reconstruction.23 In a
top-down left-to-right derivation, it is not necessary to covertly ‘undo’ a previous
step of the derivation, so as to place a moved element back in its base position, as
in the bottom-to-top derivation; it is sufficient to delay the interpretation of the
moved constituent until after it has been re-merged in the selected position. This
will allow, e.g., an anaphor contained in a wh-phrase to be interpreted in the remerge position after its antecedent has been processed, even if the latter is
structurally lower than the derived position of the wh-phrase.
We also allow for the possibility of storing in the M-buffer a yet incomplete
constituent containing a gap (i.e. an unsatisfied select feature), and delay both its
completion and its interpretation until after it has been re-merged. This
assumption is required in order to account for remnant movement structures.
Consider for instance remnant VP topicalization: the topicalized VP contains a
trace which is bound by a linearly following phrase.
(18) [VP t1 Gelesen ] hat [das buch]1 keiner tVP
read
has the book no-one
23

This insight is due to Barker (2007).
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(19) [VP Criticized t1 by his boss ] John1 has never been tVP (Müller 2000, (14a))
In terms of a top-down computation, these structures require that we store in the
M-buffer an incomplete VP, whose internal argument will be introduced later in
the derivation. In turn, the dependency of the internal argument (scrambled or Amoved) will be discharged into the moved VP after the VP itself has been
discharged from the M-buffer.24
Although we cannot address the phenomenon of remnant movement in this paper,
we take (18)-(19) to indicate that delayed completion must be allowed in our
grammar. We therefore assume the following hypothesis:
(20)

Discharge of a dependency into a moved constituent α can be delayed
until α itself has been discharged.

5.3. The ESC as a derivational effect
The hypothesis (20) allows us to reduce our ESC (11) to a derivational constraint.
This can be shown in two steps.
1. The ESC prohibits extraction from a derived subject that fails to reconstruct.
In the top-down derivation, this follows if the completion and interpretation of
the subject cannot be delayed. Recall that the derived position constitutes a
nested phase, and hence it cannot inherit the M-buffer of the superordinate
phase, so as to allow for the discharge of the extracted phrase (cf. the
discussion around (16)).
2. The ESC allows for extraction from a reconstructed subject.
In the top-down derivation, this follows if we can delay the completion and
interpretation of the subject. The incomplete subject is re-merged in the
selected position, which constitutes a selected phase, and can inherit the Mbuffer of the superordinate phase. Then, the yet unsatisfied selectional
requirement of the subject’s lexical head triggers the discharge of the extracted
phrase from the M-buffer.
The ESC thus follows from a basic asymmetry between criterial and non-criterial
subjects:
a. Criterial subjects are immediately interpreted as soon as they are computed in
the derived criterial position. This is because their interpretation is
independent from that of the property denoted by the rest of the clause (§ 2).
b. On the contrary, in the case of non-criterial subjects, interpretation is delayed
until after the subject has been re-merged in the thematic position, where it is
interpreted as part of a description of an eventuality, in the scope of existential
closure (cf. again § 2).
In other terms, the crucial effect of the Subject Criterion is to force the criterial
subject to be immediately completed and interpreted.
Let us examine in more detail the two options.

24

We assume that the VP is selected by the auxiliary. Recall that the Success Condition (15)
requires that by the end of the derivation, all the moved phrases – here, both the remnant VP and
the extracted argument – be discharged from the M-buffer.
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We propose that in the case of a non-criterial subject, delayed completion is
triggered by the fact that the (+D, N) features of the subject are not expected in
the preverbal non-criterial position, which expands a +S feature.25
Consequently, the subject – even though incomplete – is stored in the M-buffer,
so as to be later discharged in the selected position, where the (+D, N) features are
expected. Completion and semantic evaluation are deferred until after the subject
has been discharged.
At that point, the subject may inherit from the superordinate phase the whdependency of the extracted phrase. The yet unsatisfied selectional feature of the
noun head triggers the discharge of the wh-dependency, by re-merging the
extracted phrase. Thus, at the end of the derivation all selectional requirements are
satisfied and the M-buffer is empty, complying with the Success Condition (15).
The derivation is schematically illustrated in (21).
(21) Of which car was [the driver t] awarded a prize?
VP

of which car
1

VPinterrogative, passive, thetic:
(+wh, +aux/+T, +S, V)

VP

+wh

+wh +D N

+aux

VP

was +S

VP
…

VP

the driver

V

+S +D N

awarded

2

=DP =DP =DP

the driver +D N

3

…

VP
DP

VP

(the driver _ ) DP

of wh… +D N

M-buffer

VP

4

a prize

Let us consider then the criterial subject of a categorical structure.
We propose that the (+D, N) features of the subject are expected in the criterial
position, which expands a cluster of features (+S, +D, N). Consequently, the
criterial subject is immediately completed and interpreted.
Recall that on Ladusaw’s proposal, the rest of the clause is interpreted as a
property which is predicated of the categorical subject. To this effect, it is
necessary to apply abstraction over a variable hosted in the thematic position of
the subject. This can be obtained if the categorical subject undergoes Quantifier

25

+S feature is a functional feature associate to the Nominative case. In languages like English or
Italian, where such a feature is morphologically unexpressed, it can be lexicalized with a an empty
item. More precisely, the +S feature expected, can be first expanded with a non-terminal tree such
that DPSubj: (+S, +D, N); then +S is lexicalized with the empty nominative marker ε: (+S).
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Raising in the way developed in Bianchi & Chesi (2010), which we briefly
summarize here by means of an illustrative example:
(22)

Every man is mortal
VP
VP

+S +D N
Every man

+T V

+S + Q +D N

1

VPdeclarative, criterial:
((+S,, + D, N), +T, V)
AP

is

2

A

AP

mortal

DP

=DP

QP
(every man)

4

xi
xi +D N

M-buffer

3

every

Q-buffer
The subject QP every man, after being computed in the criterial position, gets
stored in a dedicated memory buffer, the Q-buffer, together with a binding index
i. Furthermore, a variable xi is stored in the M-buffer.
When the adjectival head is processed, it introduces a selectional requirement
=DP, which is satisfied by discharging the variable from the M-buffer into the
thematic position. At this point, the matrix phase is complete; the subject QP is
then retrieved from the Q-buffer and is attached to the structure. Lambdaabstraction over the variable carrying the stored index i will yield the QP’s
scope.26 Following Ladusaw’s insights, this mechanism can be generalized to all
criterial subjects: even when they are not inherently quantificational, they are
lifted to quantifier type.
Consider now the derivation for a case of extraction from a criterial subject. Here,
the dependency of the extracted phrase canot be discharged into the subject phase
that expands the criterial position, because the latter constitutes a nested phase.
On the other hand, the subject is necessarily completed and stored in the memory
buffer, and what is remerged in the thematic position is just a variable, which does
not introduce any selectional requirement; consequently, the dependency of the
extracted phrase cannot be discharged in the thematic position either.

26

As the readers will notice, this is just a syntactic (simplified) version of Cooper storage. We
refer the reader to Bianchi & Chesi (2010) for more discussion and empirical justification.
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(23) Of which car did [the driver t] cause a scandal?
VP

VPinterrogative, criterial:
(+wh, +aux/+T, (+S, + D, N), V)

+wh

VP

of which car
1

+aux

VP

QP

+wh +D N

did

+S +D N
the driver

3

∃ (the driver)

VP
V

VP

+Q +S +D N

cause

2

DP

=DP =DP

xi

4

xi +D N

VP
DP
a scandal

of wh… +D N
5

M-buffer
6

∃ (the driver)

Q-buffer
To sum up, in this approach the ESC (11) is reduced to the interplay of three
factors:
– the impenetrability of nested phases;
– the permeability of selected phases;
– the choice at which point of the derivation the subject is evaluated: the
criterial position in categorical structures; the thematic re-merge position in
thetic structures.

6. An addendum on criterial freezing
Before concluding this discussion, it is worth comparing our proposal about the
Subject Criterion to Rizzi & Shlonsky’s original view.
According to the latter, the argument satisfying the Subject Criterion bears an
[+aboutness] feature.27 The aboutness status is supported by the following
empirical test: the criterial subject constitutes the obligatory antecedent for a null
subject in the following clause.28
(24) a.
b.

Un camioni ha tamponato un autobusk. Poi proi/*k è ripartito.
a truck bumped into a bus. Then (it) left
Un autobusk è stato tamponato da un camioni. Poi prok/*i è ripartito.
a bus was bumped into by a truck. Then (it) left

27

But not a [D-linked] feature: this is what distinguishes a criterial subject from a topic. A criterial
subject may constitute new information, as is indeed the case in example (24a).
28
See Frascarelli (2007) for a full-fledged proposal, which, however, characterizes the antecedent
of a null subject as the current Aboutness-Topic of the relevant clause.
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This observation is consistent with our proposal: the subject of a categorical
judgement naturally qualifies as the most salient antecedent for cross-sentential
anaphora involving a weak (in fact, null) pronoun.29
Independently of this issue, however, what is crucial is that under both Rizzi &
Shlonsky’s view and ours, a criterial subject is completely stuck in the criterial
position, whereas a non-criterial subject will undergo total reconstruction. This
allows us to characterize a difference between criterial subjects and other cases of
criterial freezing in wh-movement.
Rizzi (2006) explicitly argues that criterial freezing blocks further movement of
the criterial goal, as in (25b), but not subextraction from it: this is shown by (25c),
where the criterial wh-phrase allows for subextraction (by clefting) of a PP.
(25)

a. Non è chiaro [ [quanti libri di Piero] Q siano stati censurati].
(it) not is clear how many books by Piero have been censored
b. * E’ [quanti libri di Piero] che non è chiaro [ __ Q siano stati censurati]
it is how many books by Piero that it isn’t clear have been censored
c. E’ [PP di Piero] che non è chiaro [ [quanti libri __ ] Q siano stati
censurati]
it is by Piero that it is not clear how many books have been censored
(Rizzi 2010b, (19))

On our analysis, the clefted PP in (25c) can be extracted only if the wh-subject
undergoes reconstruction into the thematic position. How can this be allowed, if
the wh-phrase has to Satisfy the Wh-Criterion? The answer is that the wh-phrase
does not undergo total reconstruction, but we only ‘reconstruct’ (re-merge) its
nominal restriction (cf. Rizzi 2001): in this way, the wh-DP [how many __]
satisfies the Wh-Criterion in the left-peripheral position, whereas the
reconstructed noun phrase [NP books __] allows for the discharge of the
dependency of the clefted PP.30
Thus, according to our proposal, criterial freezing blocks subextraction only when
the dependency disallows partial reconstruction: this is the case in A-movement
dependencies, but not in wh-dependencies.

7. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have proposed an analysis of subject island effects which
reconciles two apparently conflicting desiderata:
(i) to reduce islandhood to some general constraint on the syntactic computation;
29

However, note that checking a [+aboutness] feature in the criterial subject position cannot be a
necessary condition for this type of cross-sentential anaphora, because a focussed inverted subject
may be the antecedent of pro:
(i) Un SUVi è stato tamponato da un camionj. Poi è arrivato un carro attrezzik e prok loi ha
rimosso.
A SUV was bimped into by a truck. Then there arrived a tow track and (it) took it away.
30
Rizzi also notes that extraction is not fully acceptable from the subject of a transitive verb:
(i) ?? E’ [PP di Piero] che non è chiaro [ [quanti libri __ ] Q abbiano vinto un premio ]
it is by Piero that it isn’t clear how many books have won a prize
(Rizzi 2010b, (19)).
In our terms, the deviance of (i) must be reduced to a difficulty in reconstructing the restriction of
the wh-subject of a transitive verb. We leave this problem for further research.
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(ii) to account for the inherent variability of acceptability judgments in this area.
As for (i), we have argued that subject islands effects are due to computational
nesting of the criterial subject position.
As for (ii), we have shown that the unstableness of acceptability judgments can be
explained by the interplay of different factors in determining the categorical vs.
thetic structure of the relevant clause (and consequently, the criterial vs. noncriterial status of the subject).
In this way, subject island effects are not directly reduced to an ultimately
interpretive distinction, but they follow from a computational constraint that
affects differently the syntactic structures correlating with two types of
interpretation (categorical vs. thetic).
An analysis of island effects in terms of reconstruction seems puzzling from the
perspective of a strictly cyclic bottom-up derivation. We have shown that this
problem dissolves if we reverse the orientation from bottom-up to top-down: this
allows us to retain a derivational account of long-distance dependencies without
having resort to a representational filter. Additionally, the top-down perspective
allows an implementation of total reconstruction which is conceptually more
natural, in that it does not involve ‘undoing’ a previous derivational step.
We were once told by a distinguished generative linguist that it would be quite
hard to convince a whole research community to abandon the traditional bottomup orientation that they’ve been used to for years. We are well aware of this, but
nevertheless we hope that, by cumulating evidence in support of the top-down
approach, we will eventually convince our readers to adopt this shift of
perspective.
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In this squib we elaborate on the proposal that perché
(‘why’) does not leave a trace inside the IP and argue
that this peculiarity explains the absence of free
relatives introduced by ‘why’ as well as some order
restrictions concerning reason clauses. We also
discuss why many languages, but not Italian,
distinguish between ‘why’ and ‘because’.

1. Introduction.
Starting from a seminal observation by Rizzi (1990), several authors have argued that
the adjunct why (and its equivalents in other languages) is externally merged in the left
periphery of the clause (e.g., Hornstein 1995, Ko 2005, Rizzi 2001, Stepanov and Tsai
2008, Thornton 2008), or that it moves locally within the left periphery, crucially
without leaving a trace within the IP (Shlonsky and Soare 2011).
The aim of this squib is to discuss a possible consequence of this observation
concerning reason clauses. Starting from a theory of labeling and movement (section
2) and a free relative analysis of adverbial clauses (section 3), we will briefly review
the original facts pointed out by Rizzi (section 4) and derive from them a) the non
intersective reading of perché-clauses as opposed to other WH-adverbial clauses in
Italian (section 5); b) the non-existence of free relatives introduced by why and its
equivalent in many languages (section 6); some order restrictions concerning perché
and other reason clauses (section 7).
2. Labels and probes: free relatives
The starting point is the general idea, developed in Cecchetto and Donati (2010) and
Donati and Cecchetto (2011), that there is a crucial relation between syntactic probes
and syntactic labels.
They propose that the core results of X-bar theory can be derived from the definition
of label in (1) and from the labeling algorithm in (2).
(1) When two objects α and β are merged, a subset of the features of either α or β
becomes the label of the syntactic object {α, β}. A label:
(i) can trigger further computation
(ii) is visible from outside the syntactic object {α, β} for selection
* Although in this paper we argue that Rizzi is right, we do not think that this is always the case. Rizzi
can be wrong in many different ways, but always insightfully. We wish we could always be wrong the
way he is! Buon compleanno, Luigi!
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(2) The label of a syntactic object {α, β} is the feature(s) which act(s) as a Probe of the
merging operation creating {α, β}
The algorithm in (2) says that the label of any merge output is always the feature
asymmetrically triggering the Merging operation. This simple algorithm immediately
derives one empirical generalization that any version of phrase structure theory must
account for: namely, that the target of movement (a Probe) typically projects.
However, (2) can also capture the other fact that any version of phrase structure theory
must derive, namely that a lexical item (a “head”) projects when it is merged with an
XP. The algorithm in (2) can do so if it is assumed, following Chomsky (2008), that
every lexical item is endowed with a feature, the ‘edge feature’, which forces it to
merge with other material (this feature is ultimately responsible for the fact that we
speak by uttering phrases, clauses and sentences rather than isolated words). If this is
assumed, any time a lexical item is merged, it qualifies as a Probe by virtue of its edge
feature. This means that a lexical item, being a Probe by definition, always activates
the algorithm in (2) and its categorial feature can provide the label.
We argued elsewhere (see also Donati 2006) that the double life of free relatives
immediately derives from the labeling algorithm in (2).
(3)

a. I wonder what you read
b. I read what you read

In (3), a WH- lexical item, ‘what’, is internally merged to a Probing C. The Probing
Algorithm in (2) correctly predicts that there should be a labeling conflict here. If the
LI provides the label, the structure ends up being a DP, i.e. a free relative; if the
probing C provides the label, the structure is an (interrogative) clause: as a result, the
structure is systematically ambiguous, as shown by its compatibility both with verbs
selecting for nominal complements (e.g. ‘read’ in 3b) and with verbs selecting for
clauses, as in (3a).
No ambiguity arises when a phrase is WH-moved: in (4) ‘what book’ is a phrase, not a
lexical item, so it does not qualify as a Probe, and only the target C is bound to project.
(4) can only be an (indirect) interrogative clause.
(4)

What book you read
a. I wonder what book you read
b. *I read what book you read.

3. Adverbial clauses
Interestingly, many adverbial clauses can be analyzed as free relatives. This is clearly
the case for when, where and how clauses: they are introduced by a bare WH-word and
display a systematic ambiguity between an interrogative reading (the probe C provides
the label: 5a; 6a; 7a) and an adverbial use. In the latter case they display the typical
reading characteristic of relativization: to illustrate, the when clause (7b) has the same
interpretation as the explicit relative clause in the moment in which you will leave and
the sentence talks about a set of moments which is the intersection of the moments
when you are sad and the moments when you leave. For concreteness, we will say that
the when clause in (7b), as well as the how clause in (5b) and the where clause in (6b),
have an intersective meaning. This is reminiscent of what happens in a full relative like
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‘(a) boy who likes you’, which identifies the intersection of the set of boys and of set
of people who like you.
Under our analysis, the free relative reading is due to the combination of two
ingredients: the raising of the WH-element, leaving a gap (or a copy) in the embedded
clause, and the labeling of the structure by the WH-element itself. Here the category
will be of course prepositional or adverbial, not nominal as in “standard” free relatives
like (3b)1.
(5)

How you prepared your job talk
a. I wonder how you prepared your job talk
b. I will prepare my interview how you prepared your job talk
= I will prepare my interview in the same ways as you prepared your job talk

(6)

Where he will tell me to go
a. I wonder where he will tell me to go
b. I will go where he will tell me to go
= I will go in the places to which you will tell me to go

(7)

When you will leave
a. I wonder when you will leave
b. I will be sad when you will leave
= I will be sad in the moment(s) in which you will leave

It has been proposed that also if-clauses can be analyzed as free relatives. While ‘if’
may not be a plain WH-word in English, it does have an interrogative use, as shown by
the fact that in some varieties you can say things like I wonder if… (in fact, Kayne
1991 has argued that the conditional if and the interrogative if are one and the same
element). Furthermore, as discussed by Bhatt and Pancheva (2006), that the
“complementizer” introducing the protasis is a WH-word is pretty clear in many
Romance varieties (where the equivalent of if is the canonical complementizer of
embedded yes/no question), in German (where the equivalent of if is wenn, which also
appears in when clauses) and in Bulgarian (which also uses an interrogative
complementizer to form a conditional clauses).
Finally, if-clauses have an intersective meaning, too. From an interpretive point of
view, (8) is not fundamentally different from the correspondent when-clause, namely
sentence (7b) above. After all, (8), like (7b), can be roughly paraphrased by using a
nominal + relative clause:
(8)

I will be sad if you will leave
= I will be sad in in the situations/possible worlds in which you will leave

Starting from this type of observation, Bhatt and Pancheva (2006) propose that ifclauses are just another case of free relative, where a WH-word (or a null operator) is a
binder of a possible world variable. So, while a canonical free relative as “what John
bought” is interpreted as the plural definite description ıx [John bought x], the if-clause
“if he talks the president” is interpreted as the plural definite description ıw [he talks to
the president in w]. Haegeman (2010) supports the analysis that posits an analogy
1

Caponigro and Pearl (2009) discuss some evidence that when, where and how are indeed nominal, but
merged as a complements of a silent preposition. This is not directly relevant here.
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between temporal clauses and if-clauses by offering several arguments in a
cartographic framework.
An interesting exception to this pattern of adverbial clauses is why-clauses, or their
Italian counterpart perché-clauses illustrated in (9).
(9)

Perché parti
why2 you leave
a. Mi chiedo perché parti
(I) wonder why (you) leave
b. Sono triste perché parti
( I) am sad why (you) leave

Perché-adverbial clauses crucially differ in interpretation from when-clauses, whereclauses, how-clauses and if-clauses (Caponigro 2003). In particular they do not display
the intersective reading which is the defining feature of relativization and which we
have just seen displayed by the other WH-adverbial clauses. To clarify, (9) does not
mean (10b), but rather (10a).
(10)

a. √ I am sad because you are leaving
b. * I am sad for the same reason why you are leaving

Why so? Notice that in English (and French and many other languages) the anomaly of
why-clauses is even more severe: essentially, why-clauses can only have an
interrogative reading: (11)3.
(11)

Why you are leaving
a. I wonder why you are leaving
b. *I am sad why you are leaving

In the remaining part of the paper we will address these two anomalies one at a time:
we will first focus on why ‘perché’ in Italian can introduce an adverbial clause, but not
with the intersective reading. Then, we will ask why ‘why’ can only be interrogative in
English and other languages.
4. The case of Italian perché: no intersective reading
Remember that under the approach briefly sketched above, relativization is the result
of two components: a raising operation, leaving a gap in the embedded structure
related to a position in the root clause; and a relabeling outcome, by which the moved
element labels the structure turning it from a simple CP into a different type of object
(a DP in argumental free relatives, a PP or an AdvP in adverbial ones).
Now, starting from an observation by Rizzi (1990), many authors have argued that why
(and its equivalents in other languages) is externally merged in the left periphery of the
clause (e.g., Hornstein 1995, Ko 2005, Rizzi 2001, Stepanov and Tsai 2008, Thornton
2

As is obvious, ‘perché’ translates both ‘why’ and ‘because’. We uniformly use the gloss ‘why’ to
stress the fact that concerns us in this paper, namely that ’perché’ is a WH-word.
3
Caponigro (2003) discusses sentences like (i) as the only cases in which ‘why’ does not have an
interrogative use. Arguably these cases should be analyzed as full relative clauses headed by a null N, as
suggested by the periphrasis in (ii).
(i) This is [why he never laughs]
(ii) This is the reason why he never laughs
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2008), or that it moves locally within the left periphery, crucially without leaving a
trace within the IP (Shlonsky and Soare 2011).4
Let us briefly review here the main arguments put forward by Rizzi. Rizzi (1990)
notices that, unlike other adjuncts, why is not sensitive to negation in the clause with
which it is construed. This is illustrated in the contrast between how and why in (12)
taken from Shlonsky and Soare (2011).
(12)

a. Why didn’t Geraldine fix her bike?
b. *How didn’t Geraldine fix her bike?

If the ungrammaticality of (12b) follows from a Relativized Minimality violation
induced by the intervention of negation (Rizzi 1990), then it follows that there is no
chain crossing negation in (12a). Another piece of evidence comes from WH-in situ.
In French, where WH-is situ is a possible interrogative strategy (13), pourquoi is never
allowed to sit in a postverbal position (14).
(13)

a. Tu as rencontré qui
you have met who
b. Tu as fais quoi?
‘you have done what’
c. Tu es parti où/quand?
‘you have left where/when’

(14)

*Tu es venu pourquoi5?
you are come why

Another argument concerns direct WH-questions in Italian. While subject inversion is
obligatory with the other adverbial WH-elements, such as dove (where), come (how),
quando (when), it is not with perché (why). The following examples are adapted from
Rizzi 2001.
(15)

a. * Dove Gianni è andato?
‘Where Gianni went?
a’ Dove è andato Gianni?
‘Where went Gianni?’
b * Come Gianni è partito?
‘How Gianni left?
b’ Come è partito Gianni?
‘How left Gianni?’
c. *Quando Gianni è partito?
‘When Gianni left?’
c’ Quando è partito Gianni?
‘when left Gianni?’

4

One can ask what makes ‘why’ special. Maybe our ontology contains entities like objects, places,
times/situations, manners/ways but not reasons. So, one can quantify over the former entities but not
over reasons. We do not address the general question of what makes ‘why’ special in this squib, though.
5
We are slightly simplifying things since purpose pour quoi (‘what for’) is indeed acceptable in situ.
(i)
Tu es parti pour quoi?
‘you have left for what?’
This is however irrelevant for us, since we are concerned only with reason adverbials.
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(16)

a Perché Gianni è venuto?
‘Why Gianni came?’
b. Perché è venuto Gianni?
‘Why came Gianni?’

This contrast is explained by Rizzi assuming that WH-arguments and WH-adverbials
other than why can only meet the WH-criterion by being moved to the left periphery,
hence triggering inversion, while why does not trigger any inversion because it is
directly merged in the left periphery.
Now comes the first main remark we want to introduce in this squib: if no movement
is involved when perché is merged (or a very short one, crucially not creating a gap
within the IP, as Shlonsky and Soare 2011 argue) the Italian anomaly of reason
adverbial clauses is straightforwardly derived. As we have briefly shown in the
preceding section, the intersective reading proper to relativization requires a raising
operation transformationally relating a position in the IP with the head of the relative
construction: perché has no access to this kind of derivation, if it does not move (or
does not move long enough). So, no intersective reading arises.
Summarizing, the absence of the intersective reading with perché adverbial clauses is
just what one expects under the hypothesis that perché leaves no trace in the IP area.
5. The case of English why and the like: adverbial reading
Remember however that in our approach relatives are made of two components, not
necessarily related to one another: a raising component and a labeling component.
Putting aside the raising component, which is not available to perché and its kin, since
they do not move, we would nevertheless expect the labeling component to be
accessible: perché is a head and the same for its kin in other languages, like why. Even
if the probe of the merging operation is C there should be a labeling conflict, and the
adverbial should be able to provide the label. Now, Italian is well behaved in this
respect: perché does indeed provide the label in (10), which is an adverbial adjunct as
predicted.
The problem is that in other languages the equivalents of perché cannot introduce
reason clauses. Clearly, this must have to do with the fact that there is an alternative
(say, because) which is lexically specified for this adverbial function. One can imagine
why such lexically specified alternative to why may evolve in a certain language. For
example, this avoids ambiguity (see below for a case in which ambiguity impacts on
the distribution of adverbial perché in Italian).
Still, the question is: why does only why have a non-interrogative alternative among all
WH-elements? In other words, why is ambiguity avoided only with why and not, say,
with what, who, when, where, how, if? We have a good answer to this question. In
order to convey the intersective meaning, adverbial when clauses, where clauses and
other free relatives need to form a chain, but a chain is typically triggered by the WHfeature. This is why you do not have the non-WH counterpart of when, how etc:
without the WH-feature there would be no movement, hence no relativization. So, the
intersective reading these WH-words convey might not arise.
Notice that if we are on the right track, we expect that the Italian strategy may not be
completely out even in languages that do not normally use the WH-word
corresponding to why in reason clauses. For example, there might be overuses of why
in reason clauses up to a certain stage of acquisition, or maybe slips of the tongue or
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other performance errors where ‘why’ replaces ‘because’. This is something that needs
to be checked. Some weak evidence going in this direction is that in text messages,
French youngsters use an underspecified sign (‘pk’) to mark both ‘pourquoi‘ and
‘parce que’.
6. Some indirect evidence: ordering restrictions
We expect other differences to follow from the fact that only in Italian a WH-word can
introduce a reason clause. This is indeed the case.
In Italian, perché-clauses must follow the main clause (cf. 17a and 17b), while reason
clauses introduced by a specialized non-WH word like poiché (‘since’) can precede the
main clause (cf. 17c):
(17)

a. *Perché parti domani sono triste
why (you) leave tomorrow (I) am sad
b. Sono triste perché parti domani
(I) am sad why (you) leave tomorrow
c. Poiché parti domani, sono triste
Since (you) leave tomorrow (I) am sad

Similarly, in French and English the reason clause, which is not introduced by a WHexpression, can precede the matrix clause6.
(18)

a. Because I worked fast, I finished early
b. Parce qu’elle est riche, Anne a été épousée par Jean

It is tempting to relate the impossibility of fronting perché-clauses to the fact that
perché is a WH-word. We conclude this squib by offering some speculations in this
direction. As a matter of fact, the sequence ‘perché parti domani’ is temporary
ambiguous between an interrogative interpretation (‘why’ interpretation) and a reason
clause interpretation (‘because’ interpretation). Suppose that the interrogative
interpretation is preferred, say because interrogative perché is more frequent. If so,
(17a) would be weird because of a sort of garden path effect. The wrong structural
analysis is chosen and this comes with a cost.
Although this explanation may be on the right track, it is definitely too simple-minded.
An obvious objection is that the same reasoning should apply to other reasons clauses
introduced by a WH-word. For example, the sequence ‘quando parti’ introduces a
temporary ambiguity, but (19b) is fully natural.

6

This does not mean that the positioning of reason clauses is entirely free in English or French. Various
factors play a role at the discourse level. One example is reason clauses introducing a premise to the
main assertion rather than introducing the cause of the event in the matrix clause. Premise reason
clauses cannot naturally precede the matrix clause, as shown by the awkwardness of (i) and (ii). See
Kanetani (2007) and Hancock (2000) for some discussion in a non-generative framework.
(i) * Because the ground is wet, it has rained.
(ii) *Parce que sa voiture est devant la porte, Paul est là
Because his car is in front of the door Paul is there
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(19)

a. Quando parti?
When (you) leave?
b. Quando parti sono triste
When (you) leave (I) am sad

What would be the difference here? Clearly, it is desirable to reduce any difference
between quando-clauses and perché-clauses to the fundamental difference that we
have been assuming in this squib, namely that only the former WH-word leaves a trace
in the IP internal position. The idea is that the presence of a gap is crucial to prompt
the double analysis of these clauses when no hint is provided by the context.
In (19) the labeling conflict triggering the structural ambiguity of the clause is indeed
superficially visible: the clause is introduced by a WH-word (which can label it) and it
contains a gap, pointing to a probe for movement (which can also label the clause). As
a result the parser is prompted to consider the possibility that the WH-word may or
may not project (resulting in the free relative interpretation in 19b, or in the
interrogative interpretation in 19a). In (17a), where perché leaves no trace in the IP
area, there is no direct evidence for the double analysis. With no trigger for the reanalysis present, the parser gets trapped in the wrong structural analysis, the one
corresponding to the most frequent use of why/perché: as an interrogative. As for
(17b), the syntactic context prevents the perché-clause from being interpreted as
interrogative, so the wrong analysis is not selected to begin with.
If this approach is correct, we could derive yet another seemingly unrelated fact from
Rizzi’s observation that ‘perché’ does not leave a trace.
7. Conclusion
Rizzi (1990, 2001) argued that ‘why’ and its kin is different from other WH-words,
since ‘why’ is base generated in the CP area instead of being moved there. In this
squib, by taking his claim as a starting point, we explained why reason clauses can
never receive the intersective reading typical of other adverbial clauses, not even in
Italian where a reason clause can be introduced by a WH-word. We also conjectured
on why the Italian case is relatively isolated, namely why languages tend to develop
specialized non-WH words to introduce reason clauses. Finally, we offered a
speculation to explain why a reason clause cannot be sentence initial if it is introduced
by a WH-word.
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A Luigi,
perché l’intervento tra simili può anche aprire la strada.
Buon “pro” gli faccia!
1. Syntax in the brain: looking at autonomy and recursion
The research on the biological foundations of language has seen a dramatic
development since the turning of the century (Cappa 2011). In particular, the
possibility to exploit neuroimaging techniques has offered interesting
opportunities to deepen our understanding of the relationship between syntax and
the brain. Two issues appear to be well-established: first, syntactic computation
activates a dedicated network (Embick et al. 2000, Moro et al. 2001); second, the
format of rules cannot be traced to arbitrary, cultural or conventional facts but it
reflects the neuropsychological architecture of the brain circuitry (Tettamanti et
al. 2001, Musso et al. 2003, Tettamanti et al. 2008).
In this squib we would like to address a specific issue that raises from these
studies on a computational perspective. The core result of the last three
experiments mentioned is that the theoretical distinction between recursive vs.
non-recursive rules is reflected in the brain activity. More specifically, the activity
of (a deep component of) Broca’s area within a more complex network including
subcortical elements such as the left nucleus caudatus appears to be sensitive to
this distinction as the BOLD signal is increased in this area only when the subjects
increase their performance in manipulating recursive rules. A first immediate
question regards behavioural data.
2. Considering the stimuli from a complexity perspective
Although there are subtle discrepancies when it comes to reaction times, there
is surely complete convergence with respect to performance: all subjects rapidly
acquire the same capability to manipulate both recursive and non-recursive rules.
Notably, this fact already constitutes a puzzle, since the broad distinction between
recursive vs. non-recursive rules already corresponds to a different degree of
complexity. Just to put it in an approximate sense, one could simply observe that
the amount of memory load required for recursive rules is minor than that
required for non-recursive rules: if we assume that a rule can be expressed as a set
2012 Cristiano Chesi & Andrea Moro
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of (computational) states traversals, being the number of states to be explored
somehow proportional to the memory required to perform a certain computation,
it is easy to show that recursive rules use less memory since some state must be
re-used more than once.
Moreover, if one explores the non-recursive rules, a further puzzle emerges
that has not been discussed so far. To explain it, we must preliminarily synthesize
the typology of non-recursive rules employed. Basically, there were three distinct
types: first, a specific word had to be inserted in the same specific position of any
sentence; second, the two “edges” of a string had to match, for example the first
and the last word of a sentence starting with an article and ending with a noun had
to agree; third, the word order of a sentence had to be reversed. These three types
of rules can be minimally generated by different automata/grammars.
3. Recursion, complexity and ranking
Let us assume that the complexity of a task can be measured in terms of resources
(memory and time) used by a computation while attempting to complete that task.
This definition of complexity of course requires a precise formalization of the
computation in order to understand the amount of resources used by the task we
want to analyze. Assuming, for instance, that the rules above are computed by a
simple Push-Down Automaton (i. e. a “PDA”, a Finite State Automaton endowed
with a Last In First Out memory buffer), we can observe that:
1. rule (1) (insert a word wx at kth position) requires k+1 states;
q0

w1

q1

qi

wi

wk

qk

qf
add(wx)

wj

2. rule (2) (the first, w1, and the last element, wf, in the string should agree)
requires 3 states;
wi

q0

q1
get_agr(w1)

qf
set agr(wf)
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3. rule (3) (the string must be mirrored) requires both k+1 states and k slots
in the memory buffer;
q0

qk
push(wk)

push(w1)

qf
wk
…
w1

pop(wk)
pop(w1)

The prediction is that (2) is simpler than (1), which is in turn simpler than (3) (that
is the only rule that must use the memory buffer).
If we assume that adding an extra state has a linear cost and that using an extra
slot in the memory buffer has an exponential cost (cf. Gibson 1998), can’t help
but realizing that this distinction does not (yet) give any difference in terms of
brain activity nor behavioural measures.
4. Complexity and the brain
All in all, the scenario represented here raises at least two delicate questions that
should be put on the agenda for those who study the biological foundations of
language, and syntax in particular. The first one has just been addressed in the
previous paragraph and amounts to recognizing that there are no significant
behavioural different outcomes in achieving tasks when manipulating recursive
vs. non-recursive rules tout court. The second one, on the other hand, raises a
deep methodological issue: being able to measure the complexity of finite nonrecursive rules (§3) with simple computational models, we assume that also
recursive grammatical rules could be represented, in computational terms, by
using simple PDAs as baseline. This would allow us to provide a measurable (and
comparable) complexity metric. Since all the sentences we can test are finite, it is
logically impossible to test recursion directly: what we should aim at verifying,
then, is whether the complexity reduction we expect with recursive rules is
proportional to the behavioural/learning data. Since now we have a reliable brain
signature of linguistic rules usage, we think we are ready to test when hierarchy
and recursion are involved in a rather new way.
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In the present research we aim to determine
whether relative clauses are successful in
distinguishing Italian-speaking children with
Specific Language Impairment (SLI) from their
typically developing peers.
Ninetheen preschool-aged children with SLI
participated in the study. They were matched to
ninetheen typically developing (TD) children on
the basis of the age. Children were tested by
means of an elicitation task. The results show that
among the types of relative clauses tested, subject
relatives, but not object relatives, proved
successful in distinguishing the SLI and TD
children. On the basis of the results, we propose
that subject relatives could be a marker for SLI at
preschool-age. Research should be pursued to
replicate and extend these findings acrosslanguages1.

1. Introduction
Specific Language Impairment is a condition of delayed or impaired
language acquisition that occurs in children with otherwise normal development.
The causes of this disorder are still largely unknown. Furthermore, the nature of
the linguistic delay is still a subject of research, as it appears in rather variable
forms across languages and it affects a wide range of grammatical domains. Thus,
the search for a unifying account has yielded conflicting empirical results and
hypotheses, due not only to diverse theoretical and methodological approaches,
but also to the inherently heterogeneous nature of this language pathology
(Bishop, 1997; Clahsen, 1989; Leonard, 1998; among others).
Children with SLI may experience varying degrees of difficulty in
comprehension and/or production in one or more linguistic components:
1

The present study is part of a wider research on relative clauses and long distance movement
conducted by the two authors on both typical and atypical language development. The research
has been inspired by the Relativized Minimality principle, first proposed by Rizzi (1990). We
thank prof. Luigi Rizzi for being such a great source of inspiration and for his mentoring in
teaching and research. It is a real pleasure for us to contribute to this issue.
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phonology, semantics, syntax and pragmatics (Bishop, 1997; Bishop & Leonard,
2000). Moreover, the linguistic development of children with SLI may vary
according to the severity and persistence of their impairment (Bishop, 1992;
Leonard, 1998).
In the present study we take into consideration the morphosyntactic
abilities of Italian children with SLI, by investigating the elicited production of
relative clauses. Relative clauses like (1) and (2) are complex sentences that
include embedding, and movement of a noun phrase. The movement can take
place from a subject (1) or an object position (2), resulting in either a Subject
relative or an Object relative, respectively.
(1) This is the girl that is hugging the mother (Subject relative)
(2) This is the girl that the mother is hugging (Object relative)
Across languages, TD children correctly produce Subject relative clauses (SRs) as
in (1), very early (2-3 years of age: Guasti, 2002; Labelle, 1990), while Object
relatives (ORs) like (2) appear later (Friedmann & Novogrodsky, 2004; among
others) and children are unable to comprehend them until the age of 4-5 (Adani,
2011; among others).
In children with SLI, relative clauses have been investigated in a number
of studies across languages (see Håkansson & Hansson, 2000 for Swedish;
Stavrakaki, 2001; 2002 for Greek; Friedmann & Novogrodsky, 2004;
Novogrodsky & Friedmann, 2006 for Hebrew; Marinis & van der Lely, 2007; Van
der Lely & Batell 2003 for English2; Contemori & Garraffa, 2010 for Italian;
Hamman et al., 2007, for French), showing that children with SLI perform more
poorly with relative clauses than unimpaired children do and they have more
problems in comprehending and producing ORs than SRs.
Most of the previous studies on relative clauses tested a sub-group of
school-age children and teenagers with a primary deficit in morphosyntax
(Friedmann & Novogrodsky, 2004; Novogrodsky & Friedmann, 2006 for Hebrew;
Marinis & van der Lely, 2007; Van der Lely & Batell 2003; Van der Lely &
Marshall, 2011; for English). The studies focused on SLI's inability to
comprehend/produce Object relative clauses and Object Wh-questions (see
footnote 2), showing that a difficulty with these structures can persist up to age of
18, with SLI children/adolescents being significantly less accurate than both agematched and language-matched TD children (Novogrodsky & Friedmann, 2006
for Hebrew; Van der Lely & Batell 2003; for English). However, even though
results on structures involving object movement seem to be very persistent,
difficulties with subject movement in both relative clauses and Wh-questions are
also reported. This difficulty seems to emerge mainly when SLI children are
compared to age-matched TD children (Novogrodsky & Friedmann, 2006 for
Hebrew; Van der Lely & Batell 2003; for English).
In this paper we present new evidence on the production of relative clauses
in Italian children with SLI, showing that at an earlier age relative clauses are
challenging for language impaired children, and SRs (but not ORs) discriminate
2

Studies on English focused on Wh-questions, which are an instance of A-bar movement as
relative clauses (see Haegeman, 1994, among others)
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between impaired and typical development. On the basis on our results, we
suggest that SRs might be a good candidate as a marker for children with SLI at
preschool age, up to the age of 6. Furthermore, we stress the importance of
identifying linguistic structures that are early acquired cross-linguistically by
typically developing children, and examine their validity as markers for language
impairment. Finally, we underline that the identification of markers for SLI that
are cross-linguistically reliable is very helpful for an earlier and more accurate
identification of the pathology, and hence an earlier and more appropriate
treatment of the disorder.
1.1. Markers for SLI and previous studies with preschool children
Recent research has found a number of clinical markers for SLI. These
include poor nonword repetition and poor grammatical morphology. Screening for
these markers could help with earlier diagnoses and hence earlier treatment of the
disorder (e.g. Bishop, 2004; Bortolini, et al. 2002; 2006; Botting & ContiRamsden, 2001; Conti-Ramsden, et al., 2001; Rice & Wexler, 1996; Rice, 2000).
Concerning morphology, English-speaking children with SLI are known to
have problems with the production of regular past tense forms and third person
singular present tense forms. These morphological difficulties together with
nonword repetition have proved to be reliable markers of SLI in English-speaking
children from the early stages of language development (Bedore & Leonard,
1998; Botting & Conti-Ramsden, 2001; Rice & Wexler, 1996).
Differently from their English peers, Italian children with SLI tend to omit
articles, pronouns and the copula and seem to have problems in mastering the
third person plural form of verbs (Bortolini et al., 2002, 2006; Bottari, et al., 2001;
among others). Bortolini et al. (2002, 2006) found the use of direct object clitics
and third-person plural verbs to be successful measures for distinguishing Italianspeaking children with SLI from their TD peers, due to their high sensitivity and
specificity. In addition to these morphological markers, Bortolini et al. (2006)
showed that nonword repetition constitutes a reliable marker for Italian SLI, with
high sensitivity and specificity.
The ability with relative clauses in young children with SLI has been
previously investigated in a number of studies (Håkansson & Hansson 2000, for
Swedish; Leonard, 1995; Schuele & Nicholls, 2000; Schuele & Tolbert, 2001;
Schuele & Dykes, 2005 for American English; Contemori & Garraffa, 2010 for
Italian). They all found that pre-school children with SLI showed a difficulty with
relative clauses, emerging as the frequent omission of complementizers both in
elicitation tasks and in spontaneous speech, and as a delay in the onset of relative
clause production.
For Italian, a previous study by Contemori & Garraffa (2010) tested the
elicited production, imitation and comprehension of SRs and ORs in four
preschool children with SLI aged 4;3-5;9, whose expressive abilities were
severely impaired. The results on elicited production showed that children could
not produce any type or relative clause, and when they could complete the task,
they produced either SVO declaratives or relatives with omission of the
complementizer, which are ungrammatical in Italian. The qualitative analysis of
the results suggested that children with SLI have difficulties in the construction of
the relative clause and avoid the syntactic syntactic embedding operation. Similar
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results are observed with Swedish and American English children with SLI at a
preschool-age (Håkansson & Hansson 2000; Schuele & Dykes, 2005; among
others).
However, none of the previous studies on relative clauses in SLI focused
on SRs as a possible maker for SLI in the early stages of language development.
In the present study, we follow up on Contemori & Garraffa (2010) and
aim at investigating further the status of subject relatives in SLI's elicited
production. The interest for SRs results from several characteristics of this
syntactic structure. First of all, SRs are among the earliest type of dependencies
that are acquired by TD children. Hence, they could be a reliable measure for the
comparison between typical and impaired language abilities. Secondly, a general
difficulty with SRs would suggest an impairment in the syntactic embedding
operation, rather than a problem with the movement operation, at least at the
earlier stages of language development (see Novogrodsky & Friedmann, 2006,
among others, for evidence of difficulties with SRs also at school-age). Finally,
SRs are not language-specific, and could therefore be a useful indicator for
language impairment not only in Italian, but across languages3.
2. Research questions
To sum up, in the present study we address the following research
questions:
1) Do pre-school children with SLI have difficulties with relative clauses?
Does this difficulty clearly distinguish between SLI and TD?
2) Can Subject relative be an early marker for SLI?
3) Is the source of difficulty with relative clauses the syntactic embedding
operation?

3. Method
3.1.1 Participants
Nineteen monolingual Italian children with SLI aged 4;3-6;3 (Age mean:
5;5; SD: 0;7) participated in an elicitation study. Their non-verbal IQ is between
90 and 115. Children with SLI were selected on the basis of their general
comprehension and expressive abilities, measured on their MLU and on their
performance on language standard tests (expressive abilities: Frog story; receptive
lexicon: PPVT; receptive grammar: TCGB)4.
Nineteen monolingual Italian TD children age-matched to the SLI children
(4;3 – 6;6; mean age: 5;1; SD: 0;9) participated as control subjects.
In Table 1, we illustrate the age and the mean score on standard language tests
of children with SLI.

3
4

The cross-linguistic validity of a marker has interesting implications for the diagnosis in
bilingual populations (see Paradis, 2010, among others)
The cut-off for selection was a score of (at least) -2 SD on PPVT, and or 10 percentile on
TCGB; and or (at least) one year delay on MLU compared to the chronological age of the
subjects.
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Table 1. Means and SD for standard language tests
PPVT-R
Mean Score
(SD)

TCGB
Percentiles
(SD)

MLU Mean
(SD)

89
(29)

35
(22)

4.2
(1.2)

3.1.2 Procedure
The experimental task consisted of an act-out adapted from Hamburger &
Crain (1982). As illustrated in Figure 1, the experimenter introduced three toy
animals, two of the same type (e.g., two horses) and one of a different type (e.g., a
dog). Then, the experimenter acted a scene with the three animals describing the
action, and asked to the child to describe the two animals of the same type. The
task was constructed in such a way that the description of the animals would have
to be formed as a SR and as an OR. An example is given in (3) and (4).
There are two horses and a dog. The horse is pushing the dog. Now you tell me:
Which horse is this one? (Touching the second horse of the row):
(3) SR: (Questo è) Il cavallo che spinge il cane
(This is) the horse that is pushing the dog
Now the horse is pushing the dog. You tell me: Which horse is this one?
(Touching the first horse of the row):
(4) OR: (Questo è) il cavallo che il cane spinge
(This is) the horse that the dog is pushing
Figure 1. Picture with animals and picture for eliciting an OR

4. Results
In Table 2, we present the responses produced by children with SLI and
TD children.
Table 2. Type of responses produced by TD and SLI children in
percentage, number, mean and standard deviation.
SLI

SRs
37 %

ORs
12 %

TD

[21/57; M = 1.1;
SD = 1.3]
81 %

[7/57; M = 0.4; SD =
0.6]
21 %

[46/57; M = 2.4;
SD = 0.8]

[12/57; M = 0.6;
SD = 0.8]
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For the data analysis, we used a repeated measures ANOVAs with Group
(TD, SLI) as a between subject factor, and Sentence type (SR, OR) as within
subject factor. Interactions were followed using pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni correction.
The ANOVA revealed a main effect of Sentence type (F(1,36) = 50,312,
p<.0001, η2=0.583), Group (F(1,20)=11,812, p<.002; η2 = 0.247), and an interaction between Group and Sentence type (F (1,36)= 9,899, p < .003; η2 = 0.216).
Pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference between SRs and
ORs in the TD (F(1,18) = 84,934, p < .0001; η2 = 0.825) and SLI (F(1,18) =
5,633, p < .029; η2 = 0.238) group, with a higher accuracy on SRs than ORs.
An independent-sample t-test showed a significant difference between SLI
and TD for SRs (t(36) = 3,944, p < .0001), with TD children being more accurate
than SLI on SRs. No significant difference was found between the two groups for
ORs.
In Table 3, we present the type of responses given by children with SLI
and TD children, when either a SR or an OR was expected but not produced. Data
are grouped by type of answer, and group of participants (SLI-TD).
Table 3. Percentage of responses produced by TD and SLI children when
a SR or an OR is expected
SLI
Declarative
Fragment/DP
OR>SR role reversal
Other
No answer
Ambiguous relative
clause
TD
Declarative
Fragment/DP
OR>SR role reversal
OR>SR passive
Other
No answer

SRs

ORs

50
6
3
4
-

47
12
8
6
8
7

SRs
13
4
2

ORs
22
4
8
14
6

-

18

5

Ambiguous relative clause

In (5)-(12), we present examples of children’s productions. In (5) and (6)
we present a declarative and a fragment when a SR is expected. (7) and (8) are
examples of ORs transformed into a SR, by reversing the characters (7), and by
means of passive (8). In (9) we give an example of a relative clause with
ambiguous interpretation (ambiguous relative), and in (10) we present a response
labeled as “other”.
5

In the ORs expected there is a match of number features between the head of the relative and
the subject of the relative clause. In this context, if a relative clause with a postverbal or null
DP is produced, this has an ambiguous interpretation in Italian (see Belletti & Contemori, 2010
for further discussion).
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Expected SR: (Questo è) Il gatto che bacia il cane
(This is) the cat that is kissing the dog
(5) Declarative: Il gatto bacia il cane
The cat is kissing the dog
(6) Fragment: Gatto bacia
(The) Cat is kissing

CISCL, Siena

(P.G.5;6)
(T.A.4;9)

Expected OR: (Questo è) il cavallo che il cane spinge
(This is) the horse that the dog is pushing
(7) OR>SR role reversal: Il cane che spinge il cavallo
The dog that is pushing the horse
(8) OR>SR passives: è il cavallo che è spinto dal cane
(This) is the horse that is pushed by the dog
(9) Ambiguous relative clause: Che spinge il cane
(The horse) That is pushing the dog
(10)
Other: Vanno a casa
(They) Go home

(F.C.5;8)
(F.L.4;8)
(S.R.4;6)
(G.G.4;7)

In the next section we discuss the results of SLI and TD children.
5. Discussion
First of all, our study confirms the asymmetry between SRs and ORs in
TD children aged 4-6, with the former mastered earlier than the latter in
production, up to the age of 6 (for similar results on Italian see Contemori &
Belletti, forthcoming). Furthermore, the task proved to be reliable, as the older TD
children achieved a high level performance on the production of SRs.
For children with SLI, a difference between SRs and ORs is observed,
showing a higher accuracy for SRs as compared to ORs.
The comparison between SLI and TD children showed that preschool
children with SLI are significantly less accurate than age-matched controls on
SRs. No such difference between SLI and TD emerged on ORs.
Among the relative clauses tested in our study, SRs discriminated between
SLI and TD children, up to the age of 6. On the other hand, SLI and TD children
did not differ on the production of ORs. Hence, while the production of SRs
clearly distinguishes between SLI and age-matched TD, the production of ORs
does not show any difference between the two groups, as ORs are also hard to
produce for TD children, and avoided by different types of strategies.
Interestingly, we observed an asymmetry between SR/OR in both TD and
SLI children, suggesting a similar pattern of development in both groups, but with
a delayed attainment in SLI. Further evidence from single age groups of children
with SLI (4,5 and 6) is needed to support this hypothesis.
A qualitative analysis of children’s productions in contexts requiring a SR
or an OR provides us with some interesting insights into the production skills of
SLI and TD children.
SLI children resort to the production of SVO declaratives in most of the
cases when a SR or an OR is expected. Declarative sentences are also adopted by
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TD children, mainly when an OR is expected, but to a lesser extent than SLI.
TD children tend to avoid ORs, and adopt different strategies to do so,
preferring declarative clauses, or transforming the ORs into a SRs, either by
changing the characters of the action (OR>SR role reversal, Table 3) or by means
of passive morphology (OR>SR passive, Table 3)6.
The preference for the production of declarative sentences in SLI clearly
shows that children have difficulties in constructing the structure and avoid the
syntactic embedding operation. The results are consistent with the study on Italian
by Contemori & Garraffa (2010), in which preschool SLIs with severe verbal
impairment were tested. The results showed that children could not produce any
type or relative clause, and when they could complete the task, they produced
either SVO declaratives or relatives with omission of the complementizer. In the
present study, a larger group of SLI children showed higher expressive abilities,
and omission of the complementizer was not attested. However, similarly to the
study by Contemori & Garraffa (2010), the results clearly suggest that children
with SLI have difficulties in the construction of the relative clause and avoid
syntactic embedding, by producing declaratives to a large extent. The results of
the present research are also in line with previous studies on English and Swedish
children with SLI (Håkansson & Hansson 2000; Schuele & Dykes, 2005; among
others), except for the complementizer omission that we did not observe in our
data.
7. Conclusion
To conclude, in our study we tested preschool children with SLI in
comparison to age-matched TD children, showing that the elicited production of
SRs clearly discriminates between typical and atypical language development.
Our results are a preliminary step to prove that SRs could be a good marker for
preschool age children with SLI. Furthermore, SRs are not language-specific, and
could be a valid tool for assessment at a cross-linguistic level7.
From our results, the difficulty with SRs seems to be a phase relatively
stable that persists from age 4 to 6. Further research is needed to investigate the
validity of SRs as a marker for younger children SLI, and to examine how
persistent the difficulty can be in older children with SLI8.
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Starting from the question of the extension of the focus in
existential constructions, this paper primarily aims to draw
up a classification of both genuine and spurious types of
existential sentences in Italian. Four major types will be
identified: (I) existential sentences, (II) inverse locatives,
(III) deictic locatives, and (IV) presentational sentences. It
will be shown that this classification may shed new light on
the apparent differences between Italian and other
languages, such as English, with regard to well-known
phenomena and restrictions such as the definiteness effects.
The pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic properties of the
elements occurring in this construction will be examined
with respect to each type of sentence identified. Following
the cartographic approach, the existence of particular
structures in Italian (types II and III) will be analysed in
terms of discourse-related syntactic operations associated
with designated functional projections within the clause,
such as the focalization of postverbal subjects and the
dislocation of old-information constituents. Type IV,
instead, will be argued to be the result of a process of
grammaticalization peculiar to Italian and, at least
synchronically, unrelated to genuine existential sentences.

A Luigi, a cui sono sinceramente grato
e riconoscente per tutto ciò che mi ha trasmesso e insegnato
1. Introduction
Languages display a rich array of strategies for the expression of information
structure, with elements from different areas of the grammar – syntax, phonology,
morphology – exploited for this purpose. The precise mechanisms behind these
strategies and the interaction of the different components of the grammar in the
realization of information structure have been the subject of much recent research. A
broad traditional division is between languages that mark discourse-related notions
such as topic and focus through intonation, and languages that achieve the same
effects by modifying the word order of the sentence. English, for example, marks
*
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narrow focus by manipulating the placement of the nuclear accent within the sentence
(Ladd 1996: 191). In a variety of other languages, by contrast, topics and foci have
dedicated structural positions. In these languages, sometimes known as discourse
configurational languages (cf. É. Kiss 1995), assigning a specific syntactic position to
topic and/or focus is more relevant than assigning a specific position to the syntactic
subject, as manifestly reflected in the superficial word order.
For some languages, however, the distinction is not clear-cut, in the sense that
they are not ‘intonational languages’, but at the same time cannot be defined as
discourse configurational languages proper. Additional factors and fine interpretive
distinctions are to be taken into account in the determination of the position in which
a topic or a focus constituent appears. This is the case in most Romance languages. In
Italian, for instance, the focus constituent typically occurs in a postverbal position,
but it can be fronted to a preverbal position in some specific contexts, mainly when it
bears a contrastive interpretation (cf. Rizzi 1997, Cruschina 2012). Within the
cartographic approach, these distinctions have led to the postulation of the existence
of two left peripheries, at the edge of the phase heads C and v, each comprising an
array of functional projections dedicated to the encoding of discourse-related
categories (cf. Rizzi 1997, Belletti 2004). Dedicated focus projections are therefore
available in the syntactic structure both in the CP-domain and in the left periphery of
vP. Languages differ with respect to the activation, and possibly to the interpretive
specialization, of these focus positions.
In particular, Rizzi’s (1997) seminal work laid the foundations for an approach,
developed within the cartographic project, which is based on the principle of the
existence of a close correlation between information structure and syntactic
properties. This is achieved through a ‘syntacticization’ of pragmatic features, which
are therefore assumed to play an active role in the syntactic computation. Hence,
different information structures may reflect syntactic differences which are not
immediately evident and, vice-versa, particular syntactic features may be the
manifestation or the correlates of distinctive information-structure notions.
In addition to providing us with the appropriate theoretical tools to reach both
descriptive and explanatory adequacy, the studies conducted within the cartographic
approach have also aimed to re-evaluate specific structures and constructions, and to
reformulate the traditional analyses in light of the new assumptions. Fronting in
Sardinian and in Sicilian has been analysed as targeting the relevant focus projection
(FocP) in the left-periphery of the sentence (cf. Cruschina 2012). Subject-verb
inversion in Italian and other Romance languages has been interpreted as a
focalization strategy that exploits the clause-internal FocP (Belletti 1999, 2004). The
same projection is also involved in constructions whose relation to focusing effects is
well established, such as cleft sentences (cf. Belletti 2005a, 2008, on clefts in French
and in Italian). Similarly, the cross-linguistically different position of wh-phrases can
be captured in terms of the activation of either the clause-external or the clauseinternal FocP, according to which languages are characterized by wh-movement (cf.
Rizzi 1996, 1997) or wh in situ (cf. Jayaseelan 2001, Belletti 2005a), respectively.
Following this line of investigation, the goal of this paper is to examine the
connections between the existential construction and focalization, and to explore the
possibility of adopting a cartographic analysis of this construction in Italian to shed
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new light on cross-linguistic differences, in particular with respect to languages that
do not mark focus syntactically. The starting aims of the paper can thus be
summarized by the following questions:
(a) What is the focus of existential sentences?
(b) Is a FocP involved in (any type of) existential sentences in Italian?
These questions will lead us to a more general discussion, and classification, of
existential sentence types. The data discussed will mainly be from Italian, but English
will serve as a constant point of comparison. As already mentioned, English
expresses information structure through intonation. Nevertheless, special syntactic
constructions with a specific focusing function exist in this language, existential
sentences instantiating one such construction. Despite the common focusing function,
significant differences are expected to be found between English, a language with an
inactive clause-internal FocP, and Italian, in which narrow focus is marked through
the movement of the focus constituent to a designated FocP. It will be shown that
these differences have repercussions for the understanding of both the underlying
structure and the semantics of existential sentences in the two languages.
Although I am now using the term existential sentences in a broad sense, it will
soon become clear during the discussion that, at least for Italian, this is simply a
cover term for different structures, and that no less than four types of existential
sentences, or more appropriately of ci-sentences, must be identified. After a general
discussion of the pragmatic and discourse properties of existential sentences, a
distinction will first be made between existential sentences proper (type I) and
locative sentences that I will call ‘inverse locatives’ (type II) (cf. §3 and §4). This
distinction will provide an initial explanation for the apparent violation of the
definiteness effects in Italian existential sentences. Section 5 will deal with some
problems related to the suggested analysis of inverse locatives, in particular to the
information and syntactic status of the locative phrase, and to the nature of the
pronominal element ci in this sentence type. A third ci-sentence type will be
identified in section 6, with reference to those locative sentences with a particular
deictic interpretation (type III). In this section, the exact role of the clitic ci in
existential sentences will be compared to locative and deictic ci. Finally, section 7
will discuss a further type of Italian ci-sentences, namely, presentational sentences,
whose complexity and little-studied properties can create problems of ambiguity with
other sentence types.
Due to their distinctive structural and interpretive characteristics, existential
sentences represent a rich ground (and indeed a minefield) on which numerous
linguistic studies have offered diverse, and often conflicting, theories concerning the
semantics, the syntax, and the pragmatics of this construction. Although different
aspects will be touched on in the course of the discussion, this paper by no means
aims to solve all or most of the puzzling and open issues in the literature on
existentials. It relies instead on results or assumptions from previous work, and
contains some preliminary observations and a tenable analysis of these that could
form the basis for further investigation on this topic.
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2. Pragmatic function and information structure of the existential construction
Semantically, an existential sentence asserts the existence or the presence of some
entity (cf. McNally 2011).1 However, the pragmatic function of existential sentences
is not normally to assert the existence of some entity but “to introduce the NP referent
into the discourse world of the interlocutors by asserting its PRESENCE in a given
location” (Lambrecht 1994: 179). As pointed out by Lambrecht, a statement like that
in (1) would hardly be uttered in a situation in which the only purpose of the speaker
is to assert that cockroaches exist:
1)

There are cockroaches.

From a discourse-pragmatic point of view, the existence of such insects will more
naturally be taken for granted, and the function of the statement in (1) will be that of
presenting and introducing this referent into the discourse, thereby bringing it to the
addressee’s attention or awareness, as in (2):2
2)

Don’t go into the kitchen. There are cockroaches.

This function therefore has an evident connection to focalization and to the speaker’s
intention to direct the hearer’s attention to a specific constituent within the utterance.
The focal nature of the DP included in the existential sentence is widely
acknowledged in the literature, and is generally considered to be a necessary feature
for the well-formedness of the existential sentence. The DP must be hearer-new, and
this requirement has been expressed by an explicit ‘Novelty Condition’ on the entity
introduced by the existential construction (cf. McNally 1992, Ward and Birner 1995;
cf. also Abbott 1993, 1997). This condition is based on a referential definition of
focus, whereby a constituent is treated as focal if its referent is new in the discourse
and/or to the interlocutor. The focal nature of the DP is less obvious if the relation
between the constituents of a sentence in a given context is considered, namely, if we
try to identify a specific Topic-Comment or Focus-Background structure at the level
of the sentence.3 Do existential sentences have a distinctive topic-focus articulation?
1

I am providing here a much simplified semantic definition of existential sentences. See Francez
(2007) and McNally (2011) for an overview of the semantic accounts found in the literature.
2
In general, in order to meet adequate conditions of pragmatic felicity, existential sentences require
some sort of contextualization evoking an either explicit or implicit scene or location in the speakers’
mind:
(i) a. #There is a boy.
b. #There are children.
However, existential sentences may indeed be used to express the mere existence or non-existence of
an entity.
(ii) a. There is a God.
b. There are no ghosts.
This presumably happens when “the existential sentence is presupposed to be true in the context in
which it is uttered, its (re-) introduction into the context is not accompanied by the instantiation of any
discourse referent” (McNally 1992: 164). In the examples in (ii), therefore, the focus is on the truth
value of the existential assertion.
3
On the distinction between referential and relational topic and focus, see Gundel and Fretheim
(2004), and Cruschina (2012: 10).
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Even if we also acknowledge the focal status of the DP from a relational viewpoint,
what is the information-structure status of the other constituents within the sentence,
and in particular of the (optional) locative coda?
Lambrecht (1994, 2000) considers existential sentences to be a type of
presentational sentence characterized by a sentence-focus structure in which the
whole sentence is ‘presented’ as new information. This implies that an additional
constituent such as a locative coda belongs to the focus of the sentence:
3)

a.
b.
c.

There’s a white cat in the garden.
There were lots of people at the party.
There were few apples on the tree.

However, it is not difficult to imagine contexts in which the locative phrase
constitutes what the sentence is about (i.e. aboutness topic), or contexts in which it is
reintroduced into the discourse as presupposed, after having already been mentioned
in the previous discourse (i.e. referential topic). In these cases, the locative PP will
appear at the beginning of the sentence as the topic of the clause:
4)

a.
b.
c.

In the hallway, there was a beautiful mirror.
In the brain, there are billions of neurons.
On this tree, there were no apples.

Sentences like these have more resemblance to Topic-Comment structures in which
an assertion adds a new predicate to the argument, a comment to the topic. Clearly, in
these examples the locative coda is not part of the focus, and the existential sentence
could be defined as an instance of predicate-focus.4 The topicalization of the locative
coda does not affect the fundamental meaning or the pragmatic function of the
existential sentence. In Italian, sentence-focus and predicate-focus structures, also
known as wide- or broad-focus structures, may be characterized by specific word
orders, but they do not seem to involve the attraction of the focus constituent to a
dedicated focus projection. This type of movement seems to be a prerogative of
argument-focus or narrow-focus constituents, establishing a specific FocusBackground partition in the sentence. Given that the postverbal position of the DP is
a common and general feature of the existential construction, no significant
differences appear to emerge between English and Italian with respect to the
relationship between word order and information structure.

4

Interestingly, this is a very common feature of the existential construction across languages, and
complies with the claim that existential sentences always presuppose a location and that, in contrast to
Lambrecht’s view, they are predicate-focus structures predicating a property of a locative argument.
Under this analysis, the TopicLOC-Comment structure may be taken as representative of the prototypical
existential construction. In Italian and in English, this locative topic may be somehow replaced or
instantiated by a locative proform (i.e. English there, Italian ci), and a locative phrase may occur at the
end of the clause as part of the focus. We will return to this point in section 6.
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a.
b.
c.

6)

a.
b.
c.

C’è un
ci-is a
C’erano
ci-were
C’erano
ci-were
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gatto bianco in giardino.
cat white in garden
un sacco di persone alla
festa.
a lot
of people at-the party
poche mele sull’
albero.
few
apple on-the tree

Nell’ entrata, c’era
in-the hallway ci-was
Nel
cervello, ci sono
in-the brain
ci are
Su quest’ albero, non
on this
three
not

uno specchio bellissimo.
a
mirror
very-beautiful
miliardi di neuroni.
billions of neurons
c’era nessuna mela.
ci-was not-any apple

Different conditions on topicalization in Italian will require a more frequent
dislocation of the locative phrase than in English, whenever the locative expression is
presupposed or somehow related to the previous discourse, but the general properties
of the above sentence sets are the same in the two languages.5 It must be noted,
however, that all these examples contain an indefinite DP, which is indeed the only
type of DP allowed in English existential sentences. In fact, as is well-known, the two
languages differ greatly with respect to the presence of a definite DP, which is
acceptable in Italian but not in English due to a definiteness effect.6 The
morphosyntactic similarity between existentials with an indefinite DP and existentials
with a definite DPs in Italian has led to the assumption that definiteness effects are
absent in this language. In the next section, I will address the question of whether the
same similarity holds at the level of information structure and extension of the focus.
3. Definiteness effects and types of ci-sentences in Italian
If no significant differences are detected between English and Italian in regard to
existentials with indefinite DPs, no direct comparison is possible when definite DPs
are considered, simply because they are not acceptable in English:
7)

a.
b.

C’è Gianni in giardino.
ci-is John
in garden
C’era tua sorella in cucina.
ci-is your sister in kitchen

5

In Italian, all presupposed and old-information constituents must be dislocated (cf. Cruschina 2011).
Aboutness topics may only appear at the beginning of the sentence, while familiarity or referential
topics can be either left- or right-dislocated. In addition, unlike aboutness topics which are an essential
part of the sentence, referential topics are optional, since the corresponding resumptive clitic pronoun
would be sufficient to restore the anaphoric argument within the sentence (cf. Frascarelli and
Hinterhölzl 2007, Cruschina 2012). English left-dislocated topics are generally aboutness topics.
6
An important aspect of the study of the definiteness restriction has been the attempt to arrive at an
empirically adequate analysis of the the types of quantifier that are permissible in the post-copular
position of existential sentences. Milsark (1974) referred to the determiners banned from the postcopular position as strong, and to those licensed in that position as weak. In this paper, I leave the
weak/strong distinction aside; I refer to Francez (2007) and McNally (2011) for more details.
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*There’s John in the garden
*There was your sister in the kitchen.

The explanation for this different behaviour could lie in a distinct specification of the
Novelty Condition holding in the two languages: while the DP has to be hearer-new,
and hence indefinite, in English, it has to be discourse-new in Italian (cf. McNally
1992). The addressee of the sentences above surely knows who Gianni is in (7a) or
that that he has a sister in (7b). The DP referent is not hearer-new. Nevertheless, the
referents of the constituents at issue are discourse-new in the sense that they are
newly introduced into the discourse, possibly as a consequence of the fact that they
are mentioned in the conversation for the first time.
Before reaching any final conclusion with regard to the differences between (7)
and (8), let us take a close look at Italian existential sentences with a definite DP,
starting from some observations on their meaning and information structure. First of
all, it has been pointed out that Italian existential sentences with a definite DP have a
strong locative flavour (cf. Moro 1997, Zucchi 1995, Zamparelli 2000).
Consequently, definite descriptions of entities that can hardly have physical
realization are marginal:
9)

a. ?? Ci sono le
ci are the
b. ?? Ci sono i
ci are the

10)

a.
b.

due soluzioni di questa equazione.
two solutions of this
equation
problemi complessi che conosci
nella mia teoria.
problems complex that know.2SG in-the my theory
(Zamparelli 2000: 69)

Non ci sono molti numeri primi in questo insieme.
not ci are many numbers prime in this
set
‘There are not prime numbers in this set.’
Non c’è Gianni in giardino.
not ci-is John
in garden
(Moro 1997: 138)

Moro (1997) argues that while (10a) is a genuine existential sentence, (10b) is “truly
locative”. This distinction is confirmed by the comparison with the corresponding
locative predications:7
11)

a.
b.

* Molti numeri primi non sono in questo insieme
many numbers prime not are in this
set
Gianni non è in giardino.
John not is in garden
‘John is not in the garden.’

The existential sentence (10a) does not have a locative predication counterpart (11a),
while the propositions expressed by (10b) and (11b) are semantically equal. This
7

It has independently been shown that not all existential sentences have a locative predication
counterpart (cf. Francez 2007). This fact goes against those theories that try to reduce existential
sentences to locative structures (cf. Freeze 1992, 2001).
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distinction becomes sharper when sentences involving abstract entities are contrasted,
but it also emerges in other contexts:
12)

a.
b.

13)

a.
b.

C’è un gatto in giardino.
ci-is a cat
in garden
‘There’s a cat in the garden.’
? Un gatto è in giardino
a cat
is in garden
? ‘A cat is in the garden.’
C’è Gianni in giardino
ci-is John
in garden
Gianni è in giardino
John
is in garden
‘John is in the garden.’

The (b) sentences are ordinary Subject-Predicate sentences, with a subject DP in a
canonical subject position. An anti-definiteness, or indefiniteness, effect makes
indefinite DPs bad topics (cf. Beaver et al. 2006, Bentley 2010), and explains why
sentences like (12b) are somewhat marginal. The indefinite DP in (12a), instead, is a
non-canonical subject in a non-standard structure. For these reasons, it would be
difficult to consider (12b) as fully equivalent to (12a). On the contrary, the two
sentences in (13) have indeed different pragmatic contexts of use but an equivalent
meaning and underlying structure. A context requiring a structure like that in (13a)
would be the question Who is in the garden?, to which (13a) would be a perfectly
felicitous reply. As will be discussed below, the different position of the subject
reflects specific information-structure conditions. These considerations lead us to
hypothesize that of the sentences in (12) and in (13), only (12a) is an existential
proper, whereas the others are locative.
Let us now move on to the information structure of the sentences under
examination. Locative copular predications are standard predicate-focus structures in
which the grammatical subject is also the topic or subject of the predication. The
subject is the topic of the locative predication (13b), but is part of the focus in the
existential sentence (12a), as well as in the pseudo-existential locative sentence (13a).
What about the locative phrase? Does it have the same status in (12a) and (13a)? I
will argue that it does not. As discussed in section 2, the locative coda of an
existential sentence is part of the focus (cf. 12a). However, it has been observed that
in languages that are apparently insensitive to the definiteness restriction, the definite
DP of the (pseudo-) existential sentence attracts narrow focus, so that if a locative
coda is present, this is either right- or left-dislocated, as indicated by a comma in the
following examples:
14)

a. ?? Hi havia el president a la reunió.
b.
Hi havia el president, a la reunió.
cl had
the president at the meeting
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c.

15)

A la reunió
hi havia el president.
at the meeting cl had the president
‘The president was at the meeting.’

a. ?? C’è la statua di Michelangelo in Piazza della
b.
C’è la statua di Michelangelo, in Piazza della
ci-is the statue by Michelangelo in Piazza della
‘Michelangelo’s statue is in Piazza della Signoria.’

CISCL, Siena

(Rigau 1997: 396)
Signoria.
Italian
Signoria.
Signoria
(Leonetti 2008: 140)

As shown by Rigau (1994, 1997) for Catalan (14c) and by Leonetti (2008) for Italian
(15b), an existential sentence with a definite DP cannot be uttered with the neutral
intonation typical of sentence-focus structures.8 The intonation contour of this kind of
sentence is in fact characterized by a primary pitch accent on the postverbal subject,
signalling its status as the sole focus of the clause, namely, as an argument-focus
bearing a [focus] feature. The locative coda is instead dislocated, as expressed by the
following constraint:
16)

Coda Constraint (Leonetti 2008: 142)
The presence of the locative coda inside the VP blocks the insertion of definite
DPs: these are excluded unless the locative coda is itself (right- / left-)
dislocated (or removed).

Summing up, both semantic and information structure considerations lead us to the
conclusion that Italian existential sentences with a definite DP are not existentials
proper, but rather locative sentences. To distinguish them from genuine existential
sentences, I call this type of sentence ‘inverse locatives’. Two major types of cisentences have therefore been identified in Italian: (i) existential sentences, with a
indefinite DP, and (ii) inverse locatives, with a definite DP. Inverse locatives are
semantically equivalent to the corresponding canonical locative predications, but
display the reverse information structure: the DP is a topic in the canonical locative
predication but a focus in the inverse locative. On the contrary, the locative PP is part
8

A notable exception to this restriction exists. A definite DP in an all-focus sentence uttered as a
single prosodic unit is possible if we have a surprise or unexpectedness interpretation:
i)
C’è Gianni in giardino!
However, this sentence must probably be analyzed as a type of presentational sentence (i.e. eventive),
which will be discussed in section 7 (cf. (64) below). Postverbal subjects of unaccusative verbs are
subject to an analogous definiteness restriction when they are followed by another constituent,
typically a locative phrase (iia) (see Benincà 1988, Belletti 1988):
ii) a. ?? È arrivato Gianni in città.
b.
È arrivato Gianni, in città.
c.
È arrivato Gianni in città!
is arrived John
in town
‘John arrived in town.’
On a par with inverse locatives, this constraint may be due the focal status of the postverbal subject,
which requires the other sentential constituents to be dislocated, as proved by the grammaticality of
sentence (iib) (cf. Leonetti 2008: 148-152). Interestingly, as illustrated in (iic), an exception with an
interpretation and a prosodic pattern similar to those in (i) has been observed in this context (cf.
Calabrese 1992).
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of the focus in the canonical locative predication but a topical, dislocated constituent
in the inverse locative.
4. Existential sentences and inverse locatives
The term ‘inverse locative’ is certainly reminiscent of Moro’s (1997) analysis of
existentials as inverse copular sentences. The current analysis is undoubtedly inspired
by Moro’s work, but it differs from it in a crucial way: Moro applies his theory to
both types of ci-sentences, regardless of the definiteness of the DP. In contrast, I
follow his theory only for the second type of ci-sentences, namely, for inverse
locatives. Building on the assumption that information-structure differences reflect
differences in the underlying syntactic properties, I would like to claim that the
following structures correspond to the two types of ci-sentence identified:9
17)

TYPE I: Existential Sentences (e.g. C’è un gatto in giardino)
SC
DP
ci

18)

DP
un gatto

TYPE II: Inverse Locatives (e.g. C’è Gianni in giardino)
SC
DP
Gianni

DP
ci

We will discuss the status of the locative coda at the end of this section and, in greater
depth, in the next section. For the moment, let us concentrate on the implications of
the different configurations in (17) and (18). In line with several studies, the structure
in (17) analyses the DP of the existential sentence as a predicate nominal (cf.
Williams 1984, 1994, Hazout 2004, Francez 2007). According to this analysis,
English there is an expletive syntactic subject that originates in the subject position of
the existential small clause. Italian ci is first merged in the same position within the
small clause and then attaches to Infl due to its clitic status. In (18), it is the definite
DP that is the subject of the small clause, while the locative pronoun (English there,
Italian ci) is the predicate (cf. Moro 1997). This distinction accounts for the criticism
that English there can never occupy a true predicate position, but can only occur as
9

In line with many analyses of existential and copular sentences, I am adopting a small clause
structure to characterize the relation between the elements of the predication (cf. e.g. Stowell 1978,
Moro 1997), but the same concepts could as well be described with a Predicative Phrase structure
(Bowers 1993; cf. Hazout 2004, Remberger 2009). As for the correlation between definiteness and
sentence type, it must be noted that definite DPs are found not only in inverse locatives but also, and
probably more commonly, in another type of ci-sentence, that is, in presentational sentences (cf. §7).
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what seems to be a syntactic subject (cf. Williams 1994: 135, Hazout 2004: 397). It
also explains the different relationships between ci-sentences and canonical locative
predications.
In the previous section we saw that existential sentences do not have a direct
locative predication counterpart. This follows from the fact that in existential
sentences only the subject (i.e. the locative pronoun) can raise out of the small
clause,10 and complies with the observation that the structure in (17) does not have an
‘inverse’ equivalent that could feature the raising the predicate DP.11 The raising of
the subject DP in (18) would give rise to a canonical locative predication with a
locative PP in predicate position:
19)

a.
b.

20)

Gianni è in giardino
John is in the garden

[ ... IP Infl ... [vP è [SC [ DP Gianni] [PP in giardino] ]]]

Italian inverse locatives, instead, are derived by the raising of the pro-predicate ci to
Infl. In addition, the subject DP moves to the clause-internal FocP (cf. Moro 2009), in
order to have its [focus] feature valued and checked, while the locative coda moves to
a topic projection in the left periphery of vP:
21)

a.
b.

C’è Gianni in giardino
*There’s John in the garden

22)

[ IP Infl ... [FocP [ TopP [vP è [SC [ DP Gianni] [DP ci ]] [ PP in giardino] ]]]]

In other words, as illustrated in (23), type II ci-sentences involve a focalization
strategy that turns a locative predication into an argument-focus structure:

10

The function of ci in this sentence type will be further discussed in section 6.
To a certain extent, it is possible to have a topicalized DP in English existential sentences, as in the
following example (from McNally 2011: 1834):
(i)
They told us there was a solution, and indeed a solution, there was.
In Italian and in other Romance varieties, under the appropriate conditions, a presupposed and partitive
DP can be easily dislocated and resumed via INDE-cliticization. I will not discuss this particular
structure, but see Bentley, Ciconte and Cruschina (2012) for more details on Italo-Romance varieties.
11
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a.

LOCATIVE PREDICATION

[Gianni]TOPIC [è in giardino]PREDICATE-FOCUS

b.

INVERSE LOCATIVE

C’è [Gianni]FOCUS [in giardino]TOPIC
focalization

The main property of inverse locatives is not the raising of the pro-predicate out of
the small clause, which is independently motivated by its morphological status, but
rather the movement of the subject to FocP. This movement targets a functional
projection that is active in Italian, but not in English; this would offer a syntactic
explanation for the unavailability of inverse locatives in the latter language, as well as
for the apparent violation of the definiteness effect in Italian.
In section 2, cases of left-dislocation of the locative phrase in genuine existential
sentences were presented (cf. 4, 6). In those contexts, it was claimed that these
constituents represented the aboutness topic of the clause in which they occur. What
type of topic are the dislocated constituents appearing in inverse locatives? Consider
the following two sentences containing a left-dislocated locative phrase and differing
with respect to the definiteness of the DP:
24)

a.
b.

Nel
sistema solare, ci sono otto pianeti.
in-the system solar
ci are eight planets
‘In the solar system, there are eight planets.’
Nel
sistema solare, c’è Venere.
in-the system solar
ci Venus
* ‘In the solar system, there’s Venus.’ / ‘Venus is in the solar system.’

Unlike the existential sentence (24a), example (24b) would prove pragmatically
infelicitous in a context requiring a new topic or in which that given topic is not
already active in the discourse. For instance, only (24a), but not (24b), can be
conceived of as an appropriate start of a science book chapter. This is due to the fact
that (24b) is an inverse locative that involves a focalization strategy that is not
compatible with an aboutness topic or, more precisely, with those contexts that
license an aboutness topic. From a referential viewpoint, an aboutness topic can
introduce a new topic, whereas referential topics simply restore into the discourse a
referentially given or old-information constituent. The dislocated locative phrase of
inverse locatives can therefore only be a referential topic. Sentence (24b) would in
fact prove perfectly felicitous if the additive particle anche ‘also’ was inserted before
the subject DP (Nel sistema solare, c’è anche Venere), given that it would presuppose
that the locative phrase has already been introduced in the discourse. More
specifically, it would presuppose that the predication holds for at least one other
individual alternative to the constituent in focus. Similarly, (24b) would be a
pragmatically good in reply to the question in (25a):
25)

a.
b.

Quali sono i pianeti del sistema solare oltre alla Terra?
‘Which are the planets in the solar system other than the Earth?’
Non li ricordo tutti. Sicuramente, nel sistema solare, c’è Venere.
‘I don’t remember them all. Surely, Venus is in the solar system.’
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(Nel sistema solare,) c’è anche Venere (, nel sistema solare).
Sicuramente, (nel sistema solare,) c’è Venere (, nel sistema solare).

In these contexts, as is typical of referential topics, the locative phrase could be
dislocated either to the left or to the right of the core sentence; alternatively, it could
be omitted altogether, as illustrated in (26). These pragmatic observations support the
proposed analysis of these sentences as inverse locatives.
5. The locative phrase and the nature of the proform ci
The need for the two separate structures (17) and (18) is motivated by the
conceptually distinct roles that the DP plays in existentials and in locatives: the DP is
a predicate in existential sentences, but it is a subject in locative predications,
including inverse locatives. The structures under discussion have important
implications for the status of the locative phrase and the proform ci present in both
sentence types. The question of whether the coda should be treated as a post-nominal
predicative modifier (cf. Williams 1984) or as a separate constituent, both
syntactically and semantically (cf. Keenan 1987, 2003), has long been controversial.
In most recent analyses, the locative expression included in the existential
construction is considered to be a VP-external adjunct (cf. McNally 1992, Zucchi
1995, Moro 1997, Leonetti 2008). The status of the locative phrase as a predicate in
locative predications is instead undisputed. The crucial question that inverse locatives
raise is the following: in what sense does the proform ci represent the predicate of the
clause? The answer I propose to this question relies on the hypothesis that ci and the
locative coda are part of a clitic-dislocation structure. In other words, ci is a
resumptive clitic.12
One important fact that supports this analysis is that, as we have already observed
(cf. 16), in inverse locatives the coda is prosodically and syntactically dislocated. The
recognized locative nature of our type II ci-sentence in Italian is thus accounted for
by assuming that ci plays the role of a locative clitic that is co-indexed with the
dislocated locative PP. This hypothesis relies on several pieces of empirical evidence.
Firstly, ci can in fact replace the locative PP of a previous locative predication
sentence, thus acting as a pro-predicate. In the following paradigm, the locative
expression introduced in the question (27a) must be represented in the possible
answers next to the copula – being semantically empty, the copula alone is not a
complete predicate. It could simply be repeated (27b) or, alternatively, it can be
substituted with either the clitic ci or a locative adverb (27c), but not with both (27d).

12

Under the big-DP analysis of clitic-dislocation, the locative PP should be analyzed as base-generated
in the complement position of a complex DP with a clitic head (cf. Cecchetto 2000, Belletti 2005b),
rather than as a VP-external adjunct as suggested in (22), and as defended in several studies (cf. Moro
1997, Leonetti 2008, among others). This is certainly an important issue; however, I prefer to leave
this question open for the moment. More crucial for the present analysis is the claim that the locative
phrase targets a topic position within the left periphery of the vP.
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Gli asciugamani sono nel
cassetto?
the towels
are in-the drawer
‘Are the towels in the drawer?’
Sì, sono *(nel
cassetto).
yes are
in-the drawer
‘Yes, they are in the drawer.’
Sì, ci sono / sono là.
yes ci are / are there
‘Yes, they are there.’
* Sì, ci sono là
/ ci sono nel
cassetto.
yes ci are there / ci are in-the drawer

Secondly, this analysis of the relationship between ci and the dislocated locative coda
makes a strong prediction. When the coda is not dislocated but is part of the focus,
the sentence should become awkward or entirely ungrammatical since it would
constitute a case of clitic doubling that is independently ruled out in Italian. It is wellknown that in Italian resumptive clitics resume topics, but they are incompatible with
foci (cf. Rizzi 1997). This constraint can be illustrated as following:
28)

Constraint on the information structure of ci-sentence TYPE II:
a.

[ci + copula] [definite DP]FOCUS [coda]TOPIC

b.

*([coda]FOCUS) [ci + copula] [definite DP] *([coda]FOCUS)

An information-structure articulation different from (28a) is expected to give rise to a
noticeable degradation of the ci-sentences in question. This prediction is indeed bornout: a focal coda, either preverbal or postverbal, is incompatible with a definite DP in
an inverse locative structure like (28b).13 The locative coda is the focus of the clause
13

Given the general restriction that imposes one focus per sentence in Italian, the definite DP cannot
be a focus in this context, thus failing to satisfy another condition for the pragmatic felicity of inverse
locatives. However, this condition appears to be secondary with respect to the coda constraint, in the
sense that it can be violated when the definite DP is topical and the focus is on the predicate made up
of the clitic ci and the copula:
(i)
a. [Gianni]TOP [c’è]FOC, [in giardino]TOP
b. *[Gianni]TOP [c’è in giardino]FOC
As shown in (ia), irrespective of the informational status of the subject, the locative PP must still be
dislocated and cannot be part of the focus of the sentence together with the predicate (cf. also (27)
above). Given the locative value of the clitic ci, sentences like (iib) must be ruled out because they
would create a clitic doubling structure (cf. Moro 1997: 154). By contrast, no clitic doubling is
expected to arise in existential sentences with a topicalized DP:
(ii)
[Pane]TOP [ce n’è
sul
tavolo]FOC
bread
ci of-it.CL on-the table
‘There’s bread on the table.’
Certainly, the INDE-cliticization and other aspects connected to the partitivity of the topicalized DP
may well play a role in the contrast between (ib) and (ii). These factors cannot be disregarded because
only this type of constituents is admitted as a topic in existential sentences, the other types of
indefinites being excluded since they would make bad topics (cf. Beaver et al. 2006, Bentley 2010).
Nevertheless, it is undeniable that in (ii), as opposed to (ib), the clitic ci (in fact ce for independent
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in the following cases: (i) when it corresponds to a wh-phrase, (ii) when it bears
contrastive focus, and (iii) when it is the focus of an answer to a wh-question. Let us
consider the first case:
29)

a.
b.

30)

a.
b.

31)

a.
b.

Dove (*ci) sei tu?
where ci are you
‘Where are you?’
Dove hai
detto che (*c’) è lui?
ci is he
where have.2SG said that
‘Where did you say he is?’
Dove pensi
che (*ci) sia
ci be.SUBJ.3SG
where think.2SG that
‘Where do you think John is?’
Dove (*ci) sono i fiori
bianchi?
where ci are the flowers white
‘Where are the white flowers?’

Gianni?
John

In quale stanza (??c’) è tua sorella?
in which room
ci is your sister
‘Which room is your sister in?’
In quale cassetto (??ci) sono i piatti d’ argento?
in which drawer
ci are the plates of silver
‘Which drawer are the silver plates in?’

Care is needed with the judgments on these wh-questions, especially those in (31).
An echo-question reading, as well as a D-linked interpretation of the locative whphrase should be disregarded.14 The grammaticality of the sentences above can be
rescued by omitting the clitic ci, which would basically yield a canonical locative

morphological reasons) cannot be analyzed as a locative pronoun co-referential with the locative
phrase.
14
For many speakers, the clitic ci becomes more, or even totally, acceptable with a D-linked reading of
the wh-phrase. The D-linked and non-D-linked interpretations can be kept distinct by means of
prosody. In non-D-linked wh-questions, the main prosodic prominence is on the verb, while under a Dlinked interpretation, the main pitch accent falls on the D-linked wh-phrase itself (cf. Marotta 2000,
2002, Bocci 2009). Moreover, the D-linking reading can be ruled out by using an aggressively non-Dlinked wh-phrase (cf. Pesetsky 1987) (e.g. In quale diavolo di stanza (*c’) è tua sorella? ‘Which
bloody room is your sister in?’). Although I am not able to provide a full explanation for this contrast,
it is worth noting that D-linked wh-phrases have been described as bearing a [topic] feature: they are
similar to topics not only with respect to their interpretation but also with respect to extraction
phenomena (cf. Rizzi 2001). A noticeable improvement in grammaticality can also be detected when
the question continues with a pseudo-relative clause:
(i)
In quale stanza c’è tua sorella che dorme?
in which room ci-is your sister who sleeps
‘Which room is your sister sleeping in?’
It will be argued however that these are not cases of inverse locatives but rather of presentational
sentences characterized by distinctive properties (cf. §7).
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predication. Crucially, the same sentences are not as degraded with an indefinite DP,
namely, as existential sentences (type I):15
32)

a.
b.
c.

Dove pensi
che ci siano
più problemi?
where think.2SG that ci be.SUBJ.3PL more problems
‘Where do you think there are more problems?
? Dove ci sono tanti fiori?
where ci are many flowers
‘Where are there (so) many flowers?’
In quale giardino ci sono alberi di limone?
in which garden ci are trees of lemon
‘In which garden are there lemon trees?’

This contrast is even more evident in Sardinian, where the type of structure is
signalled by a change in the copula and in the agreement pattern. Copula alternation
in Sardinian existential sentences has long attracted the attention of linguists. It is
generally related to the definiteness of the DP, so that copula HAVE appears with
indefinite DPs, while BE is used with definite DPs (cf. Jones 1993: 113, La Fauci and
Loporcaro 1997, Bentley 2004, 2011, and Remberger 2009):
33)

a.
b.

34)

a.
b.

B’at metas frores in sa tanca.
cl-has many flowers in the meadow
? Bi sun metas frores in sa tanca.
cl are many flowers in the meadow
‘There are many flowers in the meadow.’
* B’at sos prattos in mesa.
cl-has the plates in table
Bi sun sos prattos in mesa.
cl are the plates in table
‘The plates are on the table.’

This correlation aside, it was observed by Jones (1993: 114) that the clitic bi has a
tangible locative value when it occurs with the BE copula. This idea is further
developed in Remberger (2009), in which a claim similar to the present proposal for
Italian is put forward: Sardinian sentences with copula BE are locative structures. The
ungrammaticality of (35b) can therefore be attributed to the creation of a clitic
doubling configuration between the locative clitic and the interrogative locative
phrase.

15

Since they are morphologically, but not semantically definite, the pronoun ci is also fine with some
non-referential and/or non-specific DPs:
(i)
In quale aula
c’è
il
videoproiettore?
in which classroom ci-is the video-projector
‘In which classroom is there a video-projector?’
I thank Valentina Bianchi for bringing this point to my attention.
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35)

a.
b.

In ube b’at metas frores?
where cl-has many flowers
‘Where are there many flowers?’
* In ube bi sun sos prattos?
where cl are the plates
‘Where are the plates?’
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(Jones 1993: 114)

Further data from the Sardinian variety spoken in Buddusò illustrate this point: an
interrogative focal locative constituent and the clitic bi are only compatible in
existential sentences, which in Sardinian are characterized by the use of the copula
HAVE, the presence of an indefinite DP, and the lack of agreement between them
(36a). The same pronominal form is instead ruled out in those sentences that we have
identified as inverse locatives, comprising a definite DP that agrees with the copula
BE (36b, 37):
36)

a.
b.

37)

a.
b.
c.

Inue b’at duos sindigos?
where cl-has two mayors
‘Where are there two mayors?’
Inue (*bi) son sos duos sindigos?
where cl are the two mayors
‘Where are the two mayors?’
Inue (*bi) ses tue?
where cl are you
‘Where are you?’
Inue (*bi) son sos politicos onestos?
where cl are the politicians honest
‘Where are the honest politicians?’
In cale calasciu (*bi) son sos piattos de pratta.
in which drawer
cl are the plates of silver
‘In which drawer are the silver plates?’

Moreover, the speakers consulted confirm the (prosodic) dislocation of the locative
coda as a necessary condition for the naturalness of inverse locatives:
38)

B’est sorre tua, in uffisciu.
cl-is your sister in office
‘Your sister is in the office.’

In Italian, a similar behaviour is observed for the pronominal clitic in sentences with
a contrastively focalized fronted coda (39) and in replies to wh-questions that require
a focal locative phrase in the answer (40, 41):
39)

a.

IN GIARDINO (*c’) è il gatto bianco, non al
balcone!
in garden
ci is the cat white not at-the balcony
‘There is a white cat in the garden, not on the balcony.’
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A:

41)

A:
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IN GIARDINO
c’è
un gatto bianco, non al
balcone!
in garden
ci-is a cat white not at-the balcony
‘The white cat is in the garden, not on the balcony.’

Dov’è
mia sorella?
where-is my sister
‘Where is my sister?’
B: Tua sorella è in cucina.
your sister is in kitchen
‘Your sister is in the kitchen.’
B': * C’è tua sorella in cucina
cl-is your sister in kitchen
* ‘There’s your sister in the kitchen. / Your sister is in the kitchen.’

A':
B:

In quale foto ci sono tanti fiori?
in which photo ci are many flowers
‘In which picture are there many flowers?
In quale foto sono i fiori?
in which photo are the flowers
‘In which picture are the flowers?’
Ci sono tanti fiori
nella prima foto a destra.
ci are many flowers in-the first photo on right
‘There are many flowers in the first picture on the right.’

Once again, this contrast is supported by Sardinian data. The locative expression in
coghina in (42B') is the focus of the clause, as required by the context. The cooccurrence of this phrase with the resumptive clitic bi gives rise to pragmatic
infelicity:
42)

A:

In ube est sorre mea?
Bono, Sardinian
where is sister my
‘Where is my sister?’
B: (Sorre tua
est) in coghina
sister your is
in kitchen
‘Your sister is the kitchen.’
B': # B’est sorre tua
in coghina.
cl-is sister your in kitchen
* ‘There’s your sister in the kitchen. / Your sister is in the kitchen.’
(Bentley 2012: 15)

The distinctive behaviour of existential sentences and inverse locatives with respect
to the locative coda, and the nature of the clitic proform, raise two issues. First, one
may wonder what happens in the absence of a locative coda, which is in fact optional
both in existential sentences and in inverse locatives. Second, a strongly locative
characterization of the clitic ci when it co-occurs with a definite DP (i.e. in inverse
locatives) raises questions concerning the status of ci in existential sentences, where
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the same locative function surely cannot be attributed. These questions will be
addressed in the next section.
6. Locative and deictic ci vs. pro-argument ci
We have so far seen that when it occurs in an inverse locative structure, the pronoun
ci functions as a locative pro-predicate referring to a locative phrase. The locative
constituent can be explicitly present within the same sentence, in the form of a
dislocated locative PP, or can be implicit in the context. If no locative is implicit or
salient in the discourse, the clitic ci assumes a strong deictic value, that is, a default
interpretation of ‘here and now’:16
43)

a.
b.
c.

C’è Gianni.
ci-is John
‘John is here.’
Guarda: c’è tua sorella!
look
ci-is your sister
‘Look: your sister is here!’
C’è l’aereo,
finalmente.
ci-is the-airplane eventually
‘The airplane is here, eventually.’

Let us call these deictic clauses type III ci-sentences, to be distinguished from the
other two types that we have previously identified: type I (i.e. existential sentences)
and type II (i.e. inverse locatives). Locative-deictic ci designates the perceptual
identification of a referent in the speaker’s proximal physical space. This
interpretation requires that the DP be specific and referential. It is not implausible to
assume that when it conveys this deictic meaning, the clitic ci still serves the function
of a locative predicate, as in type II ci-sentences. The focus is obviously on the DP,
which therefore has to move out of the small clause and target the clause-internal
FocP. As we can see in the translations of the examples in (43), type III ci-sentences
are rendered into English with the deictic locative adverb here, and a focal pitch
accent on the DP subject is necessary to convey the equivalent meaning.17
16

An alternative interpretation of (43a) is possible when this sentence is used to express availability,
with a meaning roughly equivalent to ‘John is here (available to help)!’. This reading constitutes an
exception to the definiteness effect in English (cf. Abbott 1993). Certainly, here ci is not locative.
17
A further piece of evidence that in this type of sentences the pronoun ci replaces a locative predicate
comes from some Northeastern Italian dialects that do not have a locative clitic and, consequently, lack
a proform in existential sentences. To render the type of sentence under discussion (type III), these
dialects adopt one of the following two strategies: either they overtly realize a locative adverb, in a
construction which is otherwise identical to existentials and inverse locatives, or they borrow the
locative clitic in use in the surrounding dialects. Bellunese resorts to the first strategy:
(i)
a.
Varda: l’é
Maria qua.
look
scl.M.3SG-is Maria here
‘Look: Mary is here!’
b. ?? Varda: l’è
Maria là.
look
scl.M.3SG-is Maria there
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Let us turn to the question of the role of ci in existential sentences (type I).
Following Williams (1984, 1994), Hazout (2004), and Francez (2007), I have
assumed that the nominal DP is in fact the main predicate of the existential sentence.
What then constitutes the subject of the existential predication? Several scholars have
hypothesized that the topic or subject of the predication is a location, which can be
either explicit or implicit (cf. Babby 1980, Partee and Borschev 2002, 2007, Leonetti
2008, Parry 2010). In many languages, the distinction between locative predications
and existential sentences is only marked by a different word order, which may be
interpreted as a signal of the distinctive Topic-Comment articulation: the topic is the
DP is in a locative predication but the locative phrase in the existential construction
(cf. e.g. Freeze 1992, 2001; see also Partee and Borschev 2002, 2007). Francez
(2007) argues that, independently of the presence of a locative phrase within the
sentence, the argument of the property denoted by the existential DP is always an
implicit contextual domain (something intuitively similar to a location). An overt
locative coda contributes to the restriction of its identity.
Irrespective of the precise semantic analysis, all the studies mentioned above
endorse the view that a location, and not the referent denoted by the DP, is the subject
of the predication in the existential construction. This hypothesis thus offers an
explanation of the locative nature of the proform in Italian and in other Romance
languages; as a matter of fact, the proform has often been attributed a subject function
(cf. Burzio 1986, Tortora 1997). Accordingly, as illustrated in structure (17) above, in
Italian existential sentences the clitic ci is to be interpreted as a pro-argument,
namely, a pronominal form that is linked to or stands for an abstract locative subject
of predication. It is reasonable to argue that although it is morphologically locative
both in existential sentences and in inverse locatives, the clitic ci is more
grammaticalized in the former construction, having lost its anaphoric and referential
connotation; this explains why an etymologically identical element has now two
completely different functions in the two constructions under discussion.18 Even
though in existential sentences ci does not replace a locative complement and,
consequently, no longer functions as a real locative pronoun, it has not been
completely stripped of its spatial reference, in that it expresses a contextual location
or, perhaps more appropriately, it is bound to an abstract or null locative topic which

c.

La Maria
la
è là.
the Maria scl.F.3SG is there
‘Mary is there.’
Crucially, only the proximal adverb qua ‘here’ is possible in this context (ia), whereas the distal adverb
là ‘there’ would give rise to a marginal, if not totally ungrammatical, result (ib). A locative predication
would instead be employed in the latter case (ic).
18
Recent diachronic findings on the emergence of the proform in Italo-Romance existential sentences
may provide an account of its development (cf. Ciconte 2009, 2010, Parry 2010). In early ItaloRomance varieties, a strong tendency for a preverbal placement of the locative PP in existential
sentences has been observed. After a first stage of complementary distribution with the locative phrase,
the proform occurs predominantly, and systematically, in sentences with a definite DP (inverse
locatives in our typology), in which the resumptive locative clitic functions as an anaphoric link
between the core clause and the left-dislocated locative. Presumably as a result of reanalysis and
grammaticalization, the clitic ci (or its equivalent) emerges and gradually becomes obligatory in true
existential sentences with an indefinite DP.
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provides the spatial parameters of the predication that asserts the presence and/or
existence of a given entity.
7. Presentational ci-sentences
According to the analysis carried out so far, the definiteness of the DP directly
correlates with the type of ci-sentences identified: indefinite DPs typically occur in
existential sentences (type I), while definite DPs are generally involved in inverse
locatives (type II). This correlation, however, is not rigid and fully systematic, in that
it is possible for a definite DP to appear in an existential sentence under special
interpretations such as a list or reminder reading. These exceptions have been widely
described for English (cf. e.g. Milsark 1974, Rando and Napoli 1978, Abbott 1993,
1997, Ward and Birner 1995) and presumably hold across languages, also including
Italian. Another problem that may contribute to the lack of clear-cut boundaries
between ci-sentence types is the existence of a further construction, typical of spoken
Italian, which exhibits similar morphosyntactic properties: presentational cisentences, which we will call type IV ci-sentences.
The DP occurring in this sentence type is not subject to a definiteness restriction,
although definites and specific indefinites, as opposed to non-specific indefinites, are
more commonly found:
44)

a.
b.

45)

a.
b.
c.

C’è un signore
che vuole parlare con te.
ci-is a gentleman who wants talk.INF with you
‘A gentleman (here) wants to talk to you.’
C’erano dei
miei amici che studiavano fisica a Lipsia.
ci-were some my friends who studied
physics in Leipzig
‘Some friends of mine were studying physics in Leipzig.’
C’è mio fratello malato / che sta male.
ci-is my brother ill
who stays badly
‘My brother is ill. / My brother feels sick.’
C’è Maria che canta in un teatro di Berlino.
ci-is Mary who sings in a theatre of Berlin
‘Mary sings in a theatre in Berlin.’
C’è Gianni infuriato / nei
guai.
ci-is John
furious
in-the trouble
‘John is furious / in trouble.’

From a pragmatic perspective, the main property of presentational sentences is that
they introduce a new proposition into the discourse. The whole clause is thus
presented as sentence-focus.19 The DP referent is first introduced in a manner similar,
19

The use of the category ‘presentational’ in this study diverges from Lambrecht (1988, 1994, 2000) in
that, unlike Lambrecht, I do not include existential sentences in this class. Although it is mainly based
on descriptive aspects, this choice also relies on specific empirical and theoretical considerations. An
important difference between existential and presentational sentences is that while the former
introduces a new referent into the discourse, to which further material, such as an additional predicate,
may or may not be added, the latter serves the purpose of introducing a whole predication or a new
event. Further differences will be discussed below. In his work, Lambrecht (1988, 1994, 2000, 2002)
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if not entirely identical, to ci-sentence types I and II. This postverbal DP then
functions as the topic of the predication expressed either by an adjectival predicate
(45a, 45c) or, more frequently, by a pseudo-relative clause (44, 45a,b). Semantically,
the sentences in (44) and in (45) can be paraphrased with the corresponding canonical
Topic-Comment predications (e.g. Un signore vuole parlare con te, Dei miei amici
studiavano fisica a Lipsia, etc.) without determining any alteration of their truth
conditions (cf. the English translations). Presentational sentences have some features
in common with both existential sentences and inverse locatives, giving rise to a
certain degree of ambiguity.
The basic function shared by presentational and existential sentences is that of
introducing a new referent into the discourse. However, it has been argued that
existential sentences proper presuppose a location (cf. Partee and Borschev 2002,
2007, Koontz-Garboden 2009) which, as discussed in the previous section, functions
as the subject of predication. On the contrary, presentational sentences may lack any
locative anchoring (cf. e.g. 45a, 45c), and the DP referent is generally introduced not
to predicate a property of an argument but with the purpose of making it available as
the subject of subsequent predication. One further difference is that the DP must be
indefinite in existential sentences – presumably because only this type of DPs can
function as a predicate (cf. Higginbotham 1987) – but need not be in presentational
sentences.
The fact that the DP of a presentational sentence can be definite may create a
certain ambiguity between type IV, on the one hand, and types II or III, on the other,
whenever a locative phrase is implicit or salient in the context, or when ci has a
spatial deictic function. The following example may better be analysed as an
occurrence of type IV ci-sentence (from Berruto 1986: 71, n.2):
46)

C’è il Signor Ponza che chiede di essere ricevuto.
ci-is the Mr
Ponza who asks
of be.INF received
‘Mr Ponza here asks to be received.’

However, in this sentence the clitic ci seems to have the default interpretation of ‘here
and now’ typical of type III, as argued in Berruto (1986) and as evident from its most
appropriate English translation. It could also be the case that a locative constituent is
already present and active in the discourse, and that ci serves as a clause-internal link
to that constituent, which is represented as right-dislocated in (45). In such a context
the subject DP would be argument-focus, as is peculiar to sentences of type II:20
47)

C’è il Signor Ponza, in salotto,
che chiede di essere ricevuto.
ci-is the Mr
Ponza in living-room who asks of be.INF received
‘Mr Ponza is in the living room, asking to be received.’

provides a detailed analysis of spoken French presentational sentences. From a comparison with
Italian, it emerges that significant differences between the two languages exist, and that French admits
a wider range of uses of this construction than Italian.
20
Another possibility is that this sentence receives an eventive interpretation (cf. below).
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In this example, the relative clause behaves as an ordinary appositive relative clause,
rather than a pseudo-relative. A similar ambiguity obtains in the following sentence
pair:
48)

a.
b.

49)

a.
b.

C’è il cane che abbaia in giardino.
ci-is the dog that barks in garden
C’è il cane in giardino che abbaia.
ci-is the dog in garden that barks
‘The dog is barking in the garden.’
C’è Maria che canta a
ci-is Mary who sings in
C’è Maria a teatro che
ci-is Mary in theatre who
‘Mary sings in the theatre.’

teatro.
theatre
canta.
sings

Judgements on the possible semantic differences between these sentences are
difficult. At first sight, the two pairs sound fully equivalent to most native speakers.
However, a careful examination reveals that while (48a) and (49a) may be taken as
instances of presentational sentence, sentences (48b) and (49b) might be better
interpreted as inverse locatives. From an information viewpoint, the (a) sentences are
in fact most naturally uttered as single units, whereas in the (b) counterparts a pause
between the constituents is normally produced, which may well signal that the
locative phrase is right-dislocated and that the relative is an appositive relative clause:
50)

a.
b.

C’è il cane, in giardino, che abbaia.
‘The dog is in the garden, barking.’
C’è Maria, a teatro, che canta.
‘Mary is in the theatre, singing.’

Even more complex are the cases in which the predicate is an adjective or a nonlocative PP. It is well known that existentials admit an adjectival coda, which is
required to convey a stage-level predicate (see e.g. Milsark 1974, McNally 1992). In
the following two examples, an ambiguity emerges between an existential and a
presentational reading:
51)

a.
b.

Ci sono molti ragazzi malati.
ci are
many guys
will
‘There are a lot of guys ill. / A lot of guys are ill.’
Ci sono molti ragazzi in difficoltà
ci are
many guys
in difficulty
‘There are a lot of guys in trouble. / A lot of guys are in trouble.’

Although it is not always easy to differentiate between the two structures, it must be
noted that the most natural interpretation with specific DPs is the presentational one:
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Ci sono molti dei ragazzi di questa classe (che
ci are many of-the guys of this class who
‘Lots of the guys in this classroom are ill.’
Ci sono molti dei ragazzi di questa classe (che
ci are many of-the guys of this class who
‘Lots of the guys in this classroom are in trouble.’

sono) malati.
are
ill
sono) in difficoltà.
are in difficulty

That these types of sentences are not existential sentences is further confirmed by the
fact that they are not subject to the restriction that limits the kinds of predicates that
can appear in the coda of existential sentences to stage-level predicates (cf. Milsark
1974, McNally 1992). Individual-level predicates are perfectly acceptable in Italian
presentational sentences, as witnessed by the grammaticality of the following
examples:
53)

a. Ci sono molti ragazzi della nostra classe che sono davvero intelligenti.
ci are many guys of-the our
class who are really clever
‘Many guys in our class are really clever.’
b. Ci sono alcuni ragazzi di questa classe che sono molto alti.
ci are a-few guys
of this
class who are very tall
‘A few guys in this class are very tall.’

Less problematic are similar cases involving a definite DP. Given that the predicate is
non-locative, the pronoun ci cannot be analysed as a locative resumptive clitic, and
the locative inverse interpretation is thus ruled out:
54)

a.
b.

C’è Gianni infuriato / malato.
ci-is John
furious
ill
‘John is furious / ill.’
C’è Gianni nei
guai
/ in pericolo.
ci-is John
in-the trouble
in danger
‘John is in trouble / in danger.’

Note that if the information-structure unity typical of presentational sentences is
disrupted, for instance by forcing an argument-focus interpretation of the DP through
focus-fronting, the clitic ci must be left out:
55)

a.
b.

Anche Gianni (*c’) è infuriato / malato.
also
John
ci is furious
ill
‘John too is furious / ill .’
Anche Gianni (*c’) è nei
guai
/ in pericolo.
also
John
ci is in-the trouble in danger
‘John too is in trouble / in danger.’

In these examples, the presence of the focalizing adverb anche requires narrow-focus
on the associated DP, and allows for focus fronting under a contrastive or surprise
interpretation (cf. Cruschina 2012). In such a structure, the predicate must be
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dislocated and connected to the core clause by a resumptive clitic other than ci, that
is, by the pro-predicate lo:
56)

a.
b.

Anche Gianni lo è (, infuriato / malato).
Anche Gianni lo è (, nei guai / in pericolo).

The following data confirm that fronting has to take place from a canonical
predication (e.g. Anche Gianni è infuriato ‘John too is furious.’), thus providing a
further syntactic explanation for the impossibility of ci in the (b) sentences:
57)

a.
b.

58)

a.
b.

C’è tua sorella in pericolo.
ci-is your sister in danger
Soltanto tua sorella (*c’) è in pericolo.
only
your sister
ci is in danger
‘Only your sister is in danger.’
Ci sono i politici
italiani in cattive acque.
ci are the politicians Italian in bad
waters
Anche i politici
italiani (*ci) sono in cattive acque.
also
the politicians Italian
ci are in bad
waters
‘Italian politicians too are in deep water.’

Recall that this is the information structure that characterizes inverse locatives. In
fact, if the predicate is a locative PP, the clitic ci is perfectly acceptable in the
fronting structure:
59)

a.
b.

C’è Gianni in giardino.
ci-is Gianni in garden
Anche Gianni c’è in giardino.
also Gianni ci-is in garden
‘John too is in the garden.’

Although I will not attempt to provide a detailed analysis of the structural properties
of presentational sentences, it is worth noting that these sentences share significant
similarities with other constructions. In particular, the pseudo-relative in the sentence
type under discussion resembles the pseudo-relative that occurs with perception
verbs. For this construction, it has been independently argued that the pseudo-relative
corresponds to a tensed CP that functions as the predicate of a small clause (cf. Guasti
1993, Cinque 1995; cf. also Belletti 2008 on cleft-sentences):
60)

a.
b.

Ho
visto [SC Gianni arrabbiato / in difficolta ]
John angry
in difficulty
have.1SG seen
‘I saw John angry / in trouble.’
Ho
visto [SC Gianni [CP che correva verso casa ] ]
John
who ran.3SG towards home
have.1SG seen
I saw John running home.’
(Cinque 1995: 250, 251)
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It is reasonable to think that the pseudo-relative of presentational sentences has the
same function as with perception verbs, acting as the predicate of the small clause in
which the predication obtains:21
61)

a.
b.

C’è [SC Gianni infuriato / nei guai ]
ci-is
John furious
in-the trouble
‘John too is furious / in trouble.’
C’è [SC Gianni [CP che studia medicina ] ]
ci-is
John
who studies Medicine
‘John is studying to become a doctor.’

It must be observed that this analysis has an important implication for the status of
the clitic ci: if the DP and the adjectival phrase are the argument and the predicate of
the small clause, respectively, the proform ci cannot be regarded as an element
generated within the same small clause. Hence, it cannot be attributed a role in the
predication. If the syntactic analysis suggested here is on the right track, the only
possibility left is that in this structure the pronoun ci does not undergo any syntactic
derivation, but is lexicalized together with the copula BE as a marker of the
presentational construction (see Russi 2008; cf. also Bentley 2006).22
From these considerations, it follows that the main pragmatic difference between
presentational sentences and the other ci-sentence types is that in this construction ci
does not point to a referent in the external world and is not connected to the
contextual spatio-temporal parameters or settings of the predication. It rather
expresses a discourse-internal function, marking a new proposition as relevant and
pertinent to the discourse: a function that is indeed characteristic of the narrative and
spoken language (cf. Berruto 1986). In this respect, a major property distinguishes
type IV from the other types, which may be viewed as reflecting the special
grammaticalized status of the expression ci+copula: presentational sentences cannot
be negated:23
21

The question of whether the predicate belongs to the same small clause as the subject, as in (60), or
to an independent adjunct small clause with a PRO subject (cf. Moro 1997) remains open. Not all the
constituency and Wh-extraction tests used in Cinque (1995) for perception verbs can be applied to
presentational sentences. Unlike with perception verbs, the subject of the small clause of presentational
sentences cannot be pronominalized with the accusative clitic lo, preventing the applicability of the
other tests. This fact may reflect a structural difference between the two constructions with respect to
the complement vs. adjunct issue concerning the small clause, or it could be attributed to independent
reasons connected to the special properties of esserci ‘be there’.
22
Russi (2008) does not distinguish between ci-sentence types, and suggests that when it joins with the
copula BE, the element ci is always a grammaticalized morpheme specialized in the marking of the
existential/presentational construction. In my account, the locative function of ci is still retained in
sentence type II (i.e. in inverse locatives), but is lost in the other types, although to a different extent.
Spatial deixis characterizes type III, while a link between the existential proform and a null locative
argument has been envisaged for type I. No locative value of any sort is preserved in type IV, unless
independently conveyed by an adjunct locative phrase.
23
Type II can only be negated if the sole predicate, but not the subject DP, is the focus of the sentence,
falling within the scope of negation:
(i)
a. [Non c’è]FOCUS [Gianni], [in giardino]
b. *[Non c’è Gianni]FOCUS [in giardino]
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Non ci sono orsi bianchi al
Polo Sud.
not ci are bears white at-the Pole South
‘There are no polar bears in the South Pole.’
Non c’è Gianni in giardino.
not ci-is John
in garden
‘John is not in the garden.’

(type I)

* Non c’è Gianni infuriato.
* Non c’è Gianni nei guai.
* Non c’è Gianni che studia medicina.

(type IV)
(type IV)
(type IV)

(type II)

This difference can be ascribed to the fully grammaticalized status of esserci ‘be
there’ in presentational sentences. It is obviously possible to negate the predication
that it introduces (e.g. Gianni non è infuriato ‘John is not furious’), but not the
semantically empty locution made up of ci and the copula (cf. 63).
A sub-type of presentational sentences is represented by the so-called eventives.
This term has been used to refer to a variety of structures that should not all be
grouped together with presentational sentences. In the literature on existential
sentences, eventives or eventive existentials are existential sentences featuring a past
participle coda that licenses an eventive interpretation (cf. Milsark 1974, McNally
1992):
64)

There has been a live pig roasted.

Sentences like (64) are therefore a subtype of true existential sentences. In other areas
of research, focusing particularly on Romance languages, eventives are defined as
those presentational sentences that describe the occurrence of an event or something
that happens at a given time and place (cf. Leonetti 2008: 141):24
c. ??/* Non c’è [Gianni]FOCUS [in giardino]
This is consistent with the proposed analysis of this sentence as an inverse locative predication. While
negative existential sentences must presuppose a location (62a), negative locative predications must
presuppose the existence of the entity denoted by the DP (cf. Partee and Borschev 2007, and references
therein), which is therefore dislocated as a referential topic in (62b) (cf. (i) above). Unless they are
interpreted as mere instances of type II, with ci referring to a contextually implicit location, type III cisentences (e.g. C’è Gianni! ‘John is here’) cannot be negated. This sentential category shares many
properties with inverse locatives, to the extent that it is reasonable to consider it as a subcategory of
type II. Nevertheless, the interpretation of deictic ci-sentences is closer to that of eventive
presentational sentences, which will be discussed below. In fact, they describe something unexpected,
and possibly surprising, which happens at a particular time and place.
24
Some scholars restrict the category of eventives to those sentences in which the occurrence of an
event is expressed by the single DP, such as with nominal constituents referring to natural events or
accidents:
(i) a. C’è il terremoto.
ci-is the earthquake
‘An earthquake is happening.’
b. Ci fu una disgrazia.
ci was a
misfortune
‘There was an (unfortunate) accident. / An (unfortunate) accident occurred.’
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65)

C’è Gianni {in giardino / al
telefono / che aspetta}
ci-is John
{in garden / at-the phone / that waits}
‘John is {in the garden / on the phone / waiting}’

Italian

66)

Hi ha la Maria {molt enfadada / al
telefon / que espera}
cl has the Mary {very angry
/ at-the phone / that waits}
‘Mary is {very angry / on the phone / waiting}’

Catalan

As presentationals, these event-reporting sentences are independent from the
discourse context and carry no presupposition on the topic or the predicate of the
proposition expressed, as reflected in the fact that they can be uttered in out-of-the
blue contexts, and that they can be preceded by conventional questions or utterances,
such as What’s new? What happened? or Guess what!, which require sentence-focus
replies (cf. Lambrecht 1988: 164).
8. Conclusions
Starting from specific observations on information structure, in this paper I have
identified different types of Italian existential sentences. To avoid terminological
confusion, I have assigned a distinctive label to each type, referring to all of them as
ci-sentences because they all share the property of being introduced by the element ci
attached to the copula. Although this study is meant to be a preliminary investigation
into these sentential types, several pieces of evidence in favour of the distinctions
proposed have been reviewed. The properties of the four types of Italian ci-sentences
are summed up in the following table:
Table 1: Italian ci-sentences
TYPE

STRUCTURE

FOCUS

I
II
III
IV

existential
inverse locative
deictic locative
presentational

sentence/predicate
argument
argument
sentence

ci

pro-argument
pro-predicate
pro-predicate
lexicalized

DP

predicate (indefinite)
argument (definite)
argument (definite)
argument (specific)

The points summarized above provide an answer to the initial questions set out in the
introduction as the agenda for this paper:
(a) What is the focus of existential sentences?
(b) Is a FocP involved in (any type of) existential sentences in Italian?
The extension of the focus varies from type to type, and only in those types clearly
characterized by an argument-focus DP (i.e. types II and III) is the clause-internal
FocP involved. The lack of distinctive syntactic marking for the other types supports
the idea that they involve cases of broad focus including the predicate (arguably, type
I) or the whole sentence (type IV). These considerations have proved fundamental for
the classification proposed, clarifying the generally acknowledged intuition that
existential sentences serve primarily to introduce a new referent into the discourse,
In this type of sentence the predicate is fully synonymic with the verb ‘to happen’ (Berruto 1986: 67).
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and shedding some light on the controversy as to whether they correspond to
sentence- or predicate-focus structures. Moreover, types II and III are derived by two
syntactic information-structure related operations that are not available in English,
namely, postverbal focalization of the subject and clitic-dislocation of the locative
coda. Type IV, instead, is an independent structure only partially related to the other
categories. This explains why these constructions are not available in English.
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This pilot experimental study concerns new
information subjects in bilingual and L1 acquisition of
Italian. The experimental design is based on the video
test first used by Belletti and Leonini (2004) and
Belletti, Bennati and Sorace (2007) in the domain of L2
acquisition of Italian, a null subject language, by
speakers of non null subject languages. The original
experimental design was re-designed by using
plasticized cartoons of Mickey Mouse, and the same
pragmatic conditions of the original video test were
maintained. The contribution of this study is twofold:
(i) to pinpoint different developmental stages with
respect to answering strategies and new information
subjects that emerge in bilingual and L1 acquisition,
and (ii) to detect possible crosslinguistic influences
between Finnish, a partial null subject language, and
Italian, a null subject language.

1. Introduction
Null Subject Languages (NSL) such as Italian typically adopt subject-verb
inversion (resulting in the VS order) when answering with a full clause to
questions concerning the subject of the clause (cf. (1)); Non Null Subject
Languages (NNSL) such as French and English instead adopt different types of
answers, such as (reduced) clefts (cf. (3)) and in situ focalization in Subject-Verb
structures in which the subject is associated to a special intonation (Belletti 2001,
2004, Belletti, Bennati & Sorace 2007), as exemplified in (2):
(1) a. Chi ha parlato?
who spoke
b. Ha parlato Pietro.
has spoken Peter
(2) a.Who came?
b. John came.

*

(Italian)

(English)
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(3) a. Qui a parlé?
who spoke
b. C'est Jean.
ce is Jean
‘It’s Jean’

CISCL, Siena

(French)

As thoroughly discussed in the literature, the possibility of having subject-verb
inversion (henceforth Free Inversion (FI), cf. Belletti 2001) is strictly related to
the pro-drop parameter (going back to Rizzi 1982, Burzio 1986 and subsequent
literature). More recent studies suggest that also discourse factors are highly
relevant in licensing this kind of inversion in NSLs: it is typically adopted in
contexts like (1), where the subject is interpreted as new information (Belletti
2001, Belletti 2004b, Belletti, Bennati & Sorace 2007). Belletti (2001, 2004) has
proposed a low vP-peripheral focus position dedicated to new information
subjects which is exploitable by NSL. However, recent work on answering
strategies (cf. Belletti 2009) has shown that this position is not exploitable by
NNSL, which adopt different structures to focalize the new information subject
(as in (2)-(3) above). Consequently, a relation exists between the possibility of
instantiating FI (with the subject interpreted as new information) and (referential)
null subjects in NSL.
In a crosslinguistic perspective, it has been observed that the answering strategies
adopted in different and unrelated languages seem to fall within the possibilities
sketched out in (1)-(3) (Belletti 2009). The case of Finnish is particularly
interesting in this respect. In recent studies (Holmberg et al. 2009, Holmberg &
Sheehan 2010) it is argued that Finnish has a special status for the Null Subject
Parameter, namely, it is a Partial Null Subject Language (PNSL)2 in the sense that
it allows for 1st and 2nd person null subjects but not for 3rd person null subjects
in main clauses or verb initial sentences. Consequently, Finnish does not allow FI
of the type observed in Italian and exemplified in (1). In Finnish, new information
subjects are typically in the preverbal position, thus resulting in the SV order. This
crucial difference between the two languages will be the main focus of the
following discussion.
This pilot experimental study reports novel results of an oral elicitation
experiment which tests the use of new information subjects in child L1 Italian and
bilingual Finnish-Italian speech production. The main results show that in the
Finnish-Italian bilingual population, postverbal subjects are used, even though to
a smaller extent than in the L1 Italian monolingual group. Hence, sensitivity to the
discourse factors involved in the use of postverbal subjects is attested in both
groups. Moreover, the lower rate of use of postverbal subjects in the bilingual
population can plausibly be accounted for by a crosslinguistic influence of Finnish
on Italian.
2. The experimental design: the test and participants
2.1 The test
The original experimental task (Belletti and Leonini 2004) consists of a video test
in which 22 short videos are shown to each participant individually; after each
video the participant is presented 1-3 questions to which s/he is asked to answer in
2

Cf. also Huang (2000) for a classification of PNSLs or semi NSLs.
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the most spontaneous way. Such a test was not suitable for pre-school age
children. Hence, in order to make the video task more accessible to young
children, it was modified: a new experimental design was created, in which new
items and a slightly different methodological procedure were introduced. 25
plasticized cards with characters from the Mickey Mouse cartoon were created.
The plasticized cartoons are colored and are more interactive than short videos
shown on the screen as they can be comfortably handled by young children. The
test was preceded by a warm up in which a puppet showed how to answer with a
full sentence, i.e. by using “many words”. After the warm up, the experiment
itself was run. The cards were shown to each child separately and the investigator
asked a subject question about the scene (e.g. Chi ha aperto la lettera? “Who
opened the letter?”, Chi ha bevuto il latte? “Who drunk the milk?”) and asked the
child to answer “with many words”. The test consisted of 20 items and 5 fillers
and included 8 transitive verbs, 6 unergative verbs, 6 unaccusative verbs. The
answers were recorded and transcribed afterwards.
2.2 Participants
The participants of this study consist of three Finnish/Italian bilingual children
and three monolingual Italian controls, who were all tested in Italian. The three
bilingual children (age: 5;2, 5;6 and 8;2, the first and the third are siblings) at time
of testing all lived in Italy in similar linguistic environments: the mother, a native
speaker of Finnish, was spending more time with the child than the Italian
speaking father and she only spoke Finnish to them, whereas the father spoke
Italian. The L1 Italian children (age: 3;1, 3;11, 4;6) all lived in Italy in
monolingual families at the time of testing.
3. Results
3.1 New information subjects in bilingual children
The results show that SV order is the preferred answering strategy. Postverbal
new information subjects are present, although at a low rate, from early on. The
use of postverbal new information subjects in the bilingual data attests sensitivity
to the discourse-pragmatic factors that play a role in the availability of the
relevant new information focus position, according to Belletti’s (2001, 2004)
analysis.
Graph 1 shows the overall results of SV/VS orders in answering to questions on
new information subjects in Finnish-Italian bilingual children. Below Graph 1, the
individual data are reported. The age of each child is indicated near the initial
letter of the name.
Graph 1: SV/VS production in bilingual children
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From the individual data an interesting pattern emerges: the use of postverbal new
information subjects (VS order) appear to increase from the age of 5,2 to the age
of 8,2. As we will see in the next section, a similar pattern is also observed in the
monolingual data.
3.2 New information subjects in monolingual Italian children
In addition to the data collected in the bilingual population, also the data from the
monolingual Italian control group seem to be quite interesting. Gathering this kind
of elicited speech required much effort in young children, as “multi-word”
answers are hard to elicit in contexts in which the subject is new information.
Data were collected from three young preschool children, whose age was 3;1,
3;11 and 4;6 at the time of testing. There seems to be a clear developmental path
from the youngest one to the oldest one, as illustrated in Graph 2: the production
of postverbal subjects, resulting in (Ocl)VS (object clitic-verb-subject) structures,
increase over time, even though it is not completely absent in the production of
the youngest child (age 3;1). Individual data are provided below Graph 2.
Graph 2: Postverbal subjects in child L1 Italian
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4. Discussion
The results presented in the previous section point to three main conclusions:
(i) postverbal new information subjects are used from early on in both bilingual
and monolingual populations;
(ii) thus, children seem to be sensitive to the discourse factors involved in the use
of postverbal subjects and, according to Belletti’s analysis here adopted, the
low vP-peripheral focus position is activated;
(iii) the lower rate of postverbal subjects adopted by the bilingual group could be
explained as a crosslinguistic influence, since in Finnish the overwhelmingly
preferred strategy in this kind of contexts is SV(O).
From an acquisitional perspective, the Italian speaking child has to learn not only
the syntactic constraints related to preverbal and postverbal subjects, but also the
discourse-pragmatic factors that regulate their distribution. Similarly to other
Romance null subject languages (see a.o. Villa-García 2011 for Spanish and the
references therein), the factors related to discourse also play a crucial role in the
production (and acquisition) of null/overt subjects.
In particular, recent research on the acquisition of subjects in Spanish shows the
difficulty in pinpointing the developmental path in the acquisition of postverbal
subjects. Among several relevant studies let us quote just two. Casielles et al.
(2006), on the basis of the longitudinal data collected from a bilingual
Spanish/English child, propose that postverbal subjects are easier to use for a
Spanish speaking child, since they stay in situ and thus need less effort from a
computational point of view. Grinstead (1998, 2000) comes to different
conclusions, showing that in Catalan and Mexican-Spanish preverbal and
postverbal subjects appear simultaneously in the production of young children.
Similar findings, which uphold the assumption of a simultaneous emergence of
preverbal and postverbal subjects, are also reported in Villa-García (2011),
corroborated by robust statistical evidence. A common point to these studies is
that children are sensitive to information structure from early on, an assumption
that we also adopt in the present study, in line with Serratrice (2005)3.
In the present data postverbal subjects in VS structures are produced from early
on. Comparing the bilingual data with the monolingual child data, it seems that a
similar developmental path emerge: in both child groups, the occurrence of VS
structures sensibly increases with time. Similar findings are also reported by
Tumino (2011) who investigated the use of postverbal subjects in five L1 Italian
children (age: 3;1-4;9).
It is plausible to assume that the development of syntactic properties (such as the
acquisition of object clitics in Italian, which is highly relevant in inversion
structures with transitive verbs, cf. Guasti 1993-1994, Hamann et al. 1996,
Schaeffer 2000, Serratrice, Sorace and Paoli 2004 a.o.) and the maturation of
other cognitive factors involved in language acquisition (together with the
prolonged exposure to the linguistic input) are highly relevant in the distribution
3

Serratrice (2005) investigates the distribution of null and overt subjects in a longitudinal study.
The overall results show that Italian children are sensitive from early on (MLW 2.0) to discoursepragmatic constraints that regulate the distribution of null/overt subjects in NSL. Hence, it is
suggested that discourse-pragmatic factors should be taken into account in models of language
development, as only syntactic-based or performance deficit-based approaches cannot fully
explain the observed acquisitional facts.
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of preverbal and postverbal subjects. It might be important to note that it does not
seem to be the case that postverbal subjects are acquired later with respect to
preverbal subjects: from the individual data we see that postverbal subjects are
already available from the age of 3;1, thus showing sensitivity to the relevant
discourse-syntax interface properties, which is a welcome output in light of the
aforementioned crosslinguistic observations on Spanish. Although children are
sensitive to discourse factors related to new information focus, the complete
mastery of the syntax-discourse properties that regulate the activation of the low
vP-peripheral focus position (and in relation with the preverbal EPP position) is
prone to maturational constraints.
5. Conclusions and implications for future research
This survey on answering strategies in bilingual and monolingual child speech
production provides further support to the assumption that children are sensitive
to information structure from early on. However, the (target) use of postverbal
subjects in contexts in which the subject is new information increases over time in
both the bilingual and the monolingual population. Crucially, the bilingual
children maintain a wider preference for the SV order than the monolingual
children, in whose production preverbal new information subjects disappear
completely by the age of 4,6. This hints to a crosslinguistic influence of Finnish
on Italian. Naturally, due to the small size of the two groups, further research on
the developmental aspects in the discourse-pragmatics domain is needed in order
to strengthen the findings.
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In this paper I present some data concerning
focalization in Perugino, a Central Italian dialect, and I
discuss them in relation to a debated issue in the
literature concerning focalization: the idea that clause
structure is endowed with two focus positions where
constituents carrying different kinds of focus move in
order to be focalized. In Perugino, all focalized
constituents appear low in clause structure, and may be
followed by the focus marker ’nco . I will argue that
they are focalized in the low, clause internal focus
position proposed by Belletti (2001; 2004). Two
exceptions to this generalized pattern will also be
considered, their relevance lying in the fact that they
show that under particular circumstances the left
peripheral focus position ( Rizzi, 1997) can be
activated in Perugino. The data are then interpreted in
relation to the more general frame of a clause structure
endowed with two focus positions.

A Luigi,
che fa sembrare il lavoro linguistico un’impresa agile, leggera ed elegante
come l’andatura di due lepri che giocano a rincorrersi
1. Introduction
Languages use different syntactic and prosodic means to encode focalization.
In Standard Italian, according to Rizzi (1997), the focus – presupposition
articulation can be expressed by preposing the focal element and assigning it
special focal stress .1 The focus interpretation of the focalized constituent is the
direct consequence of its movement to the specifier of a dedicated projection in
the left periphery of the clause. In compliance with the Focus Criterion, a
constituent endowed with focus features must end up in a Spec/head configuration
*

An earlier version of this work was presented at the CISDID Inaugural Conference /CISM in
Italy (Pescara, 4th-6th July 2008) and a version in Italian can be found in the Rivista Italiana di
Linguistica e Dialettologia, (14/2012) whose editors I thank for letting me cast the relevant data
and the analysis in the present framework. I also thank Valentina Bianchi and Cristiano Chesi who
have conceived and accomplished the enterprise that eventually led to this volume: it’s a joy for
me to take part in it. I am grateful to Adriana Belletti, Valentina Bianchi, Giuliano Bocci, Anna
Cardinaletti, Silvio Cruschina, Roberta D’Alessandro, Maria Rita Manzini, Sandra Paoli and
Leonardo Savoia for fruitful discussion and helpful comments . Special thanks are due to
Maurizio Bellini. All errors and shortcomings are of course my own.
1
On the properties of the special focal stress in Italian, see Nespor and Guasti (2002) Avesani and
Vayra ( 2003), Bocci and Avesani (2006), Bianchi and Bocci (2011).
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with a Focus head.2 This focus projection is located in the left periphery, at the
edge of the C- phase This structural option, according to the author, is restricted to
Contrastive Focus:3
(1) IL TUO LIBRO ho letto (, non il suo)
‘Your book I read (, not his)’

(Rizzi 1997)

(2) A. Chi è arrivato?
‘Who came?’
B1. *Gianni è arrivato
‘Gianni came’
B2. E’ arrivato Gianni
As for New Information Focus, Belletti (2001; 2004) argues in favour of the
existence of a focus projection in the low periphery of the clause, at the edge of
the v-phase, where the focalized constituents are moved. The difference between
the focus position in the left periphery and the one in the low periphery is that the
first is specialized for Contrastive Focus, the latter for New Information Focus.
The exact location of the two focus positions is given in (3) and (4):
(3) Force (Top*) Int (Top*) Foc Mod*(Top*) Fin IP

(Rizzi 2004b)

(4) [CP……..[TP….[TopP Top [ FocP Foc [ TopP Top …..VP]]]]]
(Belletti 2006)
Furthermore, Standard Italian also allows a lower contrastive focalization,
described as in situ focalization4, as shown in (5), taken from Rizzi (1997):
(5) Ho letto IL TUO LIBRO (, non il suo)
‘I read YOUR BOOK, not his’
Belletti (2004) assumes that the Contrastive Focus interpretation is
available only in the left peripheral focus position. She discusses the impossibility
of VSO in Italian, as exemplified in (6).
(6)

*Ha comprato Maria il giornale
Has bought Maria the newspaper
‘Maria bought the newspaper’

Belletti explains the impossibility of (6) arguing that the subject intervenes
between the object and its case-assigning head (v + acc) located higher than the
focus projection hosting the postverbal subject.
2

The same analysis is given to topicalization and to other ‘criterial’ features (question, topic,
focus, relatives etc). The format of the Criteria is the following:
XP and X must be in a Spec-head configuration, for F= Q, Top, Foc, R…. (Rizzi 2004a)
3
In the examples, I’ll use capital letters to indicate CONTRASTIVE FOCUS, and italics to
indicate New Information Focus.
4
Rizzi (1997), following a tradition that goes back to Chomsky (1976), assumes for in situ
focalization, an LF movement of the focalized constituent to the dedicated focus position in the
left periphery of the clause. In other words, the satisfaction of the Focus Criterion can be delayed
to LF, so focus constituents may appear in their base position.
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The situation changes if a pause intervenes between S and O (VS#O) and the
object is pronounced with a downgrading intonation. Two possible structures are
attested in Standard Italian:
(7)

a. L’ha comprato Maria, il giornale
it(cl.) bought Maria, the newspaper
b. Ha comprato Maria, il giornale
has bought Maria, the newspaper

The two sentence types in (7) are different:(7a) is an instance of Right
Dislocation, (7.b) is an instance of emarginazione (Antinucci and Cinque 1977).
As pointed out by Cardinaletti (2001; 2002), the difference between these two
sentence types cannot be accounted for merely in terms of presence vs. absence
of the clitic.
Furthermore, as noted by Cardinaletti (2001) and Belletti (2004), while (7.a)
can be a felicitous reply to a question like (8), (7.b) cannot:
(8) Chi ha comprato il giornale?
In other words, the postverbal subject in (7.b) is necessarily contrastively
focalized, so we can rewrite (7.b) as (9):
(9) Ha comprato MARIA, il giornale
As far as (7.a) is concerned, Belletti (2004), following Cecchetto (1999), assumes
that the right dislocated phrase ( il giornale) fills a clause internal low topic
position, in her analysis the low topic position below the clause internal focus
position, which is in turn filled by the postverbal subject. This is consistent with
the fact that (7.a) can be a felicitous reply to (8).5
The contrast between (6) and (7.a) is accounted for by Belletti (2004) assuming
that in (7.a) the Case requirements are fulfilled by the clitic, which ends up in a
position higher than the position occupied by S, that in this way does not interfere.
Let us now consider the contrast between (6) and (7.b= 9). In (7.b=9) no clitic
mediates the relation between the object and its Case assigning(/checking) head,
and still the sentence is well formed contrary to (6). The presence of a pause
(VS#0) should not make any difference, Belletti argues. The grammatical status of
(7.b=9) is to be connected to the interpretation of the subject as Contrastive focus.
This in turn means, according to Belletti (2004) that the subject in (7.b=9) is in the
high, left peripheral, focus position. As for the rest of the derivation of (7.b=9),
the object is topicalized in the left-peripheral topic position below the focus
position, and the remaining part of the clause undergoes remnant topicalization to
the left of S and O, as shown in (10) ( Belletti (2004): (27)):
(10) ….[ [IPk ei ha comprato ej] Top [[MARIA] Foc] [[il giornale] Top]….IPk
The next step would be to extend this analysis to other cases of low
contrastive focalization.6 In this way we would have a perfect matching between
5

A different analysis of emarginazione and Right Dislocation is proposed by Cardinaletti (20012002). For ease of exposition we’ll detail and discuss this analysis in Section 3.
6
Against a remnant-movement derivation of low contrastive focalization see Cardinaletti
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two features ( Contrastive Focus and New Information Focus) and two positions (
the focus position in the left periphery and the focus position in the clause internal
periphery).
In what follows I present some data concerning focalization in Perugino, a
Central Italian Dialect spoken in North- Western Umbria, that support the idea
that clause structure is endowed with two focus positions, but not the idea of a
one-to-one correspondence between each position and one focus interpretation. In
Section 2 I present the data that will be discussed in Section 3 in relation to the
theoretical framework outlined above. In Section 4 I’ll draw the conclusions.
2. Focalization in Perugino
Differently from what can be observed in Standard Italian, in Perugino7 all
focalized constituents appear in a postverbal position, both in the case of
Contrastive Focus and in the case of New Information Focus. The clause
containing the focalized constituent may be preceded by a chunk consisting in the
focalized element alone. Here are some examples:
(11) A E’ partit’ Paolo.
is left
P.
‘Paolo has left’
B1 (GIANNI). E’ partit’ GIANNI, no Paolo.
( GIANNI). is left GIANNI, no P.
B2 *GIANNI è partito, no Paolo.
GIANNI is left , no P.
‘ Gianni left, not Paolo’
(12) A Sicchè ha parlat’Mario
so
has spoken Mario
‘So, Mario spoke’
B1 (GIANNI). Ha parlat’GIANNI, no Mario
(GIANNI).has spoken GIANNI, no Mario
B2 * GIANNI ha parlato, no Mario
GIANNI has spoken, no Mario
‘Gianni spoke, not Mario’
(13) A.

Sicchè e
magnato ’l pollo.
So
have eaten the chicken
‘So, you ate chicken’
B1 (’L PESCE). Ho magnato’L PESCE, no ’l pollo.
(THE FISH). have eaten THE FISH, no the chicken
B2 * ’L PESCE ho magnato, no ’l pollo.

( 2001,2002) Samek- Lodovici (2006), Bianchi (to appear).
7
Perugino is the dialect spoken in Perugia ( Umbria, Italy) and in 15 surrounding districts ( Tuoro,
Passignano, Magione, Lisciano Niccone, Corciano, Deruta, Torgiano and parts of the territories of
Castiglione del Lago, Panicale, Piegaro, Marsciano, Bettona, Valfabbrica and Bastia). The reader
is referred to Pellegrini (1977) for a general frame of the dialects spoken in Umbria, and to Ugolini
(1970) and Moretti (1987) for a description of Perugino. Moretti (1987), in particular,
differentiates three registers of Perugino: Register 1( or rural register) spoken in the countryside
mostly by old people; Register 2, spoken in small towns and in the outskirts of Perugia, and
Register 3, or the local variety of Standard Italian. In this work we’ll be concerned with Register 2
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THE FISH have eaten, no the chicken
‘It is fish that I ate, not chicken’
(14) A. Chi è partito?
who is left?
‘Who left?’
B1. (Gianni). E’ partit’ Gianni.
(Gianni). Is left Gianni.
B2. * Gianni è partito
Gianni is left
‘Gianni left’
(15)A. Chi ha parlato?
who has spoken?
‘Who spoke?’
B1. (Gianni). Ha parlat’Gianni
(Gianni). Has spoken Gianni
B2. *Gianni ha parlato.
Gianni has spoken
‘Gianni spoke’
(16) A. Ch’
e
magnato?
what have2S eaten
‘What did you eat?’
B1 ( ’L pesce).Ho
magnato ’l pesce.
(The fish). Have1S eaten
the fish
B2 * ’L pesce ho magnato
the fish have1S eaten
‘ I ate fish’
The situation of Perugino is summarized in Table 1, while Table 2 adapts the
same frame to Standard Italian, for ease of comparison:
TABLE 1 : PERUGINO
a) Contrastive subject
b) Contrastive object
c) New Information subj.
d) New Information object

I. High Focus
*
*
*
*

(I.a) * GIANNI è partito, no Paolo
(I.b) * ’L PESCE ho magnato, no ’l pollo

II. Low Focus
√
√
√
√
(I.c) * Gianni è partito
(I.d) * ’L pesce ho magnato

(II.a) (GIANNI). E’ partit’ GIANNI, no Paolo (II.c) (Gianni). E’ partit’ Gianni
(II.b)(’L PESCE). Ho magnato ’L PESCE
(II.d) ( ’L pesce).Ho magnato ’l
no ’l pollo
pesce
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TABLE 2. STANDARD ITALIAN

a) Contrastive subject
b) Contrastive object
c) New Information subj
d) New Information object

I. High Focus

II. Low Focus

√
√
*
*

√
√
√
√

(I.a) GIANNI è arrivato, non Paolo
(I.c) * Gianni ha parlato
GIANNI is arrived, not Paolo
Gianni has spoken
(I.b) IL TUO LIBRO ho letto, non il suo
(I.d) * Gianni ho incontrato
THE YOUR BOOK have1S read, not the his
Gianni have1S met
(II.a) Ha parlato GIANNI, non Paolo
(II.c) Ha parlato Gianni
has spoken GIANNI, not Paolo
has spoken Gianni
(II.b) Ho scritto UN ARTICOLO, non un libro
(II.d) Ho incontrato Gianni
have1S written A PAPER, not a book
have2S met Gianni
An exception to the pattern summarized in Table 1 is constituted by subjects of
transitive verbs with overt object:
(17)A. La Carla ha magnato ‘l pollo
the Carla has eaten the chicken
‘Carla ate chicken’
B1 L’ha magnat’LA MARIA, ’l pollo,
no la Carla
It has eaten THE MARIA the chicken, no the Carla
B2 ?LA MARIA ha magnato’l pollo, no la Carla
THE MARIA has eaten the chicken, no the Carla
B3 *Ha magnato’l pollo
LA MARIA, no la Carla
Has eaten the chicken THE MARIA, no the Carla
B4 *Ha magnat’LA MARIA ‘l pollo, no la Carla
Has eaten THE MARIA the chicken, no the Carla
B5 *Ha magnat’LA MARIA, ‘l pollo, no la Carla
Has eaten THE MARIA, the chicken, no the Carla
‘ Maria ate chicken, not Carla’
As shown in (17), while the preferred reply to (17.A) is (17.B1), i.e. with a clitic
doubling the direct object (Right Dislocation), the only other (marginally)
acceptable option is (17.B2), with the subject in a high position. The same holds
for New Information Focus, as shown in (18):
(18)A. Chi ha magnato ’l pollo?
who has eaten the chicken?
‘Who ate chicken?’
B1. L’ha magnat’ la Maria ’l pollo
It has eaten the Maria the chicken
B2. ?? La Maria ha magnato ‘l pollo
The Maria has eaten the chicken
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B3. * Ha magnato ’l pollo la Maria
Has eaten the chicken the Maria
B4. *Ha magnat’ la Maria ’l pollo
Has eaten the Maria the chicken
B5. *Ha magnat’ la Maria, ’l pollo
Has eaten the Maria, the chicken
‘Maria ate chicken’
Contrary to Foci, Topics may (and generally do) appear in preverbal position:8
(19) ’L tu libro, l’ho
lett’anno
the your book, it have1S read last year
‘I read your book last year’
3. Some questions, some answers and some further data (’nco focalization)
So far we have seen that in Perugino all focalized constituents (both
Contrastive and New Information) appear low in clause structure, with the only
exception of subjects of transitive verbs with overt objects.
Some questions come to mind:
- Is the postverbal position in which focalized constituents appear in Perugino,
the focus position in the low periphery proposed by Belletti (2001, 2004) for
New Information Focus in Standard Italian?
- Is this position one and the same for both kinds of focus ?
In the following parts of this section, we’ll look for an answer to these
questions.
3.1.One and the same position, low in clause structure
Belletti (2004), along the lines of Cardinaletti (2001, 2002), argues that in
Standard Italian the postverbal subject is low in clause structure, since it must
follow low adverbs:
(20) a. ? Capirà / Spiegherà bene Maria (al direttore)
understandFUT3S/explainFUT3S well Maria (to the director)
b. * Capirà/ spiegherà Maria bene (al direttore)
The same holds in Perugino, for subjects with a Contrastive as well as with a New
Information interpretation:
(21) a. ? Capirà ben’ la Maria/ LA MARIA
understandFUT3S well the Maria
b. * Capirà la Maria / LA MARIA bene
A widely considered argument (Cardinaletti, 2001,2002; Belletti 2004; SamekLodovici 2006; Bianchi (to appear)) concerns Negative Polarity Items such as
Standard Italian nessuno, which, in order to be licensed, must be c-commanded by
the negative marker non. I think this argument works straightforwardly in
Perugino. Consider (22), with the Perugino equivalent of nessuno:

8

As shown, for instance, in (16), Perugino has overt wh- movement. (16) also shows that Perugino
is a null- subject language.
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(22) a. nn ’ ho
vist’ nissuno/NISSUNO
not have1S seen nobody
b. nn’ ha parlat ’ nissuno/NISSUNO
not has spoken nobody
c. * nissuno/NISSUNO nn’ ha parlato9
nobody not has spoken
In (22.b) the postverbal subject behaves like the direct object in (22.a) and
differently from the preverbal subject in (22.c). This suggests that the necessary ccommand relation is established in (22.a) and (22.b), and in the end that (22.b)
cannot be analyzed as involving a subject focalized through movement to the
high, left peripheral focus position and a higher remnant IP.
Notice, by the way, that (22.b) is felicitous both as a reply to a genuine
information question and as a reply involving contrast. From this we can conclude
that the focus position in Perugino is not the high, left peripheral focus position
identified by Rizzi (1997) neither for New Information nor for Contrastive Focus.
In order to maintain that it is the low focus position of Belletti (2001, 2004),
however, we still have to exclude in situ focalization.
3. 2. Focalization with ’nco
In addition to structural strategies, languages may10 use focalizing adverbs
(also called ‘ focus particles’, König 1991), such as the Italian perfino or the
English even:
(23) a. Perfino Gianni è arrivato
even Gianni is arrived
‘Even Gianni arrived’
b. Gianni ha perfino mangiato le ciliegie
Gianni has even eaten
the cherries
c. Gianni ha mangiato perfino le ciliegie
Gianni has eaten even the cherries
Focusing adverbs are considered a class of particles that display common
properties different from those of regular adverbs (Cinque 1999). They do not
have a fixed position in clause structure, but must attach to a complement
constituent ( an XP able to bear stress (Bayer 1996) and together they form a
constituent: they are therefore considered ‘minor heads’. As ‘minor heads’ they do
not project category features or modify their syntactic domain, but their features
percolate up to the maximal projection of the XP they subcategorize for. The XP
will inherit this information without modifying its syntactic status (Bayer 1996).

9

In Standard Italian a focalized nessuno can appear clause initially, without the negative marker
‘non’:
(i) NESSUNO, ho visto (Rizzi 1997)
nobody have1S seen
On the other hand, this is impossible in Perugino:
(ii) * nissuno/NISSUNO ha parlato
nobody has spoken
10
And in some cases must. (e.g. Japanese, Somali). See a.o. Frascarelli (2000)
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According to den Dikken (2006), focus particles serve to establish the
relationship between focus and presupposition.
As for the meaning of focus particles, consider the particle even:
(24) The Dean invited even Bill.
(Giannakidou 2007)
Assertion: The Dean invited Bill
Presuppositions (or ‘conventional implicatures’ in Karttunen and Peters
1979):
i. there is a set of alternatives to the even phrase that the context makes salient
(existential implicature)
ii. these alternatives are ranked on a scale11
(scalar implicature)
The existence of alternatives is the contribution of Focus (Rooth 1985) and it
is what even has in common with others focus particles like too and also. The
scalar presupposition is the specific contribution of even.
The value of the even phrase is to be placed at the lowest or near- lowest end of
the scale, which means that the even phrase picks out the least likely ( or nearleast likely) individual(s) from the given set of alternatives.
The interpretation of even sketched above is generally valid for perfino. There
is an interaction between the Focus stress and the position of perfino in the
identification of its scope in the sentence (Lonzi 1991). Perfino must c-command
the constituent which contains the focalized element.
Perugino has an equivalent of perfino/even: ’nco. Its meaning can be
described in the same terms as perfino/even i.e. entailing both an existential and a
scalar implicature, but its syntactic distribution is peculiar and cannot be
assimilated to that of perfino/ even. Here are some relevant examples:
(25) a.

E’ venut’ Mario ’nco
is come Mario even
b. * E’ venuto ’nco Mario
is come even Mario
c.?? Mario ‘nco è venuto
Mario even is come
‘Even Mario came’

(26) a. Ho letto ’l tu libro ’nco
have read the your book even
b. *Ho letto ’nco ’l tu libro
have read even the your book
c. ??’L tu libro ’nco ho letto
The your book even have read
I even read your book/ I read even your book
As we can see, ’nco cannot precede the focalized constituent, but must follow
it. Furthermore, its position is fixed in clause structure, contrary to perfino/ even
and focus particles in general. Finally, it is ’nco that bears the focal stress. An
analysis of ’nco as a minor head is thus untenable.
11

A scale of likelihood for Karttunen and Peters (1979).
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A quite natural way to analyze ’nco is as a Focus head in the low Focus
position, with the focalized constituent moving to the specifier of this position:
(27)

Low FocP
Mario
‘l tu libro

’nco

I assume that focalization with ’nco is a kind of contrastive focalization: a
’nco focalized constituent is indeed a subset of the objects which the predicate
sentence refers to (or that are presupposed by speaker and hearer, due to previous
discourse or given context). Namely, it represents the least likely (or near-least
likely) subset in the given or presupposed set of alternatives.
I conclude therefore that Perugino makes use of the low Focus position
proposed by Belletti (2001, 2004) both for New Information Focus and for
Contrastive Focus. The focus marker ’nco lexicalizes the head of this projection.
3.3 When the position can’t be low
As we have seen in (17) and (18), here repeated for convenience as (28) and
(29), the only case in Perugino in which the focalized constituent can appear
(although marginally) preverbally, is when the focalized constituent is the subject
of transitive verbs, as the B2 items show:
(28)A. La Carla ha magnato ‘l pollo
the Carla has eaten the chicken
‘Carla ate chicken’
B1 L’ha magnat’LA MARIA, ’l pollo,
no la Carla
It has eaten THE MARIA the chicken, no the Carla
B2 ? LA MARIA ha magnato’l pollo, no la Carla
THE MARIA has eaten the chicken, no the Carla
B3 * Ha magnato’l pollo
LA MARIA, no la Carla
Has eaten the chicken THE MARIA, no the Carla
B4 * Ha magnat’LA MARIA ‘l pollo, no la Carla
Has eaten THE MARIA the chicken, no the Carla
B5 * Ha magnat’LA MARIA, ‘l pollo, no la Carla
Has eaten THE MARIA, the chicken, no the Carla
‘ Maria ate chicken, not Carla’
(29)A. Chi ha magnato ’l pollo?
who has eaten the chicken?
‘Who ate chicken?’
B1. L’ha magnat’ la Maria ’l pollo
It has eaten the Maria the chicken
B2.?? La Maria ha magnato ‘l pollo
The Maria has eaten the chicken
B3. * Ha magnato ’l pollo la Maria
Has eaten the chicken the Maria
B4. *Ha magnat’ la Maria ’l pollo
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Has eaten the Maria the chicken
B5. *Ha magnat’ la Maria, ’l pollo
Has eaten the Maria, the chicken
‘Maria ate chicken’
We assume that B2 are possible (although marginally) because B4 are impossible:
VSO is ungrammatical in Perugino as it is in Standard Italian12, because the
subject intervenes between the object and its Case assignment/checking head.13 In
order to avoid *VSO, we can have a preverbal focalized subject. Indeed, this is so
for a subject, but not for an object, as shown in (30.B3) and (31.B3):
(30)A.
B1.
B2.
B3

Sicchè Mario ha magnato ‘l pollo
Thus Mario has eaten the chicken
‘So Mario ate chicked’
Ha magnato ‘L PESCE, Mario, no’l pollo
Has eaten THE FISH Mario, no the chicken
(Mario) ha magnato ‘L PESCE, no ‘l pollo
Mario has eaten THE FISH , no the chicken
* ‘L PESCE ha magnato (Mario), no ‘l pollo
THE FISH has eaten Mario, no the chicken’
‘Mario ate fish, not chicken’

(31)A. Ch’ha magnato Mario?
What has eaten Mario
B1. Ha magnato ‘l pesce, Mario
Has eaten the fish, Mario
B2 (Mario) ha magnato ‘l pesce
Mario has eaten the fish
B3 * ‘l pesce ha magnato Mario
The fish has eaten Mario
So we can say that in Perugino a focalized constituent may (marginally)
appear preverbally if and only if it is the subject of a transitive verb, to avoid
*VSO. We’ll come back later to the issue of which position is occupied by the
subject in (28.B4) and (29.B4).
Let’s now concentrate on the (only) fully acceptable reply to (28.A) and
(29.A), i.e. the B1 items. The B1 items in (28) and (29) are instances of Right
Dislocation.
As we saw in Section 1, according to Belletti (2004), in Right Dislocation the
subject is in the low focus position, but it does not interfere with Case assignment/
checking of the object, since this requirement is fulfilled by the clitic moved to a
position higher than the low focus position occupied by the subject.
No wonder that in Perugino Right Dislocation is the only fully acceptable
option to avoid *VSO both for Contrastive and New Information foci. 14

12

But not in other Romance languages such as Spanish (Zubizarreta 1998) and Romanian
(Motapanyane 1995).
13
See Section 1 above.
14
One might wonder why in Standard Italian Right Dislocation is possible in case of Contrastive
Focus
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Another fact that deserves our attention is instantiated by the B5 items in (28)
and (29), both instances of emarginazione (VS#O). As it is widely assumed, in
Standard Italian this structure is fully acceptable with a Contrastive Focus subject,
but not with a New Information Focus subject as we have seen in Section 1. In
Perugino VS#O is ungrammatical in both cases.
If Belletti’s (2004) analysis of emarginazione in Standard Italian is correct
(see Section 1), we are dealing with a subject in the left peripheral focus position
plus remnant movement of the remaining part of the clause to a topic, left
peripheral position. This coherently excludes emarginazione in Perugino, given
that the left peripheral focus position is not normally used in this language for
focalization. Cardinaletti (2001, 2002) assumes a different derivation for the
Standard Italian equivalent of (28.B5) and (29.B5). In her analysis, in these
emarginazione structures both the subject and the object are in situ. It is not clear
to me, under this analysis, how to account for the ungrammaticality of (28.B5)
and (29.B5) in Perugino.
Another interesting contrast to be discussed is that between (28.B5) and
(29.B5) on one side and (30.B1) and (31.B1) on the other. Their Standard Italian
equivalents have been studied by Cardinaletti (2001, 2002), who has first
underlined the difference between the two structures, despite prima facie
similarity. In her account, in (30.B1) and (31.B1) the subject is right dislocated15
and the object focalized in situ.
In Perugino the two sentence pairs are in sharp contrast, in that while (28.B5)
and (29.B5) are ungrammatical, (30.B1) and (31.B1) are well formed. I think this
contrast receives a natural explanation if we assume that, while (28.B5) and
(29.B5), as we said, require activation of the left peripheral focus position ( an
option dispreferred in Perugino), in (30.B1) and (31.B1) the object is focalized in
the low focus position (the position generally used in Perugino) and the subject is
moved to the topic position below it, hence they are grammatical.
One final point concerns the ungrammaticality of (28.B3) e (29.B3). On this I
have nothing to say except that they recall the strong marginality of VOS in
Standard Italian.16
3.4 On the position of preverbal focalized subjects
Let’s now go back to the examples in (28.B4) and (29.B4), i.e. the case in
which a preverbal focalized subject is allowed in Perugino. The question that we
left open concerns the position it occupies: Can this be taken as an evidence that
the high, left peripheral Focus position is activated in Perugino? Or could it be a
case of in situ focalization? There is independent evidence that the high Focus
position is activated in Perugino. This in turn may favour an analysis in which the
preverbal subject is in the high Focus position and not an instance of in situ
focalization.

15

Cardinaletti’s (2001,2002) analysis of Right Dislocation is different from the analysis of
Cecchetto (1999).In Cardinaletti’s analysis, the right-dislocated constituent is base- generated as
the complement of a functional projection whose specifier hosts the whole clause, while for
Cecchetto it is moved to a low topic position. It is beyond the scope of the present article a
discussion of this part of Cardinaletti’s analysis, the most relevant part of it being for us the idea
that the non- marginalized and non- right-dislocated constituents ( i.e. the focalized constituents)
are in situ.
16
See Belletti (2004) for a proposal to account for such marginality in Standard Italian.
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In Perugino we have a construction which, following Bocci (2007), I’ll call
Contrastively Focalized Left Dislocation:
(32) A. Ha ditt’che ‘l divano l’ha comprat’anno
has said that the sofa it has bought last year
‘S/he said that s/he bought the sofa last year’
B1 No, te sbajji, ha ditt’che LA POLTRONA l’ha comprata anno, no ‘l
divano
No you’re wrong, has said that the THE ARMCHAIR it has bought last
year, no the sofa
B2*No, te sbajji, ha ditt’che LA POLTRONA ha comprat’ anno, no ‘l divano
No you’re wrong, has said that THE ARMCHAIR has bought last year,
not the sofa
According to Bocci (2007)17 in this construction which mixes topic and focus
properties (i.e. resumptive clitic, a typical feature of topicalization, and
contrastive intonation), the high Focus position is involved. One of the arguments
proposed by the author to support his analysis is that CFLDs are ungrammatical in
the same cases where Contrastive Focus is ungrammatical, i.e. in certain
subordinate clauses, described by Haegeman (2004), which are characterized by
reduced left peripheries where the (high) focus projection is not structurally
available, but the topic position is. One case in point is control infinitival clauses:
(33) a. Gli sembra, il tappeto, di averlo venduto
To him seems, the carpet, to have it sold
b. ?? Gli sembra LE SEDIE di aver venduto, non il tappeto
to him seems THE CHAIRS to have sold, not the carpet
c. Gli sembra, il tappeto, di averlo venduto ieri
to him seems, the carpet, toh ave it sold yesterday
d. ?? Gli sembra LE SEDIE di averle vendute ieri, non il tappeto
to him seems THE CHAIRS toh ave them sold yesterday, not the carpet
If Bocci’s analysis is on the right track, the fact that Contrastively Focalized
Left Dislocation is attested in Perugino is a sign of the activation of the high left
peripheral focus position in this language. If this is position is active, we might
assume that the preverbal subject in (28.B4) and (29.B4) is moved to it and not
focalized through a different mechanism, i.e. in situ focalization.
4. Conclusions
The data I have presented show that in Perugino focalized constituents appear
low in clause structure.
I have adapted to Perugino some of the arguments used in the analysis of
Standard Italian. These arguments show that in Perugino focalized constituents
cannot be analyzed as moved to a high focus position with subsequent remnant
movement of the rest of the clause, and this happens both in the case of
Contrastive Focus and in the case of New Information Focus. I have shown that
focalized constituents in Perugino are rather moved to the low IP internal focus
17

But see Benincà and Poletto (2004) for a different view.
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position identified by Belletti (2001; 2004) both in the case of New Information
Focus and in the case of Contrastive Focus. The focus marker ’nco lexicalizes the
head of this position. I have also shown that the high, left peripheral focus
position is active in Perugino, since CFLD constructions are attested in this
language, and I have argued that this position can (marginally) be used when low
focalization would give rise to ungrammaticality, i.e. for subjects of transitive
verbs.
These data and their analysis on one side support Belletti’s proposal of a low
focus position in clause structure, on the other disconfirm the idea that different
focus positions are specialized for different focus interpretations.18
Furthermore, the data I have presented show that the position which is not
used as a rule (in Perugino, the left peripheral focus position) can be activated in
particular cases.19
In order to account for this picture, I’ll sketch the following considerations.
Suppose that there are two positions in clause structure where focalized
constituents are licensed across languages, one at the edge of the C-phase and one
at the edge of the v-phase, and suppose that their existence is simply a
consequence of the fact that clause structure consists of two phases, and each
phase contains a focus position.20
As clearly brought to light by some literature on focus (Brunetti 2004, 2009;
Bianchi (to appear) a. o. ) there are more than two kinds of focus. But the
positions are only two.

18

In this latter respect Perugino goes together with other languages. Siciliano for instance, as
described by Cruschina (2003-2004; 2011), seems to mirror Perugino in that all focalized
constituents are moved to the left –peripheral focus position:
(i)
NA LUCERTULA vitti, no un surci
A LIZARD
saw not a mouse
(ii) A. Chi scrivisti airi?
what wrote yesterday
B. n’articulo scrissi
a paper wrote
(Cruschina, 2003-2004)
19
Another language in which a focus position is activated under particular circumstances seems to
be Mandarine Chinese. According to Badan (2007) there is a particular construction, the lian…dou
construction , which involves the low focus position of Belletti (2001; 2004) not normally active
in Mandarine Chinese:
(i) Zhangsan lian zhe ben shu dou/ye mai le
Z.
even this CL book all/also buy FP
Z. even this book also bought
CL= classifier FP= modal particle in sentence final position
(ii) A. Zhangsan he juzi
zhi le
Z.
drink orange juice FP
Z. drank orange juice
B. * Bu shi, PUTAOJIU (Zhangsan) he le
not be, WINE
(Z.)
drink FP
No, Z. drank WINE
B1. Bu shi, (Zhangsan) he PUTAOJIU le
not be, (Z.)
drink WINE
FP
(Badan, 2007)
According to Badan (2007) the existential and scalar presuppositions of focus particles ( See
Section 3.2 above) are split in two different lexical items in the lian…dou construction with lian
giving the existential implicature and dou the scalar one, while the focal stress is on the XP
following lian.
20
I am abstracting away now from the issue of a DP internal focus position, but a focus position at
the edge of the D-phase is perfectly coherent with the line of reasoning I am pursuing here.
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Languages are thus forced to take their options within this restricted frame,
consistently with their own specific properties. Some languages, such as Standard
Italian, may use the two positions to differentiate two kinds of focus. In other
languages this option might be impossible. As pointed out by Belletti (2004,
2006), for instance, the non- Null-Subject nature of a language has a direct
consequence on the availability of the VP periphery.
With respect to this issue, it is not clear to me, by now, which properties of
Perugino, if any, are to be connected with the choice of the low focus position for
focalization.
Within the same language, however, specific clausal types may force the
activation of the dispreferred position/option.
In Imperative Clauses of Standard Italian, for instance, focalized constituents
(both Contrastive and New Information) seem to occupy only the low focus
position, contrary to the general trend in this language that differentiates the two
foci:
(33) a1. Porta la valigia
takeImp the suitcase
a2. No, portala TU
no, takeImp-it YOU
a3. * No, TU portala
no, YOU takeImp-it
(34) a1. Chi vuoi che telefoni?
Who want2S that telephonesSubj
a2. Telefona tu
telephoneImp you
(Di Domenico 2004)
I interpret this in relation to the fact that Imperative Clauses are reduced
clausal types, so the left peripheral focus position cannot be activated. Similarly,
the low focus position is activated in French (reduced) clefts ( Belletti, 2006,
2009). The presence of the focus marker dou in the lian..dou construction of
Mandarine Chinese ( see fn.19) activates the low focus position in this language (
Badan, 2007). Contrastively Focalized Left Dislocations, on the contrary, require
the activation of the left periphery ( Haegeman 2004, Bocci 2007), and (at least)
within this clausal type the left peripheral focus position is activated in Perugino.
The fact that particular clausal types induce the activation of the dispreferred
position/option for focalization in a given language suggests that the two positions
are at disposal in each language, being part of clause structure.
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Despite progresses in the last decades in the
comprehension of specificity, the core questions of how
it is encoded in the grammar and how it determines the
syntax/semantics interplay remain open. This paper
describes a new perspective for
tackling these
questions based on a fine grained syntax/semantics for
noun phrases. The proposed format should be able to
account for the variety of specificity notions advanced
in the literature, as well as for their syntactic reflexes.

1. Introduction
Specificity is a semantic/pragmatic notion that distinguishes between different
interpretations or uses of indefinite noun phrases like an article. Very roughly, an
indefinite noun phrase is specific if the speaker intends to refer to a particular
referent that she has in mind, whereas it is non-specific if she has no such referent
in mind. This very general communicative option is mirrored in the linguistic
category of specificity, which has become a central notion determining morphosyntactic, as well as sentence and discourse semantics phenomena.
Despite the advances in the understanding of specificity in the last decades, the
core question of how specificity is encoded in the grammar, and how the
interaction between its syntactic and interpretive effects arises remains open. The
goal of the present paper is thus to propose a uniform and fine grained syntax and
semantics for noun phrases, which provides a principled account of the different
types of specificity identified in the semantic literature, as well as their syntactic
reflexes.
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On the semantic side, various formally explicit definitions of the notion of
specificity have been explored, while on the morpho-syntactic side various
contexts where specificity plays a crucial syntactic role have been identified. To
date, these two lines of research have been carried out mainly independently,
without much focus on their interaction.
A deeper understanding of specificity can be achieved by bridging the disciplinary
gap between formal syntax on the one hand, and semantics and formal logic on
the other hand, thus advancing a more complete theory of the phenomenon.
Recent developments in the study of the syntax/semantics interface put forward a
fine grained theory of the internal structure of the noun phrase on the one hand,
and of the syntax-discourse interface on the other hand. These would be the basic
ingredients of the perspective that I wishes to illustrate here.
2. Seven types of specificity
In his recent review article, von Heusinger (2011) classifies the different notions
of specificity advanced in the literature and identifies seven types of specificity.
(i) Referential specificity: Specificity in opaque contexts which expresses a
contrast between a reading that allows existential entailment (1a.), and a reading
that does not (1b.) (Quine 1956).
(1) a. Paula believes that Bill talked to an important politician.
(--> there is an important politician)
b. Paula believes that Bill talked to an important politician.
(but there is no important politician)
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 1)
(ii) Scopal specificity: Specificity refers to the ability of certain indefinites to
escape scope islands such as the conditional in (2a.), that a universal quantifier
cannot escape (2b.) (Fodor 1982, Reinhart 1997 a.o.); it often also include
referential specificity.
(2) a. If a friend of mine from Texas had died in the fire, I would have inherited a
fortune. (possible reading: there is a friend of mine and ...)
b. If each friend of mine from Texas had died in the fire, I would have
inherited a fortune. (not possible: for each of my friends, if one of them ...
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 2)
(iii) Epistemic specificity: Specificity expresses the contrast between speaker's
knowledge (3a.) and speaker's ignorance or indifference (3b.) about the referent of
the indefinite (Fodor 1982, Schwarzchild 2002 a.o.).
(3) a. A student in Syntax 1 cheated in the exam. I know him: It is Jim Miller.
b. A student in Syntax 1 cheated in the exam. But I do not know who it is.
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 3)
(iv) Specificity as familiarity: Specificity is sometimes associated with different
types of familiarity such as D-linking, partitivity, and presuppositionality: the
indefinite can be part of a previously introduced set as in (4a.), as opposed to
(4b.), where there is no such familiar set (Pesetsky 1987, Enc 1991, a.o.).
(4) a. Fifty students entered the room. I knew two girls.
b. Fifty students entered the room. They greeted two girls (already in the
room).
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 4)
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(v) Specificity as topicality: Specificity is related to topicality as in (5a.), where
the topical element can be understood as a specific expression (Cresti 1995,
Endriss 2009, a.o.).
(5) a. Some ghosts live in the pantry; others live in the kitchen.
b. There are some ghosts in this house.
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 5)
(vi) Specificity as noteworthiness: This notion assumes that the presentative this
in (6) signals that the speaker intends to assert a noteworthy property of the
referent, as in (6a.), while (6b.) is reported to be infelicitous since no such
property is mentioned (Ionin 2006, a.o.).
(6) a. He put a/this 31 cent stamp on the envelope, and only realized later that it
was worth a fortune because it was unperforated.
b. He put a/#this 31 cent stamp on the envelope, so he must want it to go
airmail.
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 6)
(vii) Specificity as discourse prominence
This notion refers to an aspect of
discourse prominence, namely “referential persistence” or “topic shift”', i.e. the
potential of an indefinite to introduce a referent that will be mentioned again and
may even become a topic in the subsequent discourse (Givon 1983 a.o.)
(7) a. There was a king and the king had a daughter and he loved his daughter ...
b. There was a king and # the season was very short and hot ...
(von Heusinger 2001, ex. 7)
A particularly recent and promising development von Heusinger (2011) identifies
in his review is the combination of discourse prominence and specificity which is
opening a new research area that goes beyond the classical treatment of
specificity.
In so far as these notions are relevant for morpho-syntax, the question arises of
how they are encoded in the grammar. These notions have been advanced mainly
in the semantic literature; at the same time syntacticians and morphologists, have
come up with a series of operational tests of specificity, and have explored the
internal structure of the noun phrase, as well as of the syntax/discourse interface.
3. Specificity in morpho-syntax
Since the late 1980s syntacticians have recognized the crucial role of specificity in
many syntactic phenomena (e.g. for anti-reconstruction see Heycock 1995, for
weak island extraction see Cinque 1990, for past participial agreement in French
see Obenauer 1994), and have often aimed at integrating specificity in their
theory. Nevertheless, these efforts commonly relied on the intuitive notion of
Discourse-linking proposed by Pesetsky (1987), without a critical assessment of
the semantic notions and analyses of specificity that have been developed in
semantics and philosophy of language tradition. Pesetsky (1987) showed that Dlinking has important consequences for Logical Form. This work marked the
beginning of a new trend in the study of syntax: for a long period before,
specificity was shelved as a discourse property by generative grammarians, not
part of the study of core syntax. Pesetsky (1987) broke with this tradition and
paved the way for a series of studies that aimed at integrating this notion in the
syntax, in order to account for a range of empirical phenomena.
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To illustrate a purely morpho-syntactic context where it has been argued that the
specificity of the extracted noun phrase plays a crucial role in determining
grammaticality, let's consider past participial agreement in French. Obenauer
(1994) observes that past participle agreement triggered by object wh-movement
in French interrogatives is possible only with specific noun phrases. Combien de
fautes in (8a) can only have a specific interpretation. As a matter of fact, if a
modifier which excludes this interpretation is inserted (up to how many and
fewer), agreement is ungrammatical (8b-8c).1
(8) a. Dis-moi combien de fautes tu as faites.
Specific
tell me
how many of mistakes you have made-agr
b. Jusqu'à combien de fautes
ont-ils fait*(es),
vos élèves?
up to how many of mistakes have-they made-*(agr), your students?
c. Combien de fautes en moins a-t-il fait*(es)
cette fois?
How many of mistakes fewer
has-he made-*(agr) this time?
(Obenauer 1994, p. 173, ex. 16,17a.17b)
With respect to such purely morpho-syntactic effects, the question arises of which
notion of specificity is relevant, and especially how these effects come about.
Summarizing, I have illustrated two challenges for the current understanding of
specificity, from a semantic and a syntactic perspective respectively:
a. How are the different notions of specificity encoded in the grammar?
b. How do the morpho-syntactic effects of specificity arise?
4. Goals
The goal of the present paper is to illustrate how these two questions can be
tackled by bridging the disciplinary gap between syntax and semantics. In
particular, I wish to advance a uniform theory of the internal structure of the noun
phrase (which should account for specificity types (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) in Section 2),
and to show how the interaction of this theory with the fine grained structure of
the left periphery (which should account for specificity types (v), (vi), (vii) in
Section 2) can provide a principled theory of the syntactic and semantic
phenomena determined by the linguistic category of specificity. In a nutshell, my
hypothesis is that combining a semantically motivated theory of referential
indexes on quantificational noun phrases, with a syntactically rich Logical Form
representation, a theoretically principled and empirically adequate theory of
specificity is possible.
5. The syntax/semantics analysis of noun phrases
In his study on the syntax/semantics of definite noun phrases, Elbourne (2005)
proposes that indexes, necessary for obtaining bound readings, are phonologically
null noun phrases, but present in the syntactic representation of determiner
phrases (DPs).2
(9) [THE i [NP]]

Format for definites

1

Actually, Obenauer (1994) notes that these data are quite delicate, see his discussion for further
details.
2
According to the so called DP hypothesis Abney (1987) the determiner, and not the noun, is the
head of the noun phrase, thus determiner phrase.
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However, this enriched format leaves open the issue of what the structure of
indefinites is. Extending Elbourne's (2005) proposal for definite descriptions (9), I
will elaborate a format for partitive indefinites ((iv) in Section 2), then I argue that
it extends to epistemic specificity ((iii) in Section 2), which in turn subsumes
scopal specificity ((ii) in in Section 2) and referential specificity ((i) in in Section
2). Finally, I wish to propose that the definitions and effects in Section 2
involving informational notions, namely (v), (vi), and (vii), can be derived from
the interaction of the DP format and the fine grained structure of the
syntax/discourse interface. The interaction of specificity and discourse is currently
a core research question both in the semantic, as well in the syntactic studies (von
Heusinger 2001).
Definite and indefinite determiners select different types of indexes. Definites
select a referential index i (9). Indefinites, due to their non-referential nature, do
not select such an index, thus their format can be preliminarily represented as in
(10), where the referential index is missing.3
(10) [Q [NP]]

Preliminary format for indefinites

Nevertheless, indefinites do select an index, but crucially not an i-index. Consider
the examples in (11) (Falco 2010).
(11) Discourse context: A: Ho visto dei cani.
A: I have seen art.ind dogs.
a. B: Anch'io ne
ho visti.
Also I clit:part.gen have seen.
b. B: Anch'io ne
ho visti alcuni (dei cani che hai visto).
Also I clit:part.gen have seen some (of the dogs that you have seen).
The anaphoric reading is absent in (11a), in other words the set of dogs seen by
the speaker A is different from the set of dogs seen by the speaker B. On the
contrary, it can be the same set of dogs in the case of (11b), that is to say the
anaphoric reading is possible. Since the difference between the minimal pair
(11a)-(11b) is the presence of alcuni (some) in (11a), the anaphoric reading is
dependent on its presence. Since the anaphoric reading depends on the presence of
an index, it is the indefinite that selects a set-denoting index. Therefore,
indefinites select a different type of index, whose interpretation can be given by a
set formula introduced by the previous discourse. Consequently, the format in
(10) must be extended by introducing the second index j denoting a set (12). In
the case of anaphoric reading of (11b), the index is interpreted using the linguistic
material from the previous discourse dogs that you have seen.
(12) [Q [[NP][j]]

Format for indefinites

Given this basic format, the issue of how to formalize it precisely both
syntactically and semantically remain open for further research. Syntactically, in
(12) j, the second index, corresponds to a - possibly phonologically null - phrase,
NP2 in (13), as the definite NPs in Elbourne's (2005) proposal, but the precise
syntactic structure for this format remains to be explored at this stage.
(13) [Q [[NP1][NP2]]]

Syntactic format for indefinites

From the format for partitive specificity, epistemic specificity is derived once we
consider the possibility that implicit parameters can be relativized to the bearer of
an attitude in the case of indefinites: Schwarzchild (2002) singleton analysis. In
turn, this possibility explains the exceptional scopal behavior of indefinites:
singleton are existential Qs whose domain is restricted to a singleton, thus they
3

Q stands for quantifier, since it is assumed here that indefinites are existential quantifiers.
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are scopally inert. This is a new line of inquiry into specificity and its effects that
seems very promising. Crucially, the perspective outlined in this section opens up
the possibility of interaction between nominal specificity and discourse
prominence, which will be tackled using the tools and discoveries on the fine
grained study of the left periphery.
6. The syntax/discourse interface
Recent studies on the syntax/discourse interface following Rizzi (1997) have
proposed that the left periphery of the clause (the complementizer phrase - CP) is
the syntax/discourse interface, that is the place where the syntax instantiates,
crucially using its proper mechanisms, notions necessary for the discourse
semantics interpretation. In particular, Rizzi (1997) proposes that there are
information structural categories encoded in the left periphery in the form of
Topic and Focus and contrastivity.
By shedding light on the interaction of discourse structure, discourse topics and
specificity (for a seminal work in this direction see Leonetti 2010), the possibility
of explaining type (v) specificity as topicality, (vi) specificity as noteworthiness
and (vii) specificity as discourse prominence, as consequences of movement of
the enriched noun phrase, or of a part of it to these left peripheral positions can be
explored.
7. Conclusions
The majority of the research on specificity has tried to shed light on the issue
either from a morpho-sintactic perspective, or with a logic-semantic approach.
Nevertheless, the question of how specificity is encoded into the grammar and the
how the different of specificity are derived, can be better tackled with an holistic
approach, combining intuitions from both these research areas.
Different approaches have given a big contribution to the comprehension of
specificity and of the syntax and semantics of the noun phrase. The idea that
indefinites possess a special kind of index quasi-referential, syntactically realized,
and whose denotation is derived from the discourse, opens a new area of research
connecting specificity to the structure of the noun phrase. This allows to link the
study of specificity to the structure of the left periphery, thus to explore the
connection between the two from a new perspective.
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This paper discusses the prosody of focalized constituents
in Brazilian Portuguese. In his classical 1997 paper, Rizzi
presents semantic reasons to posit a requirement of
uniqueness on the focus of the sentence. Here we provide
an extra argument for this restrictive hypothesis on the
basis of intonational properties of focalized sentences.

1. Introduction
In the literature concerning focalization, we can find two contradictory assertions: on
the one hand, there are reasons to suppose that the focalized constituent in a sentence
must be unique, since the counterpart of the focalized portion of the sentence is the
presupposition, and the presupposition part of the sentence could not contain another
focalized element, by the very definition of presupposition (i.e., in the sentence
partition, presupposition is what is not the focus of the sentence). Rizzi’s (1997)
seminal work defends this idea, also providing a large set of syntactic arguments for
this restrictive assumption.
On the other hand, other scholars, such as Benincà (2004), have argued that it
may be the case that different types of focalized elements occupy different positions
in the sentence and hence may co-occur. However, it is quite hard to build concrete
examples of this sort in an experiment, for example.
In this paper we examine the prosodic structure of sentences with focalized
elements, looking for the phonetic properties that these structures must exhibit in
order to be interpreted as focalized structures.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present a description of the
intonation of focalized structures available in the literature on acoustic phonetics and
intonational phonology in Brazilian Portuguese. Section 3 discusses some facts
concerning specifically the focalization of pre-verbal subjects, showing an interesting
*
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generalization about the prosody of these structures. Section 4 speculates on possible
extensions of the ideas presented as well as on future research directions. A final
warning is necessary: this research has an initial character and takes into
consideration only Brazilian Portuguese data. The preliminary conclusions we arrive
at here must be tested with a large number of native speakers of other Brazilian
dialects and also with native speakers of other languages, so that we can achieve a
real generalization.
2. The prosody of focalized constructions
In a well known paper on the intonation patterns of Brazilian dialects of Portuguese,
Moraes (1998) presents a set of observations taking into consideration the articulation
of the sentence in its theme/rheme subparts (which roughly corresponds to
presupposed and non-presupposed information), summarized as follows:
1. The rheme part (where the focus of the sentence lies) typically shows a descendent
pitch movement on the final stressed syllable, in the case of declarative sentences.
The example in (1) shows this movement – italics represent the syllable in which the
pitch accent L* falls1:
(1)

(What happened?)
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada
“Peter hid the peach preserves”

Figure 1: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the out of the
blue declarative O Pedro escondeu a pessegada. (Peter hid the peach preserves)

2. The theme’s intonation pattern depends on its position in the utterance: when it
precedes rheme, its prosody contrasts with that of the rheme in that there is a rise on
1

Following Zubizarreta (1998), we use the term “stress” to make reference to lexical
prominence, while “accent” stands for prosodic prominence in terms of pitch.
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the final stressed syllable in the case of a statement – represented here by capitals,
where the H* pitch accent is located; the L* accent is on the final stressed syllable:
(2)

(What exactly was it Peter hid?)
O Pedro esconDEU [a pessegada]
“Peter hid the peach preserves”

Figure 2: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada (Peter hid the peach preserves) with a focalized direct object.

On the other hand, when theme follows rheme, the same pattern of pitch showed by
the rheme is reproduced by the theme (even if the L* accent of the rheme is ‘higher’
than the L* accent of the theme tonic), resulting in a falling contour in the intonation
of a statement – represented by the italics where two instances of L* are located:
(3)

(And what about the peach preserves?)
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada
“Peter hid the peach preserves”

Figure 3: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada (Peter hid the peach preserves) with a direct object theme
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In the cases of “emphasis for contrast” (what we know as contrastive focus), more
specifically, contrast with exclusive reading (cf. Moraes 2006), we observe four
features in the most frequent prosodic profile for the structure:
(a) the stressed syllable of the focalized constituent exhibits low pitch2;
(b) the syllable that immediately precedes the stressed syllable exhibits high pitch,
producing a contrast between these two syllables;
(c) the intonation pattern of the part of the utterance preceding the stressed word is
the same we find in (out-of-the-blue) declarative sentences, while the intonation
pattern for the part of the sentence which follows the focalized constituent
displays a low parenthetical tone;
(d) the intensity and the duration of the stressed syllable are greater than normal3.
The relevant example is in (4) below:
(4)

(Pedro hid the banana preserves yesterday)
O Pedro escondeu A PESSEGADA ontem
“Peter hid the PEACH PRESERVES yesterday”

Figure 4: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada ontem (Peter hid the peach preserves yesterday) with a contrastively
focalized object (H* on -sse- and L* on –ga-)

2

As Moraes (2006) notes, it may be the case that there is some dialectal variation here: while
in the Rio de Janeiro variety the rise usually starts on the pre-tonic syllable, in the São Paulo variety
the rise is located on the accented syllable.
3
“Normal” here means “when there is informational focus” only, and not “contrastive focus”.
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3. Subject focalization and a generalization on focused constructions
Specifically with regards to the focalization of subjects, Figueiredo Silva & Seara
(2006) and also Seara & Figueiredo Silva (2008) show that Moraes (1998) is correct
with respect to the intonation of out of the blue declarative sentences, although it is
also possible to have an H* tone on the subject (cf. Tenani, 2002).
However, the most interesting conclusion of these papers for our purposes is that
it is not necessary to have contrastive focus in order to have the so called “parenthetic
intonation” mentioned by Moraes (1998) – a conclusion that Moraes (2006) also
endorses. As a matter of fact, if a sentence has a non-final focalized constituent, the
remaining part of the sentence after this element is always pronounced with this
parenthetic intonation.
Figures 5 and 6 below illustrate the similarities:
Figure 5: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada (Peter hid the peach preserves) with a contrastive focalized subject
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Figure 6: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
O Pedro escondeu a pessegada (Peter hid the peach preserves) with an informationally focalized
subject

As we can see, the same phenomenon is attested in both cases of focalized subjects.
Roughly speaking, what happens is that after the focalized subject all of the
remaining part of the sentence is spoken in a zone of the pitch range which is
consistently lower than the zone in which the focalized part of the sentence is
pronounced4. We can use a term borrowed from musical theory to describe more
precisely this phenomenon: the part of the sentence that follows the focalized element
must be realized in another tessitura.
If our observations are on the right track, a generalization emerges with respect to
focalized structures: the difference between the types of focus, as far as intonation is
concerned, concerns (at best) the prosodic profile of the focused constituent, and not
of the part of the sentence following it. What happens after a focus is always the
same: the zone of the pitch range is considerably lower w.r.t. the rest of the sentence.
And it seems that this lowering of the pitch zone can be done only once per unit of
utterance (excluding parentheticals, for example). Why should it be so? We will
speculate about this question later.
For now, notice that if it is true (as it intuitively seems to be), this generalization
is perfectly consistent with the semantic generalization suggested by Rizzi (1997): it
is not possible to have two focalized elements in a single sentence, because the focus
projection takes the presupposition part of the sentence as its complement and
because the lowering of the zone of pitch range, once done, cannot be done once
again in the same unit of utterance – it would be necessary to come back to the
original tessitura in order for a new lowering to be possible.

4

This is not a new observation: in a very different theoretical framework, Zubizarreta (1998)
has noticed that in French (and in Brazilian Portuguese) the lexical material which follows a focalized
subject is metrically invisible (i.e, it is not visible to the rule that assigns nuclear stress).
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On the other hand, the construction with left dislocation of the subject, for
example, shows a very distinct intonational profile, as shown in Figure 7 below:
Figure 7: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
O Pedro, ele escondeu a pessegada (Peter, he hid the peach preserves) with a left dislocated subject

According to Callou et alii (1993), the left dislocated constituent containing
presupposed information (the topic in Rizzi’s terms) may exhibit different intonation
patterns, although the informants tend to use the simple descendent pattern to express
left dislocation. Now, this pattern is similar to that described by Moraes (1998) and
also Tenani (2002) for simple declaratives (as the out-of-the-blue statement showed
by Figure 1). Hence, a left dislocation construction exhibits the same intonational
structure twice, as seen above in Figure 7.
Clearly, the same kind of prosodic restriction that applies to focalized structures
does not apply to topic structures: since topics do not alter the tessitura of the
sentence, it is always possible to come back to the same zone of pitch range and
restart with the same pitch value. This may explain why an unbounded number of
topics can be added to the structure – again, a conclusion very consistent with Rizzi’s
one concerning the reiterative character of topics.
4. Possible extensions of the idea
This analysis makes a very interesting prediction5: the construction in which more
than one focalized constituent are supposed to exist must be interpreted in the same
way in which we interpret multiple interrogatives.
A first pilot experiment was conducted to verify this prediction and the results are
very interesting even if it is not clear that we are really testing multiple contrastive
foci (rather than multiple contrastive topics, because the information must first be
given in order to be corrected); these preliminary results are shown below in Figures
8 and 9.

5

I thank Beatriz Santana and Flávio Martins for drawing my attention to these data.
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Figure 8: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
A Ana lavou a meia e a Maria lavou a luva (Anne washed the socks and Mary washed the gloves) as
answer to the multiple question Quem lavou o quê? (who washed what?)

Figure 9: Wave form, energy and the pitch contour (processed by the MOMEL script) of the declarative
A Ana lavou a meia e a Maria lavou a luva (Anne washed the socks and Mary washed the gloves) as a
correction to the declarative A Ana lavou a luva e a Maria lavou a meia (Anne washed the gloves and
Mary washed the socks).

As we can see, the first part of the utterances is very similar, and even the basic
contour of the second conjunct is similar, the differences being reserved to the
deepness of the valley following the higher pitch accent of the utterances, very
pronounced in the case of the contrastive focus, a difference reminiscent of what we
observed between informational focus and contrastive focus in simples sentences.
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A final observation concerns the apparent impossibility of lowering the tessitura
twice in the same utterance. Clearly, the reason is not physiologic since the lowering
is about a fifth, and a normal human being has a range of at least two fifths (or even
two octaves). We speculate that the reason is in fact linguistics, in the sense that the
formants of vowels would be in a region which renders the distinctions very difficult.
However, this is only the first line of an explanation to that fact.
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This paper addresses the issue of optionality in
complementizer insertion/drop and related subjectobject asymmetries inn A´-dependencies, by focusing
on the variation attested in Mainland and Insular
Scandinavian. On the one hand, there is extensive
literature discussing subject/object asymmetries in
complementizer
insertion/drop
in
Mainland
Scandinavian A'-dependencies. On the other hand,
Icelandic does not display such an asymmetry but is the
only Scandinavian language with productive Stylistic
Fronting, whereas Faroese displays a mixed behavior.
This paper proposes a unifying analysis for Mainland
Scandinavian, Icelandic and, potentially, Faroese, and
argues that SF and SOM insertion are two different
strategies to check one of the (at least) two features
encoded on the lowest CP head Fin0. Such featurechecking mechanism ensures proper anchoring of the
clausal semantic content (i.e. event structure and clausal
arguments) to the discourse. The account is based on
comparative synchronic and diachronic facts, such as
recent findings on long extractions in Mainland
Scandinavian, with respect to drop/insertion of the
complementizer SOM, and the diachronic evolution and
loss of SF in Old Swedish (Delsing 2001), by contrast to
Icelandic.

1. Introduction
If we take a comparative look at the pattern of complementizer insertion and
complementizer drop in Scandinavian subordinate clauses (Thráinsson 2007: 443460), we immediately notice that Icelandic behaves differently. The following
∗
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examples show that Icelandic does not allow drop of the relative particle SEM, cf.
(1b), whereas Mainland Scandinavian (MSc, in this paper represented primarily
by Swedish and Norwegian varieties) does, in object relative clauses: SOM is
dropped in (1a). By contrast, C-drop1 in declarative complements is subject to
variation in MSc. In many varieties, the complementizer AT/ATT cannot be
dropped if it introduces a declarative clause whose subject has been extracted, cf.
(2a), which indicates that the variety is sensitive to C-trace effects2. The situation
is the opposite in Icelandic: C-drop is only marginally accepted, despite the
subject extraction, cf. (2b).
(1)

a. Bilen (som) vi mötte er mycket vacker.
Car.the SOM we met is very beautiful
“The car we met is very beautiful”

(Swedish)

b. Þetta er maðurinn *(sem) María hitti í gær.
(Icelandic)
This is man.the SEM Mary met yesterday
“This is the man Mary met yesterday”
[Thráinsson 2007: 447, 8.130; 407, 8.37b]
(2)

a. Denne boka veit eg (?*at) __ vil interessere deg.
this book know I that will interest you
“This book, I know will interest you”

(Norwegian)

b. Þetta vonum við ?*(að) __ muni einhverntíma verða gert (Icelandic)
This hope we that shall sometimes become done
“This, we hope will be done at some point”
[Thráinsson 2007: 446, 8.129]
Basically, the differences between the properties of Icelandic and other
Scandinavian languages, with respect to complementizer drop/insertion, can be
summed up as follows:
i) C-drop in Icelandic is highly restricted, cf. (1b);
ii) Icelandic does not show C-trace effects, cf. (2b), but, rather, anti-C-trace
effects.
By contrast, Mainland Scandinavian (and Faroese) do not behave uniformly with
respect to i) and ii): thus, it is preferable to refer to the single languages
(Norwegian, Swedish, Danish…) rather than to MSc. The problem is that even
this choice would not be appropriate, given the broad dialectal variation
encountered within each macrovariety. The phenomena investigated in this paper
1

In the paper I use the generic term C-drop to refer to drop of complementizer, (relative) particle
and other overt subordinators.
2
There is significant variation with respect to C-trace effects in Norwegian, whereas in Swedish
C-trace effects are generally shared among all the speakers. In this case the complementizer in
question is the declarative AT (Norwegian) or ATT (Swedish), ScanDiaSyn fieldwork data. The
presence of C-trace effects in Norwegian is highly controversial, since there is enormous variation
among speakers (even of the same family, fieldwork data in Boef & Franco, in prep.). Perhaps the
great variation is to be attributed to the fact that there is no such thing as spoken standard
Norwegian, but rather many different coexisting grammars grouped as Norwegian. The specific
parameters of variations are yet to be identified.
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have been treated by previous literature as more or less uniform in each language,
(Taraldsen 1986, Allan et al. 1995:193, Thráinsson 2007), although some works
acknowledge the microvariation in the complementation possibility of Norwegian
(Åfarli 1994) and Danish (Vikner 1991, Mikkelsen 2002).
In this respect, Icelandic stands out as a more conservative and uniform language,
without significant synchronic variation. The general question, then, is:
A) which properties are related to C-drop/insertion (and C-trace effects) and
how come such properties receive such a variable morphosyntactic realization
in some languages (Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, but also non-Scandinavian
languages, like English, etc.), but not in others (i.e. Icelandic).
For the present purposes, the answer is searched within Scandinavian languages,
which offer diverse patterns of possibilities with respect to C-drop/insertion, but
differ minimally in other grammatical properties. The paper does not deal
specifically with AT/ATT-trace effects (discussed in Boef and Franco, in prep.), but
concentrates on insertion/drop of the relative particle SOM/SUM/SEM in the
various Scandinavian languages.
One significant aspect that distinguishes Icelandic from Faroese and Mainland
Scandinavian is the special pro-drop status of the language (cf. Vikner 1995,
Svenonius 2000, Biberauer et al. 2010, a.o.). On the one hand, this paper argues
that the setting of the pro-drop parameter in Icelandic (expletive and
semiargumental post-verbal pro-drop) plays a role in C-drop possibilities of this
language (section 3). On the other hand, the possibility to omit the subject has
been related to another peculiarity of this language, namely Stylistic Fronting
(SF), cf. Maling (1980, 1990). SF is a specific type of fronting that moves various
types of constituents to a preverbal position, is restricted to clauses lacking an
overt preverbal subject and may occur in subordinate clauses (e.g. embedded Wh-,
relative clauses; Maling 1980, 1990, Jónsson 1991, Holmberg 2000). It has been
suggested that SF is an EPP-driven mechanism (Holmberg 2000, Ott 2009) or that
SF actually licenses subject extraction (Rögnvaldsson & Thráinsson 1990). Poole
(2007) shows that the latter argument contains a logical error. In any case the most
problematic aspect for these accounts is the optionality of Icelandic SF, which is
at best reduced to a difference in the EPP-checking requirement. By contrast, the
optionality of SF in other non-Germanic varieties has been explained as a
difference at the level of information structure (Fisher and Alexiadou 2001 for Old
Catalan, Mathieu (2006) for Old French, cf. also Franco (2009, in prep.) for Old
Florentine). A related question then is:
B) what is the role of SF in Icelandic grammar and whether its optionality can
be related to the optionality (and variability) of C-drop/insertion in the other
Scandinavian languages.
Question A) and question B) are at the basis of the investigation presented in this
paper, which is structured as follows: Section 2 presents novel facts on Mainland
Scandinavian long A'-dependencies, showing that previous proposals about Cdrop/insertion cannot properly account for these facts; section 3 illustrates
Icelandic SF and discusses the limits of some related accounts; section 4 presents
the proposal: the facts illustrated up to this point are related to conditions imposed
by information structure via a feature-checking mechanism that enables anchoring
of the clausal semantic content to the discourse. The features involved in such
mechanism are encoded on FinP (cf. Rizzi 1997, 2004, Haegeman 2006) and
expressed as [finiteness] and [definiteness]. The latter spells out the nominal
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counterpart of FinP, in relation to the double (N; V) nature of C (cf. Déchaine &
Tremblay 2011, Muyskens 2008, Chomsky 1995). Section 5 illustrates a series of
borne-out predictions following from the proposal, and section 6 is the
conclusion.

2. Mainland Scandinavian
There is extensive literature discussing the distribution of complementizers in A'dependencies in MSc (Taraldsen 1986, Allan et al. 1995:193, Faarlund et al. 1997:
193, Teleman et al. 1999:555, Thráinsson 2007, Lohndal 2007). Specifically, some
works discuss the pattern of distribution of the complementizer SOM in relative
and embedded Wh- clauses. SOM is a specific form used to introduce A'dependencies (some authors argue it is a relative operator, cf. Taraldsen 2001,
Vikner 1991; others a complementizer, Thráinsson 2007: 447). In relative clauses,
SOM is obligatory only with subject extraction, (3a), otherwise it can be dropped:
(3)

a. Jeg kjenner mannen *(SOM) kom hit
I know man.the SOM
came here
“I know the man who came here”

(Norwegian)

b. Jeg kjenner mannen (SOM) Maria skal møte i morgen
I know man.the
SOM Maria will meet tomorrow
“I know the man Mary will meet tomorrow”
The same pattern given in (3) holds for Swedish, whereas Danish has different
possibilities related to the availability of another form, DER, which is synchretic
with the subject expletive, and is used in subject extraction only (cf. Vikner 1991;
Taraldsen 2001; Mikkelsen 2002):
(4)

a. Vi kender en lingvist (DER/SOM) vil læse denne bog
We know a linguist DER/SOM will read this book
“We know a linguist who will read this book”

(Danish)

b. Vi kender en bog (*DER)/(SOM) denne lingvist vil læse
We know a book DER/SOM this linguist will read
“We know a book that this linguist will read”
[Vikner 1991]
Because of the existence of such lexical element (DER), the Danish system is
more complex. I will briefly address the Danish cases in section 5 (but see Boef &
Franco in prep.), and for the remainder of the paper I will focus on Norwegian and
Swedish. Accordingly, I will refer to Norwegian and Swedish as to MSc, in this
paper.
It has been proposed that SOM-insertion in Norwegian depends on the licensing of
a subject feature in the subject position (Taraldsen 2001), and with a function
similar to the -i morphology of the French qui, for the que/qui alternation (Kayne
1976). In the example below, a pair illustrates the subject/object asymmetry
related to the complementizer morphology in French:
(5)

a. Je connais l'homme qui/*que __ est venu ici
I know the man who is come.PART here
“I know the man who came here”
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b. Je connais l'homme que/*qui Marie va rencontrer __
I know the man that Mary goes meet.INF
“I know the man that Mary is going to meet”
In the GB framework, SOM-insertion would be analyzed as a strategy to enforce
proper government and prevent ECP effects with subject extractions, an account
that has been fairly fortunate in the literature on subject/object asymmetries
(Taraldsen 1978, 1986, Rizzi 1990, Rizzi & Shlonsky 2006: 17). Taraldsen (2001:
168) analyzes Norwegian SOM as either an expletive or an argument. Specifically,
he argues that in non-subject extractions (cf. 3b), SOM is optionally doubling the
argument, since the head of the relative is not an operator in Norwegian. By
contrast, SOM in subject relative clauses can be either an expletive or an
argument, cf. (3a). The reason why Taraldsen (2001) distinguishes between
expletive and argumental SOM is related to SOM-distribution in Norwegian
embedded Wh-questions. Norwegian embedded Wh- questions on the subject
require that the Wh-element be followed by SOM, as in (6), whereas SOM is
ungrammatical in object questions, as in (7).
(6)

Vi vet ikke hvem *(SOM) oppfant ostehøvelen
we know not who SOM invented the cheese slicer
“We do not know who invented the cheese slicer”

(7)

Vi vet ikke hvem (*SOM) de her ansatt
we know not who SOM they have hired
“We do not know who they have hired”

(Norwegian)

[Taraldsen 2001: 168, 4-5]

According to Taraldsen (2001:168), the ungrammaticality of SOM-insertion in
object extractions as in (7) is due to the fact that “interrogatives have operators in
Spec-CP, and operators cannot be doubled by pronouns. Hence, the SOM in (4)
[here (6)] can only be an expletive, and (5) [here (7)], where SOM cannot be an
expletive, is ungrammatical with SOM.” A first problem with this idea is that it
cannot be straightforwardly extended to other Scandinavian languages with SOMcomplements, such as Swedish. In Swedish, SOM is not ungrammatical in indirect
object Wh-questions, but just optional, as (8b) shows.3
(8)

a. Hon undrade vem *(som) kom
She wondered who SOM came
“She wondered who came”

(Swedish)

b. Hon undrade vem (som) Johan träffade
She wondered who SOM Johan met
“She wondered who John met”
So far I have mainly addressed facts concerning relative clauses: for reasons of
space, I will not discuss embedded Wh- questions in detail here. The pattern of
SOM-insertion in embedded Wh-questions is a bit more complex, given the
3 The same difference is reflected in long extractions. This characteristic is arguably a result of
diachrony, cf. Section 5.
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crosslinguistic differences between Swedish and Norwegian just outlined.
However, SOM-insertion in these clauses can be properly accounted for under the
hypothesis that diachronic evolution played a role in shaping the complementation
system in the two languages, and will be addressed again in sections 4 and 5.
Taraldsen (2001: 168) draws a parallel between Norwegian SOM, which he
analyzes as an expletive, and the -i morphology on the complementizer qui in
French, which would be reminiscent of the expletive pronoun il. Taraldsen
compares the distribution of SOM with the French que/qui alternation, and argues
that the presence of an expletive element in C is required in order to satisfy the
EPP. Rizzi and Shlonsky (2006: 17), alternatively argue that –i morphology on qui
checks the subject phi-features by directly C-commanding the subject position in
Spec,IP. SOM arguably functions alike and, as such, enables subject extractions.
However, both these accounts encounter some problems once we observe the
pattern of SOM-distribution in long A'-dependencies. Consider below the
examples of long extractions out of a declarative complement embedded under a
verb of saying (å si = to say, for Norwegian) or a semi-factive, propositional
attitude predicate (å hoppa = to hope, for Swedish).
(6)

a. Jeg kjenner mannen (SOM) du sa (*SOM) kom hit.
I know the man SOM you said SOM came here
“I know the man you said came here”

(Norwegian)

b. Jeg kjenner mannen (SOM) du sa (*SOM) Maria skal møte i morgen.
I know the man SOM you said SOM Mary will meet tomorrow
“I know the man you said Mary will meet tomorrow”
(7)

a. Jag känner mannen (SOM) du hoppas (*SOM) kommer hit. (Swedish)
I know the man SOM you hope SOM comes here
“I know the man you hope will come here”
b. Jag känner mannen (SOM) du hoppas (*SOM) Maria ska träffa imorgon.
I know the man SOM you hope SOM Mary will meet tomorrow
“I know the man you hope Mary will meet tomorrow”
[Boef & Franco, in prep.]

The subject/object asymmetry attested for Swedish SOM-insertion in relative
clauses, cf. (3) above, disappears in long extractions, as the pair in (6) show. The
same pattern in SOM distribution holds for Norwegian. Interestingly, neither
Norwegian, nor Swedish speakers accept SOM-insertion in the most deeply
embedded clause in long subject extractions, see (6a) and (7a), but they accept
SOM if it is directly selected by the matrix (...mannen som du sa/hoppas...=...man
SOM you said/hope...). In this case, the pattern of SOM-insertion does not depend
on which argument is being extracted, because SOM-insertion in the most deeply
embedded clause is ungrammatical anyway (cf. also Boef & Franco, in prep.),
whereas SOM-insertion in the higher clause is always optional. I will come back to
the optionality of SOM in this higher position in section 6.
Compare now the pattern of French que/qui alternation for long extractions:
(8)

a. L'homme que tu pense qui/*que est venu ici
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The man that you think who is come.PART here
“The man you think came here”
b. L'homme que tu pense que/*qui Marie va rencontrer
The man that you think that Mary goes meet.INF
“The man you think Mary is going to meet”
Standard French4 does not allow complementizer drop in long extractions,
contrary to MSc. Moreover, the subject/object asymmetry reflected in the que/qui
alternation is maintained and appears on the extraction site, i.e. on the most deeply
embedded clause, on a par with French short extractions. If we consider long
extractions, then, the hypothesis that the asymmetry is due to EPP or phi-feature
licensing may explain the French que/qui alternation (Taraldsen 2001, Rizzi &
Shlonsky 2006 and ref. therein), but not the MSc SOM-insertion.
Differently from Swedish and Norwegian, Icelandic notoriously does not show
any subject/object asymmetry with respect to complementizer insertion in (long)
A'-dependencies. In Icelandic, the complementizer cannot be left out in object
extractions, cf. (9), by contrast to Norwegian and Swedish (Thráinsson 2007:
447). The specific complementizer form that Icelandic adopts for relative clauses
is SEM5, but notice that this form cannot follow a Wh-element in embedded
questions, in (10)6:
(9)

(10)

Báturinn *(sem) Jón á er stór
Boat.the SEM John owns is big
“The boat that John owns is big”

(Icelandic)
[Thráinsson 2007: 410, 8.45]

a. Ég veit ekki hver (*sem) kemur
I know not who.NOM SEM comes
“I do not know who will come”
b. Ég veit ekki hvern (*sem) hann hefur séð
I know not who.ACC that he has seen
“I do not know who he has seen”
[Thráinsson 2007: 449, 8.134]

4 In Quebecois French the most embedded que of object extractions can be deleted. The
mechanisms behind this possibility are still under debate, as it is not clear whether que-deletion
is induced by contact with English, by phonological reasons (cf. Martineau 1988) or else. I
cannot address this issue here, but I thank Ur Shlonsky (p.c.) for pointing that out to me.
5 On a par with MSc SOM, SEM originated as an element introducing comparative and extent
clauses, cf. Faarlund (2008), Nygaard (1905).
6 Faroese does not show any subject/object asymmetry either, but the relative particle IÐ,
following the Wh- element in indirect questions is optional, rather than ungrammatical:
(i) a. Eg veit ikki hvør (ið) kemur
(Faroese)
I know not who.NOM IÐ comes
“I do not know who will come”
b. Eg veit ikki, hvønn (ið) hann hevur sæð
I know not who.ACC IÐ he has seen
“I do not know who he has seen”
[Thráinsson 2007: 449, 8.134]
Here two issues are at stake, the first one is why the complementizer following the Wh-phrase
is possibly deleted (by contrast to Icelandic, above), and the second one is how to explain the
optionality of such complementizer in Faroese. This issue deserves more investigations and I
leave it open for future research.
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Icelandic Wh-elements are morphologically marked for case, which may suggest
that these elements can check a nominative feature and enable subject extraction,
à la Rizzi & Shlonsky (2006)7. Specifically, the nominative Wh- element would
check case on its way to Spec,CP, thus allowing subject extractions, without ECP
effects on the empty Spec, IP position. In Icelandic embedded Wh-questions on
the subject, (10a), nominative-checking would be ensured by the Wh-element
hver, whereas in object questions nominative case-checking would be done by the
overt subject hann, as in (10b). This explanation, however, does not seem
applicable to relative clauses, where case is not overtly marked on any Whoperator. In relative clauses SEM is obligatory, but it seems unlikely that it can
check nominative-case, given that
(i) SEM is not inflected for case;
(ii) there is no subject/object asymmetry in SEM-insertion, which is instead
expected if SEM is related to nominative licensing;
(ii) Icelandic behaves similarly to Norwegian and Swedish, with respect to long
A'-dependencies: SEM is ruled out in the most deeply embedded clause and there
is no subject/object asymmetry in its distribution, as well. The only difference
from Swedish and Norwegian, thus, is the obligatory character of SEM-insertion
in the higher clause in Icelandic:
(Icelandic)
(11) a. Ég þekki manninn *(SEM) þú sagðir (*SEM) %(að) kom hingað
I know man.the SEM you said SEM that came here
“I know the man that you said came here”
b. Ég hata manninn *(SEM) þú sagðir (*SEM)(að) María ætlar að hitta á
morgun.
I hate man.the SEM you said SEM that Mary is.going to meet tomorrow
“I hate the man that you said that Mary will meet tomorrow”
The facts in (11) show that SEM cannot be omitted when introducing the
embedded clause “...þú sagðir...”, whereas it cannot be selected by this declarative
predicate. By contrast, the complementizer AÐ (that) in the most deeply
embedded clause is apparently optional for object clauses, but preferred for many
of the interviewed speakers in the subject clauses, which shows an anti-C-trace
effect (Icelandic does not have C-trace effects, see Vikner 1995). However, the
discussion of the function and distribution of AÐ, although potentially relevant for
the present proposal, requires further data and a separate discussion, which I leave
for future research (cf. also Boef & Franco, in prep.).
2.1. Interim summary
In this section, I have illustrated some facts that are problematic for the proposal
that the relative particle SOM, used in Norwegian, Swedish and Danish A'dependencies, is inserted to check subject EPP or phi-features in C, which in turn
directly c-commands the canonical subject position in Spec,IP. This idea has been
adopted by comparing SOM to a complementizer that can behave either as an
7 Rizzi & Shlonsky refer more specifically to strategy of subject extractions based on checking
the formal counterpart of subject features. I assume nominative case to fall within this category.
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argument or as an expletive, on a par with the -i morphology on French qui
(Taraldsen 1986, 2001). However, the distribution of SOM in long A´-dependency
disconfirms the hypothesis that SOM licenses subject-extractions via EPP, phifeature- or nominative-case-checking, since these are all local operation, but SOMinsertion is ungrammatical in the most-deeply embedded clause containing the
extraction site. Table 1 below gives an overview of the distribution of SOM/SEM
in Swedish, Norwegian and Icelandic.
Table 1.
distribution som/sem
short rel. clause
long rel. clause – high cl
long rel. clause – low cl
short embedded question
long emb. question – high cl
long emb. question – low cl

Swedish
Subj
Obj
OK
(OK)
(OK) (OK)
*
*
OK
(OK)
(OK) (OK)
*
*

Norwegian
Icelandic
Subj
Obj
Subj Obj
OK
(OK) OK OK
(OK) (OK) OK OK
*
*
*
*
OK
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

(OK) = SOM is optional; OK = SOM/SEM is obligatory; * = SOM is ungrammatical

As pointed out above, Table 1 reveals a difference between Norwegian and
Swedish in the long embedded Wh- questions of the form “she wondered who
(SOM) you think came here/Mary met”. These facts reflect the optionality of SOM
in Swedish, vs. its ungrammaticality in Norwegian in Wh-complements where an
overt subject is spelled out (cf. (7)-(8) above). I come back to these facts in
Sections 4 and 5.

3. Icelandic Stylistic Fronting
Icelandic is the only modern Scandinavian language with productive Stylistic
Fronting (SF).8 SF is a type of movement distinct from the topicalization or the
focalization of constituents that give rise to V2 word order in Germanic
languages. The literature (Maling 1980, 1990; Rögnvaldsson and Thráinsson
1990; Jónsson 1991; Holmberg 2000; a.o.) agrees that the main characteristics
distinguishing SF from other types of fronting are:
i) absence of an overt definite subject in Spec,IP (Spec, AgrS or Spec, SubjP
in cartographic terms, cf. Cardinaletti 2004);
ii) lack of restriction to root contexts: SF is productive in embedded clauses,
including A´-dependencies;
iii) SF is optional: it alternates with the subject expletive það (in impersonal
clauses) or with a gap9 (in extractions, cf. Maling 1980, 1990;
Rögnvaldsson 1984, 1996);
iv) the stylistically fronted element is preferably “light”: pied-piping of a large
phrase is generally disallowed in SF contexts (Thráinsson 2007: 348-349;
Wood 2011).
The examples below illustrate the distribution of SF, which consists of moving a
8 The presence of SF in Faroese seems to be restricted to formal writing (Maling 1990,
Thráinsson et al. 2004).
9 Sigurðsson (1990) argues that SF may alternate with a gap, rather than the overt expletive það,
even in impersonal constructions, where the subject referent is easily recoverable from the
discourse context.
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lexical item, that previous works have analyzed as a (remnant) phrase (cf. Franco
2009a, Ott 2009), to a position preceding the inflected verb. In (12b) the fronted
element is the infinitival lesa, whereas in (13a) the past participle dansað.
Subject extraction
(12) a. Þetta er maðurinn [sem lesa vildi ___ allar bækurnar]
this is man.the that read wanted all books.the

(Icelandic)

b. Þetta er maðurinn [sem vildi lesa allar bækurnar]
this is man.the that wanted read all books.the
“This is the man that wanted to read all the books”
[Thráinsson 2007: 374, 7.79, 7.81]
Subject drop/impersonal construction
(13) a. Þeir segja [að dansað verði __ í brúðkaupinu]
they say that danced will-be in wedding-the

(Icelandic)

b. Þeir segja [að það verði dansað í brúðkaupinu]
they say that there will-be danced in wedding-the
c. *Þeir segja [að það dansað/ dansað það verði ___ í brúðkaupinu]
they say that it danced/danced it will-be in wedding-the
“They said that people will dance at the wedding”
[Thráinsson 2007, 355, 7.35]
In (12) SF, (12a), alternates with a subject gap, (12b). In complement clauses with
impersonal constructions, as (13) shows, SF is in complementary distribution with
the overt subject expletive það (the order SF – V– það is also ungrammatical). A
clear distinction between SF and topicalization appears with preposing of a
locative PP in subordinate clauses, where topicalization is restricted to some types
of phrases (such as adverbials, locative and temporal phrases) for most Icelandic
speakers (cf. Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund 2009). The following example shows
that locative PP preposing is grammatical only if the PP is stylistically fronted in
the absence of an overt subject in Spec,IP, as in (14b), whereas it is
ungrammatical when undergoing the V2 type of topicalization yielding the order
XP – V – subject, as in (14a)10:
(14)

a. *Þeir sem í Danmörku hafði hann hitt __…
those that in Denmark had he met
“Those that he had met in Denmark…”

(Icelandic)

b. Þeir sem í Danmörku hafa verið ___ …
those that in Denmark have been
“Those who have been in Denmark…”
[Thráinsson 2007, 380-381, 7.95-96]
10 See Franco (2009a: 29-38) for a detailed discussion on the difference between topicalization,
locative inversion and SF in Icelandic.
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The categories that can be probed and stylistically fronted belong to a spurious set
(Maling 1980, 1990, Holmberg 2000, Jónsson 1991). Not only may past
participles or locative PPs undergo SF, but also adverbs, phrasal negation, verbal
particles, predicative adjectives, nominal predicates, infinitives, PPs and,
allegedly (Holmberg 2000), DP arguments. These categories are arguably ranked
according to an accessibility hierarchy, but the actual ordering has been object of
debate (Maling 1990, Jónsson 1991, Hrafnbjargarson 2003, Franco 2009a, and
Wood 2011 for experimental support). A locality condition seems to impose on
such ranking, so that phrases merged higher in the structure are interveners for SF
of lower constituents.
The explanations that the literature offers for Icelandic SF can be distinguished as
based on either one of the following two hypotheses:
i)
the P-feature hypothesis (PFH)
ii) the φ-licensor hypothesis (φLH)
i) the PFH has been first proposed by Holmberg (2000) and describes SF as an
EPP-driven mechanism. Along these lines, SF is preposing of any lexical category
bearing a formal P(honological)-feature that can satisfy the EPP. Even assuming
that Holmberg's analysis can account for the impossibility to stylistically front an
auxiliary (cf. also Maling 1990), the hypothesis resorts to the EPP as a basic
assumption, which is fair, as long as the function of the EPP in the grammar is
clear. In the case of SF, however, the EPP is not conceptually tied to a subject
requirement (cf. Chomsky 1995, Rizzi 2006, Rizzi and Shlonsky 2006), but to a
generic requirement that the specifier of a functional projection be spelled out
(Chomsky 2000) or the left edge of the clause be filled, as proposed by
Sigurðsson (2010). In this case, then, it becomes hard to understand the real
trigger behind a rather speculative notion such as the EPP. What is the EPP? Is it a
universal principle and why so? These questions are still open, and this paper does
not aim at solving the issue, but rather at facing the problem by resorting to
different theoretical tools.
Another problem for the PFH is the restriction of some undefined spell-out
conditions imposing on the stylistically fronted material. On the one hand, it is not
clear which phonological or prosodic rule would impose that Icelandic SF11
probes only “light” elements, such as remnant VPs (verbal heads or particles, cf.
Ott 2009, Franco 2009a), and cannot pied-pipe bigger chunks of structure, or even
long, plurisyllabic adverbials. In this respect, the systematic study on the
segmental and suprasegmental properties involved in SF of Wood (2011) gave
results that do not support a purely PF-based analysis of the phenomenon. On the
other hand, another challenge to the PFH hypothesis consists in the fact that
phrasal categories like locative PPs must be entirely fronted when undergoing SF
and P-stranding is not allowed (cf. Thráinsson 2007: 346), while SF of a verbal
head cannot pied-pipe a verbal particle or an object: VP fronting is ungrammatical
(cf. Thráinsson 2007: 349). It is not clear which PF condition could possibly
impose such a restriction, because that would entail that PF is not blind to syntax.
ii) the φLH proposes that SF is related to the subject requirement. Ott (2009)
argues that SF targets the subject position, (Spec,TP) and is an EPP-driven
movement, which also partly complies with Holmberg's (2000) analysis of SF.
However, Ott (2009) proposes that the optionality of SF depends on the choice
11 This is not the case for the SF attested in Old Romance, see Franco (2009a) for a comparison
between Icelandic and Old Italian SF.
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between a derivation via parallel movement (Chomsky 2000) or just raising the
subject to Spec, CP and delete its copy in Spec, IP under identity. The possibility
offered by parallel movement is arguably available only in Icelandic, where I° has
an EPP feature disjoint from φ-features (cf. also Sigurðsson 2010), thus the latter
can be checked via long-distance Agree or subject raising-to-C, whereas SF
satisfies the EPP. What is not clear with this type of account is, again, what
determines a certain parametrization of the EPP in a grammar and what would
constitute an independent motivation to make such a claim epistemologically
more grounded. As it is, EPP is just a stipulation that most linguists agree not to
question, although it is not clear what precisely would motivate the existence and
the crosslinguistic variation of such a structural requirement. There are several
alternative ways of addressing these open questions: either one finding a proper
motivation for the existence of EPP, or being content with its stipulative nature, as
it is, or, finally, searching for other explanatory tools that are not purely formal.
Another issue that this analysis would have to deal with is what sort of mechanism
induces change in a grammar: there is evidence that many Icelandic young
speakers prefer það-constructions to SF, where this is an option, but why one
construction should be preferred to another one is still unaccounted for, under the
assumption that the two options are perfectly equivalent for information structure.
Notice that this assumption is not directly undermined by the fact that SF and þaðconstructions have a syntactically different behavior, e.g. the latter are islands to
extraction, whereas SF is not. However, in the following section it is argued that
the two constructions differ in functional and interpretational terms.
Identifying SF as an EPP driven-mechanism may be seen as a way to circumvent
the problem of the heterogeneity of frontable items in SF. This problem consists of
the fact that it is not clear how the broad range of lexical categories undergoing SF
may satisfy φ-feature-checking. In order to solve the problem, EPP can be
understood along the lines of Rizzi and Shlonsky's (2006) as the requirement to
check the “formal counterpart of φ-features”. Thus SF would ultimately check the
formal counterpart of φ-features, which enables subject extraction or drop,
according to the φLH. However, the difference between a feature and its formal
counterpart is not entirely clear, to me, and, as such, is at least questionable, I
think.
I propose an alternative answer to this puzzle, based on the observation of the
complementary distribution between SF and the overt expletive subject realized as
það. The feature specification of this pronoun is [3rd person singular, - referential]:
assuming that 3rd person singular is [-person] (Sigurðsson 2011), það receives a
default interpretation on the basis of its semantically minimal feature
specification. Capitalizing on this observation and on further facts, in sections 4
and 5 I argue that such minimal feature specification on subjects may be one
proper condition for SF.

4. The proposal
The facts presented in sections 2 and 3 seem to indicate that subject/object
asymmetries are attested both in MSc and Icelandic but they obtain as different
phenomena. In MSc, they are reflected in the patterns of C-drop (SOM-drop) and
in C-trace effects, whereas Icelandic has SF which is an asymmetrical
phenomenon because it can only obtain in clauses with subject extractions/drop.
Moreover, both MSc C-drop and Icelandic SF are optional phenomena, but such
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“optionality” remains so far ultimately unexplained.
In order to present the proposal, some assumptions and claims are made. First, the
proposed account intends to reformulate the speculative notion of EPP in terms of
a complex feature-checking mechanism with interpretive bearings in information
structure. Rizzi & Shlonsky (2006, 2007) propose a theoretically more economic
account that subsumes the notion of EPP and explains ECP effects: they refer to
the “Subject Criterion” as the requirement that the features encoded in the highest
IP subject position be checked. Since the lowest CP head, Fin, locally c-command
the highest IP subject position, alternative strategies, checking the “formal
counterpart” of these features encoded in FinP, may enable subject extraction
(Rizzi & Shlonky 2007). Elaborating on this intuition, I assume that the EPP
results from the requirement of checking a combination of features encoded in the
lowest CP head (cf. Rizzi 2004, Rizzi & Shlonsky 2006, 2007, Frascarelli 2007),
and such feature-checking can be enforced by various grammar-specific
strategies. The CP system encodes various features that enable a pragmatic
anchoring of the clausal semantics, structurally provided in the vP/IP domain, to
the discourse, located syntactically in CP. A vast literature discusses the structural
properties of the complementizer system, primarily the seminal cartografic work
by Rizzi (1997), according to which the C-domain is split into functional
subheads:
(15)

[CP Force…Top*…Focus…Top*…Fin…[IP

For the present purposes, I adopt a slightly modified, updated version of the Cdomain, in which the lower Topic phrase is replaced by a Modifier phrase: a noncriterial position where adverbials and other syntactic material (often related to
the modal categories identified by Cinque 1999) can front and receive discourse
prominence (cf. Rizzi 2004, Haegeman 2006).
Second, Sigurðsson (2011) identifies three main features in the CP domain:
[Finiteness], whose interpretation provides anchoring to the speech time and
location; [Λ], which identifies the speaker and the hearer; and [Topic], which can
consist of an aboutness/shift topic (cf. Frascarelli 2007), of a contrastive or of a
familiar topic (cf. also Bianchi and Frascarelli 2009 for English). According to
Sigurðsson, then, clausal arguments are also anchored to the discourse by
matching the Λ-features. Following his proposal, I assume that among the phifeatures of each argument, only [Person] is interpreted in the CP. In this sense, 1st
person is interpreted as [Λ: +speaker, -hearer]; 2nd person as [Λ: -speaker, +hearer]
and 3rd person as [Λ: -speaker, -hearer], namely [-person] (cf. Sigurðsson 2004,
2010, 2011).
A third assumption, based on a recent proposal by Déchaine & Tremblay (2011)12,
is that FinP encodes not only [finiteness] – a verbal feature enabling the pragmatic
anchoring of the predicate (i.e. of the event-time) to the speech-time – but also a
nominal feature, called [definiteness]. Checking of [definiteness] enables
pragmatic anchoring of clausal arguments to the discourse and yields the
interpretation corresponding to the Λ-features valued by the respective arguments,
12

Déchaine & Tremblay (2011) refer to Chomsky’s (1995) identification of C as (+V;+N) and to
Muyskens (2008: 249) who interprets definite/indefinite determiners as markers of discourse
status. Whence the hypothesis that [definiteness] be interpreted in the information structure.
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according to their person-feature specification. In this respect, the fact that 3rd
person is interpreted as [–person] is crucial for the productivity of SF. In section 3
it was illustrated how SF is in complementary distribution with the overt expletive
það, which specified as [-person]. Λ is indeed [-person] in expletive constructions,
where either SF or það are possible, and in other 3rd person constructions as well,
e.g. in relative clauses modifying an NP/DP, where SF (but generally not það) can
occur, cf. (12a)13. Moreover, I will assume that SF may target a position in the Cdomain (cf. Rögnvaldsson & Thráinsson 1990, and Franco 2009a for evidence).
A final assumption, crucial for the analysis proposed here, follows Sigurðsson’s
(2011) idea that Scandinavian, and, more generally, Germanic V2 languages
license argument drop configurationally, by contrast to, say, Romance languages
where verbal morphology has pronominal properties and may license argument
drop via long-distance agreement. Configurational languages such as the
Scandinavian ones, then, require that the dropped argument be in a local
configuration with the licensing CP head where it must be interpreted. For this
reason, topic drop requires an empty left edge:
(16)

a. ____kommer tillbaks imorgon
come.Ø-AGR back tomorrow
“I/we/she/etc. will be back tomorrow”

(Swedish)

b. Imorgon kommer *(jag/hon/ …) tillbaks.
tomorrow come.Ø-AGR *(I/she/ …) back
[Sigurðsson 2011: (3)-(4)]
In other words, Germanic topic drop, which includes subject-drop, requires that
the dropped argument locally match [Λ] in CP, which explains the V2 restriction
(cf. Sigurðsson 2011). From this perspective, a subject can be dropped or
extracted if (i) it is also a Topic in the CP or (ii) an alternative strategy ensures that
the relevant person features are interpreted in the CP, i.e. [Λ]-values properly
match with an element in a local configuration with them. With respect to (ii),
such local position could in principle be Spec,IP, but this position is specific for
subjects, so only specific elements such as (null) expletives pronouns, could be
merged there, and this option is actually available in Icelandic clauses where the
subject is extracted and there is no SF. Otherwise elements that can locally match
[Λ] values in CP may occupy FinP.This second possibility finds a concrete
realization in það-expletive insertion, which allows post-position or extraposition
of subjects, and, arguably, in SF (cf. Wood 2011: (41)).
In view of distribution and syntactic properties of SF, I argue that SF is a
mechanism that checks the verbal counterpart of the feature combination encoded
in FinP, namely [Finiteness]. As will become clearer in the following section, the
nominal counterpart [Definiteness] either receives a default interpretation, i.e. [Λ:
-person], or is checked by another element (e.g. a Wh-OP), in SF constructions.
The core idea of this proposal is then stated in (17) below:

13

In the examples in (13a) and (14b) SF occurs in a relative clause modifying a 3rd person plural
subject pronoun, but given that only [person] is interpreted in the CP, 3rd yields [-person]
anyway, and [number] is then irrelevant here.
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SOM-insertion in MSc and SF in Icelandic are both strategies to check one

of the [Finiteness/Definiteness] complex of features encoded in FinP, in
constructions where the syntactic subject cannot do that.
4.1. Icelandic SF
An important aspect that distinguishes this proposal from the hypothesis that SOM
is an element checking the subject EPP or phi-features concerns the nature of the
structural projection hosting SOM (and SF, in Icelandic). Differently from Spec,
IP, the lexical realization of FinP is not merely dependent on syntax, but is
imposed by pragmatics. This entails that FinP may not be spell-out in case, for
instance, the arguments that must be anchored to the discourse are recoverable
from the discourse pragmatics. Of course, overt subjects in Spec, IP can be easily
anchored to the discourse, because they are in a local configuration with FinP.
However, there are cases where the subject can be dropped simply because it is
recoverable from previous context, i.e. Λ is identified by a matching relation with
the features valued in the CP of a preceding clause. This can be the case for
Italian, among other pro-drop languages, where the features identifying the
dropped subject are “inherited” by a preceding matrix CP (cf. Frascarelli 2007).
In Scandinavian languages, verb agreement has no pronominal properties: thus
subject-drop is restricted to configurations in which its reference is either locally
recoverable or interpreted by default, as in the case of Icelandic non-referential 3rd
person singular. In this respect, the basic difference between Icelandic and MSc is
that Icelandic allows [Λ: -person, -referential] to be morphologically realized as
Ø: compare (18) and (19b) with (19a) (below, (19) repeats (13) for convenience).
(18)

?Þeir segja [að ___verði dansað í brúðkaupinu]
they say that there will-be danced in wedding-the
“They say that people will dance at the wedding”

(19)

a. Þeir segja [að dansað verði __ í brúðkaupinu]
they say that danced will-be in wedding-the

(Icelandic)

b. Þeir segja [að það verði dansað í brúðkaupinu]
they say that there will-be danced in wedding-the
c. *Þeir segja [að það dansað/ dansað það verði ___ í brúðkaupinu]
they say that it danced/danced it will-be in wedding-the
“They said that people will dance at the wedding”
[Thráinsson 2007, 355, 7.35]
The lack of an overt expletive in (18) is not completely ungrammatical, because
the features that the pronoun spells out (in (19b)) may be interpreted as default (person, non-referential). Thus the reason of the alternation between a gap and SF
cannot be related to checking subject-specific features. I propose that the reason is
pragmatic, and it amounts to spelling out a position whereby some clausal content
can be anchored to the context, i.e. FinP.
The stylistically fronted element in (19a) conveys some semantic content (in this
case, aspectual information concerning the predicate dansað, i.e. the result of an
event, cf. Franco, in prep.) that is fronted to the CP. The event-time is thus
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interpreted as anchored to the discourse (speech-time, cf. Third assumption,
section 3 above). Such interpretation is arguably given from the feature-checking
mechanism driving SF: the fronted element (a (remnant) phrase, in (19) above, cf.
Franco 2009a, Ott 2009, Wood 2011), checks the verbal counterpart on FinP:
[Finiteness14]. At this point we can just assume that the nominal counterpart of
FinP, in SF constructions, is either specified as [-Definiteness], which corresponds
to a [-referential, -person] subject, or as [+ Definiteness], in which case it may be
checked by a (Wh-)OP undergoing successive cyclic movement to a higher
position, as in (12), repeated here as (20) for convenience:
(Icelandic)
(20) a. Þetta er maðurinn
this is man.the
[OPrel sem [SF < OPrel > lesa] vildi ___ allar bækurnar]
that
read wanted all books.the
b. Þetta er maðurinn
this is man.the
[OPrel sem < OPrel >
vildi lesa allar bækurnar]
that
wanted read all books.the
“This is the man that wanted to read all the books”
[Thráinsson 2007: 374, 7.79, 7.81]
The feature-checking mechanism involved in (20a) is given in (21) below. In this
case, the remnant phrase (i.e. vP) containing the subject-relative OP is moved to
Spec,FinP15. In (21) the OP matches the nominal counterpart of FinP, whereas SF
can check [Finiteness].
(21)

...Spec, FinP [<Rel/Wh-OP> [-Fin, +De] SF[+Fin, -De]] Fin°[+Fin, +De]: [SubjP Ø[-pn]

The [Definiteness] feature on FinP may be arguably checked in an alternative way,
by expletive insertion, given that Icelandic það is only preverbal and occurs
exclusively in a [+definite] subject position (cf. Thráinsson 2007, Bentzen 2007).
For (19b), the feature-checking mechanism would then be as in (22) below:
(22)

… Spec, FinP [það [-Fin, +De]] Fin°[-Fin, +De]: [SubjP Ø[-pn]

Notice that in expletive-constructions the string það-SF, contrary to relative OP –
SF in (21), is ungrammatical because it is syntactically underivable and
semantically incompatible: það-merger applies only at the CP/IP interface.
Moreover, það is semantically vacuous and creates a chain with an indefinite
associate in a rhematic position carrying the relevant semantic information. By
14

Notice that also other elements commonly undergoing SF, such as adverbs, verbal particles,
predicative adjectives, nominal predicates, generally categorize at least as [+V]. Franco
(2009a), however, argues that nominal predicates, predicative adjectives and potentially also
adverbs (i.e. all the categories that may also undergo V2 topicalization) target a non-criterial
position in CP, where they receive discourse prominence: ModP (cf. Rizzi 2004, Haegeman
2006). Along these lines, adverbs may be cyclically independent from Wh-movement to
Spec,FinP and move directly to ModP, so they do not intervene. Cf. fn. 17 below.
15
For a derivation of SF in subject-relative clauses see Franco, in prep.
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contrast, SF contributes to information structure in that it fronts the relevant
semantic content to a thematic position (which is to be understood in terms of the
functional opposition between theme and rheme). Thus expletive constructions
and SF-constructions are minimally different strategies to check the featurecomplex encoded in FinP, which leads to some predictions discussed in the
following section.
Before doing so, I wish to discuss how the present proposal applies to MSc.
4.2. MSc SOM
As proposed in (17) above, SOM also enters the feature-checking mechanism
imposed on FinP in order to license subject-extractions. How so? Looking back at
Table 1, we can see that SOM is only obligatory with short subject extractions, i.e.
when the subject of the relative clause is otherwise impossible to recover. In long
subject extractions, SOM in the lower clause is ungrammatical altogether, despite
the lack of an overt subject in the most deeply embedded clause, contrary to the
expectations naturally emerging from Taraldsen’s (2001) or Rizzi & Shlonsky
(2006) accounts (cf. Section 2). Below, (6a) is repeated as (23) for convenience.
(23)

Jeg kjenner mannen [(som) du sa [(*som) kom hit]].
I know the man SOM you said SOM came here
“I know the man you said came here”

(Norwegian)

The difference between (23) and short subject-extraction is explained, in the
current proposal, as an interpretive difference. While [EPP] or subject [φ] always
need to be checked locally (as is the case for the –i morphology on qui, in
French), the function of MSc subject-specific SOM is that of anchoring the
extracted argument to the discourse. This analysis is in line with the idea that SOM
insertion is a strategy to anchor an argument to the discourse, in order to satisfy
the requirement of Full Interpretation (Chomsky 1986, 1995).
Crucially, discourse-anchoring is a mechanism that determines the interpretation
of that argument and, as such it occurs in the higher clause, i.e. the clause
containing the probe for the relative OP movement. The fact that the extracted
argument is anchored in the higher, rather than in the most deeply embedded
clause, is due to the fact that its reference is identified by the entire scope of the
OP movement. In other words, SOM insertion in (23) is only grammatical where
the relative OP is interpreted, i.e. in the highest embedded CP. This is precisely
what is expected, given that the relativized argument in (23) is interpreted as “the
man [YOU SAID [came here]]”, which is not (necessarily) coreferent with “the
man [that came here]”. In order to account for this difference, I propose that
subject-specific SOM checks the nominal counterpart of FinP, locally ccommanding the Spec, IP subject position. In short A’-dependencies (e.g. simple
relative clauses), this feature-checking mechanism allows subject-extraction to
occur without triggering ECP effects, or, in Rizzi’s (2004) words, criterial freezing
of the subject in the highest IP position.
(24)

[IP ___ kom hit
came here

a. …mannen [FinP[+De] SOM[+De]
man.the
SOM
“The man who came here”

In this perspective, ECP effects are provoked by an unsatisfied requirement on C,
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rather than on I, which in the present case corresponds to [Definiteness] checking.
Because such requirement is not imposed on the most deeply embedded clause of
A’-dependencies, for the reasons discussed above, SOM is not required in the
embedded CP.
A related question, at this point, concerns the optionality of SOM in object
extractions16 and in the higher clause of long A′-dependencies. If the function of
SOM is to check [Definiteness] on FinP, why is it at all possible to have SOM in
clauses when an overt subject in Spec,IP is present? Postulating that SOM may or
may not check such feature, depending on the argument that is being extracted, is
of course a completely ad hoc solution that remains unexplained in terms of
acquisition.
This optionality puzzle can be faced from a diachronic perspective. Following a
seminal proposal in Franco (2009a), also on the basis of facts analyzed in Delsing
(2001), the proposed account explains the optionality of SOM in short object
clauses and higher clauses of long A’-dependencies vs. its obligatoriness in short
subject clauses as the result of an overlap between two grammars introduced at
different diachronic stages. This proposal is discussed in greater detail in the
following section, where diachronic evidence is provided. In a nutshell, the
analysis is that the first grammar had just a non-subject specific SOM, which was
distributed symmetrically over subject and object clauses, and there is a later
reanalysis of SOM to subject-specific in a second grammar. As a relic of the first
system, “optional”, non-subject specific SOM still coexists with the second,
subject-specific SOM. This difference can be accounted for in structural terms, by
assuming that the “old” and the “new” SOM occupy two distinct positions in a
split-CP (Boef & Franco, 2010, in prep.). Figure 1 illustrates optional, nonspecific SOM, which is arguably merged on a high CP head, specifically as a
relative subordinator. By contrast, Figure 2 illustrates that subject-specific SOM is
arguably merged in Fin0, where it checks [Definiteness] and it locally Ccommands the subject position in IP.
Figure 1. Short object extractions/
Figure 2. Short subject extractions
Higher clause of long extractions

16

As mentioned in the introduction, SOM is optional in object-relative clauses both in Norwegian
and Swedish, but while it is optional in object-indirect-Wh- questions in Swedish, it is
ungrammatical in the same context in Norwegian (cf. Table 1). This difference is tentatively
explained below.
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The analysis proposed here for both Icelandic SF and MSc SOM gives rise to a
series of predictions that are discussed in the following section.

5. Predictions
In this section, I discuss some predictions following from the proposal, by
distinguishing synchronic comparative facts, from the diachronic facts supporting
the idea in (17) above.
5.1. Comparative support
A first prediction following from (17) is that, if subject-specific SOM-insertion
and SF are both mechanisms that check the
features specified on FinP, they should be
attested, at least in the same syntactic
contexts, as alternatives for the grammars in
which they are respectively productive.
Looking at the respective languages, we can
observe that Icelandic, which has productive
SF, does not have any subject-specific
particle introducing relative clauses: the
distribution of SEM does not display any
subject-object asymmetry (cf. Table 1). By
contrast, MSc grammars do not have SF but
derive subject extractions by means of
subject-specific particles. This is not only
true of Norwegian and Swedish, which use SOM, but also of Danish, where the
subject expletive DER is reanalyzed as relative particle in subject extractions, and
alternates with SOM in subject relative clauses (25a and b). Crucially, Danish
allows for multiple complementizers, but only cases where at least either SOM or
DER are present in the order SOM – (AT) – DER are grammatical as subject
relatives (cf. Vikner 2001, Mikkelsen 2002 for more data):
(25)

(Danish)

Vi kender de lingvister
we know the linguists
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a. DER ville læse denne bog

there will read this book
b. SOM ville læse denne bog
SOM will read this book

c. ?SOM DER ville læse denne bog
SOM there will read this book
“We know the linguists who will read this book”.
[Mikkelsen 2002: 9]
Mikkelsen (2002) observes that (i) DER occurs only in subject relative clauses; (ii)
SOM occurs in subject and non-subject relative clauses; (iii) when SOM AT DER
are all present they must appear in that order; (iv) either SOM or DER must be
present in the subject relative clause (Mikkelsen 2002: 2).
These facts are explained under the hypothesis that Danish has a mixed system
where two alternative strategies, subject-specific SOM or DER-insertion, apply, cf.
(25a) and (25b) and (iv) above. The co-occurrence of DER and SOM in (25c) is
here explained with the hypothesis that the double nature of SOM, cf. (iv), is due
to an overlap of the new complementation system with subject specific SOM with
a diachronic relic of the old MSc complementation where SOM is non-subject
specific, in Danish as well as in other MSc languages. By contrast to SOM,
however, Danish DER occurs in the most deeply embedded clause in a subject
Wh- extraction recalling the distribution of French qui: compare (26) below with
Table 1 and (8a).
(26)

(Danish)

Jeg ved ikke
I know not
a. hvem du tror DER har gjort det
who you think there has done it
b. *hvem du tror SOM har gjort det
who you think SOM has done it
“I do not know who has done it”
[Mikkelsen 2002: 7, (20)]

The fact that DER is only subject-specific and behaves more similarly to French
qui than to MSc SOM can be explained with the idea that Danish has a complex
complementation structure, making use of different strategies: expletive insertion
(DER), subject-specific particle, and non-subject specific relic (SOM). Moreover
Danish, on a par with other MSc, does not allow for SF.
Let us now consider a borderline case: Faroese. In Faroese, relative clauses are
introduced by the relative particle SUM17, whose distribution matches that of SOM
17

SUM is not used in embedded Wh-questions, where the complementizer associated to the WhXP is IÐ: this complementizer is optional and has a symmetric distribution (see fn. 6). Albeit I

cannot discuss this in the present paper, these facts do not represent an obstacle to the present
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in Norwegian and Swedish, as is illustrated in (27) below.
(27)

a. Báturin (SUM) Jón eigur er stórur
boat.the that John owns is big
“The boat that John owns is big”

(Faroese)

b. Ofta eru tað konurnar *(SUM) koma fyrst
Often are there women who come first
“Often there are women who come first”
[Thráinsson 2007: 448, (8.132)]
In addition, let us take into consideration another syntactic context, i.e. nonrestrictive relative clauses. In MSc as well as in Faroese, SOM/SUM can never be
omitted in non-restrictive relative clauses (cf. Thráinsson 2007: 447), namely,
non-restrictive relative clauses do not display any subject-object asymmetry with
respect to SOM/SUM insertion.
(28)

a. Den här bilen, *(SOM) jag aldrig har sett förut, er vacker (Swedish)
This here car SOM I never have seen before, is beautiful
“This car here, which I have never seen before, is beautiful”
b. Tær konurnar, *(SUM) _ skulu vera heima, eru burtustaddar (Faroese)
They women.the who shall be home are away
“The women, who shall be home, are away”
[Thráinsson 2007: 447, (8.131), (8.132b)]

The obligatoriness of SOM/SUM in all non-restrictive relative clauses18 can be
tentatively explained in terms of the different structural properties of nonrestrictive and restrictive relative clauses. I will tentatively argue here that,
differently from restrictive relative clauses, the CP of non-restrictive relative
clauses constitutes a full phase-edge, subject to the Phase Impenetrability
Condition (PIC, Chomsky, 1999). The CP of restrictive relative clauses, instead, is
transparent for inheritance of the features that permit the recoverability of the
extracted noun. In non-restrictive relative clauses, the reference of the extracted
noun is not recoverable, unless the C-position onto which it is interpreted is
overtly spelled out (by SOM, in this case). Given that both subject and object nonrestrictive relative clauses are subject to the PIC, this requirement expectedly
holds symmetrically for coreference of subject or object OPs with the head noun.
The lack of symmetry in non-restrictive relative clauses, on a par with long
extractions, is then analyzed as a consequence of the fact that SOM/SUM is not a
EPP/φ- licensor, but an element that checks the nominal features (i.e.
18

proposal.
SOM/SUM-deletion is ungrammatical also when introducing long non-restrictive relative clauses,

as the Norwegian example below shows:
(i) a. Johan, *(SOM) du sa (*SOM) jobber hele tida, gikk til en konferanse i går
John, SOM you said SOM work all time went to a conference yesterday
”John, who you said works all the time, went to a conference yesterday”
b. Johan, *(SOM) du sa (*SOM) du ikke har møtt, synger i et kor
Johan, SOM you said SOM you not have met sings in a choir
”Johan, who you said you have not met, sings in a choir”
[Boef & Franco, in prep.]
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[Definiteness]) required for the interpretation of the extracted arguments in CP.
Differently from MSc, Faroese allows for SF, although this phenomenon is less
productive than in Icelandic and seems to be restricted to literary texts or written
language (cf. Thráinsson et al. 2004). The fact that the Faroese grammar has both
a SUM distribution that matches that of MSc SOM, and SF, like Icelandic, does in
fact comply with the claim that SOM/SUM insertion and SF are two alternative
strategies. The following example indeed shows that an ungrammatical deletion of
SUM, cf. with (28b) above, can be rescued by SF (of heima), as Thráinsson (2007:
447) points out:
(29) Tær konurnar, (SUM) heima skulu vera ___, eru burtustaddar
They women.the who home shall be are away
“The women who shall be home are away”
[Thráinsson 2007: 447, (8.132c)]

(Faroese)

The peculiarity of Faroese, then, is that the two alternatives are coexistent in one
system, which actually seems to result from the competition between two
grammars (i.e. the MSc-like and the Icelandic-like) also with respect to other
syntactic properties, such as V-to-I (cf. Heycock et al. 2010, a.o.).
A further expectation concerns the feature specification of Icelandic clauses with
SF, in contrast to clauses with expletive insertion or with a subject gap. Arguably,
SF checks the verbal counterpart of FinP, whereas expletives are nominal
elements, thus checking the nominal counterpart of FinP. Accordingly, it is
predicted that það-clauses, namely expletive constructions, are islands for the
extraction of an argument (e.g. subject relativization), because such an extraction
would trigger minimality effects with the feature specification of the expletive in
Spec, FinP. This prediction is borne out by well-known facts in the literature on
Icelandic: in (30c) below, það intervenes with the movement of the subject
relative OP, whereas SF in (30b), bearing [+Finiteness], does not.
(30) a. Þetta er mál sem __ hefur verið rætt
(Icelandic)
this is issue that has been discussed
b. Þetta er mál sem rætt hefur verið
this is issue that discussed has been
c. *Þetta er mál sem það hefur verið rætt
this is issue that there has been discussed
“This is an issue that has been discussed”
[Thráinsson 2007, 353, 7.28-31]
The (lack of) intervention effects in (30b) and (30c) is schematically represented
in (31a) and (31b) respectively:
(31) a. Rel/Wh-OP [+Fin, +De] SF[+Fin, -De] → OK
b. *Rel/Wh-OP [+Fin, +De] það[+Fin, +De] → Minimality effects
The fact that SF does not create an island for Wh- movement can be accounted as
follows. SF of “items from the verbal complex” (Maling 1990) such as past
participles, infinitives, verbal particles, or predicative adjectives is phrasal
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movement of a (remnant) vP or PP to Spec,FinP (cf. Franco 2009a, Ott 2009).
The moved phrase also contains the probed Wh- argument that is extracted, once
the phrase that contains it reaches the CP. Following Franco (2009a), I propose
that there are different kinds of SF: when the fronted element is a sentential
adverb or a negation, there is no remnant movement involved, but XP movement
to Spec,ModP, a projection immediately above FinP where adverbials receive
discourse prominence (Rizzi 2004, Haegeman 2006). Adverbial movement is thus
cyclically independent from Wh-movement to Spec,FinP (see Franco 2009a for
details). The feature specification of the adverbial phrase is such that no
minimality with the Wh-OP is triggered. Moreover, the accessibility hierarchy of
SF (Maling 1990, Holmberg 2000, Hrafnbjargarson 2004, Franco 2009°, Wood
2011) is explained by the fact that the Wh-OP cannot “pied-pipe” the (remnant)
vP, if the latter is within the scope of a phrasal adverb or a negation, for semantic
reasons. Movement of a (remnant)-vP across a phrasal adverb or a negation would
indeed give rise to scope interaction effects at the level of information structure.
As a consequence, the sentence would become uninterpretable.
What remains to be explained is the alternance of a gap with SF, given in (30a)
and (30b). In section 4, I have proposed that SF contributes to information
structure by anchoring the event-time to the speech-time, namely anchoring some
semantic content to the discourse. In this perspective, (30b) above would receive a
slightly different interpretation from (30c). Where the past participle is fronted, as
in (30b), an aspectual feature of the predicate is anchored to the speech-time: the
information concerning the result of an action/event (rætt) acquires discourse
prominence, by being “thematized” (cf. Franco, in prep. and references therein).
By contrast, the semantic content concerning the action/event encoded in the
predicate structure remains in rhematic position. Thus clauses without SF have a
different information structure: no semantic information is given discourse
prominence, but is instead conveyed in a presentational way, by leaving it in
rhematic position, with either and expletive or a gap in thematic position. The
contrast between functional theme and rheme is given in Table 2 below:
Table 2
Construction type
Theme
Rheme
SF
SF: semantically full
Semantically vacuous /
residual
Subject gap (e.g. relative Ø: inheriting feature via vP: semantically full
clause)
OP-A´-binding
Expletive construction
Það: semantically
Associate: semantically
vacuous
full
The alleged subtle interpretive difference between cases of subject extractions
where nothing fronts and cases with SF, cf. (30a) and (30b), seems corroborated
by further facts. If the head noun of a subject relative clause with SF is definite,
the sentence is degraded for some speakers19. Halldór Sigurðsson (p.c.) provides
the following judgments:
19

But not for others: at a first look it seems that younger speakers (20-30+) are not sensitive to
such definiteness effect, whereas older speakers (45-50+) are. There seems to be an even
sharper definiteness effect (irrespectively of speakers’ age) in Wh- clauses where the Wh-Op is
a definite subject. This point deserves further investigation.
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a. Maðurinn sem __ hefur keypt nokkrar bækur
Man.the who
has bought some books
b. ?/??Maðurinn sem keypt hefur nokkrar bækur
Man.the who bought has some books
“The man who has bought some books”
c. Þeir/menn/allir sem keypt hafa nokkrar bækur
they/men/all who bought have some books
“(All) those who have bough some books”
[Halldór Sigurðsson, p.c.]

Notice that, if the head noun is a pronoun (Þeir) or a generic/indefinite noun
(menn/allir), cf. (32c), the sentence is totally acceptable, whereas it is less
acceptable with a definite head noun (maðurinn, cf. (32b)). This judgment is
reflected in a frequency test: by searching the exact string “sem lesið hafa” (=who
read have.3PL) on a search-engine (Google search, 27.04.2012, 11:30), the great
majority of the results (total of about 67.300 entries) display an indefinite/generic
head noun. On the first 10 Google pages, the most frequent head nouns are Þeir
(=they), allir (=all), Íslendingar (=Icelanders), margir (=many), flestir (=most), or
bare nouns modified by these elements. The trigger for the marginal definiteness
effect in (32b) vs. (32a) indicates that there is a pragmatic, rather than a syntactic
difference between clauses with and without SF. The degradation effects in (32)
are still an open issue. From the present perspective, this difference could be
tentatively explained in terms of the feature specification on FinP. On the one
hand, it is true that SF does not create an island for Wh- extraction (cf. (30) and
the discussion above). On the other hand, FinP has a double specification, namely
[±Finiteness; ±Definiteness]. A working hypothesis is that the nominal/verbal
features of FinP (cf. Chomsky 1995) may not be simultaneously valued (+) and be
both morphologically spelled out. A strict interpretation of this requirement is that
a [+Finiteness] specification on FinP is incompatible with a [+Definiteness]
specification because that clause may not have both an overt element checking
[Finiteness], i.e. SF, and an overt element checking [+Definiteness]. Given that
Icelandic SEM is not subject-specific and cannot check the [+Definitenes]
imposed for the interpretation of the extracted definite subject, in cases like (32b),
the requirement cannot be fulfilled, and the interpretation is partially
compromised. For what is presently known in Icelandic, it seems that valuation of
the verbal counterpart of FinP, i.e. [+Finiteness], pairs with lack of valuation of
the nominal counterpart, i.e. [-Definiteness]. However, this hypothesis requires
further testing.
5.2. Diachrony
In this subsection I provide some support for my proposal, which is based on
diachronic comparative facts. Given that relative clauses are the ideal context for
observing both the distribution of SOM in MSc and of SF in Icelandic, I will
concentrate on those. The complementation structure of Scandinavian relative
clauses has undergone some diachronic changes: both Old Eastern Scandinavian
(here represented by Old Swedish) and Old Western Scandinavian (here, Old
Icelandic) used similar particles and strategies to derive relative clauses (cf.
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Faarlund 2008, Delsing 2001, Nygaard 1906), but, around 1350-1400, the
Swedish system underwent some major changes that resulted in a basic difference
from the Icelandic system (cf. Franco 2009a, ch. 4). The history of the various
relative particles in (Old) Swedish and (Old) Icelandic is illustrated in Table 3
below20.
Table 3.

Relative particles in Old Swedish and Old Icelandic

SWEDISH
Ø
som
ær
ther
hvilkin (som)

1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900
OV ----------OV/VO------------VO--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------- - - - - - ---------------------

ICELANDIC
sem
er

OV/VO------------------------------- VO---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - -

Table 3 shows that Old Swedish had several possibilities for introducing a relative
clause: the particle ÆR, a Ø-complementizer and SOM, which was in fact an
unspecific form, on a par with Old and Modern Icelandic SEM, given that it
displays a symmetric distribution between subject and object clauses. In Old
Swedish (i.e. up to 1350), SF is practically always found in subject extractions,
according to Delsing (2001). Around 1350-1400, however, a major change
occurred in the Swedish grammar involving word order change (from OV to VO)
among other properties. At this stage, the particle ÆR disappears, while THER is
introduced, and, crucially, a Wh- pronoun, HVILKIN (=which) is adopted for
introducing relative clauses. As Delsing (2001) observes, object relative clauses
are usually introduced by HVILKIN alone, whereas subject relative clauses are
introduced by the sequence HVILKIN SOM or HVILKIN THER (cf. (33)). The fact
that SOM(/THER21) begins to have an asymmetric distribution suggest that it
becomes subject-specific.
(Old Swedish, 1350-1400)
(33) Brudhgöma HULKIN SOM är äronna konungir
Groom
which SOM is honour king.GEN
“The groom who is the king’s honour”
[Delsing 2001, 159, 48, BU]
Under the hypothesis of such a reanalysis, the prediction is that SF is in
20
21

The Old Swedish part of the table is taken from Delsing (2001).
The fact that THER alternates with SOM in subject extractions seems to indicate that they are
both subject specific. However, further investigations with respect to the diachrony of THER
are necessary. For the moment I might just speculate that THER is the ancestor of an expletive,
originally a locative, DER, which is indeed reanalyzed as a subject specific element in Modern
Danish (cf. section 5.1), a language developed from Old Eastern Scandinavian, on a par with
Modern Swedish.
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complementary distribution with SOM in subject relative clauses, once SOM
becomes subject-specific. In other words, the Wh- element HVILKIN should be
followed either by SOM or by SF, but not by both. As expected, strings of the type
HVILKIN – SOM- SF or HVILKIN- SF- SOM have not been attested so far, and
when the Wh- is not followed by SOM, it is obligatorily followed by SF, in subject
relative clauses. Observe, in (34) below, that forms of HVILKIN (hulke, hulkin) are
not followed by SOM but by a stylistically fronted adverb (adrigh, (34a)) or
particle (fram, (34b)).
(34)

a. som grymasto diwr
HULKE adrigh kunna ___ mättas
like most.cruel anymals which never can be.satisfied
“Like the most cruel animals which can never be satisfied”
b. HULKIN framgik til sanctum gregorium
which forth.went to saint Gregory
“Which went forth to saint Gregory”
[Delsing 2001, 163, 54, Greg]

Therefore, this prediction is borne out. The explanation for such a reanalysis of
SOM and the eventual loss of SF in Swedish and the other MSc languages onto
which this system spread could be based on an economy principle. Arguably, the
old complementation structure, in which generic SOM combines with SF in
subject extractions, competes with the new system, after the introduction of the
Wh- element. The combination “Wh- SF” attested in the Early Modern Swedish
period loses the competition (in the sense of Lightfoot 1999, Lightfoot &
Westergaard 2007) with the newer and more economic strategy “Wh-SOM”. In the
latter option, SOM is reanalyzed by the grammar as subject specific. This strategy
is more economic because it involves just one case of movement (the Whelement) and one case of merge (subject-specific SOM, rather than movement of
the stylistically fronted phrase, cf. Franco 2009a).
The question, at this point, is why Icelandic SEM has such a different distribution
from SOM, i.e. it is not subject-specific. I analyze this difference as a result of the
fact that the Icelandic system is far more conservative and has never undergone
the Swedish reanalysis.
If this is the case, a further prediction is that (Old) Icelandic subject specific
clauses, e.g. restrictive relative clauses on the subject, should never be introduced
by a Wh- element followed by SEM, by contrast to the Swedish HVILKIN SOM
cases. In order to verify this prediction I have carried out a corpus search on the
Old Norse data reported in Faarlund (2008), and on 44 Old Icelandic sagas, from
the online archive in the IcePaHC. It resulted that the only cases where the string
Wh- SEM is attested are free relatives, in which SEM has a subject/object
symmetric distribution and the Wh- element is interpreted as a quantifier.
Moreover, these sentences display SF in a Wh- SEM- SF string, in case of subject
extraction, as in (35), contrary to Old Swedish where HVILKIN – SOM – SF is
unattested:
(35)

a. Til HVERS
SEM
draga vill
To each.GEN
SEM pull wants
“To everyone who wants to pull”
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b. Er þú hefir jafnan uppi látið
HVER
SEM
beðið hefir
That you have always up let
each.NOM SEM asked have
“... that you have always told whoever has asked”
[IcePaHC, Fornrit search]
This means that Icelandic maintains the same strategy for checking the FinP
features in subject extractions, and the complementation system does not undergo
a reanalysis of the Old Swedish kind.

6. Optionality explained
On the one hand, the diachronic facts illustrated in section 5.2 provide further
support to the analysis of SOM distribution in MSc. It has been shown that SOM
undergoes a diachronic reanalysis from non-subject specific to subject specific.
Arguably this change in the grammar occurred as the result of a competition
between two different systems. In the older system, which was similar to
Icelandic, SF was productive, but eventually it disappeared, due to the fact that the
old system lost the competition against the new one, in which SOM can actually
check the nominal feature on FinP. In cartographic terms, I analyze the old SOM
as a bare relative subordinator, on a par with Icelandic SEM, and the “new” SOM
as an element that merges in FinP. In a split CP structure, the generic subordinator
SOM/SEM is then merged in SubP (cf. Haegeman 2006, a.o.), whereas the subjectspecific SOM merges in FinP, on a par with SF, as is schematically represented in
(36)22.
(36)
Sw./No.
Ic.

[SubP
Wh/OP
Wh/OP

Sub°
(SOM)

ModP

SEM

Adv/Neg SF

FinP
Fin°
<Wh/OP>
SOM!
[<Wh/OP> SF]/það

The different, but compatible, functions of the old and the new SOM and the fact
that they do not occupy the same position allow them to be both retained in the
same grammar, where the competition between the two systems is stabilized at
this specific point (cf. Lightfoot 1999). The optionality of SOM in object and long
A´-dependencies is explained under the hypothesis that SOM, in those cases, is
just a diachronic relic of the generic subordinator of the old complementation
system, where relative clauses could be introduced by a morphologically null
subordinator as well, cf. Table 3 above. In terms of language change, this
hypothesis is compatible with the idea that the competition between the old and
the new system may reach different points of stability, depending on the specific
grammar. For this reason, crosslinguistic variation and microvariation among the
Swedish and the Norwegian dialects is expected.
On the other hand, the optionality of SF in Modern Icelandic, vs. its higher
frequency, arguably obligatoriness, in Old Icelandic is explained both in light of
its interpretive properties (cf. Sections 4, 5) and as a consequence of a diachronic
change. The different interpretation of extraction clauses with and without SF may
account for the optionality of SF in relative clauses, cf. (30) above, and
discussion. On the contrary, the alternation between the Icelandic expletive það
22

Brackets indicate that SOM is optional, esclamation mark that SOM is obligatory.
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and SF in other clause types (e.g. impersonal constructions) results from a
diachronic change: as Falk (1993) already observed, Old Scandinavian has no
overt expletive form, i.e. það is not present in the lexicon with an expletive
function. However, once það begins to function as an expletive, the productivity
of SF drops dramatically (Falk 1993, Rögnvaldsson 1984), arguably because þaðinsertion is in competition with SF and is a more economic strategy, under the
hypothesis that merge wins on move.
To conclude, I have argued that SF and SOM are both strategies to check the
features encoded on FinP. SF checks the verbal counterpart, [Finiteness], whereas
the obligatory SOM checks the nominal counterpart [Definiteness]. This account
generates some predictions concerning the syntax and the interpretation of the
clauses in which these elements appears, and such predictions are borne out by
comparative synchronic and diachronic facts. The optionality of non-subject
specific SOM, as well as of SF is explained in the light of the respective discourseconfigurational properties related to information structure and as a result of a
complex diachronic reanalysis that created a fundamental division in the
Scandinavian complementation system.
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In the cartographic approach to the left periphery,
functional heads are assumed to be endowed with
features providing transparent instructions for interface
interpretation. A direct link between syntax and the
semantic-pragmatic level is therefore maintained. This
assumption, however, may be challenged by the
Inclusiveness Condition: can discourse-related notions
be encoded in the grammar as formal features? This
paper is intended to provide a positive answer to this
question, based on data from typologically different
languages. The relevant discussion will also show the
advantages of a cartographic analysis to explain
language as an “optimal system” in a crash-proof
syntax perspective.

1. Introduction∗
Formal analysis of discourse categories has gained a primary role in linguistic
investigation over the last 25 years, under the influential impulse of works by
scholars like Horvath (1986) and Brody (1990), showing the essential role played
by syntax in the interpretation of discourse-related constituents (Focus, in
particular). This interaction has been soon proved to be crucial for a number of
genetically unrelated and typologically diverse languages like Hungarian, Modern
Greek, Basque, Somali, Korean, Catalan and Finnish (cf. Kiss, ed. 1995).
Faced with data showing the necessity of assuming an extrasentential position
for both Focus and Topic constituents, scholars working in the generative
framework have generally identified the CP area as the syntactic target for
discourse-related A'-movement (also in analogy with wh-movement). As for the
position targeted by the relevant constituents, some authors have proposed the
existence of novel functional projections (as, for instance, the Focus Phrase,
FocP) without, however, considering the general architecture of the C-domain;
others have relied on the adjunction strategy, a powerful and unproblematic
device which, however, could not account for ordering restrictions within the CP
zone.
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In 1997, Rizzi’s seminal work determined a crucial turn in formal research,
shaping the ‘fine structure of the Left Periphery’ in a cartographic approach, thus
providing a way to understand and explain Information Structure (IS) phenomena
and the interpretation of discourse categories at the interfaces.
2. The cartographic way to the left periphery
In the cartographic approach to the left periphery, the original CP-node (a
recursive phrase, targeted by different functional categories) has been reanalysed
as an array of functional projections, each dedicated to a specific IS-related
function. The C-domain thus provides an interface between the propositional
content (the IP-node) and specific discourse roles. In particular, Rizzi (1997)
proposes that the left periphery of the sentence is included between force and
finiteness:
“Complementizers express the fact that a sentence is a question, a declarative, an
exclamative, a relative, a comparative, an adverbial of a certain kind, etc., and can be
selected as such by a higher selector. This information is called the specification of
Force […] the C-system expresses a specification of finiteness, which in turns selects an
IP system with the characteristics of finiteness: mood distinctions, subject agreement
licensing nominative case, overt tense distinctions.” (Rizzi 1997: 283, 284)

Force and finiteness can be expressed on a single head “in simple cases”, but are
forced to split in marked constructions involving “the activation of the TopicFocus field” (Rizzi 1997: 314). The Force-Fin system thus identified includes a
single FocP projection, which is the syntactic locus for [+foc] interpretation, and
recursive TopP positions, as Rizzi (1997) assumes that Topics can freely occur in
the left periphery both before and after the Focus. In subsequent works it has been
proposed that the C-domain also includes a functional projection connected with
the interrogative force of the selected clause, called IntP, located in a position
higher than FocP (Rizzi 2001). The Force-Fin system can be thus represented as
follows (the asterisk indicates recursion):
(1) [ForceP [TopP*

[IntP [FocP [TopP*

[FinP

[IP

Further investigation has then shown that Topics are not freely recursive
(Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007, Frascarelli 2007), since specific restrictions can
be recognized. In particular, Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) provide substantial
evidence that different Topic constituents are located in specific positions
according to their discourse properties. The authors argue for a systematic
correlation between discourse roles and the formal properties of Topics, which is
encoded in a specific ordering of functional heads in the C-domain. In this picture,
the Aboutness-Shift (AS-) Topic connects Reinhart’s (1981) aboutness1 with the
property of being newly introduced or reintroduced and changed to; the
Contrastive (C-) Topic induces alternatives in the discourse which have no impact
on the Focus value and create oppositional pairs with respect to other Topics;
finally, Familiar (Fam-) Topics constitute given information in the discourse
context and are used either for topic continuity or to resume background
information. Given this characterization, recursion only applies to Familiar
1

In particular, Reinhart’s ‘sentence Topic’ identifies the file card under which the information
expressed in the following proposition should be stored (update function in the common ground).
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Topics, since more than one constituent can be dislocated to retrieve given
information. The hierarchy in (1) can be therefore remodelled as in (2):
(2) [ForceP [ShiftP

[ContrP [IntP [FocP [FamP* [FinP [IP

In the present cartographic approach, discourse-related information is
implemented in narrow syntax by means of functional features:
...this conception makes possible a very transparent approach to the interface between
syntax and semantics-pragmatics: peripheral functional heads can be seen as overt
“flags” carrying very transparent instructions to the interface systems on how their
immediate dependents are to be interpreted. (Cinque and Rizzi 2008, 51)

This means that different types of Focus and Topic are interpreted insofar as they
move to (or enter an Agree relation with) dedicated positions in the C-domain in
which the relevant features are encoded, as is shown in Table 1 below:
Table 1: The hierarchy of discourse features in the C-domain

ShiftP >
[+shift]
[+aboutness]
[given]

ContrP >
[+contrast]
[given]

C-domain
IntP >
[+int]

FocP >
[+foc]

FamP*
[aboutness]
[+given]

Notice that the interpretation of discourse-related categories can also be
compositional. The Fam° position, for instance, is endowed with a [+given]
feature and bears an unvalued [aboutness] feature. When the latter enters an Agree
relation with [+aboutness] in Shift°, it gets valued and the relevant Topic gets a
continuing function in the discourse.
Investigation on the left periphery of the sentence has gained significant
impulse in the Minimalist framework, given the centrality attributed to interfaces
(defined as the only “conceptually necessary” levels in Chomsky 1995) and the
specification that Internal Merge is connected with scopal features and discourse
requirements (cf. Chomsky 2004).
However, a crucial problem emerges with respect to Inclusiveness (proposed
in Chomsky 1995: 225). This condition requires that the output of a system does
not contain anything beyond its input: it is thus taken to imply that the interface
levels contain nothing more than arrangements of lexical features. The question
therefore arises as to what evidence can be provided to assume that discourse
features represent properties of the lexical items. The discussion of data relevant
to this point will be preceded by a (short) illustration of an approach alternative to
cartography.
3. The Modular Hypothesis for discourse features
Recent analyses have proposed an interface-driven approach to the interpretation
of discourse categories, such that no direct link can be assumed between syntax
and information structure. This means that no IS notion – i.e., purely discourse-
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related notions2 (cf. Horvath 2010) – can be encoded in the grammar as a formal
feature; as a consequence, there can be no feature-driven ‘focus movement’ or
‘topicalization’:
The use of focus/topic features in the syntactic derivation violates the inclusiveness
condition (Chomsky 1995), according to which only those features can figure in
syntactic computations that represent properties of lexical items. On obvious grounds,
being a focus or a topic is not a lexical property— words and phrases can be classified
as such only when used in a specific context. (Fanselow and Lenertová 2011, 173)

From this perspective, movement to the left periphery is triggered by an
unspecific ‘edge feature’ of C (cf. Chomsky 2008) and its restrictions can be
attributed to the requirements of cyclic linearization (cf. Fox and Pesetsky 2005).
In particular, Fanselow and Lenertová (2010) propose that “accentuation rather
than informational status determines which categories can be fronted” (p.170).
The special role attributed to accentuation, however, does not imply a prosodydriven syntax; rather it stems from the fact that accentuation is a “side-effect of
cyclic linearization”.
Given cyclic access to the interfaces at every phase boundary, non-feature
driven movements are triggered by interface requirements of either the PF
component (Fanselow and Lenertová 2010) or the interpretive components
(Horvath 2010; Neeleman and van de Koot 2008). In other words, according to
this approach the syntax is blind to the realization of discourse-related
phenomena: it will freely generate structures among which uninterpretable ones
will be filtered out at the interface(s).
4. Discourse-related notions as syntactic features: the data
The assumption that discourse-related features are part of the functional lexicon
can be empirically supported by two classes of fact, namely (i) the existence of
overt discourse markers in the C-domain inducing specific interpretations and (ii)
the limits of a pure ‘formal fronting’ approach to explain the (un)grammaticality
of certain movement operations (i.e., the necessary attribution of a specification to
the ‘edge feature’). The next two sections will be dedicated to the illustration of
cross-linguistic evidence in both directions.
4.1 Discourse-related markers
A Focus-prominent language like Somali seems to provide substantial evidence in
favor of a lexical specification of discourse-related notions. Let us consider the
realization of yes-no questions (from Frascarelli and Puglielli 2007):
(3)

a.

Cali ma
HADIYAD buu (baa+uu) keenáy?
Cali QM
present FM.3SGM
bring.PST.3SGM
‘Is it a present that Cali brought?’

2

“What I mean by this term [i.e., purely discourse-related notions] is notions whose interpretation
is not actively involved in the formal semantic interpretation of the sentence but only in
information structure. Specifically, they are neither truth-conditionally relevant features of lexical
items, as e.g. the inflectional features of person or number on nominals, nor quantificational
functional elements with truth-conditional effects active in formal semantics, such as generalized
quantifiers, known to be non-referential, to exhibit scope interactions and weak crossover effects.”
(Horvath 2010: 1349)
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ma HADIYAD buu Cali keenáy?
*Cali HADIYAD buu ma keenáy?

As we can see, yes-no questions require the presence of two discourse markers:
the Question marker (QM) ma, which must be located immediately before the
constituent under question, and the Focus marker (FM) baa, immediately
following it. In other words, ma and baa must be used in combination to obtain
the intended interpretation. It is thus feasible to propose that ma and baa are
lexicalizations of discourse-related features ([+int] and [+foc] respectively),
merged in specific functional projections (which can be identified with IntP and
FocP).
The realization of wh-questions and, in particular, the internal structure of whphrases strongly supports the present hypothesis.
Given the information-structural parallelism between Foci and whconstituents (they are both syntactic operators connected with new information),
in the cartographic tradition FocP has very often been considered a sort of a
‘multifunctional’ projection targeted by either Foci or wh-phrases. Fanselow and
Lenertová (2011: 173), on the other hand, argue that left-peripheral movement
and wh-movement differ in a number of important respects (locality constraints,
standard conditions on pied-piping, and so on); moreover, wh-movement is
obligatory in the majority of languages, while Topic/Focus fronting to SpecCP is
very often optional. These differences lead the authors to claim that the two
processes cannot be equated.
Somali data, however, show that the interpretation of (genuine) wh-questions
not only depends on the movement of a wh-phrase into a specific position in the
C-domain where the [+int] feature is located but also, and crucially, on its
interaction with [+foc]. Consider the following sentences:
(4)

Cali muxuu (ma+wax+baa+uu) cunay?
Cali QM.thing.FM.3SGM
eat.PST.1SG
‘What did Cali eat?’

As we can see, the wh-phrase maxaa (‘what’) is obtained through the combination
of the Question and the Focus markers with the generic NP wax (‘thing’). This
shows that wh-constituents are not lexically specified for a discourse feature
connected with question, even though they are potential candidates for expressing
such discourse property. Wh-phrases (indefinite constituents per se) are endowed
with an unvalued [int] feature and assume a genuine (i.e., information-seeking)
interrogative force only if they check this feature in the appropriate position and
combine it with [+foc] in the C-domain.3 To this purpose, an Agree relation can
be profitably assumed between Int° and Foc°.
Evidence in this direction is also provided for force-related features in Somali.
The distinction between root and non-root clauses has been widely debated in the
3

In this respect, it is interesting to notice that in indirect questions the two markers at issue are not
realized on the embedded wh-phrase, which is only lexically defined by the generic NP wax:
(i) Waxaan
irahdo
ma
aqaan.
NEG know.NEG.1SG
thing.SCL.1SG say.DEP
‘I don’t know what to say.’
The sensitivity of discourse-related notions to the root/non-root distinction will be addressed
below.
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literature (Hooper and Thomson 1973, Haegeman 2002, Emonds 2004, Heycock
2006, Bianchi and Frascarelli 2010a, among many others) and the existence of
phenomena restricted to root contexts is commonly assumed. It is therefore
interesting to notice that in Somali declarative main clauses (i.e., assertions)
require the presence of a marker in the C-domain (waa, defined as a “declarative
marker” in Frascarelli and Puglielli 2007), which cannot be found, for instance,
embedded under factive or volitional verbs (Puglielli and Frascarelli 2011):
(5)

a. In-uu
Axmed
(*waa)
dhoofó
*(waan)
that-SCL.3SGM Axmed
DECL
leave.DEP.3SGM DECL.SCL.1SG
ka
xumahay.
from be.sorry.PRES.PROG.1SG
‘I am sorry that Axmed is leaving.’
b. In-ay
(*waa) timid
*(waan)
that-SCL.3SGF DECL
come.DEP.3SGF DECL.SCL.1SG
rajeynayaa.
hope.PRES.PROG.1SG
‘I hope she will come.’

Additional evidence for discourse- and force-related markers to be stored in
the lexicon comes from the realization of wa-marked Topics in Japanese (a root
phenomenon, cf. Kuno 1973).4 In Japanese the realization of complementizers is
sensitive to the root/non-root distinction so that, for instance, embedded clauses
are introduced by either koto or to, depending on the factive vs. non-factive nature
of the matrix predicate (Kuno 1973). Miyagawa (2011) shows that to, the nonfactive complementizer, is a force-related marker compatible with assertion, since
the complements of non-factive predicates allow Topics marked with –wa:
(6)

Hanako-wa
[pizza-wa Taroo-ga tabeta
Hanako-TM
pizza-TM Taro-NOM eat.PST
‘Hanako, (he) said that pizza, Taro ate.’

to]
NONFACT

itta.
say.PST

On the other hand, verbs like regret only allow the koto (factive) complementizer,
and the Topic marker (TM) –wa cannot be realized. As shown in (7), in that case
the accusative marker –o must occur, which indicates a different type of
movement for kono hon (‘this book’) in the embedded C-domain, namely
scrambling (cf. Maki et al. 1999):
(7)

John-wa [kono hon-*wa/-o zibun-no-kodomo-ga
kookaisita
John-TM book this-TM/-ACC self-GEN-child-NOM
regret
‘John regrets that this book, his child read.’

yonda koto]-o
read

FACT-ACC

It should be finally noticed that the embedded clause in (7) shows the accusative
marker -o, which is not present at the end of the non-factive clause in (6). This
seems to show that a factive CP is indeed a complement of the main clause, while
4

In particular, the discourse properties of wa-marked Topics in Japanese characterize them as ASTopics (cf. § 2). For this reason they should not be confused with NPs marked by contrastive–wa,
which have different prosody (the relevant -wa being stressed) and distribution (cf. Kuno 1973).
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non-factive CPs are not really subordinated, though they realize an argument of
the root predicate and are located in the (preverbal) position dedicated to objects
in Japanese (cf. (6)). In this respect they can be compared to complement clauses
in direct speech contexts which, as is argued in Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010b),
allow for root phenomena like LD in English. Consider (8) below:
(8)

“I ain’t saying’ for you to stay” said Grampa. “You go right on along. Me –
I’m stayin’.” (J. Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, Penguin Books, p. 143)

Further considerations and a deeper analysis of these phenomena are beyond the
scope of this paper and are left for future works.
4.2 Discourse-related movement in a ‘pure fronting’ approach
One of the most well-known cases of discourse-related fronting is the so called
‘ex situ strategy’ of Focus, which requires movement of the focused constituent to
a position immediately preceding the verb (or the ‘verbal complex’, cf. Frascarelli
2010) in the left periphery.
A number of Focus-prominent languages (like Somali, Kikuyu, Yoruba,
Hungarian and Sicilian, among others) use this strategy to realize both
information and contrastive Focus in main clauses, while Focus fronting in
embedded clauses is only associated to a contrastive interpretation. This means
that sentences like (9A') and (10A') below, respectively from Sicilian (Cruschina
2006) and Hungarian (Liptak, p.c.), cannot be used to answer a yes-no question:
(9)

Q: What did you say that he bought?
A: NA MACHINA
dissi
ca s’
accatta'
a
car
say.1SG.PST
that REFL buy.3SG.PST
‘I said that he bought A CAR.’
accatta'
A'. #Dissi
ca NA MACHINA s’
say.1SG.PST that a
car
REFL buy.3SG.PST

(10) Q: Who does János want us to invite for dinner?
A: János JULISKÁT
akarja
hogy hívjuk
meg vacsorára
invite.1PL PV dinner.for
János JULIE.ACC want.3SG that
‘János wants that we invite JULIE for dinner’
A'. #János azt
akarja,
hogy JULISKÁT
hívjuk
meg
vacsorára
János DEM.ACC want.3SG that JULIE.ACC invite.1PL PV
dinner.for
The interpretation of discourse-related categories thus seems to be linked to
specific syntactic positions.
As for intonation, recent analyses have shown that the focused phrase is
generally marked by a high pitch accent (H*), independent of its contrastive vs.
information nature. Specifically, a pitch-accented fronted Focus in Somali has the
FM baa cliticized onto it, while the following (presuppositional) material stays on
a low tone (which corresponds to the speaker’s baseline; cf. Frascarelli and
Puglielli 2009). These PF properties characterize both information and contrastive
Foci; nevertheless, information Focus is banned in embedded contexts.
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This asymmetry can be easily explained in a framework assuming a different
array of functional projections in root and embedded CPs, capitalizing on the fact
that a number of discourse-related features are only available in main clauses. On
the contrary, in a theory excluding a direct link between syntax and IS
requirements, it is difficult to define the interface filter excluding an ‘accentuated’
information Focus in embedded clauses.
A similar case has been recently discussed by Bianchi and Frascarelli (2012)
on V2 fronting in German. Working on root transformations which have an
impact on IS, Bianchi and Frascarelli distinguish two subtypes of root
phenomena, depending on their scopal interaction with matrix clause elements
and their distribution in declarative complement clauses. Specifically focusing on
German V2, they showed that this operation can occur in complements to
volitional verbs independent of the discourse role of the fronted element. This
seems to show that syntax is indifferent to whether the fronted phrase has a
contrastive Focus or Topic reading (cf. (11)) and the relevant movement might be
fairly attributed to cyclic linearization:
(11) a. CONTRASTIVE FOCUS INTERPRETATION
Ich wünschte, meine Fehler hätte ich rechtzeitig erkannt, nicht nur meine
I wish, my
errors have I in time acknowledged not only my
Mängel.
faults
b. CONTRASTIVE TOPIC INTERPRETATION
Ich wünschte,meine Fehler hätte ich rechtzeitig erkannt und meine Wünsche
I wish,
my errors have I in time acknowledged and my wishes
realisiert.
realised
In the case of complements to factive verbs, however, V2 is only accepted
with a contrastive Topic interpretation (though marginally, cf. (12b)), and is
excluded with a contrastive Focus reading (12a):
(12) a. CONTRASTIVE FOCUS INTERPRETATION
*Es freut mich, seinen undankbaren Job hat Hans endlich gewechselt,
it pleases me, his unrewarding
job has Hans finally changed,
nicht seinen Beruf.
not his
profession
b. CONTRASTIVE TOPIC INTERPRETATION??
Es freut mich, seinen undankbaren Job hat Hans endlich gewechselt
it pleases me, his
unrewarding job has Hans finally changed
und
den alten Direktor hat er in die Wüste geschickt.
and
his old
boss
has he in the desert sent
This last piece of evidence shows that the contrastive Topic interpretation (at
least) favors V2 fronting in factive complements and shows, once more, that IS
requirements play a direct role in the syntax.
In the last part of this section we will finally consider evidence from ‘split
NP’ fronting in Ukrainian. This phenomenon, also attested in languages like
Russian, Czech, Bulgarian and German, concerns the possibility to separate an
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adjective from the head-noun it modifies and move either one to the C-domain for
IS requirements. In Ukrainian this construction is used to realize both Topic and
Focus constructions, the relevant interpretation being dependent on formal
(syntax-prosody) properties. Consider the following sentences (from Shvets
2012):
(13) V xati,
dity
spaly
v
in house.F.SG.LOC child.PL.NOM sleep.DUR.PST.3PL in
lit.: In house, the children slept in cold
‘As for the house, the children slept in a cold one.’

xolodnij.
cold.F.SG.LOC

(14) V XATI
spaly
dity
v
in house.F.SG.LOC sleep.DUR.PST.3PL child.PL.NOM in
lit.: IN HOUSE slept the children in cold
‘The children slept in a cold HOUSE.’

xolodnij.
cold.F.SG.LOC

(15) V XOLODNIJ
spaly
dity
(v) xati.
in cold.F.SG.LOC sleep.DUR.PST.3PL child.PL.NOM (in) house.F.SG.LOC
lit.: IN COLD slept the children (in) house
‘The children slept in a COLD house.’
As we can see, fronting of a split PP with a Topic interpretation (13) does not
interfere with the unmarked word order of constituents in the sentence (SVO in
Ukrainian), while split Focus fronting (14)-(15) is associated with an adjacency
condition by the part of the verb (as is the case in a number of typologically
different languages; cf. Frascarelli 2010). Moreover, the fronted (split) Focus is
always marked with a H* tone, while a Topic is generally realized with a raising
tone (probably depending on the specific Topic reading – an issue which we leave
open here). Finally, in the case of Focus the modifier can also be split and fronted
(cf. (15)), while this is not the case for topicalization.5
Moreover, split fronting with a Focus reading seems to be associated to a
specific type of contrastive interpretation, which implies a correction (cf. Bianchi
and Bocci 2011). Indeed, given a context like (16A) below, it is impossible to
Focus the adjectival modifier in situ, producing a sentence like (16B') (which is
otherwise grammatical, as shown in (13) above):

5

Focus fronting presents additional intricacies related to the doubling of the preposition –
obligatory when the head is fronted (cf. (14)), optional in the case of modifier fronting (cf. (15)).
This interesting issue is left open for future research.
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(16) A: I heard that the house where the children slept in the weekend was very
warm.
B: Ni, v XOLODNIJ
spaly
dity
(v) xati
No, in cold.F.SG.LOC sleep.DUR.PST.3PL child.PL.NOM (in)
house.F.SG.LOC
‘No, the children slept in a COLD house.’
B'. *Ni, v xati dity spaly v XOLODNIJ.
In other words, though in (16B') topicalization of v xati should satisfy
accentuation requirements (in Fanselow and Lenertová’s 2011 terms), the
realization of an in situ corrective Focus makes the relevant sentence
ungrammatical.
Cyclic linearization thus seems to be inadequate to provide a full
characterization of the split NP phenomenon in Ukrainian, whose formal
properties and restrictions are clearly sensible to IS-distinctions and interpretive
requirements.
5. Conclusions and final considerations
The data discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 suggest that discourse-related features
should indeed be considered as part of the functional lexicon, fully complying
with Inclusiveness and Economy.
As a matter of fact, if the central premise of Minimalism is that language is an
optimal system (cf. Chomsky 1995), a strictly cyclic approach to IS-related
movement does not seem to offer the best solution. Indeed, if syntax is blind to
discourse-related operations, these are assumed to occur freely and cannot be
interpreted at the interfaces until the root CP phase has been completed. Only at
that point is it possible to determine whether an operation is licensed or not and, if
this is not the case, the relevant structure will be filtered out. In this picture,
syntax is clearly burdened by an over-generation of (possibly) illicit IS-related
operations.
In a cartographic approach, on the other hand, IS-related features are part of
the lexical endowment of functional projections, providing clear instructions to
obtain interpretation at the interfaces. From this perspective, discourse-related
phenomena are generated by a crash-proof syntax, thus accounting for structural
restrictions and allowing for important cross-linguistic predictions. To conclude,
in a minimalist perspective a cartographic implementation should be preferred
over a pragmatic filtering approach. Future research should therefore be dedicated
to provide an accurate definition of the functional array of root and embedded Cdomains, which can explain interface requirements and interpretation in the
optimal system that Minimalism seeks to explore.
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1. Introduction
Luigi Rizzi has contributed significantly not only to the study of theoretical linguistics,
but also to establishing robust relations between linguistic theory and psycholinguistic
and neurolinguistic phenomena, and to demonstrating the importance of linguistic theory
as the basis for psych- and neuro-linguistic research. One of the main theoretical domains
in which Luigi has created a principled theoretical framework is locality (Rizzi, 1990,
2004). His notions of locality, and specifically, Relativized Minimality, were shown to be
useful, among many other domains, in the characterization of language acquisition, in the
exploration of the types of movement-derived sentences that are difficult for young
children to understand (Belletti et al., 2012; Friedmann, Belletti, & Rizzi, 2009). Notions
of locality and intervention were also suggested to account for comprehension patterns in
agrammatic aphasia (Friedmann & Shapiro, 2003; Grillo, 2005).
In the current short article we explore how locality considerations bear on the way
individuals with agrammatic aphasia understand relative clauses. Individuals with
agrammatic aphasia have a deficit in the construction of the syntactic tree, both in
comprehension and in production. Whereas they can typically construct (or merge) the
lower projections of the tree, they fail to reach the highest projections, and cannot project
nodes in the CP layer (Friedmann, 2001, 2006). As a result, they cannot produce
embedded sentences and Wh questions, nor can they understand relative clauses.
In this study we explored the way locality affects comprehension of relative clauses in
agrammatic aphasia, suggesting that even when the syntactic procedure of tree building is
damaged, locality considerations are a very strong basic notion of language processing,
and they still play a role in the way individuals with agrammatism try to assign meaning
to sentences they cannot fully represent syntactically.
2. Experimental investigation
Participants
Four individuals with agrammatism, two women and two men, participated in this
study. They were all native speakers of Hebrew, aged 32-61 (mean age 41;5). They had
12-15 years of education (M = 13). The participants were in a stable condition, 2 to 10
Acknowledgement. This research was supported by the Israel Science Foundation (grant no. 1296/06,
Friedmann) and by a grant from the GIF, the German-Israeli Foundation for Scientific Research and
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years post onset of their aphasia. All were right handed and three of them had right
hemiparesis. They were diagnosed with Broca’s aphasia with agrammatism using the
Hebrew versions of the WAB (Kertesz, 1982; Hebrew version by Soroker, 1997) and the
BAFLA - a test battery for agrammatic comprehension and production (Friedmann,
1998). All participants had characteristic agrammatic speech: short, non-fluent, with
ungrammatical utterances, use of mainly simple sentences, and ungrammatical production
of complex sentences and Wh-questions. All of them participated in other studies in
which we evaluated their syntax. These studies (Friedmann, 2001, 2004, 2006) indicated
that they cannot form embedded sentences, Wh questions, or any structure that involves
overt material in CP, and cannot produce relative clauses.
General method
Each of the participants was tested individually in a quiet room. No time limit was
imposed during testing, and no response-contingent feedback was given by the
experimenter. The experimenter repeated every item as many times as the participant
requested.
General material
Sentence comprehension was tested using sentence-picture matching tasks. The
participants heard a sentence and were shown pictures. They were asked to point at the
picture that matched the sentence.
All the sentences were semantically reversible so that comprehension of the meaning
of the words alone cannot determine the meaning of the sentence (namely, we did not use
irreversible sentences like "This is the boy who is eating pasta", only reversible ones like
"This is the boy who is kissing the grandpa").
In each sentence the figures were of the same gender and number, for example, a
grandmother and a girl; an elephant (masculine) and a lion (masculine), etc. This was
done to keep the noun phrases as similar as possible and to preclude an agreement cue on
the verb, which, in Hebrew, agrees with the subject in gender, number, and person (see
Belletti et al., 2012).
3. Experiment 1: Intervention in agrammatic comprehension of relative clauses
A long line of studies of the ability of individuals with agrammatism to understand
complex sentences reported significant difficulties in the comprehension of relative
clauses, specifically of object relatives (Friedmann & Shapiro, 2003; Grodzinsky, 1989,
2000; Schwartz, Linebarger, Saffran, & Pate, 1987; Schwartz, Saffran, & Marin, 1980;
Zurif & Caramazza, 1976; see Grodzinsky, Piñango, Zurif, & Drai, 1999 for a review).
In Experiment 1 we assessed whether the distinction is indeed between subject and
object relatives, or whether the line between structures that the agrammatic participants
fail to understand and those for which they point to the correct picture is drawn by
another dimension: locality and intervention. For that aim we compared subject relatives
and object relatives with and without (lexically-restricted) DP intervening between the
antecedent and the gap (see sentences 1-4). The subject relative with intervening DP
(example 2) was created by Wh-movement of the object to a C projection below the
embedding marker. This structure sounds slightly literary in Hebrew, but it is possible
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and grammatical. The object relative without intervention (example 4) was created using
a null pronominal arbitrary embedded subject (arbitrary pro). Hebrew uses an arbitrary
pro that has plural specifications (shown on the agreeing verb; Shlonsky, 1997), and
which indicates that someone is performing the action, not necessarily a plural agent.
Figure 1 schematically demonstrates the intervention situation in each of the 4 conditions.
(1)

Subject relative, no intervening DP:
ze ha-aba she-martiv et ha-yeled
this the-father that-sprays ACC the-boy
‘This is the father that sprays the boy.’

(2)

Subject relative, with an intervening DP:
ze ha-aba she-et ha-yeled martiv
this the-father that-ACC the-boy sprays
‘This is the father that sprays the boy.’

(3)

Object relative with an intervening DP:
ze ha-rofe
she-ha-xayal mecayer
this the-doctor that-the-soldier draws
‘This is the doctor that the soldier draws.’

(4)

Object relative with an arbitrary pro (no intervening DP):
ze ha-yeled
she-mecayrim oto
this the-boy that-arbitrary pro-draw-pl him
‘This is the boy that is being drawn.’

Headed subject relative (no
intervention)

S

Headed subject relative with
intervening object

S

O

____

Headed object relative with
intervening subject

O

S

____

Object relative with embedded
arbitrary pro subject

O

S

____

____

= Overt DP with lexical restriction
= DP without lexical restriction
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Figure 1. Schematic demonstration of the 4 conditions in Experiment 1 and the intervention situation in
each of them.

Sentence (4) includes a resumptive pronoun, in addition to the arbitrary pro. Earlier
studies of agrammatic comprehension of object relatives with a resumptive pronoun
found that resumptive pronouns by themselves do not improve agrammatic
comprehension of object relatives (Friedmann, 2008). Therefore, if sentences like (4)
show improved comprehension compared to sentences like (3), this would be because of
the lack of overt, lexically restricted embedded subject, rather than because of the
existence of a resumptive pronoun.
On the basis of earlier findings regarding CP in agrammatism in general, as well as the
clear impairments of each of our participants in CP in general and in embedding and
relative clauses in particular, we assume that their syntactic processing of all types of
relative clauses that involve CP is impaired. A study that directly evaluated whether they
construct a trace in the relative clause (Friedmann, Gvion, & Novogrodsky, 2006)
indicated that none of them did. In this context, we explore whether they use locality
considerations to understand the sentences given their limitations. Specifically, we test
whether the existence of an intervening DP which is closer to the verb and the trace
position than the antecedent impairs the comprehension of agrammatic participants.
Material and procedure
A total of 160 Hebrew relative clauses were presented to each participant. These
sentences included 40 subject relative clauses without intervention, 40 subject relative
clauses with intervening DP, 40 object relative clauses with intervening DP, and 40 object
relative clauses without intervention, see examples (1)-(4). (RA was administered a 120
sentence test, without the last block).
Each sentence was presented with two pictures. One of the pictures matched the
sentence, and in the other picture the roles of the two figures were reversed (See Figure 2
for a picture pair with the same structure as the picture pairs in the test, but which was not
actually presented in the test). The participants were asked to point at the picture that
matched the sentence.
There were 40 pages with picture pairs (from BAFLA, Friedmann, 1998), each of the
picture-pairs was presented with all 4 conditions.
Sentences of the 4 conditions were presented in a randomized order, so that the same
sentence type did not appear in more than two consecutive items. Additionally, the target
picture did not appear in the same location on the page (up / down) for more than two
consecutive sentences. There was no correlation between sentence type and picture
position.
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Figure 2. An example for a picture pair, similar to the ones used with Experiment 1.

Results
The results for each of the participants are presented in Figure 3. The main finding was
that the factor discriminating the structures on which the participants performed well and
the ones on which they failed was not whether the relative clause was a subject relative or
an object relative. What determined whether the participant succeeded or not was whether
there was an intervening DP between the antecedent and the gap.
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For each participant we made 5 comparisons, using Chi square (χ2). In all comparisons
better performance was found in the non-intervening DP sentences compared to the
relatives with intervening DP. Each of the agrammatic patients performed significantly
better on “regular” subject relative than on subject relative with an intervening DP (RA:
χ2 = 9.94, p = .002; AE: χ2 = 10.16, p = .001; HY: χ2 = 4.52, p < .03; GR: χ2 = 26.30, p <
.0001). Similarly, significantly better performance was found in the object relatives
without intervening DP than in the “regular” object relatives for each of the participants
(RA: χ2 = 11.24, p = .0008; AE: χ2 = 14.31, p = .0001; HY: χ2 = 6.77, p = .009; GR: χ2 =
4.6, p = .03). The classic agrammatic pattern of differences between the performance in
the “regular” subject relatives (without the intervening DP) and the “regular” object
relatives (with the intervening DP) was found for RA, AE, and HY (χ2 = 5.74, p = .02; χ2
= 25, p < .0001; χ2 = 6.49 p = .001, respectively. GR, though agrammatic, performed
relatively well on both structures, above 80%). Importantly, no significant differences
were found between the performance in the subject and object relatives with the
intervening DPs for any of the participants (χ2 < 2.09, p > .15), and no significant
differences were found between subject relatives and object relatives that did not include
an intervening DP in three of the agrammatic aphasics – for RA, AE, and HY (χ2 < 2.60,
p > .11). GR even performed better on the object relative with the intervening DP than on
the subject relative with the intervening DP. Still, her performance on the object relatives
without intervention was better than her performance on the object relative with
intervention.
In the comparison of the performance of each of the participants to chance level, the
pattern is very consistent – each of the participants performed at chance level on the
structures with intervening DP (SR with moved object, OR with embedded subject), and
significantly above chance on the subject relatives and object relatives that did not
include intervention (as noted above, GR was the only exception in two conditions – she
performed above chance on the object relatives without intervention and below chance on
the subject relative with intervention).

Figure 3. Comprehension of relatives with and without an intervening DP (% correct).
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Interim Discussion
The results clearly demonstrate that the comprehension of both types of relatives,
subject and object relatives is dependent upon whether there is an intervening argument
between the gap and the antecedent or not.
Namely, subject relatives may be difficult for agrammatic aphasics to understand, and
object relatives may be easier. It all depends on the exact structure of each relative clause,
and specifically, on whether or not there is intervention.
Several questions arise now. One question is what exactly counts as an intervener for
agrammatic aphasics – which kinds of elements and in which structural positions.
Furthermore, a question remains open with respect to the exact characterization of
"intervening between what and what" and in which way locality is computed. If indeed
individuals with agrammatism cannot represent CP, and hence cannot incorporate
embedding or relative operators into the tree and do not know they need to assume a
trace, what kind of dependency is the intervener intervening in? in which way locality
applies to partial trees?
Some of these questions we can already answer. In Friedmann and Gvion (2003), we
examined the way a manipulation of the gap–antecedent distance in subject- and object
relatives affects the comprehension of agrammatic aphasics. This distance was
manipulated by interpolating 2, 5, 7, or 9 words between the antecedent and the gap (This
is the nice soldier with the short haircut with the green worn-out army uniform _ that feeds the
man). The padding between the antecedent and the gap included PPs and adjuncts on the

relative head or on the head of the intervening DP (See also Gvion & Friedmann, 2012,
Experiment 1 for a detailed description of the types of sentences used in this task). Some
of the material within the PP included other DPs. The results were clear-cut – subject
relatives of all types, which did not include an intervening DP in the embedded relative
clause, regardless of the number of words added to the relative head, were comprehended
relatively well. Object relatives, which all included a lexical embedded subject intervener,
were difficult to understand, without any effect of the number of words or NPs between
the antecedent and the gap. Once there was a DP intervener in embedded subject position,
it did not matter to the agrammatic aphasics how many words, including NPs, were
elaborating the DP head. A single-noun intervener in embedded subject position in object
relatives was enough to induce the intervention effect, and this effect remained stable
with the addition of PPs and adjectives. If no intervening subject existed, the addition of
many words after the subject relative head, including NPs within PPs within the subject
phrase, made no difference to their comprehension. This study thus established that it is
not the existence of any DP or other interpolated phonological material between the
relative head and the trace (or the verb) that hampers relative clause comprehension in
agrammatism. The DP has to stand in a specific structural position to affect
comprehension. This might relate to the partial trees that agrammatic aphasics can still
construct, which allow them to apply locality computations and rule out DPs under the
subject head as possible antecedents.
This goes well with the notion that it is not that all syntax is impaired in agrammatic
aphasia, but rather that there are specific syntactic abilities that are impaired, whereas
others, such as, for example, building low syntactic trees for phrases, remain active.
Still, given that the agrammatic individuals do not construct a trace, it is not clear what
kind of relation the intervener is cutting. It is also unclear in which way locality and
intervention are computed on partial non-connected trees, without CP. In the next
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experiment we explore the effect of DPs intervening between the verb and its argument,
in syntactic structures that agrammatic participants cannot fully represent, namely, those
that involve CP.
4. Experiment 2: Locality considerations in the absence of full syntactic tree
The focus of Experiment 2 was to further test the effect of locality considerations that
agrammatic aphasics employ when they fail to construct a syntactic tree in the
comprehension of relatives, due to a failure to project to the nodes in the CP layer
(Friedmann, 2001, 2006).
Usually when effects of intervention are discussed, the intervention is between the
antecedent and the gap, and is computed on a certain structure in the tree. The question
that arises when we come to examine intervention in agrammatism is what this exactly
means when no trace is constructed, and when only partial, low trees are constructed. In
the current experiment we examine the identification of the agent of the main verb in
center embedded relative clauses. In such cases, structurally, the intervention should not
affect the comprehension, as it intervenes between the relative head and its trace but not
between the relative head and the main verb. However, when we discuss agrammatic
comprehension, the picture is completely different. Agrammatic aphasics are in a special
situation, in which they cannot project CP and hence cannot represent embedded
sentences syntactically and cannot identify the trace position. In center-embedded
sentences like "The linguist who complimented the student smiled", if they cannot
construct the embedded CP and cannot construct the trace, they would not know how to
connect the verb smiled to its agent.
This might affect their ability to give any structure to a center-embedded relative, even
to a center-embedded subject relative. In this case, locality may take a different form than
it did in the previous Experiment: it may serve as a guiding line for sentence
comprehension, or to put it more dramatically, as a way to make some sense out of
sentence parts that co-exist without an organizing syntactic tree.
Material and procedure
The Experiment included 100 sentences in which we manipulated the existence of
embedding (of various kinds) between the verb and its agent. We then tested which DP
the participant selects as the agent of the verb.
The sentences without a CP between the agent and the verb included simple sentences
without embeddings, such as SV structures (5), small clauses (6), and final branching
embedded sentences (7, 8) in which the verb and the agent appeared within the same CP.
Because agrammatic aphasics can construct low syntactic trees, we expect these sentences
to be comprehended correctly, and specifically, for the agent of the verb to be identified
correctly, despite the existence of CPs in the sentence.
(5)

Simple Subject-Verb sentence (SV):
Ha-baxur coxek
the-man laughs
‘The man is laughing.’
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(6)

Small clause:
Ha-pil ro’e et ha-yeled mitnadned
the-elephant sees acc the-boy rocking
‘The elephant sees the boy rocking.’

(7)

Final embedding, verb and agent in the same CP:
Ha-saba xoshev she-ha-hipopotam coxek.
the-grandpa thinks that-the-hippo laughs
‘The grandpa thinks that the hippo is laughing.’

(8)

Double final embedding, verb and agent in the same CP:
Ha-saba yode’a she-ha-nexed ohev she-ha-hipopotam coxek
the-grandpa knows that-the-grandson likes that-the-hippo laughs.
‘The grandpa knows that the grandson likes that the hippo is laughing.’

In order to examine whether the agrammatic aphasic employ locality considerations
when they fail to build the syntactic tree, and hence fail to syntactically assign thematic
roles, we compared the comprehension of the above sentences with that of sentences in
which a CP prevents the construction of the tree that is required for identifying the agent
of the verb.
We constructed center embedded subject relatives (9-10), in which a CP appears
between the agent of the main clause and the main verb. These sentences included subject
relatives with center embedding that are followed by the main verb (30 such sentences
were constructed, 10 with actional embedded verb (example 9), 10 with psychological
embedded verb, and 10 that were preceded by another embedding to a verb). In addition,
we evaluated the comprehension of such center embedded object relatives that were
embedded within another subject relative (10). Given that agrammatic aphasics cannot
correctly construct the trees of such structures it is interesting to see what would dictate
their choice of agents.
(9)

Center embedding subject relatives:
Ha-hipopotam she-xibek et ha-yeled coxek
The-hippo that-hugged acc the-boy laughs
‘The hippo that hugged the boy is laughing.'

(10) Double Center embedding subject relatives:
Ha-pil she-sixek im ha-hipopotam she-xibek et ha-yeled coxek
The-elephant that played with the-hippo that-hugged acc the-boy laughs
‘The elephant that played with hippo that hugged the boy is laughing.'
The pictures presented with the sentences included three different possible agents
doing the same activity: The correct agent, the one that would be chosen based on locality
and another DP that is mentioned elsewhere in the sentence (or that is not mentioned at all
for the simple sentences), see Figure 4.
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Figure 4. An example for the pictures presented with the sentences in Experiment 2. This picture was
presented with the sentence "The boy who likes the elephant that saw the dog swings."

A total of 100 Hebrew relative clauses were presented to each participant. Sentence
comprehension was tested using a sentence-picture matching task (see General Material
section). The participants heard a sentence and were shown the three pictures on one page
They were asked to point at the picture that matched the sentence. Ten conditions were
tested (10 sentences of each type, the 3 conditions of center embedding subject relatives
were lumped together in the results below).
Results
The performance of each participant in each of the conditions is presented in Table 1.
The performance in all of the sentences that did not include CP between the agent and the
verb was very high, above 80% in most of the sentences types and above chance. No
significant differences were found for any of the participants for any of the comparisons
between these conditions. The sentences in which the agent and the verb were not within
the same CP, and in which another DP was closer to the verb than the agent, showed a
dramatically different pattern of performance. The performance was very low on all these
sentences, below or at chance level for each of the participants. No significant differences
were found between the performances in these sentences.
An error analysis indicated that the participants were very consistent in their errors.
Although there were three options in each picture, they consistently chose the linearly
local DP as the agent of the verb. The results for all the participants together show that in
115/123 (94%) of the erroneous choices, the participants selected the NP that was locally
closest to the main verb as the agent.
The results echo the previous findings in that agrammatic aphasics are able to
understand subject relatives when there is no intervening CP between the verb and its
agent. However, when the relevant domain of the sentence includes a CP, they cannot
construct a tree for the sentence and hence revert to relying on locality to make sense of
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the sentence. Thus, in sentences for which they cannot construct a tree, when the real
agent and the verb occur in two different partial trees, agrammatic aphasics tend to assign
the agent role of the main verb according to linear locality considerations to the DP that
immediately precedes the verb.
Table 1: Percentage correct in each type of sentence for each agrammatic participant
Overt CP
between
Agent and
Verb
Simple SV
The man smiles
NO
Single final embedding
The grandpa thinks that the hippo smiles
NO
Double final embedding
The grandpa knows that the grandson likes that
NO
the hippo smiles
Small clause
The elephant sees the boy swinging
NO
Small clause with subject
The grandpa that played with the hippo saw the
NO
relative
grandson laughing
Relative center embedding The girl thinks that the charming giraffe that
NO
+ verb embedding
smiles is nice
Center embedding
-The man that visited the physician is drawing
YES
-The mother knows that the grandma that
played with the girl is sitting
Double center embedding
The nurse that played with the girl that loves
YES
the giraffe smiles
a
Above chance ; b bellow chance; c chance

Type of sentence

Example

AE

RA

GR

100a 100a 100a 100a
100a 90a 100a 100a
90a 80a 100a 100a
100a 80a
90a 80a
80a

100a 70c
90a 70c

100a 100a 70c

13.3b 26.7b 16.7b 23.3b
20b

30c

10b

Another interesting finding of this experiment is that once there is embedding between
the agent and the verb, it does not matter anymore for the agrammatic comprehension
how many embeddings there are, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Percentage correct performance for each of the agrammatic participants in double, single, and

no embedding between the agent and the verb.
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5. Discussion
The main findings of this study relate to intervention and locality. Experiment 1
showed that intervention is crucial in explaining the pattern of relative clause
comprehension in agrammatism. The crucial distinction between structures that the
agrammatic aphasics understood and did not understand correctly is not between subjectand object relatives but rather between relative clauses with and without intervening DP.
Importantly, intervention in these structures occurs only in structurally defined cases. Not
every word forms an intervener, and not even every DP, but rather DPs in certain
syntactic positions (such as the embedded subject of the relative clause) intervene and
hamper comprehension. Experiment 2 showed that when there is CP between the agent
and the verb, so that the agrammatic patients cannot project a full tree that includes both,
they tend to rely on locality considerations and select the linearly local, immediately
preceding DP as the agent of the verb. In these cases, locality is a less well-structured
relation – it is a strategy employed when syntax cannot provide a tree to connect between
the verb and its arguments.
The findings also provide a way to examine the strategy agrammatic individuals use
when they fail to fully represent or process a sentence. One such strategy that was
suggested is the "Agent-first strategy", according to which when agrammatic aphasics fail
to assign a thematic role to a moved element, for example in object relative clauses, they
assign the agent role to the first NP in the sentence. This explained nicely the guessing
pattern agrammatic individuals show in sentence-picture matching tasks of the type used
here: in a subject relative (like (1)), the syntax assigns the theme role to the object (that
has not moved), and the strategy assigns the agent role to the first NP, the relative head
that is indeed the agent, and hence the participant points to the correct picture. However,
when confronted with an object relative (like sentence 3), syntax assigns the embedded
subject the agent role but the strategy also assigns an agent role, this time to the first NP,
which is the object relative head, the theme. In this case, the agrammatic aphasic is forced
to guess between these two agents, and the result is a guessing pattern (Grodzinsky, 1989,
and see Grodzinsky, 1995, and 2000 for a discussion of such strategy). Notice, however,
what this strategy predicts for subject relatives in which the embedded object also moves
to a position before the verb, such as example (2). In this case, the embedded object has
lost its role because it has moved to the embedded CP, and the relative head has also lost
its role because of the Wh-movement. As a result, none of the DPs has a role, so the first
DP should be taken to be the agent, and the performance on this sentence should be 100%
correct. However, this is not the pattern our participants showed. They performed at
chance on these sentences. Furthermore, all the participants performed below chance on
sentences like "The man that visited the physician is drawing". Had they simply assigned
the agent role to the first DP in the sentence, they would have performed well on these
sentences. Therefore, the agent-first strategy cannot fully account for the agrammatic
pattern.
To conclude, locality plays a pivotal role in agrammatic comprehension. In relative
clauses their comprehension is sensitive to intervention. In cases in which they cannot
project the whole relevant syntactic tree, locality computation can be performed only on
partial structures, and agrammatic aphasics use linear locality considerations to reach an
interpretation of the roles in the sentence.
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Rizzi (1997) splits C into Force and Fin, which head separate projections if
discourse pragmatic features Top and /or Foc are merged in the clausal left
periphery. In this paper, I revise a proposal of mine (Giusti 1996, 2006) on
the upper layer of the nominal expression originally inspired by Rizzi’s
proposal. In the course of the discussion here, I reconsider the parallels and
the similarities between Case and Force and between Fin and Num, concluding that Case and Num do not actually split, but are bundled together
either higher or lower than the left peripheral portion of the nominal expression.

1. Introduction
In the last three decades, the DP-hypothesis has opened up the possibility of extending the projection of Nominal Expressions (henceforth NEs), based on analogies with clauses. But there is no unanimity as to what projection in the clause DP
corresponds to.
Alexiadou, Haegeman and Stavrou (2007: Ch. 1), reviewing the literature of
the last 20 years, point out the following two apparently alternative considerations. From the observation that possessors have the grammatical function of
“subjects” of the NEs, it can be argued that DP is parallel to IP, especially in view
of the fact that in some languages, possessors (both genitive DPs or possessive adjectives/pronouns) are in complementary distribution with determiners. On the
other hand, from the observation that NEs in argument positions need an overt determiner in some languages (including all Romance languages), it can be concluded that DP is parallel to an embedded CP, which is usually filled by an overt
complementizer. In this paper, I will support the latter hypothesis, arguing that a
split DP is mutatis mutandis a perfect parallel to Rizzi’s split CP.
We will see that there are reasons to assume a portion of structure in NEs that
provides the landing site of A-bar movements (triggered by discourse pragmatic
features), parallel to the Top-Foc system in CP, and that this must be distinguished from the portion of structure which provides the landing site for Amovements (triggered by the necessity to satisfy an EPP feature, as is the case for
possessives, which are the “subjects” of the nominal expression)2, parallel to IP.
1

The ideas developed in this paper were seeded a long time ago (June 1995), at the Café Glacier
Remor at place du Cirque near the Linguistics Department in Geneva, in a conversation with Luigi
after a seminar I had given. I had already known Luigi and Adriana for a long time. As a matter of
fact, Luigi’s teaching was among my first contacts with generative linguistics, as an undergraduate
student at the GLOW Summer School in Salzburg in July 1982. Later on (1989), I spent a semester
of study and research as assistente benévole in Geneva, where I started to work for my PhD thesis.
I can never be too grateful to Luigi who has always been available for discussion and so generous
of his insights.
2
On this cf. Giusti (2008).
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This hypothesis is not only welcome in the perspective of deriving the clausal/nominal parallels from general principles, but it can also help us motivate apparent counter facts to well-established hierarchies of arguments and modifiers. In
other words, in studying the different properties of the left peripheral structure of
NEs in different languages, we can make predictions about what orders convey an
additional pragmatic interpretation and are therefore to be considered as pragmatically marked.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some apparent violations
of Cinque’s (1994) hierarchy of modification and proposes to analyze them as
displacements triggered by the discourse-pragmatic feature Contrast. Section 3 reviews some empirical support for the CP split into Force and Fin of Rizzi’s
(1997). Sections 4 and 5 provide theory internal and empirical motivation for the
parallels between Force and Case, and Fin and Num, assumed in Giusti (1996,
2006) without detailed justification. I propose that Rizzi’s principle Avoid Structure, which motivates the impossibility for Force and Fin to be split in the case
nothing is merged in between, forces bundling of Case and Fin with the immediately adjacent discourse feature obtaining Foc+Fin, and/or Force+Top. Section 6
raises doubts on the possibility of ever splitting Case and Num, at least in the languages considered here, suggesting that split DPs amount to optionally projecting
a KonP either higher or lower than DP, subject to parametric variation.
2. Apparent violations of Cinque’s (1994) hierarchy of modification
Cinque (1994) proposes that adjectival modifiers are inserted in a fixed hierarchy
of nominal modification which is universal and depends on the class of the head
noun. In (1) each hierarchy is exemplified by an Italian and English example. The
order of the adjectives is the same in the two languages, the only difference being
the position of the noun:3
(1)

a.

b.

(Possessive) > Cardinal Numerals > Ordinal Numerals > Speaker oriented > Subject Oriented > Manner > Thematic > event-denoting N
(i) le tre stupide arroganti proposte italiane all’UE
(ii) the three stupid arrogant Italian proposals to the EU
Possessive > Cardinal Numerals > Ordinal Numerals > Quality > Dimension > Shaper > Color > Nationality > object-denoting N
(i) le sue ultime belle grandi tonde mele rosse italiane
(ii) her last beautiful large round red Italian apples

But there are cases in which the hierarchy is apparently violated. In (2), we observe displacements obtained from (1b.i). The superlative -issim- on the fronted
adjective improves the acceptability:
(2)

a.
b.
c.

le bell(issim)e sue belle grandi mele rosse italiane
le grandi(ssime) sue grandi belle mele rosse italiane
le ross(issim)e sue belle grandi mele rosse italiane
ecc.

There are two ways to account for such a phenomenon: either renouncing the universal hierarchy, claiming that adjectives may be stacked in different orders due to
different scope relations, or taking the orders in (2) as derived by movement of the
3

In (1a) the possessive is in complementary distribution with a thematic adjective, because they
both absorb the role assigned by the noun, even if they have a different distribution (cf. Giusti
2008 for an explanation in terms of Agreement for possessives vs. Concord for thematic adjectives). This is however irrelevant for our discussion.
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adjective from its merge position to the left of possessive, as suggested by the
crossed out copy of the adjective. This is the line of research I took in Giusti
(1996, 2006) to deal with a number of crosslinguistic properties.
First of all, languages differ as regards the kind of constituents that can be displaced in the Left Peripheral Position. In Italian only non-restrictive adjectives
that are already known as attributes of N allow this kind of fronting. For example,
even though color adjectives are generally postnominal (la neve bianca/nera
“white/black snow”), la bianca neve “white sknow” is rather acceptable especially
with an emphatic prosodic contour, while #la nera neve “black snow”, in an outof-the blue context, is rather bad. It seems that an attribute that is intrinsically related to the meaning of the noun can more easily be prenominal than an attribute
that is unexpected or than a restrictive adjective. Our knowledge of the world lets
us categorize snow as naturally white. But if a polluted environment becomes part
of our discourse, la nera neve “black snow” becomes acceptable in the emphatic
fronted position. So emphasis and “intrinsic property” are prosodic and semantic
conditions, under which a postnominal adjective may appear fronted to the left of
a high possessive adjective in Italian.
Following Rizzi’s (1997) split CP, Giusti (1996) proposes that the Italian DP
should be split to host a Focus or Topic feature, which in Giusti (2006) changes
into a Contrast features (KonP), following suggestions by Rita Puglielli4 and Valeria Molnár5 (also cf. Molnár 2002). In Italian the article is in the upper D. There
is no independent reason to assume the activation of a low (null) D when KonP is
merged. In (3), we can observe that any attributive adjective can be moved to
KonP:
(3) [DPD [KonP XP [FP possAP [FP ordAP [FP sizeAP N [FP colorAP N
[NP N]]]]]]]

a. queste/le
these/the
b. queste/le
c. queste/le
d.

ROSSE

sue
his/her
sue

prime
first
prime

grandi mele rosse
big
apples red
grandi mele _rosse

GRANDI

sue

prime

grandi mele

rosse

prime___ grandi mele

rosse

queste/le PRIME sue

In Italian, genitive PPs never front. But in other languages Genitive possessors
may also be able to move to the left periphery with an emphatic interpretation.
This is the case of Albanian, in (4)-(5), briefly observed in Giusti (1996), and of
Bulgarian, in (6)-(7) studied in detail in Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Giusti (1998,
1999). In Albanian, the overt part of DP is the higher one; in Bulgarian it is the
lower one. In Albanian, either an adjective or a genitive may front; in Bulgarian,
fronting is constrained to the possessor PP:

4

Anna Rita Puglielli and Mara Frascarelli (p.c.) pointed out to me that Focus is a unique feature in
the clause. This would not be the case if it appeared in the NE, given that a clause may have more
than one NE.
5
Valeria Molnár (p.c.) pointed out to me that the emphasis on the Italian examples could not be
the marking of Focus, given that the adjectives had to be shared knowledge (typical property of
Topics). She proposed that Contrast was the correct feature because it can combine with either
Topics or Focus, two features that can be further checked by operators in the left periphery of the
clause.
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(4) Albanian unmarked order
[N]]]
a.
[DP D [FP N [FP AP2 [N [FP AP1
kyo vajzë tjetër
shumë e bukur
this
girl
other
very AdjArt nice
“this other very nice girl”
b.
[DP D [FP N [AgrP DPGEN [NP N]]]
ky libër i
Benit
this book GenArt Ben.gen
(5) Albanian AP and Possessor fronting
a.
[DP D [KonP AP1
[FP N [FP AP2 [N [FP AP1 [N]]]
kyo shumë e bukur vajzë tjetër
this very AdjArt nice girl other
b.
[DP D [KonP DPGEN
[FP N [AgrP DPGEN [NP N]]]
ky
i
Benit
libër
this GenArt Ben.gen book
(6) Bulgarian unmarked order (Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Giusti 1999)
a.
tazi nova kniga na Ivan
this new book of Ivan
b.
negovata nova kniga
his-the new book
c.
novata kniga (new-the book)
d.
knigata (book-the)
(7) Bulgarian: possessor fronting with clitic doubling
[KonP [DP D(+Cl) [PossP PossAP [AP1 [NP N [naPP]]]]]]
a.
na Ivan tazi (mu)
nova kniga na Ivan
to I.
this (his.Cl)
new book
b.
na Ivan novata (mu)
kniga
to I. new-the (his.Cl) book
c.
NO ADJECTIVAL FRONTING
In (8) we find the empirical generalizations to be drawn from (3)-(7):
(8)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Some languages allow displacements of contrasted elements inside the
Nominal Expression to a left peripheral position.
This position appears to host a unique constituent.
The category of this constituent may vary: only APs in Italian, both
APs and Genitive DPs in Albanian, only possessive PPs Bulgarian.
The position of demonstratives and other determiners vary as to
whether they precede or follow the left peripheral position.

These generalizations are partly parallel to the properties of the left periphery of
the clause that Rizzi (1997) captures splitting the CP system into two different
heads, namely Force and Fin: the former interfacing the external side of the structure (discourse in the case of root clauses or the selecting element in the case of
embedded clauses); the latter interfacing the IP system, which he takes to represent the propositional content of the clause. Between these two heads the Top-Foc
system can be merged, to represent discourse-pragmatic features. TopPs and/or
the FocP are merged only if necessary. If the Top-Foc system is not merged,
Force and Fin must be realized in a unique projection, according to a principle of
economy. When Force and Fin are split to make space for part of the Top-Foc sys-
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tem, it is not often the case that both are realized by an overt element; in some
cases one is zero and the other is overt. The zero element has however important
effects on extraction, as we will review in section 3.
For the Nominal Expression, I proposed minimal differences: the discourse
feature that can be checked is Contrast (KonP). It cannot iterated. The split features of D (which were labeled D and d) correspond to Case and Number:
(9)

a.
b.

ForceP > TopP* > FocP > TopP* > FinP Rizzi (1997)
DP(CaseP)
> KonP
> dP(NumP)
Giusti (1996, 2006)

In next sections, I examine in some detail the properties of the DP system that
makes it parallel to the CP system. We will see however that the two features never appear as split in Nominal Expressions.
3. Split C as Force and Fin
This section reviews the empirical evidence that supports Rizzi’s proposal for the
clause, highlighting differences and similarities with the Nominal Expressions.
In Italian subordinate clauses, we can find left dislocated elements, such as il
tuo libro in (10). In finite clauses the left dislocated element follows the complementizer (che in (10a)), in infinitival clauses it precedes the complementizer (di in
(10b)):
(10) a.
b.

credo {che} il tuo libro{*che} loro lo apprezzerebbero
molto
[I] believe that your book they will appreciate it a lot
credo {*di} il tuo libro{di} apprezzarlo molto
[I] believe your book ‘of’ to appreciate it a lot

From (10), Rizzi concludes that Italian finite clauses realize declarative Force as
che, which select a null [+finite] Fin, while infinitival clauses have a null Force
combined with an overt [-finite] Fin di. A similar effect can be appreciated in
English (11b) where the overt infinitival complementizer for must be adjacent to
an overt subject in order to assign it case:
(11) a.
b.

... that, tomorrow, John will leave.
... for {*tomorrow} John to leave{tomorrow}.

Rizzi claims that when the Top-Foc system is not merged, Force and Fin are realized as a single head (or as immediately adjacent projections with obligatory incorporation of Fin into Force, his fn. 28). The distinction between a split ForceFin system with one of the two heads overt and the other null, and a syncretic
[Force+Fin] realized as a single head is crucial to account for the following (anti)adjacency effects.
A well-known subject-object asymmetry in French shows that in this language
an extracted subject, but not an extracted object, must be adjacent to an agreeing
complementizer (cf. the que/qui contrast in (12b)). A split CP, where the trace is
not immediately adjacent to its antecedent qui, gives the same effect in (13b):
(12) a.
b.

A qui crois-tu que Marie va parler t?
To whom do you believe that Mary is going to speak?
Qui crois-tu *que/qui t va parler à Marie?.
Who do you believe that is going to speak to Mary?
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Je ne sais pas à qui, ton livre, je pourrais le donner t.
I don’t know to whom, your book, I could give it.
*Je ne sais pas qui, ton livre, t pourrais l’acheter.
I don’t know who, your book, could buy it.

Extractability of subjects in English requires the complementizer to be null.
Rizzi takes this to show that the null Fin in English is something parallel to
French qui in (12b) above. A null Fin with a subject agreement feature is incompatible with overt that in (14a). This explains why only the null complementizer
realizing Fin in English allows for the extraction of the subject. But a fronted circumstantial like next year in (14b) improves the extractability of the subject
across that, showing that if the CP system is split, due to the presence of the topicalized adjunct, the lower null Fin (agreeing with the subject) can do its job,
cooccurring with the higher Force that:
(14) a.
b.

An amendment which they say (*that) will be law next year.
An amendment which they say that next year, will be law.

The adjacency effect of French and the anti-adjacency effect of English can be
accounted for only if the null complementizer has distinctive properties from the
overt complementizer and if the split is allowed only when the Top-Foc system is
activated. When Top or Foc are not inserted, the complementizer is realized as a
unique head which can be null or overt according to the language, but cannot
combine the properties of both. This is motivated by Rizzi as a principle of economy that is formulated as “Avoid Structure”, similar to the principle proposed by
Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) to account for the preference of weaker elements
(with less structure) over stronger elements (with more structure). It is apparent
that also in clauses, a weaker C (consisting of one projection) is to be preferred to
a stronger C realized as separate projections of Force and Fin.
4. Case is parallel to Force
It is intuitive that in argument position, Case relates the projection to the external
syntactic context, parallel to what Rizzi proposes for Force. While argument
clauses have a Force that is directly related to the semantic and syntactic requirements of the item they are selected by, nominal arguments receive Case from a
functional head of the extended projection of the selecting item:
(15) a.
b.

I dislike [that you watch TV]. / [that TV program].
They told me [that you were watching TV]. /[a lie]

In root contexts Force relates the clause to the discourse and can not only assert or
inquire, but also order, exclaim, etc. In English different properties of Force trigger different word orders in (16):
(16) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

I was watching TV.
Did you watch TV?
Don’t watch TV!
How much TV you watch!
Hadn’t I watched TV!

Allocutions are root NEs. Vocative case on allocutions is evidence for Case being
related to the grammar of the discourse. But even in English, which has no case
morphology, we find that the highest portion of allocutive NEs has special proper-
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ties. In (17) we observe that vocatives display a different word order from the one
we find in argument NEs; for ex. the honorific Sir or the common N boy are bare
if used as vocatives, but not in argument position. In (18)-(19), we observe that
exclamative NEs also have a different form: the exclamative wh-element is licensed by the discourse but not as an argument; a pronoun (you) can be preceded
by a predicative adjective when it is exclamative, but not in argument position:
(17) a.
b.
c.
(18) a.
b.
(19) a.
b.

Sir! Boy!
*Sir/*Boy arrived.
Sir John/The boy arrived.
What a mornig!
*I was surprised at what a morning.
Poor you!
*I saw poor you on the street.

Rizzi (1997: 285) observes that in many languages the higher complementizer
is “nominal” in nature (e.g. that in English or que/che in Italian and French). Heine and Kuteva (2002) also observe that demonstratives have grammaticalized into
complementizers, not only in English, but also in Faroese; and into adverbial
clause subordinators in !Xun, Sango, Samaraccan, and Haitian. In this perspective,
Force and Case could be taken to be related to a similar nominal feature. But this
would run against the well known fact that CP and Case are in complementary
distribution (an observation originally made by Stowell 1981). So, in a diachronic
perspective, it should be proposed that the grammaticalization of a nominal modifier assuming the function of the head of Force consists of exactly losing the feature Case, as well as the possibility to be merged in a single head with Number.
Let us now briefly speculate on the differences between Case and Force. Argument clauses cannot appear in case assignment positions (Haegeman and
Guéron 1999), while argument NEs must. Compare the position of subject clauses
and NEs. In (20a)-(21a), they are apparently in the same sentence initial position,
but this is contradicted by the observation that in Subject Auxiliary Inversion the
SpecIP after the auxiliary is only available to the NE in (21b), and not to a clause
in (20b). Furthermore, an expletive antecedent is coindexed with a clausal subject,
but not with a nominal subject (20c)-(21c):
(20) a.
b.
c.
(21) a.
b.
c.

[That John was late] didn’t surprise us.
*Did [that John was late] surprise us?
Did it surprise us [that John was late]?
[John’s delay] didn’t surprise us
Did [John’s delay] surprise us?
*Did it surprise us [John’s delay]?

Following Luigi’s (p.c., 1995) suggestion, I propose that the crucial difference between clauses and NEs resides in the fact that NEs refer to an individual (or denote a generalized quantifier), while clauses have propositional value. This
amounts to reducing the difference to the T-feature of clauses vs. the Num-feature
of NEs.
In Giusti (2008), I claimed that minimal reference to an individual includes at
least the feature Person, which is targeted by EPP, whose satisfaction results in
Case assignment. If this is correct, we may speculate that Person is assigned Case,
which then percolates to the whole NE. This requires that CaseP be the highest
projection of the NEs, and that Person is merged in its Specifier, as in (22). So
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CaseP is to the NE what Force is to the clause, considering that SpecForceP hosts
the operators that have scope over the clause:
(22)
probe
uPerson
iPerson

CaseP
Case

Case’
...

The impossibility to coindex a NE with an expletive is then due to incompatibility
of Person features, expletive it being non-referential.
The other side of the coin is the impossibility for NEs to check [+wh]-features
(23a), opposite to embedded clauses (23b):
(23) a.
b.

I asked the time / *what time.
I asked what time it was.

Since polarity (negative, interrogative, etc.) is related with truth value, and truth
value is directly related to the propositional nature of the clause, interrogative features cannot be checked in NEs because NEs are not propositional and do not
have a truth value. This does not exclude that interrogative or negative items appear inside the NE, but it excludes that they are interpreted in the NE. Their interpretation requires checking features that are projected in the clause, as is the case
of (23b). So, it seems that while Person is the most external operator in the NE,
the propositional value is the most external element in the clause, in SpecForceP.
If this is correct, we can speculate that the indexical value of expletive it is propositional and not individual reference. Expletive it is therefore a pure CaseP with
no Person in its Specifier.
Let us leave this proposal at this speculative stage here and conclude our review of the differences and similarities between Case and Force, observing that at
least across European languages, NEs rarely have a position for clitics. In particular, Romance-like clitics that are attracted by Tense are absent in NEs. Interesting
exceptions are Bulgarian, Greek, Romanian, Macedonian, and some Central and
Southern Italian dialects. Apart from Greek, in all other cases the clitic appears in
a sort of Wackernagel position:
(24) a.knigata i/mu Bulgarian (Dimitrova-Vulchanova, Giusti 1999)
b. to vivlio tis/tu
Greek (Giusti and Stavrou 2008)
the book Cl.3p.s.f/m.
“her/his book”
c.
venirea-i
Romanian (Cornilescu 1995)
coming-the –Cl3p.s.
“his arrival”
d.
majka mi
Macedonian (Tomič 1996)
mother Cl.1p.s.
“my mother”
e.
mammeta, babbeto
Maceratese
mom-Cl.2p.s., dad-Cl.2.p.s.
“my mother, your father”
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The parallel with second position clitics in the clause is straightforward in Bulgarian. Note that the possessive clitic requires a definite article or a demonstrative as
a host. This suggests that while DP does not have a T-feature, it may have a
Wackernagel position. Very similar to Bulgarian (24a) is the case of Romanian
(24c), where the clitic is marginal and not very productive but can only follow the
enclitic definite article. In both cases, the possessive clitic immediately follows
the first element of the NE, which is in general also the host of the definite article.
In Macedonian (24d) and in Maceratese (24e), the only hosts for the possessive
clitics are kinship terms, which have a special NE-internal position (for example,
they can precede the adjective as in mammeta vella “mother-your beatiful”, or can
appear with no article similar to proper names: mamma è arrivata “Mom arrived”). Note that in Maceratese, possessive ta, ma, sa are not homophonous to
clausal clitics, differently from what we find in the Balkan languages. Finally, the
Greek clitic in (24b) is not in second position. But it is also different from clausal
clitics that are proclitic to the finite verbs (as in Romance); rather it is enclitic to
lexical items (N or A). It is therefore not identical to clausal clitics attracted by
Tense.
From this, we conclude that if a language has Romance-like clitics that are related to Tense, which is part of the intermediate layer of the clause, we do not expect these clitics to appear in NEs, since the intermediate layer of the NE does not
have Tense. On the contrary “second position” clitics are possible, as well as clitics of the Greek type which do not appear to have a special host in the NE.
5. Fin is parallel to Num
The possibility for N to move to a high position in the NE in order to merge with
an enclitic article is reminiscent of V-to-C, which is, in turn, a natural environment to establish the relation between the intermediate inflectional layer and the
complementizer layer. In fact, there is no unanimity as to whether V-to-C targets
Force (in that it is related to clause typing) or Fin (in that it is preceded by a single
constituent), or rather is V-to-T, with a null CP-layer, cf. Fanselow (to appear).
Rizzi (1997) considers Fin to be the interface with the inflectional layer, which
is related to T and is regarded as the natural extended domain of the V-projection,
and observes that C has a “nominal nature”.
Haegeman and Guéron (1999) convincingly show that V-to-C in English is V
to Foc, for the reasons exemplified in (25). Focused Negative fronting triggers
Subject Auxiliary Inversion (SAI) both in main and embedded clauses, as in (25a)
to be contrasted with the ungrammatical (25c). A Topic in English can only precede a fronted Negative Focus, as shown by the impossibility of inserting a Topicalized circumstantial with or without SAI in (25b-c):
(25) a.
b.
c.

(Mary said that) during the holydays, under no condition would she do
that.
*(Mary said that) under no condition (*during the holydays) would
she do that.
*(Mary said that) under no condition (during the holydays) she would
do that.

On the basis of the position relative to Topic, Haegeman and Guéron (1999) also
argue that wh-movement in main clauses targets FocP, while in embedded clauses
it targets SpecForceP (26):
(26) a.
b.

During the holydays, what would she do?
I wonder what during the holydays, she would do.
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What (*during the holydays) would she do?
*I wonder (during the holydays,) what would she do.

This is directly related to the mandatory nature of SAI in main clauses and to its
impossibility in embedded clauses, regardless of the presence or absence of a
TopP. Notice in passim that the richness of the Top-Foc system is subject to
crosslingusitic variation. In English TopP is merged only higher and cannot be
lower than FocP.
Furthermore, if SAI is V-to-Foc, this must take place through a Fin with no
specifier, unless we admit that Fin can be bundled with Foc. In either case, Foc
and Fin get to be merged together in a split CP, as in (27a-b). It is apparent in
(27), that V can never reach the Force head: while the main interrogative in (27a)
has a null element Int in the head Force, the embedded interrogative (27c-d) can
either have a wh-element in SpecForceP or an interrogative complementizer like
if. Either filler of Force sets no requirement on FinP apart from its being null:
(27) a.
b.
c.
d.

[ForceP Int [TopP during the holydays [FocP what will [FinPn will [TP she
will do what]]]]]
... [ForceP that [TopP during the holydays [FocP under no condition will
[FinPn will [TP she do that]]]]]
V [ForceP what 0 [TopP during the holydays [FinP 0 [TP she will do
what]]]]]
V [ForceP if [TopP during the holydays [FinP 0 [TP she will do that]]]]]

To sum up, all cases in (27) have a null Fin. One may wonder if the null Fin with
the property of agreeing with the subject shouldn’t be bundled with the immediately dominating head, either Foc or TopP, so that the structure in (27) should be
reformulated as (28). The only difference is that Fin attracts T, when associated
with a NegFoc but does not when associated with Top:
(28) a.
b.
c.
d.

[ForceP Int [TopP during the holydays [Foc+FinP what will [TP she will do
what]]]]]
... [ForceP that [TopP during the holydays [Foc+FinP under no condition will
[TP she do that]]]]]
V [ForceP what 0 [Top+FinP during the holydays [TP she will do what]]]]]
V [ForceP if [Top+FinP during the holydays [TP she will do that]]]]]

The bundling can be reduced to Rizzi’s Avoid Structure. It can explain why SAI
targets Fin only when SpecFoc is occupied by QPs headed by a negative Q, a whitem, or only, but not otherwise (cf. That BOOK, (*did) I read.).
The discussion so far suggests that the split CP system can merge with the TopFoc system provided Force and Fin are merged respecting their relative position in
the hierarchy (Force is higher than Fin). We now turn to the nominal domain and
observe that there are reasons to believe that the lower head of the nominal complementation system can attract the head N in some languages.
Let us take the case of Albanian. In this language the head noun is usually so
high as to even precede determiner-like adjectives such as “other”. The marked
position of the fronted AP in (4), whose structure is given in (29a), or of the fronted GenP in (5), whose structure is given in (29b), is therefore sandwiched between
the demonstrative in SpecCaseP, which provides the referential feature (including
Person), and the head N at the left of the hierarchy of modification:
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(29) a. [CaseP kyo[KonP[AP1shumë e bukur(a)][NumP[N+Numvajzë][FP tjetër.]]]
this
very AdjArt nice-the
girl
other
b. [CaseP ky[KonP[DPgen i Benit][NumP[N+Num libër [AgrPDPGEN [...]]]
this GenArt Ben.gen
book
A hint of the split between the two features of D is the fact that the prenominal AP
can optionally host the enclitic article (29a), suggesting that when D is split, the
lower part incorporates to Kon. But even in this case the features of D (Case,
Number, and Gender) are represented in both the demonstrative and the adjective.
Thus, even if there is a split projection, the D features are not split but present in
both.
On the other hand, duplicating the article per se is not evidence for a split DP.
In Norwegian, N is inflected for the article in the presence of a higher article in
(30d). Delsing (1993) and Julien (2005) propose an ArtP lower than DP. But ArtP
must be lower than all adjectives apart from postnominal possessives:
(30) a.
b.
c.
d.

mitt hus
my house
huset mitt
house-the my
huset (*stor(e))
house-the (*big)
det store huset (mitt)
the big house-the (my)

This cannot be our d/Num, because it would not be reasonable to claim that adjectives in Scandinavian are all contrasted. In Giusti (1994, 2002), I argue that the
Scandinavian enclitic articles are Case and phi-features on N. If this is correct, the
article is the spell-out of the full bundle of nominal features, and is part of the inflectional morphology of N. Therefore, it may appear on N whatever position N
occupies for independent reasons, generally depending on the inflectional property of N in that language.
6. Avoid structure and the realization of Case and Num
In the discussion so far, I have provided reasons to assume the optional merger of
a discourse pragmatic feature in NE, but I found no evidence that the DP is actually split. What seems to be the case is that languages vary as to whether a left peripheral phrase (which I called KonP) can be merged, and whether it is higher or
lower than D. This last section briefly speculates on how this parameter can be
acquired, given the low frequency of such structures in the input.
Giusti and Iovino (2011) show that Latin obeys the hierarchies of modification
but also allows fronting of an attributive adjective or a genitive possessor to the
left of a demonstrative, as in (31). They also claim that the same constituents that
can precede Dem can also be extracted out of the NE, as in (32). The merger of a
KonP in the Latin NE can account for exceptional NE-internal orders, as well as
for some discontinuous orders:
(31) a.

[KonP Caesaris [hic per Apuliam et Brundisium ___ cursus
Caesar.GEN. this.NOM.M.SG. through Apulia and Brund. passage.
NOM.M.SG.
(Cic. att. 8,11,7)
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“Caesar’s passage through Apulia and Brundisium”
ex [KonP [AP vetere] [DP illa [ ___ [disciplina]]]]
from old.ABL.F.SG. that.ABL.F.SG. discipline.ABL.SG.
“from that old discipline” (Cic. Cluent. 76)
ut [TopP avaritiae [IP pellatur etiam [KonP ___ [dP minima suspicio ___]]]
so-that self-seeking.GEN be-eliminated even
minimal.NOM suspicion.NOM
“So that even the slightest suspicion of self-seeking may be eliminated
[CP cui [TopP magna [IP Pompeius [KonP ___ [dP praemia]] tribuit]
whom.DAT great.ACC Pompeius.NOM
prizes.ACC attributed (Caes.
B.G. 3.4)

The extractability of adjectives is lost in Old Italian, which already displays an
article. Parallel to modern Italian, we find contrasted adjectives following the determiner, as in (33a), to be contrasted with the unmarked order in (33b):6
(33) a.
b.

Sanza quelle [grandi e pericolose] tre battaglie, ...
without those great and dangerous three battles, (Giamboni, Orosio, 5,
24, 345)
per tre grandi battaglie vinse,
in three great battles [he] won. (Giamboni, Orosio, 6, 17 404)

This may suggest that in Latin N merges with Case, and for this reason
D(Case+Num) is lower than KonP, while in Old and Modern Italian Case and N
are separate, because Case is realized with/as the article (cf. Giusti 1994, 2001,
2002). Notice that in either case, there is no evidence that Case is separate from
Num, given that Num appears both on N and on articles, and that an enclitic article can be lower (as in Bulgarian) or higher (as in Albanian) than KonP.
More research needs to be done to discover whether the low vs. high realization of Case/D can be related to an independent property of the DP system, but the
obvious difference between Force and Fin, which can be split, and Case and Num,
which cannot, may be reduced to the nature of Case and Num. If SpecCaseP is the
place where the referential features of the Nominal Expressions are checked, Num
must be bundled with Case in order for the interpretation of the NE to take place
successfully. This brings us back to Luigi’s original suggestion that the crucial
difference between clauses and NEs can be reduced to the fact that clauses have T
while NEs have Num.
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In this work we examine the position of separable prefixes in
Cimbrian, a German dialect spoken in Northern Italy, which has the
interesting property of having a productive set of separable verbs but
also of being a VO language. The peculiarity of Cimbrian is that
apparently separable prefixes change their position with respect to a)
sentence type b) main versus embedded character of the clause c)
auxiliary versus main verb. This poses a challenge on all the research
that takes separable prefixes to occur in a fixed position to argue for
movement of other elements in the clause. The aim of this work is to
show that prefixes are indeed unmovable and that the apparent
displacements are due to independently motivated movements of
verbal forms.
to Luigi, with admiration and in friendship
1. Introduction
This paper investigates the position of separable prefixes in a VO language that
still displays several significant residua of an earlier OV stage. Such a language is
the variety of Cimbrian spoken in Lusern, which is located in the South Eastern
part of Trentino. Prefixes exist in all varieties of German and have an effect on the
argument structure of verbs in that they change the number of arguments and their
distribution. In addition, they seem to interact with aspectual properties (or better
‘Aktionsarten’) of the verb itself, which may be taken to indicate that prefixes are
generated in those domains of phrase structure that encode aspectual distinctions.
It is well-known that there is a close relationship between the aspectual properties
of a verb and the number and type of its arguments, and prefixes might provide a
good starting point for the study of this relationship. In this connection, Cimbrian
may be of particular interest since it is one of the few languages exhibiting a
diachronic stage that shows properties of an OV language like German, which has
separable prefixes, as well as properties of a VO language like English, in which
the same prefixes have become so-called “particles” of phrasal verbs (or verbs
with prepositions). It may therefore well be the case that the observed OV- and
VO-orders are in fact not determined inside the VP by a parameter that determines
the order of the verbal head and its complement but that both orders are the result
of verb- and/or object-movement to positions within the functional area designed
to the expression of aspect. The prefixes of Cimbrian are thus also of particular
theoretical interest since at first sight they seem to conflict with the assumption,
2012 Günther Grewendorf & Cecilia Poletto
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defended by many authors, that prefixes are immobile within the structure of the
clause. As for OV-languages like German and Dutch, the relevant assumption is
that in main clauses, the finite verb moves to the left clausal periphery leaving
behind the prefix, while in embedded clauses and wi th composed tenses, the
prefix precedes the verb, since there is no verb movement:
(1)

a.
b.
c.

Ich
habe ihn
I
have him
‘I looked at him’
Ich
schaue
I
look
...dass
ich
that
I

angeschaut.
pref-looked
ihn
him
ihn
him

an.
pref
anschaue
pref-look

Due to their unmovable nature, prefixes often serve theoretical syntacticians as a
test for finding out whether or not other elements of the clause, like the verb or the
direct object, undergo movement. Van Kemenade (1987) and Tomaselli (1995)
use exactly this test to determine the historical period in which English as an OVlanguage developed into a VO-language and in which Middle High German
showed the beginning of a similar process (which then stopped). They try to show
that a language has become VO if the finite verb precedes the prefix not only in
main but also in embedded clauses. In OV languages, the prefix in fact precedes
the verb in embedded clauses while in VO languages, no such asymmetry
between main and embedded clauses can be observed.
The standard account assumes a similar analysis for the particles of “phrasal
verbs” in English, which, as already pointed out above, are the VO-counterpart of
separable prefixes in German: the particle remains in situ and it is the pronominal
object that may move into a position in front of it:
(2)

a.
b.
c.

I gave up the job.1
I gave it up.
What did you give up?

According to this account, the difference between German and English does thus
not lie in the position of the prefix/particle but in the possibility of verb (and
possibly object) raising. In other words, we can assume that it is not the
prefix/particle that undergoes reanalysis in the development from OV to VO, but
it is the clausal structure around it that is reorganized, while the prefix/particle
does not change its position. Since the prefixes in question generally express

1
In English, the nominal elements can occur on the right or on the left of the particle. The pronouns,
however, generally occur on the left of the particle, at least with a specific class of verbs. This generalization
provides strong evidence for the claim that it is not the prefix that undergoes movement, but the object of the
verb. This kind of movement is obligatory for the pronouns but optional for the nominal objects and depends
on the “heaviness” of the object itself. In other cases, the verb and the particle are always adjacent.
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aspectual differences,2 we will assume that this position is an aspectual position of
the kind suggested in Cinque (1999).
Should we come across a language in which there is evidence that separable
prefixes undergo movement, not only the test for the order of phrasal constituents
(as proposed by van Kemenade 1987 and others) would become obsolete but basic
tenets of the cartographic approach as a whole would be called into question.3
Indeed, if the prefixes encode nothing other than aspectual or Aktionsart
differences, they should not be able to move to clausal domains that syntactically
encode other types of features (as, e.g., tense, modality or clausal typing).
In the case of Cimbrian we are concerned with a Germanic variety with VO order
(but residues of OV orders to be considered below) that might help us to
understand the structure of the so-called “low area” of the clause, i.e. the area in
which aspectual features are realized and which contains the participle, the
complements and low adverbs such as sempre, più, già, ancora, bene etc. In the
cartographic approach, these adverbs are located in the specifier position of
aspectual projections that correspond with their semantic status. The prefixes thus
seem to represent syntactic heads located in the low area of the clausal structure
(the area of aspect), heads to which the verb adjoins whenever it does not raise to
the left periphery.4
2. The problem: how many positions do Cimbrian prefixes occupy?
Grewendorf/Poletto (2005) point out that Cimbrian separable prefixes can follow
as well as precede the perfect participle in declarative main clauses and in
embedded clauses introduced by the complementizer ke (which derives from
Romance che):
(3)

a.

I
hon offegeton
I
have pref-made
‘I opened the door.’

b.

I

hon

geton offe

die
the
di

Ture5
door

Ture.

2
One might invoke the distinction between aspect and Aktionsart here. However, Cinque (1999) does not
make use of this distinction in his purely syntactic approach. The question of what the semantic contribution
of the prefixes is, is therefore left to future research (see Damonte/Padovan 2011).
3
The syntactic theory that is known as “the cartographic approach” is based on the assumption that for
every functional semantic category (tense, aspect, modality etc.), there is a functional projection that realizes
this category. Every functional projection can thus be marked or not marked by a positive value but cannot
receive other values. This means that every aspectual category (continuative, terminative, incoative etc.) has
its specific functional projection. Thus the structure of the clause seems to become more complex, since it
contains more projections. Upon closer inspection, however, it turns out to be less complex, since every
projection has only one single value. In addition, increasing the number of projections implies an increase of
functional heads. As a consequence, this approach provides head positions for the various morphemes and
auxiliary forms that can be observed in many languages, as well as specifier positions, where the adverbs that
realize functional distinctions such as tense, aspect etc. can be represented.
4
From a strictly technical point of view, it cannot be the verb that right-adjoins to the prefix, since there
is no adjunction to the right. However, adapting Kayne’s (2004) analysis of functional prepositions, we could
assume that the verb moves to the position immediately dominated by the prefix.
5
The first example is taken from Grewendorf/Poletto (2005). Here, offe could originate from an adjective
and not be a true prefix. To avoid this objection, we use the prefixes o and au in the other examples, since o
and au correspond to the true German prefixes an and auf.
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I

(4)

(5)

made pref

the

door

a.

I
hon augehort
die
Arbat ka
I
have pref-finished the
work in
‘I have finished the work in Trento.’

b.

I
I

a.

I
gloabe ke
dar
Hons is
I
think that the
John is
‘I think that H. has gone away.’
I
gloabe ke
dar
Hons
I
think that the
John

b.
(6)

have

CISCL, Siena

hon
have

gehort au
di
finished pref the

a.

*Dar hat
khoett ke
dar
he
has
said that the
‘He said that H. has called.’

b.

*Dar Hons
the
John
‘H. has called’

o
pref

hat
has

Arbat
work

Tria.
Trento.
ka
in

Tria.
Trento

gont-vort.
gone-away
is
is

Hons o
John pref

vort-gont.
away-gone
hat
has

gerieft.
called

gerieft.
called

In main clauses and in embedded clauses introduced by complementizers of the ke
type, these are the only two possibilities that can be observed.
There are two opposite ways to analyze these data: (a) we can assume that the
prefix remains in situ and that the perfect participle optionally moves to a higher
position in the clause, or (b) that by contrast, the perfect participle remains in situ
and the prefix optionally moves to a position in front of it. Before discussing these
two hypotheses, we would like to present a complete picture of the facts.
The Cimbrian variety spoken in Lusern has a second class of complementizers:
These are complementizers such as az and bo, which behave differently from
complementizers of the ke-type (see Grewendorf/Poletto 2009 for an analysis of
the two types of complementizers). Complementizers of the ke-type are basically
conjunctions, in the traditional sense of this expression: they do not involve any
modification of the clausal structure, so that an embedded clause introduced by ke
behaves in the same way as a main clause with respect to the following syntactic
properties: (a) the position of object clitics, which attach enclitically to the verb,
(b) the position of negation, which occurs after the inflected verb but before the
participle, (c) the position of the particle da, which enclitically attaches to the
finite verb, (d) the possible occurrence of the expletive pronoun 'z, which
corresponds with the so-called ‘Vorfeld-es’ in German, (e) the position of the
prefixes relative to the verbal forms. In contrast, complementizers of the az-type
behave differently from main clauses with respect to the analogous properties: (a)
object clitics attach enclitically to the complementizer rather than to the finite
verb; (b) negation occurs before rather than after the finite verb; (c) the particle da
attaches enclitically to the complementizer and not to the finite verb; (d) the
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expletive pronoun 'z is not allowed to occur; (e) prefixes occur in a position
different from where they occur in main clauses. In particular, in main clauses and
embedded clauses introduced by the complementizer ke, the prefix can only occur
directly before or after the perfect participle, but always after the finite verb; in
embedded clauses introduced by complementizers of the az-type, the prefix can
also occur in front of the auxiliary or the finite verb, in addition to the other two
possibilities that exist in main clauses and embedded clauses introduced by ke:
(7)

(8)

a.
b.

…
...
‘…
....

c.

‘…
...

a.
b.
c.

azz-ar-en
o
that-he-him
pref
that he called him’
azz-e au
hoear.
that-I pref finish
that I finished’
azz-e
hoear
that-I
finish

dar
Mann bo
da
hat
The man that prt
has
‘The man who started a new job’
dar
Mann bo
da
hat
the
man that prt
has
dar
the

Mann bo
man that

da
prt

hat
has

gerieft.
called

au.
pref
o-geheft a
naüga Arbat.
pref-started a new job
geheft-o
started-pref

o hat geheft
pref has started

a naüga Arbat.
a new job
a naüga Arbat.
a new work

There is no detectable difference in interpretation associated with the varying
positions of the prefix. In this case, the first hypothesis mentioned above
(according to which the participle moves past the prefix) should be extended to
the inflected verb, stating that only in embedded clauses introduced by
complementizers of the az-type can the finite verb stay in a low structural position
on the right of the prefix. The second hypothesis still assumes that the prefix
raises to positions not encoding aspect but tense or event modality.
In (9) and (10), the two hypotheses are illustrated for the case of a simple verb.6
(9)

[C° az/bo-ar7 [TP [T°] [AspP pref [Asp°] [VP V]]]]

(10)

[C° az/bo-ar [XP pref. [TP [T° V] [AspP pref [Asp°t] [VP t]]]]]

In the presence of an auxiliary, the following distinction should be made: for the
second hypothesis nothing changes, apart from the fact that the element in T0 is
not a main verb but an auxiliary. As for the first hypothesis, we have to assume
that the inflected auxiliary is generated in a very low position, but still above the
VP, which contains the main verb and its objects; this is a position that we define

6
For theory-internal reasons we provisionally assume that the prefix is located in a specifier position.
Otherwise verb movement would be blocked (for further discussion see sect. 5).
7
See Grewendorf/Poletto (2009) for an analysis of the clitic subject pronouns as elements that occur in
the left clausal periphery forming a cluster with the complementizer.
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here as an aspectual position (even if it may eventually turn out to be another type
of position internal to the complex VP-structure).
(11)

[C° az/bo-ar [TP [T°] [AspP pref [Asp° AUX] [VP V]]]]

(11) shows that the relative order of auxiliary and perfect participle still remains
VO in Cimbrian, i.e. the auxiliary precedes the participle. The structure is thus not
identical to the order we find in OV languages like German, even if the prefix
precedes the entire verbal complex.
We thus arrive at the conclusion that the hypothesis illustrated in (10) (according
to which the prefix moves rather than the verb), although it appears to be simpler
than its alternative, obviously faces a serious theoretical problem. If movement
has to be motivated, as assumed in modern syntactic theory, there must be a
reason why a prefix that originates from an aspectual position undergoes
movement to a tense or mood position without modifying the semantic properties
of the clause. On the other hand, there are many languages in which the verb does
not leave its base position or undergoes only a short step of movement. The
movement of the prefixes could be explained by the assumption that prefixes are
actually clitic particles, thus movement of prefixes, as assumed in structure (10),
is triggered by the clitic properties of the prefix. This suggestion may derive some
plausibility from the fact that, as shown by Damonte and Padovan (2011), prefixes
are originally locative prepositions that could be treated on a par with the locative
clitic ci in Italian. If the hypothesis that prefixes are clitics turns out to be correct,
Cimbrian prefixes should be located in the area where clitic pronouns move.
Languages that have clitic elements other than pronouns show that all the clitics,
whether auxiliaries, negation, or adverbial clitics, are located in a specific area of
the clause that “collects” them. In order to evaluate such a hypothesis, we should
therefore take a closer look at the interaction of clitic pronouns and prefixes.
Furthermore, in order to find out which of the two structures (9) and (10) is
correct, we can make use of a further test. This is a test that considers the position
of prefixes in relation to other elements that, like the verb, are taken to be
“immobile”, as, for example, adverbs. Cinque (1999) has shown that adverbs are
in fact generated in a fixed order and that they can only undergo movement if they
are focused. Since focusing involves specific intonational patterns, it is not
difficult to design a test with an adverb placed in base position rather than in
Focus position, and determine whether it is the prefix that undergoes movement or
the verb (be it the participle or the finite verb).
3. Prefixes are not clitics
In order to test the hypothesis that prefixes have become clitics (and thus raise to a
preverbal position like other clitic elements) we have to check whether prefixes in
fact show the characteristics typical of clitic elements, such as rigidity of position.
A first observation in support of this hypothesis is that prefixes, like clitics, do not
occur in all the available positions, but only in those illustrated above:
(12)

*dar Mann bo
au
the
man that pref
‘The man who has called’

da
prt
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In Grewendorf/Poletto (2009), the element da is analyzed as a particle that marks
a phrase as Ground and heads a GroundP located in the Topic area of the left
clausal periphery. This particle obligatorily occurs in subject relatives that do not
contain a weak pronoun. In the presence of a weak pronoun, da is obligatorily
omitted.
The particle da seems to have a fixed position in relation to other clitic elements
in that it always precedes the latter:
(13)

Da
soin vortgont ena
az-ta8-s
prt
are
gone-away without that-prt-it
‘They went away without anybody noticing’

niamat
nobody

barn.
noticed

The hypothesis that the prefix has become a clitic and raises to the position of
clitic elements can thus be maintained and is also supported by data like (14), in
which the prefix occurs adjacent to the object clitic en:
(14)

...
azz-ar-en
...
that-he-him
‘that he called him’

o
pref

hat
has

gerieft.
called

In the sequence of the clitics, the prefix would thus occur as the last element,
following the object. At any rate, the prefix cannot pass another clitic.
(15)

a.

...
...

b.

...
...

*azz-ar-o-en
that-he-pref-him
‘that he called him’
*azz-o-ar-en
that-pref-he-him

hat
has

gerieft.
called

hat
has

gerieft.
called

Nevertheless, as can be seen from the example in (16) (and from the examples
with adverbs given in the next paragraph), there are cases where the prefix occurs
in a position below the negation and can thus not occupy a position within the
sequence of clitics.
(16)

Dar hat
khött ke
dar
he
has
said that he
‘He said that he has not called.’

rüaft net
calles not

o.
pref

Cases like (14), where the prefix occurs immediately after the object clitic, are
therefore better analyzed as a linear rather than a structural adjacency of clitics
and prefix, which can be attributed to the fact that elements that in principle may
intervene are not realized.
A final argument against the clitic nature of the prefix can be derived from the cooccurrence of prefixes with high adverbials such as furse (‘perhaps’). As already
pointed out above, Cinque (1999) shows that unfocused adverbials occupy a fixed
position. We can therefore use these adverbs as a test for determining the exact
position of the prefix. According to Cinque’s hierarchy, the adverb furse occupies
a position for modality, located lower than TP but higher than adverbs like za

8

In this case, the particle da appears as ta for reasons of assimilation to the preceding unvoiced fricative.
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(‘already’) and herta (‘always’), which express aspectual properties. As the
examples in (17) clearly show, the prefix cannot be located in the area of the
clitics, since the adverb furse, which precedes the prefix, occupies a position
lower than the clitics.
(17)

a.
b.

...
...

c.
d.

...
...

az
ar
furse
that he
perhaps
‘that he might call’
*az ar o furse rüaft
*az ar o rüaft furse

o
Pref

rüaft
calls

We can therefore conclude that prefixes are not clitics of the kind Cimbrian
pronouns are. We can further conclude that the prefix cannot move to a position
higher than the position for modality, where furse is located.
4. Prefixes and adverbs
Let us now take a closer look at adverbials such as garecht (‘well’), za (‘already’)
and herta (‘always’), which Cinque’s hierarchy characterizes as “low” adverbs,
since they express aspectual properties of the verb and most likely occupy a
position adjacent to aspectual prefixes.
The reason for this comparison between the position of prefixes and the one of
lower adverbs is that both types of elements are said to be unmovable in the
syntax (unless adverbs are contrastively focussed, a reading which can easily be
controlled for and excluded). Therefore, if prefixes do not move, and adverbs do
not either, the prediction we make is that there is a rigid order between the two
types of elements, and the only element having more than one position should be
the verb (either the simple inflected verb, the auxiliary or the past participle).
This will shed further light on the problem mentioned above concerning the
position of inflected verbs, past participles and auxiliaries in main and embedded
clauses introduced by the “Germanic” type of complementizers that blocks V to C
so that both a simple inflected verb and an auxiliary are trapped within the IP.
Given that Cimbrian is considered as a linguistic island and its VO order is often
attributed in the literature to an influence of the neighbouring Romance varieties,
one could expect that both simple inflected verbs and auxiliaries can raise up to
the head of T, as it is the case in Romance.
For this investigation we use three of the low adverbs present in Cinque’s
hierarchy, namely garecht ‘well’, herta ‘always’ and za ‘already’, because, as we
will see, they are representative of three distinct behaviours of the verb. We
illustrate their position in bold in the sentence structure in (18):
(18) [Asp habitual usually [Asp repetitive I again [Asp frequentative I often [Asp
celerative I quickly [T anterior already [Asp terminative no longer [Asp
continuative still [Asp perfect always [Asp retrospective just [Asp proximative
soon [Asp durative briefly [ Asp generic/progressive characteristically [Asp
prospective almost [Asp sg completive I completely [Asp pl completive tutto
[Voice well [Asp celerative II fast, early [Aspsg completive II completely [Asp
repetitive II again [Asp frequentative II often ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
We will present data with simple and compound tenses in turn.
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4.1 Simple tenses
The adverb garecht, corresponding to the Specifier of Voice always occurs on the
right of both the prefix and a simple inflected verb:
(19)

I
bill
asto
åhefst garècht
I
want that-you
start well
‘I want you to start your job well.’

di
the

arbat
work

The simple tense always raises higher than the adverb herta (“always”):
(20) a. Dar bill
az-e herta rüaf
he
wants that-I always call
‘He wants me to always call home.’
b. I bill asto årüafst
hèrta
I bill asto hèrta
årüafst
‘I want you to always call.’

å
pref.

dahuam
at home

The simple tense can but need not raise higher than the adverb and carries the
prefix with it.
(21) * Dar bill
az-e å
herta rüaft
He
wants that-I prf.
always call
‘He wants me to always call home.’

dahuam
home

As the ungrammaticality of (21) shows, the prefix cannot raise alone to the left of
the adverb.
The last adverb we consider is the one sitting in the Specifier of TanteriorP,
namely za, ‘already’:
(22)

a.

...

b.

...

c.

...

az
ar
za
o
rüaft
that
he
already
pref calls
‘that he is already calling’
*az
ar
o
za
rüaft
that
he
pref already
calls
*az
ar
o
rüaft za
that
he
pref calls already

The adverb za must occur higher than the simple verb; moreover, the
ungrammaticality of (22b) confirms the fact noted above that the prefix cannot
raise alone.
We can conclude that simple tenses have to raise higher than VoiceP, can raise
higher than PerfectaspectP and cannot raises higher than TanteriorP. Moreover,
the prefix cannot raise alone.
4.2 Compound tenses
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In the case of compound tenses, the number of combinations multiplies, as we
have to test the position of the adverb with respect to a) the auxiliary, b) the past
participle, c) the prefix.9
As is the case with simple verbs, the adverb garecht has to be realized on the right
side of both the auxiliary and the past participle. The prefix occurs to the
immediate left of the past participle.
(23)

vordo
hasto
augespüalt
garècht
before
have-you
Pref-washed well
‘before you have washed well the dishes’

di
the

piattn
dishes

This means that both the auxiliary and the past participle are located higher than
the adverb, hence also the past participle moves to the (low) functional domain of
the clause.
In the case of herta, the auxiliary can but need not raise higher than the adverb,
while the past participle remains below, with the prefix on its left.
(24)

dar
bill
asto
hast herta augespüalt
di piattn
he
wants that-you
have always Pref-washed the dishes
‘He wants you to always have washed the dishes.’
dar
he

bill
asto
wants that-you

herta hast
always have

augespüalt
di piattn
Pref-washed the dishes

Hence, apparently no distinction is found between auxiliaries and simple main
verbs, as both can but need not raise higher than PerfectAspectP.
On the contrary, the position with respect to the third adverb, za, shows that there
is indeed a distinction in the raising possibilities of an auxiliary with respect to
inflected main verbs:
(25)

a.
b.

azzar
sa
hatt
that-he
already
has
‘that he has already called’
azzar
hatt sa
that-he
has
already

ågerüaft
Pref-called
ågerüaft
Pref-called

While inflected verbs cannot raise higher than the adverb, auxiliaries can, as
shown by the grammaticality of (25b).
Summing up, we can say that all verbal forms (inflected main verbs, auxiliaries
and past participles) must raise higher than Voice. This is the only position that
past participles can reach, because they do not seem to go higher than either herta

9
At the moment we have not tested all the combinations yet, and therefore do not have a complete set of
data, but we discuss what our informants found a natural translation of the Italian sentences that were given to
them.
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or za. This is totally expected under the well-known observations that past
participles raise lower than inflected verbs (see Belletti 1990 on this).
Both auxiliaries and simple verbs can but need not raise higher than Perfect
Aspect and auxiliaries can raise higher than sa, but need not.
The following structure displays the three types of movements (we do not display
all the non-relevant projections here):
(26) [AUX [Tanterior already [... AUX/V [Aspperfect always ... [PrefixP
[AUX/V/PPart. [Voice
well [... [VP ]]]]]]10
Moreover, the co-occurrence of the prefix with aspectual adverbs confirms our
assumption about the low position of the former. The investigation with adverbs
further shows that the inflected verb has to remain lower than Tanterior, hence it
cannot raise to the TP (past or future) where inflected verbs raise in Romance.
Auxiliaries have the possibility to raise higher than TanteriorP but need not.
Hence, the type of VO found in Cimbrian might have been influenced by the
neighbouring Romance varieties, but has clearly not “copied” the Romance
structure.
4.3 Another piece of the puzzle: embedded interrogatives
Embedded interrogatives are like other cases of “Germanic” embedded clauses in
not admitting the raising of the past participle alone higher than the prefix.
However, the auxiliary seems to be forced to raise higher than the prefix, which is
not the case in other embedded clauses. The contrast between the
ungrammaticality of (27c)-(28c) and the grammaticality of (14), repeated here,
illustrates the point:
(27)

(28)

(29)

a. ... zega ber
da
hat
abegebest
di
that who Part has
Pref-washed the
‘who has washed the dishes’

piatn
dishes

b. * ... zega
that

ber
who

da
Part

hat
has

gebest
washed

di
the

c.* ... zega
that

ber
who

da
Part

abe
Pref

hat
has

abe
Pref

gebest di
washed the

piatn11
dishes

piatn
dishes

a. ... zega ber
vo
üs
hat
abegebest
di
that who of
us
has
Pref-washed the
‘who among us has washed the dishes’

piatn
dishes

b. *... zega
that
c. *... zega
that

piatn
dishes
piatn
dishes

...

ber
who
ber
who

azz-ar-en

vo
of
vo
of

üs
us
üs
us

hat
has
abe
Pref

o

hat

gebest abe
di
washed Pref the
hat
gebest di
has
washed the
gerieft.

10 As can be seen from (26), prefixes are located in the functional field of the low IP-area, which implies
that prefixes are functional elements, as already suggested by Zeller (2001), among others.
11 Note that the position after the perfect participle is not possible; compare, however, declarative clauses.
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has

called

This means that, contrary to main and embedded declarative clauses, embedded
interrogatives have a fixed word order, according to which the auxiliary must
raise higher than the prefix, while the past participle cannot. Hence, the possibility
of raising the past participle (found in main clauses) is banned, as is the possibility
of leaving the auxiliary below the prefix.
As for the reasons why the auxiliary is forced to move higher than the prefix, we
propose that the wh-feature assigned by the matrix verb to the embedded C
percolates down to T12 and requires a lexical host, hence forcing the movement of
the auxiliary. This derives the contrast between (27c) and (28c), which are
interrogative clauses, and (29), which is not and therefore has no obligatory
raising of the auxiliary to T, given that there is no wh-feature requiring it.
Notice, however, that embedded interrogatives are not only different from
embedded declarative clauses, but also from main interrogative clauses. The
contrast between embedded and main interrogative clauses is represented by the
ungrammaticality of (27b) and (28b) which contrast with the following example:
(30)

...

azz-ar-en
hat
that-he-him has
‘that he called him’

gerieft
called

o
Pref

In this case, the distinction has to do with the position of the past participle, which
can raise higher than the prefix only in embedded declaratives but not in
embedded interrogative clauses. At present we do not have a fully-fledged theory
that accounts for this contrast, and can at best exclude a number of possibilities
and offer a rather speculative answer, which will have to be further tested on the
basis of new empirical evidence.
The first hypothesis we exclude is that the reason why the past participle is
trapped within the vP is to be attributed to (a reformulation of) the phase
impenetrability condition, which somehow would only allow for one element to
move outside the vP, thus blocking movement of the past participle if the wh-item
has already been moved out of it.
According to this hypothesis, we predict that main interrogative clauses work like
embedded ones, as also in this case the wh-item has to move outside the vP.
However, main interrogative clauses where the past participle precedes the prefix
are perfectly grammatical:
(31)

ber
hat
who has
‘who called?’

gerüaft
called

o?
Pref

Hence, we exclude that the ban against past participle movement is due directly to
the fact that the wh-item blocks any other movement outside the vP.
12 Recall that in Rizzi’s (1991) original proposal of the wh-criterion, the wh-features are generated under
T/I and that T must move to C in main interrogatives because the wh-features of the verb and those of the whitem must be in a spec-head configuration.
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An alternative solution might be to say that past participle movement is blocked
only in embedded domains because there is some sort of parallel between phases,
so that the head of C and the head of v are either both free (hence we get V2 and
past participle movement) or both blocked, (hence V2 is blocked on a par with
past participle movement). This analysis would predict that cases like (30) are
ungrammatical, which is not the case.
What we actually need to explain this set of data is a combination of the two
hypotheses, so that the past participle is blocked only when a) the C position is
blocked (i.e. we are in an embedded clause with a complementizer of the
“Germanic type” which blocks the whole CP heads) and also b) a wh-item has
been extracted out of the vP. This singles out precisely the class of sentences that
ban past participle movement, namely only embedded interrogatives.
Our tentative proposal is to derive both conditions from a single factor, i.e. from
the wh-criterion: suppose that the wh-item and the verb must be in a spec-head
configuration at some point in the derivation. This is achieved in the CP in main
interrogatives, but not in embedded interrogatives, where C° is occupied by the
complementizer. The projection where this configuration is achieved cannot be
the TP either, because SpecTP is the position of the subject (Cimbrian is not a
pro-drop language in the usual sense of Italian). Hence, the only head where this
can be achieved is the head of vP, before the wh-item is further moved higher to
the C domain.13
5. The position(s) of the prefix
The final part of our analysis suggests a fixed position for separable prefixes in
Cimbrian, exploiting the fact that Cimbrian is a VO language. Since they occur on
the left of the adverb garecht, separable prefixes must be located in aspectual
positions. Hence they are functional items and do not belong to the lower vP
phase where the thematic requirements are satisfied.
We can immediately derive the position of prefixes by considering Cinque’s
hierarchy and the position of adverbs:
(32)

[ AUX
[Tanterior already [… AUX/V [Aspperfect always …. [ PrefixP
[AUX/V/PPart. [Voice well [….[VP ]]]]]]

According to our data, the position of aspectual prefixes is between AspperfectP
and VoiceP. It could also be the case that prefixes encoding different aspectual
features have different positions and thus display a different ordering with respect
to some of the adverbs located in the low IP area (though probably not the highest
and lowest adverbs). Given that this would require a systematic investigation of
all types of prefixes combined with several low adverbs, we leave this further
elaboration to future research.
The last set of data we need to investigate concerns the position of the prefix with
respect to verbal complex constructions like the one in (33).
13 One might wonder why the vP does not become a freezing position for the wh-item as it is for the past
participle. However, in several languages wh-items are assumed to raise to a Focus position located in the
low CP area, which means that they also have a Focus feature (at least in some languages). Hence, if the whitem has additional features to check, it must go on raising, while this is not necessary (hence, not possible)
for the past participle. Moreover, Belletti (2004) has already discussed this problem of the vP left periphery in
Italian and has reached the conclusion that the vP is not a freezing position for the XP moving through it.
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(33)

a.
b.
c.

Di
baibar ham geboellt
aulesan
the
women have wanted
Pref-pick
‘The women wanted to pick the potatoes.’
Di
baibar ham geboellt
lesan au
the
women have wanted
pick Pref
Di
baibar ham au
geboellt
lesan
the
women have Pref wanted
pick

CISCL, Siena

di
patatn.
the potatoes
di
the
di
the

patatn.
potatoes
patatn.
potatoes

We will assume that the example in (33c) corresponds to the basic word order.
Given that the prefix, as we have just seen, is located in an aspectual position, it
precedes the whole verbal complex. The case in (33a) can be derived through
movement of the modal past participle to a higher position, most probably to the
modal head located immediately higher than the aspectual set of projections
(hence, immediately on top of the projection expressing habitual aspect), as
illustrated in (34):
(34)

[Volitionmod geboellt [ HabAsp [Tanterior already [… AUX/V [Aspperfect always …. [
PrefixP au [AUX/V/PPart lesan [Voice well […geboellt [VP di patatn ]]]]]]

In this case, the most natural assumption is that the modal verb moves higher than
the prefix by means of a head movement procedure, which in turn suggests that
the prefix might be a specifier and not a head, as this would block the movement
of the modal past participle.
The case of (33b) is more complex, as we see that both verbs have moved higher
than the prefix, which means that this movement cannot be achieved through head
movement.
An alternative would be to suggest that the reason why the two verbs move
together is that it is the whole remnant vP that can raise higher than the prefix, so
that the modal past participle pied pipes the whole vP also containing the lexical
verb to the specifier of the volitional modality projection. This presupposes that
the object has first vacated the vP (or better, it is located in the left periphery of
the vP, as proposed by Belletti 2004 for postverbal subjects in Italian) before
remnant vP movement applies. The structure would thus be the following:
(35)

[Volitionmod [vP geboellt lesan di patatn] [ HabAsp [Tanterior already [… AUX/V
[Aspperfect always …. [ PrefixP au [AUX/V/PPart [Voice well [LP di patatn [vP
geboellt lesan….[VP di patatn ]]]]]]

This opens up the possibility that also the case in (33a) is to be analysed as
remnant movement where the whole VP has moved out and the vP only
containing the modal auxiliary moves to VolitionmodP, thus yielding a structure
like the following:
(36)

[Volitionmod [vP geboellt lesan….[VP di patatn ]] [ HabAsp [Tanterior already […
AUX/V [Aspperfect always …. [ PrefixP au [AUX/V/PPart lesan [Voice well
[LP [VP lesandi patatn] [vP geboellt lesan….[VP di patatn ]]]]]]
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This would in turn mean that the prefix is not necessarily a specifier, but could
also be analyzed as a head, as its phonological form suggests. We leave this
problem open for the moment, as we do not have any empirical evidence that
excludes one of the two possible derivations.
6. Concluding remarks
In this work we have examined the position of Cimbrian prefixes with respect to
other elements of the sentence like verbs, adverbs and clitics. Although separable
prefixes seem to occur in several positions in the clause, we have shown that they
occur in a low functional position located in the aspectual field of the low IP area,
and that they do not move. The fact that they occur either to the right or to the left
of auxiliaries, inflected verbs and past participles is due to the movement of the
verbal form higher than the prefix. This has been shown by comparing the
position of prefixes with the one of adverbs, which are also known to be
unmovable categories (once Focus is controlled for). As we expected, the relative
order of adverbs and prefixes is rigid, the only element that moves being the verb.
The position of the prefix is located lower than PerfectAspP but higher than
VoiceP.
Moreover, we have shown that the different verbal forms change their position
according to the sentence type:
a) In main clauses the inflected verb or the auxiliary are in a C position due to the
V2 property of Luserna Cimbrian, and the past participle can raise higher than the
aspectual position where the prefix is located. This is true both of declarative and
of interrogative main clauses.
b) In embedded clauses with complementizers of the “Germanic type”, i.e. with
complementizers that block V to C, the inflected verb can be lower or higher than
the prefix, and the same is true of the past participle. A further test on adverbs has
shown that there are differences in the raising properties of auxiliaries, which can
(but need not) reach a position higher then TanteriorP, but can also remain below
the prefix. Simple verbs can only raise higher than PerfectAspP but need not. Past
participles can occur higher or lower than the prefix, but do not move beyond
PerfectAspP, as they cannot bypass the adverb herta ‘always’. All verbal forms,
however, need to raise higher than VoiceP, hence no verbal form remains inside
the VP.
c) Embedded interrogatives display a different distribution of verbal forms with
respect to other embedded clauses, as the auxiliary verb has to raise higher than
the prefix, while the past participle has to remain below it. Hence, embedded
interrogatives are the only type of sentence where the position of the prefix is
actually fixed, due to a combination of factors, namely the requirements of the
wh-operator and the fact that the C position is blocked for the verb.
Although the picture that emerges from this study is very intricate, and requires a
further more thorough investigation of the data, we think we have provided
convincing evidence that prefixes can continue to be used in the syntactic
literature as a test to determine the position of the verb in the Germanic languages
because they never move - not even in Cimbrian.
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Cuetos and Mitchell 1988, and much subsequent work,
report that speakers of different languages differ in
Relative Clause attachment preferences in complex
NPs. These findings challenged universal theories of
processing and in particular the universality of locality
in parsing. In this paper, I argue that asymmetries in
attachment preference stem from a previously
unnoticed grammatical distinction: the availability of
Pseudo Relatives. Drawing on previous data and novel
results, I conclude that Locality is a genuine universal
principle of processing.

To Luigi,
A small contribution to a beautiful theory of locality
1. Introduction
Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990, 2004, Starke 2001, Grillo 2008) has clear
homologues in the psycholinguistic literature, where principles of locality have
been shown to regulate both structure building and filler-gap processes (Right
Attachment, Kimball 1973; Late Closure, Frazier 1979; Minimal Chain Principle,
De Vincenzi 1991; Recency, Gibson 1991; Merge Right, Phillips 1996).
Yet, this picture is not exempt from problems: there is one domain of research
in which locality has been claimed not to apply universally. Cuetos and Mitchell
(1988) and much subsequent work show that speakers of different languages
differ in Relative Clause attachment preferences in complex NP of the form NP1
P NP2: Low Attachment (LA) is found in English (but also Romanian and Basque
a.o.), cf. (1a), and High Attachment (HA) in Spanish (and Italian, Dutch, Japanese
a.o.),2 cf. (1b).
*

Acknowledgements: The results presented in this paper are part of the project “Syntactic and
lexical factors in processing complexity”, funded by the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia
with the research grant PTDC/CLE-LIN/114212/2009 awarded to Nino Grillo. Much of the
material presented here is part of a collective effort involving especially João Costa and Bruno
Fernandes and is discussed in more detail in Grillo and Costa (2012), Grillo, Fernandes and Costa
(submitted). For extensive comments and suggestions and for help with stats, thanks to Andrea
Santi. Thanks to Keir Moulton for letting me know that the structures I had discovered were called
Pseudo relatives and for pointing me to the relevant literature. For comments, suggestions and help
with judgments/literature on PRs in different languages thanks to: Klaus Abels, Boban
Arsenijević, Petra Augurzky, Rajesh Bhatt, Janet Dean Fodor, Berit Gehrke,Yosef Grodzinsky,
Gueorgui Hristovsky, Axiotis Kechagias, Hans van de Koot, Maria do Carmo Lourenço-Gomes,
Donka Mangatcheva, Ad Neeleman, Colin Phillips, Anca Sevcenco, Junko Shimoyama, Natalia
Slioussar, Giorgos Spathas, Mina Sugimura, Margarida Tomaz, Larraitz Zubeldia.
2
These findings generated a huge amount of literature in the past twenty years: Cuetos & Mitchell
(1988); Mitchell & Cuetos (1991); Mitchell & Brysbaert (1998); Mitchell, Brysbaert & Swanepoel
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(1) a. I saw the son1 of the man2 that EC2 was running
b. Vi al hijo1 del hombre2 que EC1 corría
This variation across languages is accompanied by variation across syntactic
structures within the same language. Hemforth et al. (submitted), for example,
show that Spanish speakers demonstrate LA preference with complex NPs in
subject position, e.g. in (2b):
(2) a. Alguien disparó contra la criada1 de la actriz2 que EC1 estaba en el balcón.
Someone shot the maid of the actress that was on the balcony
b. La criada1 de la actriz2 que EC2 estaba en el balcón es rubia.
The maid of the actress that EC was-sitting on the balcony is blonde
These findings, which are at odds with the otherwise uniform Local Attachment
preference found for other structures in the same languages (e.g. PPs, Phillips &
Gibson 1997), led to question the universality of locality in processing and, as a
consequence, of the very existence of universal principles of parsing. These
doubts, in turn, raise important theoretical problems with respect to a theory of
language acquisition. With reference to acquisition, Fodor (1998) pointed out that:
The whole explanatory project (based on the hypothesis) that the processing
mechanism is fully innate and applies differently to different languages only to
the extent that their grammars differ) is in peril because of the discovery that
Late Closure3 is not universal.
This situation is made even more problematic by the observation that attachment
preferences and frequency of attachment do not correlate in an obvious way
(Gibson, Schütze & Salomon, 1996; Augurzky, 2006 for discussion).
Several syntactic (type of P, position of complex NP, Nominal vs. Clausal
context) and prosodic (length of RC, lengthening of tonic syllable in NP2,
duration of prosodic breaks) factors have been shown to influence attachment, and
several accounts have been proposed to explain this variation (e.g. the Tuning
Hypothesis, Brysbaert & Mitchell 1996; Construal, Gilboy et al. 1995, Frazier &
Clifton 1996; Predicate Proximity, Gibson et al. 1996; Anaphoric Binding,
Hemforth et al. 1998, 2000b,a, Konieczny & Hemforth 2000; Implicit Prosody,
Fodor 1998a,b; and much related work). The literature on the topic is extremely
(2000); Brysbaert & Mitchell (1996); Carreiras & Clifton (1993, 1999); De Vincenzi & Job (1993,
1995); Gilboy, Sopena, Clifton & Frazier (1995); Gibson, Pearlmutter, Canseco-Gonzalez &
Hickok (1996); Gibson, Pearlmutter & Torrens (1999); Gibson & Schütze (1999); Phillips &
Gibson (1997); Kamide & Mitchell (1997); Hemforth, Konieczny, Scheepers & Strube (1998);
Hemforth, Konieczny & Scheepers (2000b,a); Hemforth, Konieczny, Seelig & Walter (2000c);
Konieczny, Hemforth, Scheepers & Strube (1997); Konieczny & Hemforth (2000); Miyamoto
(1999); Miyamoto, Nakamura & Takahashi (2005); Fodor (1998a,b, 2002); Fernández (2003);
M.Fernández, Bradley, Igoa & Teira (2003); Fernández, Fodor, de Almeida, Bradley & Quinn
(2003); Fern_andez & Bradley (2004a); Lourenço-Gomes (2005); Maia, Costa, Fernández &
Lourenço-Gomes (2004); Maia & Maia (2001); Maia et al. (2004); Desmet, Brysbaert & Baecke
(2002); Augurzky (2005); Lovrić (2003); Sekerina (1997, 2004); Sekerina, Petrova & Fernández
(2003); Fraga, García-Orza & Acuña (2005); Wijnen (1998, 2004), among many others.
3
Late Closure: When possible, attach incoming lexical items into the clause or phrase currently
being processed.
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vast and it’s beyond the scope and the goals of the present paper to present it and
discuss it. Excellent reviews can be found in Fernandez (2003) and Augurzky
(2006).4
The main aim of this paper is to offer a solution to this problem. The solution
stems form the recognition of a previously unnoticed grammatical distinction
between the languages and structures under consideration: the availability of
Pseudo Relatives. In section 2 I briefly discuss some core properties that
distinguish Pseudo Relatives (PR) from genuine Relative Clauses. In section 3 I
propose that the availability of PRs (combined with Minimal Attachment)
accounts for the observed variation in parsing preferences both across languages
and syntactic structures. In the remainder of section 3, I provide evidence for the
proposed account based on both previous results and novel experimental findings
from the Psycholinguistics Lab at CLUNL (Grillo & Costa 2012; Grillo,
Fernandes & Costa 2012).
2. Not all Cs are created equal
A standard assumption in the literature on RC attachment is that 1(a) and 1(b) are
equivalent and both two way ambiguous, i.e. that English that and Spanish (or
Italian/French/Dutch) que/che/qui/die are essentially equal in their function.
Assuming identity at the grammatical level necessarily puts all the burden of
explanation of the existing variation on the parser, and generates the problems
mentioned above for a theory of universals in parsing.
Importantly, however, this assumption is wrong: the syntactic properties of
English that are not the same as those of Italian che or Spanish que. In fact,
despite their obvious similarities, a careful analysis will reveal that the Italian and
the Spanish Cs are also not equal to each other. The English 1(a) is two-way
ambiguous in that the RC introduced by that can be attached both to NP1 and
NP2. The Spanish “counterpart” 1(b), however, is three-way ambiguous: as in the
English sentence, que can introduce a RC attaching either to NP1 or NP2, but in
addition, que can also introduce a Pseudo Relative which attaches to V and
obligatorily takes NP1 as its subject.5
2.1 Pseudo Relatives
Pseudo Relatives and RCs are string identical, yet their syntactic and semantic
properties differ drastically.
(4) a. Ho visto [SCGianni [che correva]] / He visto a Juan que corria / J’ai vu Jean
qui courait
b. *I saw John that ran
c. I saw John running
Semantically, RCs denote individuals, and PRs propositions. Syntactically, the
differences are extremely clear, among others:
4

Several accounts have been proposed to explain the asymmetries, e.g. the Tuning Hypothesis
(Brysbaert & Mitchell 1996), Construal (Gilboy et al. 1995; Frazier & Clifton 1996), Predicate
Proximity (Gibson et al. 1996), Anaphoric Binding (Hemforth et al. 1998, 2000b,a; Konieczny &
Hemforth 2000), Implicit Prosody (Fodor 1998a,b).
5
That-trace effects are an obvious domain of variation (see Rizzi 2006, Rizzi and Shlonsky 2007
for discussion). An explicit attempt to link PRs and that-t effects in French is made in Koopman
and Sportiche (2010).
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i. PRs, but obviously not RCs, are only available with embedded subjects (*Ho
visto Gianni che Maria baciava EC / I saw Gianni that Maria kissed EC);
ii. PRs are subject to strict restrictions in Tense and Aspect restrictions: if I
perceive an event, that event has to happen/unfold within the same temporal
window of the perception. Therefore PRs have to match the Tense expressed
in the matrix verb (5a,b) and have to occur in the imperfective form; the
perfective would describe a completed event, which is not compatible with
direct perception (compare also the use of gerundive in English, Spanish,
Brazilian Portuguese and many other languages):
(5) a. *Ho visto Gianni che correrà / I saw that Gianni that will run
b. *Ho visto Gianni che è corso a casa / I saw Gianni that ran home
iii. PR occur with che/que/qui but not with genuine Relative Pronouns (*Ho visto
Gianni il quale correva), which are restricted to RCs; PRs, but not RCs are
available with proper names.
Several analyses of PRs have been proposed; importantly, they all recognize the
fundamental difference between RCs and PRs.6
For concreteness, I will assume Cinque’s (1995) analysis throughout. Cinque
proposes a Small Clause (SC) account of PRs (parallel to Declerck’s 1981
tripartite analysis of Small Clauses), which, among other things, offers a
straightforward explanation of the ability of PRs to appear in all contexts in which
SCs appear. I will assume this to be correct for Italian; however, the availability of
PRs across languages, and often across speakers (e.g. in European Portuguese),
varies considerably.
In the environment of perceptual verbs, PRs behave just like Small Clauses:
they project as complements and are interpreted as propositions, i.e. direct
perception of an event is reported: I saw an event of John running. Direct
perception is the fundamental distinction between (3a) and Ho visto che Gianni
correva / I saw that John ran; the latter can be inferred (from e.g. seeing John all
sweaty), while the former can only be used when the event of John running was
actually perceived. The same interpretive difference emerges in the English Accing constructions, as the translations to the examples above clearly show.
The examples in (6) illustrate the different structural properties of the RC (a)
and PR reading (b): crucially for us, in 6(a) the main verb takes a DP as its
complement and the RC modifies that DP; at the interpretive level this is mapped
as the perception of an entity/individual having certain additional restrictions
specified in the RC. In 6(b), on the other hand, the matrix verb takes the whole
Pseudo Relative Small Clause as its complement, and the DP is the subject of that
clause; at the semantic level, we are reporting the perception of an event.
(6) a. RC reading
Ho [V’ visto [DP NP1 il ragazzo [CP che t correva]]
b. PR reading
Ho [V’ visto [SC [DP1 il ragazzo ][CP che correva]]
6

On Pseudo Relatives see: Radford (1975); Graffi (1980); Burzio (1981, 1986); Kayne (1981);
Taraldsen (1981); Declerck (1981, 1982); McCawley (1981); Auwera (1985); Guasti (1988, 1992,
1993); Rizzi (1992); Raposo (1989); Cinque (1992); Brito (1995); Labelle (1996); Rafel (1999);
Côté (1999); Koenig & Lambrecht (1999); Koopman & Sportiche (2010), among others.
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This distinction, which at first sight and in the context of a simple DP might
appear minimal, reveals its importance once we consider complex DPs.
(7) a. RC reading, Low Attachment
I [V’ saw [DP1 [NP1 the son] [PP of [DP2 the doctor [CP that ran]]]]]
b. RC reading, High Attachment
I [V’ saw [DP1 the [NP1 [N’ son [N’ [PP of [DP2 the doctor]] [CP that ran]]]]]
c. PR reading: DP1 only accessible subject
I [V’ saw [SC [DP1 the son [PP of [DP2 the doctor]]] [CP that ran]]
When the matrix verb takes an NP as its subject, the che clause is projected as a
RC, and the parser has to choose whether to attach the RC to the first or the
second NP (7a,b). However, when the matrix verb takes a SC as its complement,
as in 7(c), the ambiguity is gone and the only possible subject for the embedded
verb is DP1.
In what follows I will argue that when a PR is available, it will be preferred
over an RC reading, and that this explains the variation in attachment preferences,
both across languages and across structures.
3. Variable Syntax, Uniform Parsing
The main claim of this paper is that variation in Attachment Preferences, both
across languages and syntactic structures, reduces to the availability of PRs: when
PRs are projected, the verb takes the whole Small Clause, and not DP1 as an
argument (or adjunct). In this situation, DP2 is not an accessible subject for the
Small Clause: this gives the “illusion” of High Attachment, but actually, no
preference is at stake here: DP1 is the only grammatical option.
The main question therefore is: how does the parser decide between an RC and
PR reading of a che clause? I propose the following:
(8) PR first Hypothesis: When PRs are available, everything else being equal, they
will be preferred over RCs because of Minimal Attachment.7
The rationale behind (8) is that PRs are less complex than RCs, both syntactically
and semantically (in terms of the relative complexity of the semantic
representation associated with each). We know on independent grounds (garden
path effects) that RC readings are strongly dispreferred by the parser when an
alternative subject–verb composition is available (the horse raced past the barn
fell). Notice that the goal of the present study is to establish that certain parsing
preferences are universal. Their characterization and origin, as Minimal
Attachment or otherwise, is not essential to this goal. What’s relevant to the
present point is that some principle akin to Minimal Attachment seems to be at
stake: much like in other ambiguous strings, restrictive relatives are not the
7

Minimal Attachment: Attach incoming material into the phrase-marker being constructed using
the fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness rules of the language. “Everything else being
equal”, in the context of experimental settings, relates mostly to possible syntactic priming effects:
e.g. if half of your fillers are straightforward RCs, an RC reading will most likely be preferred;
similarly, the use of straightforward Small Clauses as fillers should be avoided, as it is likely to
affect the preferred reading. This factor, combined with the lack of access to the full list of items
and fillers, makes it hard to evaluate previous experimental work at the light of the present
proposal.
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preferred parse in the absence of a context supporting the relevant presupposition.
The choice of characterizing this principle of economy as operating over the depth
of syntactic structures or over the relative complexity of presuppositions would
seem to lead to the same results: both characterizations would favor a Small
Clause reading here.
(9) Predictions: The hypothesis in (8) is easily falsifiable since it makes several
strong predictions, a few of which are listed below:
1. High Attachment preferences will emerge whenever PRs are available;
2. Universal Low Attachment preferences will be observed with genuine
restrictive RCs, i.e. when PRs are not available;
3. High Attachment preferences will also be observed in any context
allowing an ambiguity between a reduced RC and a correlate of PR
interpretation, e.g. the Acc-ing construction in English (I saw the son of
the doctor (that was) running), Prepositional Infinitive Constructions in
Portuguese (PIC, Raposo 1989: Vi o filho do medico a correr).
In the remainder of this paper, I show that these predictions are corroborated by
both previous findings and novel experimental results.
3.1 Explaining variation across languages
As shown in Table 1, with the exception of Russian, there is an almost perfect
correspondence between the availability of PRs and Attachment Preferences:
Language
English
Romanian
Basque
German
Russian
Spanish
Italian
French
Dutch
Bulgarian
Serbo-Croatian
Japanese
Korean
Greek

Attachment PRs
•
Low
•
Low
•
Low
•
Low*
•
High*
•
High
•
High
•
High
•
High
•
High
•
High
•
High
•
High
•
High

Table 1: Attachment Preferences and PR availability
While the strength of the prediction is evident from the results summarized in
Table 1, a few notes are in order. First of all, remember that several factors can
determine the availability of PR: not only the semantic properties of the matrix
verb (does the matrix V subcategorize for PRs?), but also the temporal and
aspectual properties of the matrix and embedded verb. Notice further that different
kinds of PRs exist (i.e. argument/adjunct) and different types of verbs differ in
their ability to combine with them: perceptual verbs can take both argument and
adjunct PRs, whereas verbs of the incontrare/meet kind only take adjunct PRs
(see Cinque 1992 for discussion). For this reason to obtain a complete picture we
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need to proceed to a more detailed study of previous results, one that takes into
account the fine structural and semantic properties of the stimuli used. Secondly,
notice that the literature on German produced contrasting results: traditionally,
German is treated as High Attachment preference language, based on the work of
Hemforth et al. (1998, 2000a,b); Konieczny & Hemforth (2000); more recently,
however, Augurzky (2005) obtained a consistent Low Attachment preference in a
series of online and offline experiments, and concluded, also on the basis of ERP
results, that German is a Low Attachment Language. This contrast allows me to
introduce a note of caution, which also applies to Russian: while PRs are widely
attested in a variety of environments in certain languages, e.g. in Italian, their
availability in other languages (e.g. Portuguese, and to a minor extent Greek) is
subject to great variation, both regional, generational and often what appears to be
purely individual.8
In order to strengthen these results, in-depth comparative work must be
conducted, taking into account the various factors involved in the availability of
PRs,. This is especially true given that, even in those rare cases in which we do
have access to the sentence stimuli used in the experiments conducted so far on
attachment preferences, we still don’t know what kind of fillers were used by the
authors. This is particularly important in the light of what was said above (note 7)
about syntactic priming. Yet, while we can’t take this generalization at face value,
it’s hard not to be struck by the strength of the prediction and the variety of
languages it correctly applies to.
3.2 Explaining variation across syntactic structures
As mentioned above, several authors have shown that the characteristic
asymmetry in attachment preferences disappears in certain specific syntactic
environments, i.e. speakers of HA languages, such as Spanish, display Low
Attachment preference in those environments. A short selection of such
environments is listed below (ex. 9-12):
(Hemforth et al. submitted)
(9) SUBJECTS
a. The maid of the actress (that was) sitting on the balcony is blonde
b. La criada de la actriz que estaba sentada en el balcón es rubia
(10) NOMINALS9
(Gibson et al. 1996)
a. The lamp near the painting of the house (that was) damaged by the flood
b. La lámpara cerca de la pintura de la casa que fue dañada en la
inundacíon

8

A second related issue is the following: some of the factors considered here might play a role
even in languages that do not allow for PRs; e.g. when parsing a sentence starting with I saw the
boy…, the parser will have to make a choice between two possible continuation at the boy – i.e.,
syntactically the parser will have the option to project the NP as the object of V or as the subject of
a SC, the latter being the object of V; semantically, between the perceptual report of an entity or an
event. The sentence, in fact, might continue as I saw the boy running or I saw the boy you
mentioned yesterday. To clarify this issue, we are currently comparing attachment preferences
with Verbs (and Nouns) that take/don’t take SCs as complement in English.
9
PRs, in fact, are available in NP contexts in some languages (e.g. Italian) but not others (Spanish
or Portuguese, see Rafel, 1999). This availability is limited to event-introducing nominal, e.g. la
foto di Gianni che corre è bella / the picture of John running is beautiful.
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(11) TYPE OF P
(De Vincenzi & Job 1993)
a.Qualcuno ha sparato alla governante con l’attrice che stava seduta al
balcone
b. Someone shot the maid with the actress (that was) sitting on the balcony
(12) UNAMBIGUOUS RELATIVE PRONOUNS
(Fernandez 2003, p.31)
Vi al hijo del medico el cual estaba en el balcón
I saw the son of the doctor whorel-pro was on the balcony
Crucially, what these contexts have in common is their inability to introduce
propositions, i.e. PRs are not available in any of these environments, and LA is
correctly predicted. That the PR reading is not available in these contexts is well
illustrated by the English version of the examples 10 and 12, in which we have to
add a “that was: even in the absence of the complementizer, the following string
“sitting on the balcony” is still interpreted as a reduced relative clause (a generally
dispreferred interpretation) and not as a Small Clause of the Acc-ing type.
Notice that this pattern does not simply follow from position (subject vs. object)
or category (N vs. V). As it will be shown below, what drives attachment
preferences is the availability of PRs, i.e. the presence of a context capable to
introduce propositions. Manipulating this property of the contexts changes this
state of affairs, often quite dramatically:
(13) PR COMPATIBLE SUBJECTS
a. The maids of the actresses (*that were) running is quite an event
b. La criada de la actriz que corre es un evento
(14) PR COMPATIBLE NOMINALS
L’immagine del figlio del medico che corre è davvero bella
The picture of the son of the doctor running is very beautiful
The che clause in (14), despite being embedded in a nominal, is ambiguous
between a PR and RC reading: this is due to the fact that picture of NPs can
introduce events. Even more to the point, in (13), due to the semantic and
agreement properties of the matrix predicate is an event, the RC reading becomes
agrammatical, and PR/SC is the only available interpretation despite it being
embedded within a subject. Importantly, the experimental works cited above
didn’t make use of these special contexts.
Summing up, once the availability of PRs is taken into account, previous
(often conflicting or confusing) results from the experimental literature on
attachment preferences are amenable to a uniform explanation: as predicted, High
Attachment is observed in a given language only in contexts that allow for a PR
reading, whereas in all genuine RC contexts, Low Attachment preference prevails.
3.3 Novel experimental evidence
In a series of experiments on Italian, Spanish and Portuguese, developed together
with my colleagues at CLUNL, we manipulated the availability of PRs by
exploiting different grammatical constraints. The experiments employ standard
questionnaires with complex NPs and a modifying che/that clause, and are
designed to check for attachment preferences. The factors manipulated include:
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type of RC, i.e. position of extraction (subject-object), type of Verb or Nominal
(event vs. state) and position of the complex NP (Center Embedding vs. Right
Branching) 10 . The results, reported in Grillo and Costa (2012), consistently
support the present hypothesis: a significant difference was observed between the
PR and no-PR conditions; in particular, HA preference was observed in all
conditions allowing for a PR reading of the che clause, whereas LA preferences
emerged in all conditions in which the availability of PRs was excluded on
grammatical grounds.
In a third experiment (reported in Grillo, Fernandes and Costa in preparation), we
tested Prepositional Infinitive Constructions in Portuguese, a structure that has
very similar properties to PRs (cf. Raposo 1989; Cinque 1995) when it appears in
eventive contexts (e.g.: O João viu o filho do medico a correr / John saw the son
of the doctor running), and which can, or has to, be interpreted as a reduced
relative clause in certain environments (e.g. in the contexts of verbs or nominals
introducing a state: O João vive com o filho do medico a correr / John lives with
the son of the doctor running). Once again, the results obtained show a very clear
HA preference (72.9% HA) in the PR condition (although it might be more
precise to call it Small Clause condition or PIC condition in this case) and LA
preference in the no-PR condition (37.8% HA).
4. Final remarks
The finding that speakers of different languages demonstrate different attachment
preferences for RCs in complex NP contexts raised a serious problem for a
universal theory of processing, a complicated riddle for the otherwise strong
generalization for locality in parsing and, as a consequence, very serious issues for
a theory of language acquisition.
The problems raised by these asymmetries, of course, only stand insofar as the
languages and constructions under scrutiny are uniform from a structural point of
view. A ubiquitous assumption in the literature on attachment preferences is that
this is indeed the case. I have shown that this assumption is wrong: some
languages (Spanish, Italian, Dutch…) allow for a Pseudo Relative reading of the
relevant string (NP P NP C), while in others (English, German, Romanian) this
string can only be interpreted as a genuine Relative Clause.
I have also argued that this grammatical difference can account for attachment
preference asymmetries both across languages and across syntactic structures.
The hypothesis I’ve entertained is that when a PR reading is available, it will be
preferred over the RC reading for Minimal Attachment, the latter reading being
more complex in terms of syntactic structure and amount of presupposition
required.
Since when PRs are projected, attachment to NP1 is the only grammatical option,
the hypothesis predicts that HA preferences will obtain when they are available.
The hypothesis also predicts that LA preferences will be observed whenever we
are dealing with genuine RCs, i.e. when PRs are not available.
Drawing from both previous and novel experimental results, I have shown that
this is indeed the case: the availability of PRs allows us to predict attachment
preferences both across languages and across structures. These results strengthen
the idea that locality is a universal principle of processing and more generally
support a theory of processing as a set of universal, innate principles.
10

I underlined the conditions that do not allow for a PR reading.
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Agreement is normally defined as an asymmetric
dependency whose realization proceeds (i) in a subject-toverb direction and (ii) independently from the thematic and
discourse functions of the elements involved. In this work, I
review some experimental data from Spanish and Italian
showing that the directionality of agreement is not as rigid
as assumed in standard models and that the comprehension
of these dependencies critically touches on the discourse
component.

I wish this could be as inspiring to Luigi’s work
as my conversations with him have been to me.
1. Introduction
Agreement is a pervasive phenomenon that manifests itself when grammatical
information appears on a word that is not the source of that information. Early
derivational grammars defined agreement as a relation holding between two elements
– a controller and a target – that share specific features, with the controller (also
called trigger) being the element from which grammatical information originates, and
the target the element that inherits the information. Subject-verb agreement (s-v
agreement, henceforth) is a perfectly-fitting instantiation of the controller-target
relation. What characterizes this dependency is the systematic covariance (Steele,
1978) existing between the feature sets of the former and latter member of the
relation: the subject can vary between singular and plural number, and among 1st, 2nd
and 3rd Person, with the form of the verb that changes accordingly, so that an identity
of features is realized. Covariance is an essential notion: it is not sufficient that two
elements happen to share properties, the sharing must be also systematic.
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1.1 Agreement as displacement of information
An important aspect of agreement concerns the way this dependency is
morphologically expressed on the verb. In Italian, as in many other languages, Person
and Number values are expressed by an affix that attaches to the verb stem. Crucially,
the same morpheme marks both Person and Number information. In (1) below, the
agreement morpheme –e represents both the 3rd person and the singular value of the
subject ‘il gatto’.
(1) Il gatto
corre
The cat3.sg runs3.sg
‘The cat runs’

(Italian)

This leads to the first research question raised in this work: does the parser
distinguish between Person and Number during agreement processing, or are these
features undifferentiated and accessed as a bundle? This question reflects the
theoretical divide existing between the single-cluster analyses of agreement
elaborated within standard minimalist analyses (Chomsky, 1995) and the distinctcluster analysis put forth within the cartographic framework (cf. Shlonsky, 1989,
2000, 2009; Sigurdsson, 2004; Sigurdsson & Holmberg, 2008, among the others).
Similarly, within recent psycholinguistic research, an unequivocal answer has not
been given yet (see Section 3 below). In light of this, this work represents an attempt
to clarify whether a dissociation between Person and Number can be maintained, both
in processing and in sentence structure terms.
1.2. Asymmetry
The idea of a controller-target dependency highlights a fundamental aspect of
agreement, namely its asymmetrical character. Seeing agreement as an asymmetrical
relation implies not only that this phenomenon is a matter of ‘displaced’ grammatical
information (Corbett, 2006) copied from the controller to the target, but also that the
two elements involved in the relation do not play the same role. Two are the
interrelated ways in which the asymmetry between controller and target manifests
itself. First, the controller (the subject) has no choice of feature value, while the target
(the verb) does. The target can have different morphological forms available to match
the Person and Number features of the noun: in (1), the verb corre, a 3rd person
singular, is one of them, which is chosen on the basis of the Person and Number
values of the subject-controller. The controller, on the other side, does not have the
same availability of morphological forms: a lexical DP comes only as a 3rd person
and the only variance allowed is between singular and plural. On this view, it is the
verb that agrees with the subject, and not conversely. Second, the contribution to
semantic interpretation is related to the controller rather than to the target: if we shift
from a singular to a plural subject in (1), the verb varies accordingly, but it is not the
plural Number marking on the verb that will affect the interpretation. Rather,
interpretation will rely on the subject argument (cf. Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001).
In sum, two assumptions seem rather straightforward and unequivocal about
agreement: i) it is based on a systematic covariance of features, which surfaces as
feature identity between controller and target; ii) the unidirectionality of the feature
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valuing process, which is supposed to operate from subject to verb and not viceversa.
Straightforward as they may seem, these assumptions are nevertheless controversial.
Let us see why.
Across languages, agreement patterns are found in which a featural mismatch
between subject and verb is allowed. Unagreement in Spanish is one such
phenomenon, in which the presence of a Person mismatch between a plural subject
and a verb produces nonetheless a well-formed sentence, as in (2):
(2) Los periodistas
escribimos un artículo muy interesante.
wrote1.pl
an article very
interesting
The journalists3.pl
‘We journalists wrote a very interesting article’
It should be noticed that in Spanish, feature mismatches of the kind illustrated in (2)
are possible only with plural subjects, while singular subjects (e.g. el periodista/the
journalist) require a fully matching verbal form (e.g. escribiste2.sg/ you write).
The relevance of Unagreement resides in the presence of an allegedly reversed
checking procedure that permits the copying of the relevant Person information from
verb to subject, and the interpretation of the nominal as ‘We journalists’, ensuring the
grammaticality of the sentence. Person on the verb should not be regarded as a copy
of nominal Person, but it may have an autonomous status, thus challenging the
traditional views that identify the locus of interpretation in the nominal argument.
1.3 The Person Asymmetry Hypothesis
The third issue addressed in this work is related to a more fine-grained aspect of
s-v agreement. Namely, it concerns the distinction between 1st/2nd and 3rd person
pronouns. Morphological and configurational splits among pronouns have been
highlighted in a variety of languages and have been attributed to different featural
specifications of pronouns. A long-standing tradition (Benveniste, 1966; Forcheimer,
1953; Jakobson, 1971) distinguishes 1st and 2nd person pronouns from 3rd ones on the
basis of the capacity that the former, but not the latter pronouns, have to pick up and
identify a specific speech participant (Speaker and Addressee). This intrinsic
difference in terms of discourse-(un)relatedness is thought to affect the featural
makeup of pronouns. As real participants in the speech act, 1st and 2nd person are
taken to be specified for the Person feature, while 3rd person pronouns, which
represent entities being talked about without any active role in the speech act, are
taken to be specified for the Number feature only (Anagnostopoulou, 2003;
Benveniste, 1966; Harley & Ritter, 2002; Kayne, 2000, inter alia). Identity with (or
inclusion of) a speech participant is thus the criterion used to discern the two classes
of pronouns, and the discourse-relatedness of a pronoun is therefore determined
solely on this basis. Alternative and less radical feature representations have been
developed (cf. Bianchi, 2006; Sigurdsson, 2004) that do not analyse the discourserelatedness of a pronominal form solely on the basis of the reference to an underlying
speech participant. It is true that 1st and 2nd person differ from 3rd person in their
reference to a speech role, but there are also similarities between the three forms that
have not been captured by former analyses, namely the fact that 3rd person refers to a
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contextually salient entity that determines a certain degree of discourse-relatedness
(Bianchi, 2006).

1.4 The present work
The aim of this work is to cast a new light onto the computation of agreement, by
offering insights from both a theoretical and a psycholinguistic perspective. In line
with previous mainstream theoretical and psycholinguistic models, agreement is
described as a dependency that hinges on the performance of a formal operation like
Agree. The key property of this operation concerns the involvement of fine-grained
interpretive properties of Person and Number –which will be called interpretive
anchors – that are capable of guiding interpretation, integration but also repair stages
of processing in case of anomaly.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, I will present the core tenets of
an alternative approach to agreement feature representation and processing based on
feature anchors, while in Section 3, an introduction to psycholinguistic findings on
agreement processing will be provided. In Section 4 and 5, experimental data on
Spanish and Italian agreement comprehension will be provided to support the
approach outlined here. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions will be drawn to highlight
the relevance of feature anchors for both the realization and the comprehension of
agreement dependencies.
2. On features, anchors and interpretation
It is known that the information conveyed by Number and Person is intrinsically
different. While the former feature expresses the mere numerosity of a nominal
argument, the latter refers to the argument’s role with respect to the participants in the
speech act, i.e. Speaker and Addressee. As Jakobson (1971) observes, ‘Person
characterizes the participants of the narrated event with reference to the participants
of the speech event’. A deictic component is therefore present in Person information
that may crucially shape the way this feature is licensed and interpreted. Recent
theoretical analyses have indeed emphasized on the fact that this feature can be
interpreted only in relation to speech act participants (Bianchi, 2003, 2006;
Sigurdsson, 2004). For instance, a 1st person value expresses identity with (or
inclusion of) the Speaker, while a 2nd person value identity with (or inclusion of) the
Addressee. Third person instead indicates non-identity of the referent with either the
Speaker or the Addressee. On this view, Speaker and Addressee are individuals
participating in the speech event, which recalls the kaplanian representation of the
context as an index made of several coordinates that directly refer to the actual
circumstance of utterance, namely its time, location and participants (Kaplan, 1989).
The link existing between Person specifications and the speech act has been
explicitly implemented in recent cartographic analyses of agreement and agreement
features that posit a syntactic encoding of speech act and participants in the left
periphery of the sentence. Bianchi (2003, 2006) draws a parallel between Person
agreement and Tense marking and identifies the anchoring point for both features in
the so-called Logophoric Centre (LC), which constitutes the centre of deixis and
hence corresponds to the speech event, with its spatial, temporal and participant
coordinates. In structural terms, Bianchi’s LC resides in Fin (following Rizzi’s 1997
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approach), the head encoding information concerning the finite or non-finite nature of
a clause. It is the LC that licenses full-fledged Person agreement and absolute Tense,
by establishing a link – or anchoring – between the IP layer of the sentence (where
‘morphosyntactic’ Person is expressed) and the left periphery of the sentence.
In a similar fashion, Sigurdsson (2004) has captured this link in terms of
matching relation among features. What characterizes Person, with respect to
Number, is a matching established between clause-internal positions – the IP system
– and the participants in the speech act, arguably expressed in the left periphery of the
clause (the CP system, cf. Rizzi, 1997), as in (2):
(3)

[CP

Force..λA λP.. Top..ST..SL[IP..PersS..NumS..M..T..[vP…]]]

More precisely, Sigurdsson (2004) subdivides clause structure into three layers, each
of them encoding specific features: the lexical layer in the vP shell, encoding event
features; the inflectional layer in the IP area, encoding grammatical features; and the
speech event layer within the CP area, encoding speech act features (speech
participant, speech time and speech location features). A matching relation ties
lexical to grammatical features, and grammatical features to speech act ones. This
way, an Agent can be linked to a 1st person pronoun or 1st person verbal morphology,
and consequently to a Speaker role (a Logophoric Agent, in Sigurdsson’s terms), as
shown in (4). This would lead to proper interpretation of Person.
1st person by computation
2nd person by computation
3rd person by computation
(from Sigurdsson, 2004:27)

(4) Θ = +Person = + λA - λP
Θ = +Person = - λA + λP
Θ = +Person = - λA - λP

To sum up, for Person to be interpreted, matching must necessarily involve
speech participants features in the left periphery of the sentence. No such IP-left
periphery connection is necessary for Number, whose interpretation does not
necessitate any link outside of the local subject-verb configuration.
A fundamental difference therefore lies at the heart of the distinction between
Person and Number, namely the requirements that their interpretation imposes. To
clarify this point, I will introduce the notion of ‘interpretive anchor’, which I will use
throughout to refer to the two features’ interpretive properties. Let us better define
this concept.
A tight connection (a mapping) exists between structure and interpretation: to
receive a proper interpretation, each morphosyntactic feature entering a derivation
activates its ‘anchor’, a specific feature in the semantic representation of the sentence.
This link to the anchor will be activated every time the morphosyntactic feature is
involved in operations entailing its licensing and interpretation, as is ther case when
Agree is performed. In the case of Number, its interpretive anchor will be represented
by the Number specification on the subject argument, involving thus no link outside
of the specifier-head configuration within which subject-verb agreement occurs. In
essence, this amounts to saying that Number is interpretable on the subject, in
accordance with standard minimalist assumptions. A different interpretive anchor is
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instead identified for Person. In this case, interpretation is made possible by the link
activated between clause-internal positions (the specifier and head positions of IP)
and the speech act layer, where speech participants features are encoded. In other
words, the interpretive anchor of Person resides in the speech act participants
representation.
In light of this, the interpretability status of nominal and verbal Person needs to
be re-examined: if neither the former nor the latter represent the interpretive anchor,
they become two autonomous values, whose interpretation requires a separate
anchoring to the speech act participant layer. This obviously marks a fundamental
point of departure from standard minimalist analyses of agreement and agreement
features, which indicate the subject argument as the locus of Person interpretation.
The mechanism driving Person and Number interpretation can be stated as follows:
(5) FEATURE INTERPRETATION PROCEDURE (FIP):
A feature is interpreted in relation to its anchor:
a) The anchor for Person resides in the speech act participants layer;
b) The anchor for Number resides in the subject argument.
By introducing the notion of ‘interpretive anchor’, I have sketched an approach to
Person and Number agreement that seems to accurately account for the intrinsic
differences underlying the two features. In the following, I will try to show that the
presence of distinct interpretive anchors for Person and Number can explain the
Person-Number dissociation that emerged from on-line studies of s-v agreement
processing.
3. The psycholinguistics of agreement
The on-line processing of agreement has been fruitfully studied by measuring
comprehenders’ reading and response times (Carminati, 2005), as well as by tracking
their eye movements during the reading of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences
(Braze et al. 2002; Deutsch & Bentin, 2001; Ni et al. 1998; Pearlmutter et al. 1999).
Another source of influential and reliable evidence on agreement processing comes
from methodologies such as the event-related potential technique (ERPs). ERPs are
averages of brain electrical activity time-locked to some external or internal event,
such as the reading of a word or sentence. They are classified according to their
polarity (i.e. positive or negative deflections in the waveform), the time of their onset
or peak occurrence in milliseconds, and their topographical distribution across the
scalp. Thanks to its exquisite temporal resolution, this technique can help us identify
specific processing stages and provide information concerning the nature of the
mechanisms involved in the analysis of an agreement dependency.
Processing mechanisms can be best understood when the system is forced to deal
with mistakes (Wagers et al., 2009). Cross-linguistically, agreement anomalies have
been found to elicit a positive deflection starting about 600 ms post-stimulus onset
(P600), often preceded by an increased anterior negativity lateralized to the left
hemisphere (LAN) and arising between 300-500 ms post-stimulus (English:
Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Italian: De Vincenzi et al. 2003; Dutch: Hagoort et al.
1993; Hagoort & Brown, 2000; Spanish: Silva-Pereyra & Carreiras, 2007; German:
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Rossi et al. 2005). In general, LAN effects have been functionally interpreted as
indexing the detection of a syntactic violation (Hagoort et al., 1999), while the
presence of anomalies affecting the interpretation of the sentence has been found to
produce a centro-posterior negativity with a slightly right scalp distribution that peaks
about 400 ms post-stimulus onset. This effect, referred to as N400, is commonly
regarded as a marker of increased effort in lexical-semantic processing (Kutas &
Hillyard, 1980). P600 effects, in contrast, have been linked to reanalysis/repair
(Friederici, 2002; Hagoort et al., 1993) but also syntactic integration processes
(Carreiras et al. 2004; Kaan et al. 2000).
According to some authors (Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Carreiras et al. 2004;
Kaan & Swaab, 2003; Molinaro et al. 2008), the reanalysis processes underlying the
P600 effect would be pursued in two subsequent stages. In the first stage (between
about 500 and 800 ms), integration of all the information concerning the critical word
with the information concerning the previous sentence fragment is performed, in
order to detect the source of the incongruence. In this stage, not only syntactic and
semantic information would be handled by the parser, but also discourse-related
information, as shown by Kaan & Swaab (2003), who reported frontally distributed
P600 effects due to a greater number of referents to be integrated in the same
discourse representation. Once the anomaly has been correctly diagnosed, in the late
phase of the P600 effect (after 800 ms), repair of anomalous features is assumed to be
performed (Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Molinaro et al. 2008; Kaan and Swaab, 2003).
4. On the Person-Number distinction: evidence from Spanish and Italian
Several ERP findings suggest the presence of a functional dissociation among
agreement features. While a considerable number of studies on agreement have dealt
with number and gender (Barber & Carreiras, 2005; Deutsch & Bentin, 2001;
Hagoort et al. 1999; Hagoort, 2003; Molinaro et al. 2008; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995,
among others), person has been given less attention and fewer studies can be found in
the ERP literature on person agreement. Nevins et al. (2007) found that in Hindi, the
P600 effect generated by a gender+person mismatch had a greater amplitude than the
one elicited by single gender, single number and gender+number mismatches.
According to the authors, this modulation in the P600 amplitude should be attributed
to the special status of person violations, rather than to an enhanced response to
multiple violations of agreement features. Such an interpretation is convergent with
evidence from language processing (Carminati, 2005) and language typology
(Greenberg, 1963), which points to the presence of an implicational hierarchy among
features, namely Person>Number>Gender.
Mancini et al. (2011a) found clear differences at the verb position in sentences
containing person and number anomalies like those in (7) and (8) (PM and NM
respectively), compared to (6), in early as well as in later processing stages.
(6)

Los cocineron cocinaron un pescado muy rico
The cooks3.pl cooked3.pl very tasty fish

(7)

*El cocinero cocinaste un pescado muy rico
The cook3.sg cooked2.sg very tasty fish
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*El cocinero cocinaron un pescado muy rico
The cook3.sg cook3.pl very tasty fish
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NM

Specifically, while number violations relative to Control produced a LAN
followed by a P600 with posterior distribution, person anomalies (relative to Control)
generated an N400 component followed by a positivity that was frontally distributed
in the early phase, but posteriorly distributed in the late one (Figure 1). In processing
terms, one can thus argue that the different anchoring positions of the two features
determine different anomaly detection and repair strategies.

Figure 1. ERP effects to Person (relative to Control) and Number (relative to Control)
anomalies. From Mancini et al. (2011a)

The different early negative effects elicited by Person and Number violations
may be the result of the activation/inspection of different interpretive anchors for the
two features and for the different levels of analysis affected by the two violations. On
the one side, the interpretation of Person relies on a cross-dimensional mapping
between the inflectional layer (the IP level), where morphosyntactic information is
encoded ( e.g. 1st, 2nd or 3rd person), and the left periphery of the sentence (in the CP
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layer, cf. Rizzi, 1997), where discourse information concerning speech act
participants (Speaker, Addressee and non-participants) is encoded. At a later stage of
processing, the breaking of a multi-dimensional mapping may determine harder
diagnosis and repair processes. The presence of a broadly/anteriorly distributed P600
in the early phase of this effect suggests that a mismatch has been detected at the
discourse level, in line with Kaan & Swaab (2003), while the subsequent posterior
positivity is indicative of repair processes at work. Crucially, the fact that this
positive effect has been found to be larger than the one elicited for Number anomalies
may be interpreted as evidence for the greater effort the parser is making to fix the
anomaly, similarly to what Barber & Carreiras (2005) and Molinaro and colleagues
(2008) suggest.
On the other side, the interpretation of Number requires an anchoring that does
not expand beyond the inflectional area, as its anchor is identified on the subject
argument that occupies the SpecIP position. The breaking of this local
“morphosyntactic” anchoring results in a LAN effect and in later positive effects
whose topography and size are significantly different from those that arise in the case
of a Person anomaly, suggesting less severe consequences for the overall
interpretation of the sentence.
There is yet another aspect of subject-verb agreement processing which points to
a functional dissociation between person and number, namely the distinction between
1st/2nd and 3rd person pronouns. As already stated, pronominal forms each entail
different underlying representations in terms of the type of participants and their roles
in the speech act. Results from a study in Italian (Mancini et al. 2009) showed that
Number anomalies involving 1st and 2nd person subjects elicited qualitatively
different ERP patterns compared to number anomalies with 3rd person subjects.
Specifically, while (9b) elicited a LAN followed by a P600 effect that was
broad/frontally distributed in its early phase, (10b) gave rise to a LAN followed by
positivity that presented a posterior distribution in both its early and late phase.
(9) a. Io scrivo una lettera a casa ogni sera
I1.sg write a letter home every night
b. *Io scriviamo una lettera a casa ogni sera
I1.sg write1.pl a letter home every night
‘I write a letter home every night’
(10) a. Lui scrive una lettera a casa ogni sera
He3.sg writes3.sg a letter home every night
b. *Lui scrivono una lettera a casa ogni sera
He3.sg writes3.pl a letter home every night
‘He writes a letter home every night’

CONTROL 1

ST

NM 1

CONTROL 3

ST

RD

NM 3

RD

These results can be taken to indicate that extra resources are needed in order to
process number anomalies with 1st and 2nd person subjects, due to the deictic
component and the positive matching between morphosyntactic and discourse
information that characterizes these pronominal forms but not 3rd person ones. As
discussed in Mancini et al (2011a), the presence of a broadly distributed P600 effects
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is suggestive of diagnosis operations that expand beyond the purely morphosyntactic
level of analysis and touch on the discourse component. On the one side, in (9b),
shifting from a subject referring to the Speaker (1st person singular, Io) to a verb
implying an heterogeneous group that includes the Speaker and other (non)participants (1st person plural, scriviamo) involves a shift not only in the numerosity,
but also in the type of participants, whereby the different diagnosis-related ERP
effects elicited as compared to (10b). In this latter case, shifting from a nonparticipant subject (3rd person singular, Lui) to a verb invoking a group of nonparticipants (3rd person plural, scrivono) simply implies a shift in the numerosity that
does not affect the speech-participant makeup of the referent.
In sum, the studies just reviewed speak against a syncretic representation of
features and a unique and strictly formal operation through which their content would
be accessed. Instead, they provide evidence for a functional dissociation among
Person (and its values) and Number that may well be ascribed to their different
interpretive anchors.
5. Asymmetry, agreement and Unagreement
The role of interpretive anchors is expected to be crucial in cases of agreement
mismatch that lead either to ungrammaticality or to patterns like Unagreement (see
(2) above), in which the mismatch is only apparent. In Section 4, I showed how the
difference in terms of interpretive anchors can account for the qualitatively different
effects produced by Number and Person agreement anomalies. Here, a comparison
between true and apparent Person anomalies will be carried out to show that the same
interpretive anchor is able to flexibly activate different checking operations that are
meant to deal with agreement patterns such as Unagreement. Let us dwell on the
strategy arguably adopted in this case.
In presence of a Person anomaly, the parser should find itself faced with an
agreement inconsistency: inspection of the interpretive anchor would probably not
provide any cue on how to resolve the conflict, and an error would be thus
sanctioned, blocking Person interpretation and triggering repair analyses.
One may expect Unagreement to be dealt with differently. Similarly to Person
(and Number) anomalies, in Unagreement an agreement inconsistency is likely to be
detected quickly, and recourse to the anchor will be activated. However, instead of
sanctioning an agreement mismatch and activate repair strategies (as would happen
for true Person anomalies), the inspection of the interpretive anchor may give the
parser a cue on how to solve the conflict, i.e. by superimposing verbal person onto the
subject and shifting the interpretation from “the journalists” to “we journalists”. No
repair strategy would be therefore activated and the apparent conflict should be soon
resolved.
Mancini et al. (2011b) have investigated the processing of Unagreement by
contrasting it to both true person anomalies and full agreement (Control) sentences in
an ERP study, as in (11)-(13) below:
(11) Los periodistas escribimos un articulo muy interesante
The journalists3.pl wrote1.pl. an article very interesting
‘We journalists wrote a very interesting article’
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(12) Los periodistas escribieron un articulo muy interesante
The journalists3.pl wrote.3.pl an article very interesting
‘The journalists wrote a very interesting article’
(13) *El periodista escribiste un articulo muy interesante
The journalists3.sg wrote2.sg an article very interesting
‘*The journalist wrote a very interesting article’

Simona Mancini

CONTROL

PM

The data showed that the reading of escribimos (11) elicited qualitatively
different effects when compared to both escribieron (12) and escribiste (13), cf.
Figure 2. Crucially, on encountering the “unagreeing” verb relative to a 3rd person
verb in the standard agreement condition, an N400-like effect was generated that was
followed by a central negative effect in the 500-800 ms interval. After 800 ms, no
difference emerged between Unagreement and full agreement sentences, suggesting
that by that time the grammaticality of the pattern had already been acknowledged.
On the other hand, person agreement violations relative to the control condition
elicited an N400 effect in the 300-500 ms interval that was followed by a P600, thus
replicating the findings from Mancini et al. (2011a). Let us consider these results in
relation to the feature-anchoring approach developed here.
Figure 2. 1ERP effects to Unagreement (relative to Control) and Person Mismatch (relative to
Control)
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Recourse to the speech participant layer is assumed to always occur for a proper
interpretation of Person (cf. Bianchi, 2006; Sigurdsson, 2004), regardless of whether
a full agreement pattern (Control condition), an apparent mismatch (Unagreement
condition) or an outright violation of this feature (Person mismatch condition) is
present. However, the activation of the interpretive anchor may surface differently in
the three cases.
In the presence of explicit manipulations of Person, as in the Unagreement and
in the Person mismatch conditions, the speech act participants representation is
explicitly called upon and plays an important role. More precisely, after the detection
of a Person inconsistency between subject and verb, the anchor in the speech
participants representation may either provide the cue on how to resolve the conflict
(i.e. application of a Reverse Agree for Unagreement), or it may sanction the
presence of a “syntactic error” (for true Person anomalies). In the absence of a
mismatch, when full agreement occurs between subject and verb as in the Control
sentences, the anchor remains ‘silent’. Hence, the difference between Unagreement
and Control in the LAN/N400 window.
In the 800-1000 ms window, no difference is found with respect to the Control
condition, suggesting that no repair mechanism is triggered and that the two
sentences undergo the same processes in this phase.
Finally, let us consider the relevance of these findings for current theoretical and
psycholinguistic analyses of agreement. Overall, these results represent a
fundamental headway towards a novel and more comprehensive account of
agreement. The relevance of the Unagreement data presented above resides first and
foremost in the novel finding that the mechanisms operating in the comprehension of
an agreement dependency may not be as rigid as is claimed in Chomsky (1995 and
subsequent work) in terms of directionality of checking operations and
interpretability of features. Alternative “more marked” options may be applied,
reversing the directionality of feature checking and interpretation from the verbal
morphology to the subject. Crucially, this cannot be accomplished if the asymmetry
that characterizes agreement dependencies is assumed to be strictly unidirectional and
Agree is conceived of as an operation treating Person and Number uniformly. An
interpretive dissociation between Person and Number must be postulated and a
greater flexibility in the directionality of Agree must be allowed.
6. Conclusions
6.1. Comprehending agreement
The data presented in this paper have showed that feature anchors and the
different interpretive requirements that these presuppose for Person and Number
features can account for experimental data on the comprehension of agreement
dependencies, from which a functional dissociation between the two features has
emerged. In both cases, the parser checks feature consistency between subject and
verb using a formal operation (Agree), but while Number interpretation requires the
parser to inspect the specification of this feature on the subject argument, Person
interpretation forces the parser to inspect the speech act participant representation.
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Similarly, the dissociation in diagnosis/integration processes identified may not be a
consequence of the different mechanisms employed for the processing of the two
features: it may rather derive from the different impact that the two violations have on
the overall interpretation of the sentence and the different levels of analysis affected.
Subsequently, when repairing the anomaly, the parser would follow the same
procedure for both features, i.e. going back to the relevant interpretive anchor to find
the appropriate information to be overwritten onto the miscopied value. The
difference here resides in the structural level at which the anchor is located: the
inflectional area for Number and the hierarchically higher discourse representation
area for Person.
Let us now sketch the dynamics of subject-verb agreement checking and
interpretation. After the extraction of the relevant categorial information, feature
checking and interpretation is carried out. Importantly, Person and Number are
processed and interpreted separately, after congruence between the overt
specifications and their respective interpretive anchors has been verified. If no
mismatch is detected, the material is passed on for further elaboration. On the
contrary, if an inconsistency is found, a syntactic error signal is sanctioned.
Alternatively, when allowed, a marked checking operation is carried out that rescues
the sentence, as in Unagreement patterns. A diagnosis/integration step follows and, if
necessary, repair operations are triggered that may take different shapes depending on
the type of anomaly and the type of subject encountered.
6.2. Relation to Minimalist and Cartographic analyses
The approach proposed above fruitfully draws from both the minimalist and the
cartographic analyses of sentence structure. Specifically, the core tenets of both lines
of research have been exploited to derive a unified account of agreement feature
representation and interpretation. The Feature Interpretation Procedure (FIP) serves
exactly this purpose and epitomizes the fruitful combination of minimalist devices
(Agree, in this case) and the cartographic fine-grained mapping of syntactic
structures. On the one side, in keeping with standard minimalist assumptions, the FIP
presupposes the same Agree operation at work for the licensing and interpretation of
Person and Number. On the other side, following the cartographic approach, the FIP
predicts a distinction between Person and Number based on the different interpretive
properties associated with the two features – their anchors – which can arguably
correlate with positional differences.
In conclusion, feature anchoring provides a more composite analysis of
agreement that does not encapsulate this structural dependency within narrowly
syntactic boundaries, but identifies the importance of an interplay between the purely
formal character of feature checking on one side, and the semantic-pragmatic
information associated with the arguments’ roles on the other side.
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German possessive constructions
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The present study aims at contributing to the debate on
inconsistency in L2 parameter resetting (White 1990/1991,
Hawkins 1993, Herschensohn 1998a, 2000) by adding new
evidence on parameter resetting in the nominal domain and
by discussing the role that internal factors (properties of the
L1, Subset Principle) and external factors (negative
evidence) may or may not have in such a process.
Specifically, the acquisition of some aspects of the
morphosyntax of German possessive constructions is
investigated in a population of Italian adult learners (N=32)
with different proficiency levels by means of two different
elicitation procedures. The main findings sustain the
hypothesis that certain parameters cannot be reset in an “all
or nothing” manner in L2 acquisition, but are reset
gradually (cf. Herschensohn 2000), regardless of their
status with respect to the Subset Principle or the presence of
negative evidence in the input. This is particularly evident
in the intermediate stage of L2 acquisition, during which L2
learners are trying to abandon the L1 value for a given
parameter, and, at the same time, they seem to test
hypotheses about the L2 grammar.

Thanks to Luigi… for the
guidance that led many interesting questions to come to my mind.
1. Introduction
In the spirit of Minimalism (Chomsky 1995), syntactic differences among languages,
such as a positive or negative setting for a given parameter, should be confined to two
slightly distinct options resulting in a range of clustered characteristics and related
differences in linear word order among languages. According to this view, a major
word order parameter like the Verb Raising Parameter (Pollock 1989) is due to the
strength of the feature T(ense) in IP resulting in overt vs covert verb raising to T, as it
is the case, for example, in French and English respectively. Consequently,
differences in word order concerning negation and adverb placement emerge in the
two languages. Under this view, if speakers have the potential to gain both values of a
2012 Simona Matteini
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given parameter through UG, the shifting to a new value in L2 should not be
impossible and the most salient aspects of a given parameter, the ones easily
detectable from positive evidence, should be the most easily accessible.
However, many studies investigating L2 parameter resetting at the clausal level have
shown that this process takes place gradually. As a consequence, a certain degree of
variability and lack of clustering effects may emerge in interlanguage grammars. In a
pivotal study on Verb Raising Parameter in L2 English, White (1990/91) tested verb
placement with respect to negation and to adverbs in French adult L2 learners, and
found a discrepancy between the two contexts as far as the position of verb is
concerned. Similar findings have also been reported in the literature on this topic
(Hawkins et al.1993, Herschensohn 1998a), suggesting that the L2 learner may go
through a period of “parametric inconsistency” during which his/her interlanguage
grammar may display lack of clustering effects.
In the past, much work has focused on L2 parameter resetting with respect to major
word order parameters at the clausal level, such as the Null Subject Parameter, the V2
Parameter, the Verb Raising Parameter. More recently, many studies have also
investigated characteristics of the determiner phrase (DP) in terms of word order
parameter resetting: noun-adjective linear order (Gess and Herschenson 2001, Bruhn
de Garavito and White 2002, Parodi, Schwartz and Clahsen 2004); acquisition of
possessive constructions (Van de Craats, Corver and Van Hout 2000, Di Domenico
and Bennati 2006)1.
Although these works represent an important term of comparisons for the results of
the present research, none of them has specifically compared L2 resetting of multiple
word order parameters or addressed the question of the nature of developmental
patterns in interlanguage grammars during a phase of so-called “parameter shifting”.
The current study is a contribution in this line of research. It aims at investigating two
major word-order parameters at the level of nominal syntax which regulate the
different placement of nouns and possessor in Germanic (i.e. German) and Romance
(i.e. Italian) languages, addressing the questions whether phenomena of parameter
inconsistency are found and, if so, whether the lack of clustering effects attested in
interlanguage grammars may nevertheless reflects properties of UG.
Overall, the results indicate that subjects are able to change parametric values
responsible for word order asymmetries between their L1 and the L2, such as the
different position of possessors and nouns in possessive constructions of the –s
Genitive type. Interestingly, a discrepancy was found between the early production of
adjective-noun linear order and the gradual use of –s Genitives, which suggests that
L2 parameter resetting may be more problematic in the latter domain than in the
former. Moreover, an interesting cross-linguistic comparisons on possessive
constructions in Germanic languages, reveals that some non-target patterns that
emerged in two groups of L2 learners are indeed attested as possible UG options.
These findings will be analysed in terms of general issues concerning theories of L2
acquisition (i.e. Full Transfer/Full Access hypothesis – Schwartz and Sprouse 1996)
and the role that the Subset Principle (Wexler and Manzini 1997) and formal
instruction may or may not have in the L2 acquisition process.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 offers brief comparative remarks on
possessive constructions in German and Italian; section 3 focuses on issues related to
L2 acquisition theories and the Subset Principle; section 4 formulates the research
questions and the predictions of the present study; sections 5 and 6 are devoted to the
1

Extensive research has focused on different aspects of L2 acquisition of the DP system in a
generative framework: the acquisition of grammatical gender (Gess and Herschenson 2001, Bruhn de
Garavito and White 2002, Sabourin, Stowe and Hann 2006, Spinner and Juffs 2008 a.o.), the
acquisition of articles (Robertson 2000, Leung 2001), L2 article choice (Ionin 2003 and subsequent
works).
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experimental procedure and the data analysis. Section 7 discusses the main findings,
while section 8 concludes the paper.
2. On the syntax of German and Italian possessive constructions: some
comparative remarks
Concerning the aspects of nominal syntax investigated in this study, we will consider
the interaction of two different kinds of parametric variation that differentiate the
syntax of Italian and German possessive constructions, namely:
(i) the different position of bare proper name possessors;
(ii) the different position of nouns with respect to adjectives.
The relevant patterns are exemplified in (1) vs (2) for German and Italian,
respectively:
(1) a. Ilses
rote Tasche
Ilse-gen red
bag
‘Ilse´s red bag.’
b. die/eine rote Tasche von Ilse
the/a red
bag of Ilse
‘The/a red bag of Ilse.’
(2) a. la/una borsa rossa di Ilse
the/a bag red of Ilse
‘The/a red bag of Ilse.’
b. * la/una di Ilse borsa rossa
the/a of Ilse bag red
‘The/a red bag of Ilse.’
c. ?? la/una rossa borsa di Ilse
the/a red
bag of Ilse
‘The/a red bag of Ilse.’
d.

la/una sua rossa borsa
the/a her red bag
‘Her bag/a red bag of her.’

With respect to possessors, it will be assumed, as traditionally proposed by Lyons
(1986) and Giorgi and Longobardi (1991), that a Possessor Parameter regulates the
different distribution of possessor in Germanic vs Romance languages. According to
this hypothesis, a possessor may have either a “determiner status”, as in English or
German, or an “adjectival status”, as in Italian. While the former is supposed to
occupy the same structural position as the article and does not co-occur with it, the
latter behaves like any other attributive adjective and may co-occur with different
kinds of determiners. In German, possessors of the type in (1)a force a definite
interpretation of the whole nominal phrase2. It should be pointed out that possessor
constructions of the type in 1(a) may also be realised through an analytic possessive
construction, i.e. von-insertion as in 1(b). Nowadays, the use of –s Genitives in
2
In Modern German the word affix -s has a restricted distribution: it is used with determiner-less bare
proper names and kinship terms. It is invariable with respect to gender and number distinction and may
be attached both to masculine and feminine nouns.
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Modern German is subject to a high degree of sociolinguistic and regional variation.
As for Italian, non-pronominal possessors cannot occur in prenominal position (i.e.
2b); they are instead licensed postnominally through an analytic possessive
construction realized via di-insertion (i.e. 2a). Only pronominal possessors may be
placed in prenominal position in Italian and, similarly to any other nominal modifiers,
they have to be introduced by a determiner (i.e. 2d).
As for adjective-noun word order, assuming Cinque´s proposal (1995, 2005) that
adjectives are organized in a universal hierarchy based on their semantic properties,
the variation in noun placement with respect to adjectives has been traditionally
interpreted as the result of a parametrized option of noun movement inside the
nominal phrase, due to the strength of a functional category attracting the noun (i.e.
NumP according to Bernstein 1993; Ritter 1992; Valois 1991).
Such cross-linguistic variation is particularly evident in Germanic vs Romance
languages: the noun obligatory targets an intermediate position in Italian but not in
German. As a consequence, German displays a strict word order adjective-noun, as
exemplified in (1)a-b. Conversely, Italian has noun-adjective or adjective-noun,
depending on the class of the modifier3. The examples in (2)a vs (2)c show that
colour adjectives occur in postnominal position in this language. However, for some
other classes of adjectives, both the adjective-noun and the noun-adjective order are
possible4.
Let us now consider how complex possessive constructions of the type in (1)a and
(2)a can be derived. Following recent influential analyses, we will assume the
existence of a multi-layered articulated nominal phrase structure, along the lines
proposed by Haegeman (2004), Giusti (2005, 2006) Cinque (2005) among many
others. These hypotheses all share the basic assumption that nominal phrases consist
of three layers (DP, IP, NP) and a certain number of functional projections: the
lexical layer (the NP projection) is the projection where the noun and its arguments
(i.e. the possessor) are merged. The inflection layer (the IP projection) can be split
into several functional projections (FP) that serve as landing site for noun movement
and whose specifier positions host different kinds of modifiers. The highest layer
(DP) is the projection where definiteness is checked. For example, according to
Giusti (2002), the highest functional projection (FPmax in Giusti’s terms) is the locus
where the “referential value” of the noun phrase is interpreted. Modifiers of the noun
that contribute to determining the referential value of the noun phrase include
possessive modifiers, referential adjectives, and proper names appearing as
possessors. These elements contribute to the semantic content of the noun phrase.
Keeping in mind this brief overview on the characteristics of the internal nominal
structure, let us turn to the items under investigation. It will be assumed that the
possessive constructions in (1)a and (2)b are derived as follows:
3

Refining the traditional analysis of the 90s, Cinque (2005a) proposes that the opposite linear order of
noun and adjectives in German and Italian is a consequence of different constraints imposed on the
noun raising through the extended nominal projection, as well as of two possible sources of noun
modifications. In indirect modification, adjectives may enter the derivation as a prenominal reduced
relative clause and are not rigidly ordered, whereas in direct modification, adjectives are merged closer
to the noun in dedicated functional positions and are rigidly ordered. According to this analysis, the
German adjective ordering in (1)a reflects the merge order of direct nominal modifiers without further
noun raising; conversely, the Italian adjective ordering in 2(a) reflects the merge order of direct
nominal modifiers with noun raising. An interesting question that arises is whether rossa in 2(d) ??la
rossa borsa, which sounds very odd even though acceptable in certain kinds of contexts (i.e. poetry),
is an example of indirect modification. This question remains open for further research.
4
Crucially, according to Cinque (1995, 2005) the prenominal or postnominal position of the same
adjective with respect to the noun (un grande uomo vs un uomo grande – a big man) is responsible for
a different interpretation of the nominal modifier. This issue will be not addressed in this paper.
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(3) a. [SpecDFinP Ilsesi [DFin [SpecIP ti [I [SpecFP rote[F [SpecFP Taschej [F [SpecNP ti [NP tj]]]]]]
‘Ilse´s red bag.’
b. [DFin la [IP ..[SpecFP borsaj [F [SpecFP rossa[F [SpecNP di Ilse [NP tj]]]]]]
‘The red bag of Ilse.’
The scheme in (3)a illustrates the fact that the bare proper name possessor with an –s
affix undergoes a two-step movement in German: from its merge position (SpecNP) it
raises to SpecIP in order to check the genitive case feature; further movement to
SpecDFinP is triggered by the requirement to check a [def] feature. Finally, the noun
targets a SpecFP position just above the lexical layer5. Contrary to German, the bare
proper name possessor is licensed in situ in Italian through the insertion of the
preposition di6. In this language, the noun raises to an intermediate SpecFP position,
as exemplified in the derivation in (3)b.
Besides the difference between the two languages under investigation here, such an
articulated nominal phrase structure is desirable in order to account for several crosslinguistic variation phenomena that emerged in the domain of adjectival modification
and possessive constructions, as will be discussed in detail in section 6. The
interesting picture that emerges is that the proposal in (3) allows an interpretation of
some L2 patterns which emerged in the present study in terms of possible options
made available by UG.
Turning to the asymmetries between German and Italian, the interaction of both
parameters causes the two languages to have the opposite word order in this
particular domain of nominal syntax. One of the problems in acquiring these
constructions by Italian learners of German may lie in the “determiner” status of bare
proper name possessors with –s affix. They are non-pronominal elements encoding
definiteness, hence they are licensed in the outer specifier of the DP projection.
Furthermore, Italian learners of German also have to face the different noun
placement in the L2 with respect to their L1. Acquiring the morphosyntactic
properties of –s Genitive constructions may therefore represent a complex process,
due to the interaction of multiple parametric variations at work in this syntactic
domain.
3. The Subset Principle and L2 acquisition
The Subset Principle is an economic maximally explanatory model of grammatical
development proposed by Berwick (1982), Manzini and Wexler (1987), Wexler and
Manzini (1987) for L1 acquisition. It claims that children start with the “subset” – the
most restricted – grammar and expand it only when facing linguistic input (positive
evidence) that their grammar cannot parse. This is the condition sine qua non the
grammar is forced to expand within, of course, the possibilities made available by
UG.
The role that the Subset Principle may play in L2 acquisition has been advocated for
the first time by White (1989), who claimed that three forms of subset-superset
relations between the L1 and the L2 may be identified:
5

Following Cinque (2005a), it will be assumed that the noun moves as a maximal projection (NP)
rather than as a bare head (N).
6
For the sake of clarity it will be assumed through out the paper that di complements are licensed in
the lexical layer, along the lines of Longobardi (2000). However, many proposals have been
formulated on the possibility that PPs of this kind target a functional projection in the low DP
inflectional layer (see for example Lindauer 1999 for German)
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(a) a situation in which the L1 is a subset of the L2 with respect to a particular
property, such as [L2superset (L1 subset)];
(b) a reverse situation in which the L2 is a subset of the L1 with respect to a particular
property, such as [L1 superset (L2 subset)];
(c) a situation in which the L1 and the L2 are not in any subset-superset relation, such
as (L1) (L2).
White (1989) argues that situations like (b) [L1 superset (L2 subset)] will be the most
problematic for L2 acquisition, because, if reconstruction of the L2 grammar is driven
by positive evidence, all the positive evidence the L2 learner receives will also be
consistent with the L1 grammar. As a consequence, the L2 learner is not forced to
reanalyze the L1-based system and interlanguage grammars will not expand. Hence,
according to White (1989), in situations like (b) positive evidence will not ensure the
restriction of the initially adopted L1 grammar to a more restrictive L2 grammar.
Conversely, in a situation where the L1 is in a subset relation with the L2 as in (a)
[L2superset (L1 subset)], going from a restrictive to a more inclusive grammar should, in
principle, be possible through positive evidence only. In fact, learners may notice in
the input L2 properties which are not available in the L1, and are thus forced to
reconstruct their interlanguage grammars accordingly.
As a general observation, the conclusion put forth by White (1989) is that
“expanding” the grammatical options of an interlanguage is less problematic than
“reducing” them. However, considering the role of L1 grammar in the first stages of
L2 acquisition (i.e. Full Transfer/Full Access - Schwartz and Sprouse 1996), it is
plausible to assume that learners, differently from children acquiring their L1, do not
start out with the most restrictive option, but rather with the L1 grammar, regardless
of its status with respect to the L2. Successively, as Full Transfer/Full Access
crucially assumes, if the L1-based analysis fails to accommodate the new data, the L2
input will then trigger parameter resetting.
Recently, many studies focusing on L2 acquisition have also addressed the role of the
Subset Principle, particularly in non-initial state and ultimate L2 attainment. The
major parameter under investigation has been the Null Subject Parameter in both
directions: adult speakers of non-null subject languages acquiring a null subject L2
(Lozano 2002, Gürel 2002, 2003a,b, 2006, Rothman and Inverson 2007a, b a.o.,
Belletti, Bennati and Sorace 2007); adult speakers of null subject languages acquiring
a non-null subject L2 (White 1986, Phinney 1987, Ruiz de Zarobe 1998a, b a.o.).
Overall, the picture that emerges suggests that parameter resetting is less problematic
in situations like (a) [L2superset (L1 subset)] than in situations like (b) [L1 superset (L2
subset)]. Hence, the resetting of the Null Subject Parameter seems to cause major
problems when speakers have to “reduce” the possible options available in their
grammar instead of “expanding” them, as argued by White (1989).
With this very brief overview of issues related to L2 acquisition and the Subset
Principle in mind, let us turn to the present study and try to accommodate the core
morphosyntactic phenomena investigated here in a Subset Principle perspective, in
order to test whether this approach is able to further corroborate previous findings on
this topic.
As already pointed out in section 1, cross-linguistic differences between German and
Italian bare proper name possessive constructions could be ascribed to a different
setting of two word-order parameters: (a) the Noun Parameter responsible for a
different noun placement with respect to adjectives in Germanic vs Romance
languages; (b) the Possessor Parameter responsible for a different distribution of
possessors in Germanic vs Romance languages.
Interestingly, adopting a “Subset Principle” perspective, it turns out that German and
Italian are in an opposite subset-superset relation with respect to the different settings
of the two parameters under consideration:
(a) Noun parameter: Italian Adj-N/N-Adj; German Adj-N >> [L1 superset (L2 subset)]
6
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As far as the Noun parameter is concerned, the L2 is a subset of the L1, in that
German only allows the linear word order Adj-N, whereas Italian has a more
inclusive grammar admitting both pre- and postnominal adjectives.
(b) Possessor parameter: Italian N-Possessor; German Possessor-N/N-Possessor
>> [L2 superset (L1 subset)]
Concerning the Possessor parameter, the reverse situation holds: The L1 is a subset of
the L2, in that Italian only allows a non-pronominal possessor in postnominal
position, whereas German has a more inclusive grammar which admits a possessor to
occur in prenominal position (-s Genitives) or in post-nominal position (analytic
constructions).
According to White (1989)’s proposal, L2 resetting of the Noun Parameter should be
problematic, due to the subset-superset relation of the target language (German) with
respect to the L1 (Italian). Conversely, L2 resetting of the Possessor Parameter should
be less problematic because, in this case, the L1 (Italian) is in a subset-superset
relation with the target language (German).
Assuming that both L1 grammar and UG are involved in the L2 acquisition process,
as traditionally proposed in the Full Transfer/Full Access hypothesis, it is plausible to
claim that L2 learners start with the L1 setting of the two parameters regardless of
their conservative or inclusive status with respect to the Subset Principle. As for the
Noun Parameter, Italian speakers of German will start with an inclusive grammar;
concerning the Possessor Parameter, they will adopt a conservative grammar.
Resetting of the former will be problematic for lack of positive evidence, in particular
for the initial stage of L2 acquisition, whereas resetting of the latter will be
unproblematic, even though the need for sufficient positive evidence in the input may
determine a developmental path.
Note also that studies addressing the issue of the Subset Principle in L2 acquisition
have rarely raised the important question of the impact, if any, of negative evidence
(i.e. formal instruction, correction) on parameter resetting. Recently, in investigating
the effects of formal instruction in Null Subject Parameter resetting by English adult
intermediate L2 speakers of Spanish, Rothman and Iverson (2007) found that
exposure to quality target L2 input in the classroom is sufficient to set the target
language syntax, at least for some parameters. Hence, naturalistic input seems not to
be the only privileged trigger of parameter resetting. This aspect is particularly
relevant for the L2 population investigated in this study, because L2 acquisition is
primarily mediated through negative evidence: all the L2 adult speakers receive
formal instruction in the target language and their exposure to the L2 input mainly
coincide with classroom activities. In light of this fact, it is plausible to suppose that
negative evidence may interact with parameter resetting in two ways: contributing to
accelerate such a process or ignoring it.
4. Predictions
The aim of this study is to investigate L2 resetting of the two word-order parameters
discussed above: (a) the Noun Parameter; (b) the Possessor Parameter. In light of the
diverging properties of the target language (German) and the L1 (Italian) with respect
to (a) and (b), and assuming that L2 parameter resetting is guided by both L1
grammar and access to UG (Full Transfer/Full Access Hypothesis), the following
predictions arise:
(1) In the initial state of acquisition, the L2 interlanguage grammar will coincide
with the L1 grammar, regardless of its conservative or inclusive status with
respect to the L2.
(2) Parameter resetting will take place gradually, based on exposure to sufficient
L2 input. However, according to the Subset Principle, resetting of the
Possessor Parameter in the L2 will be less problematic, due to its supersetsubset relation with respect to the L1. Conversely, resetting of the Noun
7
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parameter in L2 will be more problematic, due to its subset-superset relation
with respect to the L1.
(3) Finally, a further prediction concerns negative evidence (i.e. formal
instruction, correction): it may affect positively the process of L2 acquisition,
especially in the initial state, thus resulting in a sort of “acceleration” of
parameter resetting; alternatively, it may have “zero” impact on such a
process. A cue in this direction could be the emergence of a developmental
path irrespective of the presence/formulation of negative evidence in the L2
input.
5.The study
5.1 Participants
A total of 32 experimental subjects participated in the research project. They formed
two different groups of L2 learners:
– Group A performed a written sentence completion task (SCT), and consisted of
n.14 Italian informants. All of them were adult learners of German who had received
formal instruction (range 2-7 years) in the L2 and were attending German classes at
the University of Siena during the 2002-2003 academic year; their level of
proficiency was determined by a standardized proficiency test based on the European
Framework for Languages that was administered at the beginning of their courses.
– Group B performed an oral picture description task (PDT) and consisted of n. 18
Italian learners of L2 German (range 2-9 years of formal instruction) attending
German classes at the University of Siena during the 2003-2004 academic year. As
for the previous group, L2 level of proficiency was determined by proficiency tests
administered at the beginning of their courses.
The experimental subjects were trained before the tasks were administered to each of
them individually. As for the PDT, each individual oral production was first recorded
and then transcribed. Furthermore, two groups of adult native speakers of German
participated in the research project as controls.
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics on the subjects’ age for the whole population
taking part in the research.
Table (1): Informants’ Age – Descriptive Statistics
Groups
Mean Age Standard deviation Range
Sentence Completion Task
Beginner L2 learners (n.5)
26.6
5.899
20-35
Intermediate L2 learners (n.9)
25.3
1.000
24-27
Controls (n.10)
29.8
1.991
27-34
Picture Description Task
Beginner L2 learners (n.4)
Intermediate L2 learners (n.10)
Advanced L2 learners (n.4)
Controls (n.8)

19.75
22.40
22.25
28.87

0.500
4.274
1.893
9.078

5.2 Experimental procedure
Two different tasks were administered to the two groups of L2 learners:
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(A) An Oral Picture Description Task (henceforth PDT) consisting of items (n.25)
and fillers (n.40) was administered to group B and to a control group (n.8) of
German native speakers. The subjects were asked to look at a drawing while
listening to some information about the content of the picture and then to
answer a very simple question posed by the investigator. In order to elicit
possessive constructions containing bare proper name possessor with –s affix,
all the question items were formulated through the wh-element Wessen (whose)
and the possessors were proper names specified as [+human]7, as in (4)a:
(i) Picture Description Task
(4) a. Item: Wessen Buch ist das?
‘Whose book is this?’
(4) b. Expected target answer: Das ist Peters Buch
‘This is Peter’s book.’
As for fillers, several kinds of questions were asked of the subjects. Some of
them were predominantly concerned with a picture naming task. Other
questions implied the description of an action illustrated in the picture or the
formulation of a new sentence that had to include attributive adjectives (see
Appendix A).
(B)

A Written Sentence Completion Task (henceforth SCT) consisting of items
(n.15) and fillers (n.36) was administered to group A and to a control group
(n.10) of German native speakers. The subjects were asked to complete
sentences using lexical/functional elements given in brackets and discarding
only one of them in order to construct a well-formed sentence. The ‘intruder’
contained in all of the items was a definite article.
(ii) Sentence Completion Task
(5) a. Item:

Der Polizist [Tasche; Ilses; sucht; rote; die]

(5) b. Expected target answer: Der Polizist sucht Ilses rote Tasche
‘The policeman looks for Ilse’s red bag.’
With regard to fillers, the task included sentences where L2 learners had to discard
lexical as well as functional items.
(ii) Sentence Completion Task
(6) a. Input:
Die Frau
[Kaffee; einen; trinkt; Zug]
(6) b. Expected target answer: Die Frau trinkt einen Kaffee
7

As noted by Lindauer (1999), inanimate bare proper names with –s suffix are more likely to be
placed in postnominal position in German:
(i) die Entdeckung Amerikas
(Lindauer 1999: 110)
„the discovery of America“
In this case Amerikas cannot be interpreted as the possessor of the event nominal Entdeckung, but
rather as its object.
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‘The woman is drinking a coffee’
It should be stressed that, differently from the PDT, the SCT looks more in detail at a
particular property of –s Genitives, namely the fact that the bare proper name
possessors with an –s affix does not co-occur with determiners.
Finally, it is worth considering that, in both tests, –s Genitive constructions have been
tested in two structural conditions: (1) in simple DPs such as possessor-noun; (2) in
complex DPs containing an attributive adjective such as possessor-adjective-noun.
The PDT contains n. 15 items under condition (1) and n. 10 items under condition
(2). The SCT contains n. 11 items under condition (1) and n. 4 items under condition
(2).
6.The data
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, a data analysis of the results on
the acquisition of the –s Genitives in the SCT and in the PDT will be given. The
second part is focused on the tendency that emerged in both tests concerning noun
placement with respect to adjectives.
6.1 Possessive Constructions
Data has been analysed through a two related samples non-parametric test:
– the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, which has compared the mean scores on –s
Genitives production of experimental subjects in the two structural conditions under
investigation;
– Mann-Whitney tests were successively run as post-hoc for the Wilcoxon Test. Rfamily effect size were also calculated8.
Graphs 1 and 2 indicate a clear developmental path among the L2 subjects with
respect to Controls in both tasks as far as the production of –s Genitive constructions
is concerned. Interestingly, an asymmetry emerges between Beginners’ L2 learners of
SCT and those of PDT. Specifically, while the production of target –s Genitives in
the SCT Beginner group ranges from 20% to 60% on the basis of the different
contexts, the PDT Beginner group never resorts to such an option and prefers to
express the possessor relation through a periphrastic construction (i.e. von
construction), the only strategy available in their L19:

8
Parametric tests have been excluded because Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was not
significant even on transformed data for at least one level of the independent variable in both SCT and
PDT.
9
Differently from the PDT, no alternative option other than –s Genitive constructions was available in
SCT, because all the possessor given in the input were bare proper names with –s affix.
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Let us examine L2 performance on the basis of the type of test administered to the
experimental subjects.
6.2 Possessive constructions in the Sentence Completion Task
Concerning data coding, L2 productions have been classified on the basis of
possessor placement with respect to the noun and to the adjective. Moreover, the cooccurrence between possessors and determiners was also checked. As exemplified in
Graph 1, Beginners and Intermediate L2 learners show a different performance when
11
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compared to Controls. Furthermore, the structural configuration seems to affect the
production of target –s Genitives; specifically, when the DP contains and adjective,
accuracy on –s Genitive production decreases in L2 learners. Such tendencies are
confirmed by the statistical analyses. The Wilcoxon test found a highly statistical
result on the different production of –s Genitives in possessor-noun and possessoradjective-noun contexts (Z=3,595; p<.0001; effect size r = 0.87), whereas MannWhitney tests reveal that both Beginner and Intermediate groups differ robustly from
Controls. However, no statistical differences emerge between Beginner and
Intermediate L2 learners, as also confirmed by the small effect size found for such a
contrast in possessor-noun and possessor-adjective-noun contexts. Statistics for
Mann-Whitney tests are reported in Table (2) below:
Table (2): -s Genitives Production: Comparison across Contexts and Groups
Production of -s
PossessorEffect
Possessor-AdjEffect
Genitives

size

size
r=
r=
Beginner vs Controls*
p<.05
0.79
p<.05
0.65
Intermediate vs Controls*
p<.05
0.49
p<.05
0.63
Beginner vs Intermediate
p=.65
0.12
p=.65
0.12
*= statistically significant !!= worth considering but not statistically significant

Looking at the non-target patterns in more detail, two sub-groups could be identified:
one group of L2 learners consisting of n.3 Intermediate speakers and n.1 Beginner
constantly insert the determiner in complex DPs. In such a context the possessor
occurs in postnominal position. As a consequence, a contrast emerges between the
two structural configurations (possessor-noun and possessor-adjective-noun) as far
the co-occurrence determiner-possessor is concerned. The relevant patterns are given
in (7) a vs b:
(7) a. Mario ruft [Giselas Lehrerin] an
‘ Mario phones Gisela’s teacher.’
b. Der Polizist sucht [die rote Tasche Ilses]
‘The policeman is looking for Ilse’s red bag.’
It is worth mentioning that –s Genitives appearing in postnominal position as in the
example (7)b are, in most cases, extremely marked, if not ungrammatical in Modern
German. Lindauer (1999) claims that, nowadays, German speakers waver between
two morphological analyses of the –s affix: either case marker or possessor marker,
with the preference for the latter over the former. When the –s marker is analysed as a
“possessor” marker, it is licensed in prenominal position where all the attributive
adjectives show up in Germanic languages. On the contrary, when an –s Genitives
occurs postnominally, we must assume that that it has been analysed as a determinerless genitive and licensed in the genitive case position available for full genitive
nominals in the German DP. Interestingly, concerning the tendency found in Controls
of SCT, only 7 out of 40 –s Genitives occur in postnominal position. This fact seems
to confirm the claim made by Lindauer (1999) that the unmarked order in German
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possessive constructions containing a bare proper name possessor is possessornoun10.
A second group of L2 learners consisting of n. 4 Intermediate speakers and n.2
Beginners also shows a different performance with respect to Controls. In this case,
L2 learners resort to the insertion of determiners in –s Genitive constructions
regardless of structural configurations. However, this fact does not correlate with the
postnominal position of –s Genitives. Examples (8)a-c illustrate this pattern:
(8) a. Sie haben (*die) Annas Pizza gegessen
‘They ate Anna’s pizza.’
b. Der Polizist sucht
(*die) rote Ilses
the policemen looks for the red Ilse-gen

Tasche
bag

c. Der Polizist sucht
(*die) Ilses
rote Tasche
the policemen looks for the Ilse-gen red bag
‘The policeman is looking for Ilse’s red bag’
Finally, a third group consisting of n. 4 experimental subjects (n.3 Intermediate L2
learners; n.1 Beginner) do not differ from Controls in either context.
Now let us focus on the data of the PDT group.
6.3 Possessive constructions in the Picture Description Task
The PDT was designed to elicit –s Genitive constructions orally as answers to
questions made by the investigator. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that L2 learners
resorted to different options – some of them are not grammatical in the L2 – to
express the possessive relation. An overview of the various constructions produced is
given below; it is based on the production of pre- vs. postnominal possessors across
the two contexts under investigation:
Prenominal Possessor
(9) a. Das ist Peters Buch
‘This is Peter’s book.’
b. Das ist Inges blaue Bluse
‘This is Inge’s blue shirt.’

possessor-noun
possessor-adjective-noun

10

However, L1 informants resort to possessor-noun order over the noun- possessor order only with
certain nominals but not with others. For example, none of the ten German informants ever produced
the order noun-possessor with the nominal Tasche (bag), as L2 learners actually did. This fact suggests
that, probably, the interpretation of –s affix as possessive marker or case marker is not totally free in
German, but it is constrained by the argument structure of nominals. A way to account for such a
pattern assumes, as traditionally proposed by Grimshaw (1990), that a noun like Tasche has a
“reduced” argument structure where only the position of external argument is available. In this case,
Tasche can select only one argument which is merged in the most prominent specifier of the lexical
layer reserved for R-related arguments (possessor) and is then licensed in the highest functional
position available for non-prepositional genitives in German. Conversely, some L1 informants resort to
the order noun-possessor with nominals such Frage (question), Brief (letter), Tochter (daughter). This
suggests that more than one licensing position is presumably available for Subject, Object and
Possessor with this kind of nominals. As a consequence, in case only one argument is selected, it
would be licensed in postnominal position and may receive a different interpretation. I leave this
interesting issue open for further research.
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As already pointed out, the use of –s Genitives as in (9)a and b represents in German
the most natural answer to the question Wessen Buch ist das? (Whose book is this)
when the possessor is a bare proper name and is specified as [+ animate].
Postnominal Possessor
(10) a. ? Das ist das Buch Peters
‘This is Peter’s book.’
(10) b. *Das ist das Buch des Peters
‘This is the book Peter’s.’
As pointed out in section 6.2, (10)a represents a very marked option in German,
whereas in (10)b, the genitive declension of full common nouns has been applied to a
proper name, resulting in a non-target structure. In other cases, L2 learners only resort
to possessive constructions with non pronominal possessor which are available in
their L1, and are, however, possible L2 options:
(11) Das ist das Buch von Peter
‘This is the book of Peter.’
(12) Das Buch gehört Peter
‘The book belongs to Peter.’
Finally, L2 learners also used relative clauses or matrix clauses with the auxiliary
haben (have) which, despite being totally grammatical in German, do not represent
the expected answer in the elicited context, as in (13) and (14):
(13) Das ist Ute, die einen neuen Ring hat
‘This is Ute who has a new ring.’
(14) Peter hat ein Buch
‘Peter has a book. ’
Let us now focus in some more detail on the production of –s Genitives across groups
and contexts. Looking again at Graph 1, two facts are worth observing:
(i) the production of –s Genitives is absent in the first stage of acquisition and
progressively increases in highly proficiency levels. This results in a sharp
difference between Beginner L2 learners on the one hand, and
Intermediate/Advanced L2 learners and Controls on the other hand. However,
overall, the medium effect size found comparing the Intermediate L2 group with
the Advanced L2 group and Controls in both contexts suggests that the contrast,
although not statistical, is worth considering. Conversely, the small effect size
found comparing Advanced L2 learners and native speakers confirms that the
different performance of the two populations is not statistically significant.
Furthermore, the medium effect size found between Beginner and Intermediate
L2 learners on the –s Genitives production in possessor-adjective-noun contexts
indicates a clear diverging contrast even though not significant;
(ii) differently from the SCT, no robust asymmetries are found in the production of –s
Genitives in possessor-noun vs. possessor-adjective-noun contexts (Z=-0.450;
p=0,653; r=0,10).
Statistics for Mann-Whitney tests in PDT is provided in Table 3 below:
14
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Table (3): -s Genitive Production in PDT: Comparison across Groups and
Contexts
Production of –s Genitives
PossessorEffect
Possessor-AdjEffect

size

size
r=
r=
Beginner L2ers vs Controls
*p<0.5
0.71
p<0.5
0.80
Intermediate L2ers vs
p=0.209
0.29 !!
p=0.101
0.38 !!
Controls
Advanced L2ers vs Controls
p=0.862
0.05
p=0.797
0.07
Beginner L2ers vs
Intermediate
Beginner L2ers vs
Advanced

*p<0.5

0.63

p=0.97

0.44 !!

*p<0.5

0.86

p<0.5

0.70

Intermediate L2ers vs
Advanced

p=0.286

0.28 !!

p=0.797

0.19

*= statistically significant !!= worth considering but not statistically significant

Let us consider first the production of –s Genitives. Beginners only resort to
possessive constructions similar to their L1 where the bare proper name possessor is
licensed in situ through a case assigner as prepositions/verbs. Example (15)a vs b
exemplify the L2 patterns:
(15) a. Das ist das Buch von Peter
‘This is Peter’s book.’
b. Das Buch gehört Peter
‘The book belongs to Peter.’
Use of -s Genitives increases considerably in Intermediate L2 learners with respect to
Beginners. Nevertheless, the performance of this group still diverges from that of
Controls. Interestingly, -s Genitive constructions are not optional/random for this
group of subjects. An analysis across individuals reveals that only a few (n.3) L2
speakers resort to this strategy to a greater extent in both contexts, whereas the others
(n.7) prefer to use a case assigner, like the Beginners. Graph 3 illustrates this result:
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Finally, Advanced L2 learners do not differ from Controls; -s Genitives represent the
favourite option for expressing the possessive relation in both contexts, similarly to
German native speakers.
6.4 8oun placement
This section deals with the analysis of the data on noun placement with respect to
adjectives in both tests. Results are reported in Graph 4 and 5:
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As clearly illustrated by the graphs, the most surprising finding is that the L1 linear
order noun-adjective is absent in L2 learners in both tests, while the L2 linear order
adjective-noun is produced at a high rate across the experimental subjects, whose
performance do not differ from that of Controls. However, it is worth considering that
the non-target patterns attested are mainly due to the omission of adjectives,
especially in Beginner and Intermediate groups.
7. Discussion
In the first part of this section, the discussion of the main findings will focus
separately on the two parameters under investigation, whereas in the second part we
will propose some considerations on these results with respect to the predictions
previously formulated.
7.1 The Possessor Parameter
As for Possessor parameter, the results of both experiments suggest that three stages
of L2 development may be identified: (a) an initial state; (b) an intermediate and (c) a
final state. Let us examine each state, starting with (a).
7.1.1 The Possessor Parameter in the initial state of L2 acquisition
In the initial state of L2 development, the interlanguage grammar is clearly
influenced by L1 grammar, hence L1 is the starting point of L2 acquisition (cf.
Schwartz and Sprouse 1996). This initial state is represented by Beginner L2 learners
of PDT and by a subgroup of Beginner and Intermediate L2 learners of SCT.
The L2 populations resort to the pattern they already know from their L1. The high
rate of analytic constructions produced in PDT and the co-occurrence of determiners
and possessors in SCT support this hypothesis.
Similar findings have been reported for L2 Dutch by Van de Craats, Corver and Van
Hout (2000) and for L2 English by Di Domenico and Bennati (2006). Van de Craats,
Corver and Van Hout (2000) explore the acquisition of possessive constructions in
Moroccan/Turkish adult and children L2 learners of Dutch, pointing out the fact that
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during the first stage of acquisition L2 learners resort exclusively to the pattern
available in their L1 grammar to express a possessive relation. Hence, analytic
constructions (of-insertion) can be found in the Moroccan data from early on due to
the fact that the L1 grammar allows such construction, while the same tendency is
rare in the Turkish data because this option is not available there. The work by Di
Domenico and Bennati (2006) deals with the acquisition of L2 English Saxon
Genitive constructions by Italian native speakers. They investigate original L2
English data collected through written elicitation tests from a group of n. 94 Italian
teenagers learning L2 English in a formal environment. Similarly to the results
obtained in the SCT of the present study, they found a persistent tendency to insert
the definite determiner when bare proper name possessors appear in prenominal
position. Taking into account the results of the current study, this finding could be
interpreted as a confirmation of a more general L2 strategy adopted by Italian learners
to extend a property of the L1 pronominal possessive constructions (co-occurrence
determiners and possessor) to L2 non-pronominal possessive DPs.
Turning to the non-target patterns produced by L2 learners of SCT, it is worth
noticing that the compatibility determiner–non pronominal possessor represents a
possible UG option attested cross-linguistically in standard varieties such as
Hungarian (Szabolci 1987, 1984), High Old German (Marzolla 1991) as well as
across different dialects, as in Rom dialects (Boretzky 2000) or in Scandinavian
dialects (Holmberg and Sandström 1996 for standard Swedish; Svenonius 1993 and
Delsing 2003b for Northern Swedish; Marit 2004 for Norwegian and Faroese).
Overall, the cross-linguistic data on the complementarity between articles and
possessors indicates that the use of a determiner when a possessor is in prenominal
position seems to be the marked option. Hence, when in a language the possessor can
also fill the determiner position, this strategy is preferred as the more economical.
Such a process is fairly common in languages like German (or English), where the
definite article has undergone a process of grammaticalization. Haspelmath (1999)
observes that in all languages with article-possessor incompatibility, the category of
“definite article” appeared quite recently and a stage of optional use of definite
articles in possessive constructions is often attested. As pointed out by Haspelmath
West Germanic and Nordic Languages show a similar development: the optional use
of the definite article in possessive constructions gradually disappeared in favour of
determiner-less possessive DPs.
In this respect the case of High Old German is particularly interesting, in that the
process of grammaticalization of determiner-possessor complementarity is well
attested: determiner-less possessive constructions alternate with full possessive
constructions. Furthermore, a relative freedom in word order of possessives and
adjectives with respect to the noun emerges. Marzolla (1991) reports that, contrary to
Modern German, determiners may also co-occur with prenominal genitive
complements, as exemplified in (16) to (18):
(16) Siones
dohter
Sion-gen daughter
‘Sion’s daughter.’

(Marzolla 1991)

(17) dhemu Gotes
sune
The-dat God-gen Sohn
‘to God’s Son.’
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almahtiga
this-nom almighty-nom
‘God’s almighty mistery.’
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gotes
God-gen

chiruni11
mistery

Let us analyse such constructions in detail on the basis of the extended DP structure
given so far, as exemplified in (19) to (21):
(19)[SpecDFin Siones [DFin [SpecIP ti [I [F [SpecNP ti [NP dohter]]]]]]
(20) [DFin dhemu [SpecIP Gotesi [I [F [SpecNP ti [Sohn]]]]]]
(21) [SpecDFin dhazs [DFin [IP [SpecFP almahtiga [F [SpecFP Gotesi [ SpecNP ti [NP chiruni]]]]]]
Interestingly, at least three different positions seem to be available for nonpronominal prenominal possessors: the highest DP layer where the possessor is in
complementary distribution with determiners (i.e. (19)); an intermediate position
(namely SpecIP) where the possessor co-occurs with determiners (i.e. (20)) and a
lower genitive case position, indicated in (21) as SpecFP12. In this case the possessor
co-occurs with articles and, when and adjective is present, it shows up in the linear
order determiner-adjective-possessor-noun (i.e. (21))13.
Considering such cross-linguistic phenomena, it appears that, in line with the
predictions formulated so far, Italian L2 learners of German, being driven by
properties of the L1 grammar during the first stages of acquisition, prefer the less
economic derivation (the insertion of the determiner) over the more economic one
(filling the determiner position with a possessor). Furthermore, it is worth pointing
out that, while Modern German has lost the options (20), (21) in favour of (19), the
interlanguage grammar of Italian L2 learners of German seems to access such
possibilities even if they are available neither in their L1 nor in the L2.
7.1.2 The Possessor Parameter beyond the initial stage
In the intermediate stage the L2 value for a given parameter may not be completely
gained, so that variability in word order is found. This pattern is particularly evident
in a subgroup of Intermediate and Beginner L2 learners of SCT. The tendency
emerged here suggests that L2 subjects may go through a stage during which they
seem to have reset the L2 value for a given parameter only in specific contexts
(simple DPs) but not in others (more complex DPs containing and adjective). The
peculiarity of this performance relies on the postnominal position of bare proper
name possessors in DPs containing an adjective and, consequently, on determiner
insertion only in this environment. Hence, the pattern with the word order possessor11

It is worth pointing out that the adjective almahtiga refers to the head noun and not to the genitive
complement gotes . This fact is confirmed by the adjectival ending -a which marks the singular,
neutral nominative case..
12
The existence of two genitive case positions available for non prepositional genitives in German has
been proposed by Longobardi (2000) to account for double genitive constructions like Joans
Beschreibung Berlins/der Stadt (John’s description of Belin/of the city). According to this proposal the
higher case position (GenS) is preadjectival and is projected below D, the lowest case position (GenO)
ist postadjectival ad is projected above the lexical layer. In Longobardi’s proposal, the activation of
one or both positions is subject to parametric variation among languages.
13
A further interesting remark concerns noun placement in High Old German. In (21) the fact that the
noun follows both the possessor and the adjective suggests that the noun does not move further to a
higher functional projection as in Modern German. Interestingly, this kind of word order also emerges
in a group of L2 learners of the present study and supports the claim that, in their interlanguage
grammar, the Noun Parameter converges neither to the L1 nor to the L2 values.
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noun alternates with the pattern determiner-adjective-noun-possessor, and we observe
variability in placement of bare proper name possessors.
White (1990/1991), Hawkins et al. (1993), Herschensohn (1998)a proposed for the
first time an analysis of variability in L2 parameter resetting. According to this
proposal, L2 learners may show different strategies in dealing with a parametric
variation including the fact that a parameter could be “partially” set to a new value:
L2 learners start adopting the L2 value only in specific contexts but not in others. As
a consequence, interlanguage grammars may suffer from lack of clustering effects in
intermediate stages of acquisition during which L2 learners are trying to abandon the
L1 value for a given parameter.
The question that arises is whether such pattern is a possible UG option, similarly to
what has been observed on previous non-target patterns. Interestingly, Norwegian
possessive constructions (Vangsnes 1999) suggest that this seems to be the case.
Specifically, Norwegian allows both pre- and postnominal possessor. Crucially, the
prenominal position of possessor precludes the presence of the definite enclitic
markers on the noun, as illustrated by the minimal pair in (22):
(22) a. Pers
bok
Per-poss book
*Pers
boka
b. Per-poss book-def
‘Per’s book.’
The same alternation holds in possessive constructions containing an attributive
adjective. The prenominal position of the possessor precludes any type of
determiners14:
(23) min gamle hest
‘my old horse.’
(24) * min gamle hesten
my old horse-def
(25) *den min gamle hesten
the my old
horse-def
Conversely, when the possessor occurs in postnominal position, both determiners are
possible:
(26) den gamle hasten
min
the old horse-DEF my
‘my old horse.’
Vangsnes’ (1999) description of Norwegian data is mainly restricted to pronominal
possessors. Nevertheless, he points out that the same holds for non-pronominal
possessors in –s possessive constructions of the type in (22). Adopting the DP
structure proposed in (3), it out that at least two positions for possessors seem to be
available in Norwegian, as illustrated by the derivation in (27) and (28):

14

One of the peculiarities of Scandinavian languages lies in the fact that the definite marker has two
morphological realizations: an enclitic element attached to the head noun (-en) or a free morpheme
(den). Both elements co-occur in DPs containing an adjective, as in the example den gamle hasten
(the old horse). This kind of constructions are called Double Definite Construction since definiteness is
marked twice: through suffixation on the noun and through an expletive determiner.
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(27) [SpecDFinP mini [DFin [SpecIP ti [I [SpecFP gamle[F [SpecNP ti [NP hast]]]]]]
(28) [DFin den [SpecIP ti [I [SpecFP gamle[F [SpecFP hastenj [F [SpecFP mini [SpecNP ti [NP tj]]]]]]
The possessor may target the outer specifier of the DP (i.e (27)) or, alternatively,
when a determiner is inserted, it occurs in a lower position (i.e. (28))15. Such data
shows that the alternation possessor-noun/det-noun-possessor conforms to UG. When
acquiring the morphosyntactic properties of –s Genitive constructions, L2 learners
seem to run into the “Norwegian option”: they license the possessor either in
prenominal position – in which case, the determiner and the possessor do not cooccur – or in postnominal position, in which case, as in Norwegian possessive
constructions, L2 learners adopt the “last resort option” to insert an expletive
determiner16.
7.1.3 Possessor Parameter and the end-state
In the final state of L2 acquisition, the L2 target parameter value is gained and
speakers’ performance is target-like. This stage of acquisition is well represented by
both Advanced L2 learners of PDT and a subgroup of Intermediate and Beginner L2
learners of SCT. Their interlanguage grammar does not diverge from the German
native speakers at the level of the morphosyntax of –s Genitive constructions.
Although the experimental subjects of this group appear to converge to L2 parameter
value, it is worth pointing out that “L2 final state” seldom corresponds to a nativespeaker knowledge of L1 grammar. Despite the fact that their syntax is extremely
good, “expert L2 learners” often show incompleteness of peripheral aspects of the
morpholexicon or at the level of the syntax/semantics interface (see White 2003,
Sorace 2003, Belletti, Bennati and Sorace 2007 for relevant discussion of end-state
grammar and near-nativeness in L2).

15

We are not concerned here with the position of the noun in Norwegian DPs. However, due to the
presence of the definite suffix in (28) and to the linear order noun-possessor, it is reasonable to assume
that the noun targets a different functional position with respect to the derivation in (27).
16
One may ask why the “Norwegian option” of inserting an expletive determiner is restricted only to
possessive constructions containing an adjective in the interlanguage grammar of this group of L2
learners. A way to account for such a pattern is claim that the adjective blocks possessor raising to the
DP layer. Let us briefly consider the German possessive construction under investigation again:
(i) Ilses
rote Tasche
IlseGEN red bag
‘Ilse´s red bag.’
The prenominal and preadjectival position of the possessor is grammatical in Modern German. This
means that, on the basis of what has been assumed so far, possessor movement over prenominal
adjectives conforms to locality condition, consistent with what was proposed by Rizzi (2002) on the
left periphery of the clause. Possessors and adjectives do not share the same categorial features, hence
they do not have the same categorial status. Whatever kind of movement the possessor undergoes
during the derivation, an adjective that intervenes between this element and its trace cannot function as
antecedent for the possessor trace. Hence, possessor movement over adjectives is possible and the
costruction in (i) is grammatical. However, in the interlanguage grammar of L2 learners of this group,
the presence of an adjective seems to act as intervener between the raising possessor and its trace. A
possible explanation of this pattern is to suppose that the prenominal possessor is analysed as an
adjective element by the Italian L2 learners in analogy with the fact that possessive pronouns have
such a categorial status in this language. As a consequence, the insertion of an attributive adjective
might block the movement of the possessor to the higher DP-layers.
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7.2 The 8oun Parameter
Concerning the Noun parameter, no significant differences emerge in learners’
performance, despite their different level of proficiency in the L2. Resetting of the
word order parameter that determines position of nouns with respect to nominal
modifiers seems to be an easier goal to achieve. This result contrasts with other
research carried out on L2 German nominal syntax. Parodi, Schwartz and Clahsen
(2004) found that Romance language speakers produced *noun-adjective order to
varying degrees in their interlanguage grammar depending on proficiency levels.
However, it is worth noting that the rate of *noun-adjective order produced by the
Italian L2 learners in Parodi, Schwartz and Clahsen’s (2004) study is fairly low from
early on. In this respect, the total lack of the *noun-adjective pattern found in the
present study could be attributed to the higher level of proficiency of the Beginner L2
subjects, since they had received at least one year of formal instruction in German at
the time the test was administered; on the contrary, Parodi, Schwartz and Clahsen’s
(2004) experimental subjects were untutored L2 learners.
7.3 L2 parameter resetting: an interplay of internal and external factors
Let us now turn to the predictions formulated so far in light of the Subset Principle
and the role that the L1 may have in the first stage of acquisition.
First of all, prediction (1) on the nature of the initial state of L2 acquisition is largely
confirmed, including the fact that L2 learners do not start with the most restrictive
grammar, as implied by the Subset Principle, but rather with their L1 grammar.
Concerning prediction (2) on the way parameter resetting takes place, this is only
partially fulfilled. In fact, an interesting result evidenced by the data analysis is the
delay between the gradual use of –s Genitive constructions with respect to the earlier
production of adjective-noun linear order, thus suggesting that, while resetting of the
Possessor parameter takes place gradually and it is vulnerable to L1 transfer, the
Noun parameter can be resetted earlier. In this respect, the prediction formulated
according to the Subset Principle is not fulfilled, given the counter evidence that even
lack of positive evidence may result in a successful L2 parameter resetting.
However, the question that arises is why this is the case. A possible way to account
for this finding is to consider the role that negative evidence may play. The
morphosyntactic properties of the German nominal system under investigation here,
such as the position of attributive adjectives with respect to nouns and the realisation
of –s Genitives for expressing a possessive relation, are introduced in levels A of the
Framework and are taught in Beginner and Intermediate language courses. The
interesting fact that emerges from this study is that negative evidence may have a
positive impact only with respect to the Noun Parameter but not with respect to the
Possessor Parameter, whose gradual resetting, on the contrary, seems to be triggered
by an internal unconscious grammatical restructuring that obeys a precise
developmental path rather than by a conscious application of formal rules from early
on. Given the subset-superset relation of the Noun Parameter setting in the L2 with
respect to the L1, it is plausible to assume that negative evidence may represent a
possible source of L2 knowledge for “reducing” the interlanguage grammar to the
most restrictive and economic option of a given parameter only when positive
evidence cannot completely fulfil this requirement, because it is also consistent with
the L1 grammar17. In such a case, classroom L2 input seems to be a sufficient
condition for parameter resetting. This resembles Rothman and Iverson’s (2007)
17

In this sense, positive evidence are not “informative” enough to trigger parameter resetting.
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finding on the Null Subject Parameter. Conversely, negative evidence has a limited
impact on “expanding” the interlanguage grammar to new options, as seems to be the
case for the Possessor parameter: the interlanguage can expand only when faced with
linguistic input (positive evidence) that the system cannot parse, as correctly
predicted by the Subset Principle.
8.Conclusion
The study has focused on L2 multiple parameter resetting within the German DP
domain. Specifically, two major word order parameters have been investigated: Noun
Parameter and Possessor Parameter. Data from two groups of L2 learners have been
collected through two different kinds of task: an Oral Picture Description Task and a
Written Sentence Completion Task. Overall, results show that learners are able to
change the parametric values responsible for word order differences between their L1
and the L2, such as the different position of possessors and nouns in –s Genitive
constructions.
However, our findings suggest that only resetting of the Possessor Parameter is
characterized by a clear developmental path, whereas resetting of the Noun Parameter
seems to be possible from early on. It has been proposed that several factors may
interact in different ways resulting in such a discrepancy as actually predicted by the
Full Transfer/Full Access Hypothesis: the role of L1 transfer in the first stages of
acquisition; access to UG in non-initial interlanguage grammars and possible effects
of negative evidence in the process of parameter resetting, whereas the subsetsuperset relation of the two parameters with respect to the L1 and the L2 seems to
have a limited role.
To sum up, the observations developed throughout the paper lead to the conclusion
that in adult L2 acquisition some parameters cannot be reset in an “all or nothing”
manner, but gradually. This is particularly evident during the so-called “intermediate
stage”, during which L2 learners are trying to abandon the L1 value for a given
parameter and, at the same time, they seem to “test” hypotheses about the L2
grammar. Interestingly, these hypotheses still reflect options made available by UG,
as shown by cross-linguistic data on the distribution of determiners, possessor,
adjectives and nouns. This fact also sustains the view that instances of parameter
inconsistency observed in some L2 learners of this study can nevertheless be taken as
evidence for access to UG. Such stage of L2 language development represents an
important area of research in order to try to better understand the strategies adopted
by L2 learners when dealing with a parametric variation. The present study offers
only a first step in this direction and, hopefully, a tempting suggestion for further
research in this particular domain of nominal syntax.
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This paper discusses the so-called reduced pseudo-cleft
sentences (RPC), a variety of clefts found in Portuguese
and some Caribbean dialects of Spanish. I add structural
evidences to support the idea that RPCs are not reduced
versions of pseudoclefts. At the end, I conclude that the
RPCs are monoclausal sentences and that they are derived
by merging the copula as an adjunct of the focused
constituent.
1. Introduction1
The syntactic process known as clefting produces sentences that are
formally complex, like the cleft in (1a) and the pseudocleft (PC) in (1b):
(1)

a. É este carro que o João quer vender.
‘It is this car that João wants to sell’
b. O que o João quer vender é este carro.
‘What João wants to sell is this car’

Although the sentences in (1) have the complementizer que (that), and the
expression o que (what) exposes marks of embedding, they are truth-conditionally
equivalent to the simple sentence in (2):
(2)

João quer vender este carro.
‘João wants to sell this car’

From the functionalist perspective, the sentences in (1) are made to focus a
constituent: este carro (this car).
In Brazilian Portuguese (BP) there are sentences that are similar to the
ones in (1), regarding their role, but they show a small formal difference:
(3)
(3)

a. Este carro que o João quer vender.
This car that the João wants to sell
‘It is this car that João wants to sell’
b. O João quer vender é este carro.

1
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The João wants to sell is this car
‘It is this car that João wants to sell’
(3a) differs from (1a) because it doesn’t have the copula é (is) and because it
looks like a simple sentence with the focus in the left periphery followed by a
complementizer. (3b) is different from (1b) because it doesn’t have the Wh
expression o que (what), but due to the presence of two finite verbs, namely, quer
(wants) and é (is), it still preserves the appearance of a complex sentence.
The small formal differences between (1) and (3) have led linguists to
consider that the sentences in (3) are reduced versions of the ones in (1); they
have called (3a) reduced cleft (RC) (Kato et alii, 1996) and (3b) reduced
pseudocleft (RPC) (Wheeler, 1982).
The goal of this paper is to study RPCs in Caribbean Spanish (CS) and in
Brazilian Portuguese (BP). Without any objections to the hypothesis that a RC is
the reduction of a full cleft, we intend to explore Bosque’s (1999) analysis and
raise some doubts about whether a RPC is a reduced form of a PC. We will
conclude that a RPC is a monoclausal sentence.
Besides being an interesting topic per se, RPCs are a very interesting
domain to investigate the ties between the dialects of the Romania Nova and the
ones of the Romania Velha. If we consider the Iberian parts, RPC are attested only
in CS, but not in the other dialects (see Bosque 1999) 2 . If we consider the
Lusitanian parts, RPCs are attested both in Brazil and in Portugal, even though
there are differences that can be related to specific properties of each dialect.
2. Pseudoclefts
Akmajian (1970) and Higgins (1973) pointed out that a string like the
English one in (4) is ambiguous:
(4)

What Mary is is scandalous.

(4) can have either a predicational (5a) or a specificational reading (5b):
(5)

a. Mary is x and being x is scandalous.
b. Mary is scandalous.

The superscript index in (6) is used to clarify the scope of the adjective
predication:
(6)

a. [What Mary is]i is scandalousi.
b. What Maryi is is scandalousi.

(pred.)
(spec.)

On the predicational reading, the adjective scandalous is a predicate of the free
relative in brackets in (6a); on the specificational one it is a predicate of the
subject of the free relative Mary in (6b).
Since Portuguese has gender agreement, (4) is no longer ambiguous:

“This (the difference between Spanish and CS) might be a case of substratum influence from one
or several West African Languages, since many of them have morphological markers for focalized
constituents”. (p.26)

2
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a. O que a Maria é é escandaloso.
What the Maria is is scandalousm
b. O que a Maria é é escandalosa.
What the Maria is is scandalousf

When the adjective is in the unmarked generic form, as in (7a), the only possible
reading is the predicational reading; when it is in the marked generic form, as in
(7b), the only available interpretation is specificational. Henceforth, I assume with
Hankamer (1974) and Resenes (2009) that only the specificational sentence in (7)
is a PC.
The structure of a predicational sentence like (7a) is trivial: the copula
mediates the relation between the subject free relative [o que a Maria é] ([What
the Maria is]) and the predicative adjective escandaloso (scandalousm)3. Since the
free relative is the subject of the sentence, the agreement of the adjective is
explained trivially: it gets the unmarked form. This analysis also explains why the
predicate cannot include items whose licensing conditions require that they be ccommanded by an antecedent inside the free relative, as we see in (8):
(8)

*O que a Maria é é digno de si mesma.
What the Maria is is deservingm of herself

Because of the lack of c-command, the phrase a Maria (‘the’ Maria) cannot be an
antecedent for the anaphora si mesma (herself).
However, the syntactic structure of a specificational sentence like (7b) is a
serious syntactic puzzle. First, there doesn’t seem to be any usual type of
reconstruction, whereby the specifier-head configuration that accounts for the
agreement of the predicate escandalosa (scandalousf) and the DP a Maria, could
obtain. Secondly, in sentences like (9)4, there doesn’t appear to be any stage of the
derivation in which the necessary c-command relation holds between John and
himself, everyone and his, and n’t and any (examples from Boskovic, 1997):
(9)

a. What John is is important to himself.
b. What everyone proved was his own theory.
c. What John didn’t buy was any picture of Fred.

Anaphors like himself in (9a), possessive pronouns interpreted as variables like
his in (9b) and negative polarity items like any in (9c) need to be c-commanded
by an antecedent in order to be licensed, and that is not apparent in (9).
An analysis that tries to solve the agreement and the c-command problem
is the one proposed by Kato e Mioto (2010) (cf. also Boskovic, 1997; Boeckx,
2007). By assuming that the expression o que is a resumptive of the focus and, as
3

Evidence that the free relative is a constituent can be seen in the following contrast:
(i)
a. É o que a Maria é que é escandaloso.
‘It is what Maria is that is scandalousm’
b. *É o que a Maria é que é escandalosa.
scandalousf
We know that only phrases can be focused in a cleft – that’s why only the free relative of the
predicational sentences can be clefted, while the one of the specificational sentences cannot.
4
In order to save space, we used English examples because they are widely discussed in the
literature and also because their grammaticality is consensual. For examples from BP, see Kato e
Mioto (2010).
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such, it doesn’t behave as a true relative pronoun, the authors merge it in a
complex phrase, in parallel to clitic doubling constructions (Kayne, 2001). Then,
assuming Rizzi’s (1997) characterization of the left periphery of the clause, the
derivation of (7b) would be:
(10)a. [IP A Maria é [AP o que [escandalosa]]]
The Maria is what scandalousf
⇒ Movement of o que (what) to CP
b. [CP o que [IP a Maria é [AP o que [escandalosa]]]]
⇒ Movement of the focus to FP
c. [FP escandalosa [CP o que [IP a Maria é [AP o que
[escandalosa]]]]]
⇒ Merge of the copula
d. [IP é [FP escandalosa [CP o que [IP a Maria é [AP o que [escandalosa]]]]]]
⇒ Movement of the CP to GroundP
e.[GroundP [CP o que a Maria é] [IP é [FP escandalosa [CP o que [IP a Maria é
[AP o que [escandalosa]]]]]]]
By generating o que (what) as part of the complex AP, we have the appropriate
configuration for gender agreement: since a Maria is the subject of the sentence,
the adjective has to be in the marked form escandalosa (scandalousf). This
configuration can also be exploited in order to account for the c-command in the
PCs in (9), whose focus contains either an anaphor, a possessive pronoun
interpreted as a variable, or a negative polarity item.
2. RPC
RPCs, like PCs, are sentences designed to focus the constituent that
immediately follows the copula (henceforth “ser as focus” (SF), borrowed from
Bosque 1999). Since the copula is always in the domain of the IP, the focalization
that a RPC performs is known as in situ focalization. Compare the PC in (11a)
with (11b):
(11)

a. O que a Maria é é escandalosa. (=(7b))
What the Maria is is scandalousf
b. A Maria é é escandalosa.
the Maria is is scandalousf

RPCs are specificational sentences, so there is no reduced counterpart to the
predicational sentences:
(12)

a. O que a Maria é é escandaloso. (=(7a))
What the Maria is is scandalousm
b. *A Maria é é escandaloso.
the Maria is is scandalousm

The RPC corresponding to (12a) is (13), whose Wh-expression cannot be
deleted5:
5

The PC counterpart of (13) should be the bizarre, but grammatical sentence in (i):
(i)
O que o que a Maria é é é escandaloso.
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O que a Maria é é é escandaloso.
What the Maria is is is scandalousm

The locus of the focused constituent via a RPC is the low area of the sentence,
which can be defined as the c-command domain of Infl. Therefore, an RPC can
focus complements of the verb or adjuncts of a VP individually ((14a) was taken
from the e-journal Folha de São Paulo):
(14) a. Eu quero é [proteger a magistratura dos bandidos infiltrados]
I want is to protect the magistracy from the bandits intruder
b. Eu quero proteger é [a magistratura] (dos bandidos
infiltrados).
c. Eu quero proteger a magistratura é [dos bandidos infiltrados].
d. Eu quero é [que a corregedoria proteja a magistratura dos
bandidos inflitrados].
The constituent focused by the SF is aligned as the last one of the sentence. If this
doesn’t happen, then the one that follows the focus is deaccented and is
interpreted as an afterthought, such as the bracketed constituent in (14b).
Nonetheless, focalization by SF in the low area of the sentence is blocked
under certain circumstances:
(15)

Small clause complements to considerar (consider):
a. ?*O João considera é [SC a Maria culpada].
The João considers is the Maria guilty
b. O João considera culpada é a Maria.
the João considers guilty is the Maria
c. O João considera a Maria é culpada.
the João considers the Maria is guilty

(16)

Infinitival complements to verbs like ver (see)
a. A Maria viu foi os meninos vencerem a corrida.
The Maria saw was the boys wininflected the race.
b. *A Maria viu os meninos foi vencerem a corrida.
the Maria saw the boys was wininflected the race
c. A Maria viu os meninos vencerem foi a corrida.
the Maria saw the boys wininflected was the race

(17)

Double complements of a verb:
a. ??O João deu foi um presente para a Maria6.
The João gave was a gift to the Maria
b. *A Maria persuadiu foi o João a viajar para a Grécia.
The Maria persuaded was the João to travel to Greece
c. *A Maria disse foi para o João que ia viajar.

(17)

what what the Maria is is is scandalousm.
The requirement of another Wh-expression at the beginning of the sentence shows that the o que
of the predicational structure doesn’t behave the same way than the o que of the specificational
structure.
6
Unless we have either an afterthought interpretation or an ordered pair.
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The Maria said was to the João that (she) would travel
(18)

XPs inside strong islands7
a. *O João agrediu quem quebrou foi a janela.
The João hit who broke was the window
b. *O João agrediu a pessoa que quebrou foi a janela.
the João hit the person that broke was the window
c. *O João chorou quando a Maria beijou foi o Pedro.
The João cried when the Maria kissed was the Pedro

(19)

APs included in DPs:
a. *Ele quebrou a mesa foi redonda.
He broke the table was round.
b. Ele comeu a carne foi crua.
He ate the meat was raw
c. *Le gusta la música es clásica. (Vallejo, s/d: 18)8
to-him pleases the music is classic
d. ... me gusta más la música es moderna
to-me pleases more the music is modern
(Sedano, 1990:93, apud Bosque 1999)

Focusing via SF cannot reach constituents sitting in the left periphery of
the sentence (20a), nor the subject in Spec IP (20b), nor high adverbs (20c):
(20)

a. *Foi o João a Maria beijou.
(it) was the João the Maria kissed
b. *Foi o João vendeu este carro.
(It) was the João sold this car
c. *É provavelmente o João vai chegar amanhã.
(it) is likely the João Will arrive tomorrow

Camacho (2006) observes that adverbs like francamente (frankly), which
are ambiguous between a speech-oriented and a VP-internal interpretation, only
receive the vP-internal manner interpretation, not the speech-oriented one, if
focused by an SF, as in (21) (his (9)):
(21)

Marta no debería hablar es francamente.
Marta not should talk is frankly
‘It is frankly that Marta should not talk’

7

The judgments vary when the focused constituents are inside weak islands.
According to Mioto & Foltran (2007), in the grammatical cases the adjectives would be
represented as predicates of small clauses that are adjuncts of the VP; those small clauses would
have a PRO as the subject, which is controlled by carne (meat) in (19b) or by música (music) in
(19d). By representing the adjective that way we account for the fact that the adjective doesn’t
belong to the DP and also for the stage level sense that the adjectives crua (raw) and moderna
(modern) must have. On the other hand, the adjectives redonda (round) and clássica (classic)
cannot be represented as adjuncts of the VP, since they are adjectives of the individual level type,
they cannot have a circumstantial interpretation, as pointed out by Vallejo (ms).
8
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The problem with this argument is that the only available interpretation in the case
above is the only one available when those adverbs are focused in any type of
cleft.
As for the postposed subject, the possibility of focusing via SF seems to
depend on the dialect’s allowance of free inversion. This property puts together
both European Portuguese and CS, languages that naturally allow the subject to be
focused via SF, whereas it differentiates the two languages from BP, since in BP
the postverbal subject is much more restricted:
(22)

a. Fez a trapalhada foi o João okEP ??BP (light subject)
made the mess was the João
b. ... me gustaba más que todo era el estilo libre
me pleased more than everything was the freestyle
(Sedano 1990: 92)
c. Me ajudou muito foi aquele livro sobre a histeria.
me CL helped a lot was that book about the hysteria
(Wheeler, 1982: 510) (heavy)

As for the copula, it doesn’t have an independent value for tense: it reflects
the tense of the c-commanding verb:
(23)

a. Eu quero é/*era/*foi proteger a magistratura.
I want is/was.IMPERF./was.PERF. protect the magistracy
b. Eu queria *é/era/*foi proteger a magistratura.
I wanted.IMPERF. is/was.IMPERF./was.PERF. protect the
magistracy
c. Eu sempre quis *é/*era/foi proteger a magistratura.
I
always
wanted.PERF.
is/was.IMPERF./was.PERF.
protect the magistracy

3. Analysis of the RPCs
Basically, the analyses proposed for the RPCs were developed on two
complementary bases. The first one is the existence of a null or deleted Whoperator, whose distribution is the same as that of the Wh-operator that heads the
free relative of PCs, as depicted in (24a):
(24)

a. [XP [RL ON o João quer vender] é um carro].
the João wants to sell is a car
b. [XP O João quer comprar é um carro]
the João wants to buy is a car

The second basis is the absence of an operator, as depicted in (24b). The structure
of the RPC resulting from each of these bases shows an important point for the
discussion we’ll engage on: the impossibility for the items inside the free relative
in (24a) to c-command the focused constituent in the overt syntax.
3.1. The Null Operator (NO) Analysis
The analysis that assumes the existence of a NO (or a deleted Wh
operator) seems to have been motivated mostly by the similarities arising from the
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fact that the PCs and the RPCs are sentences designed to focus phrases. This
common function might have led Wheeler (1982) (for PB), Toríbio (1992) (for
CS) and Costa & Duarte (2005) (for EP) to correlate the two types of sentences,
analysing the RPCs as a reduced version of the PCs, since the former lacks the
Wh-expression. For Wheeler (1982), the RPCs involve a free relative whose Whexpression is deleted. For Toribio (1992), the RPCs involve a free relative with a
null operator.
Making these hypotheses compatible with the analysis developed by Kato
& Mioto (2009) (the linking could also be made with Boeckx’s (2007) analysis),
we would have a derivation similar to (10), except for the starting point, which
would be (25a):
(25)

a. [IP A Maria é [AP NO [escandalosa]]]
b. [GroundP [ NO a Maria é] é escandalosa]

In (25a), we’d have a NO instead of the Wh-expression o que (what). In the
course of the derivation, the NO and the Wh-expression will behave in a similar
way, and at the end of the derivation, we would obtain (25b). However attractive
it may be for its simplicity, the analysis that assumes the RPC to involve a NO
gives rise to some inconsistencies, which suggest that it can’t be right.
The first one comes from the different behavior of PCs and RPCs with
respect to the possibility of expressing an information focus. This possibility is
restricted to PCs (see also Bosque 1999 for CS):
(26)

a. – O que a Maria comeu?
What did Maria eat?
b. – O que a Maria comeu foi um bolo.
What Mary ate was a cake
c. #– A Maria comeu foi um bolo.
The Maria ate was a cake.

In the dialogue in (26), which requires information focus in the answer (see
Zubizarreta, 1998), only (26b) is a proper answer to the question (26a).
Another inconsistency can be observed in (27):
(27)

a. Quem fez a confusão foram os meninos/fui eu.
who made the mess were.3PL the boys/ was.1SG I
b. *NO fez a confusão foram os meninos/fui eu.
made the mess were.3PL the boys/was.1SG I
c. *Quem fizeram/fiz a confusão foram os meninos/fui eu.
who
made.3PL/made/1SG
the
mess
were/3PL.
boys/was.1SG I
d. Fizeram/fiz a confusão foram os meninos/fui eu. okEP
made.3PL/1SG the mess were/3PL the boys/was.1SG I

the

The presence of a NO, as well as the Wh-operator, leads the verb fazer (do) to be
inflected in the third singular person, as shown in (27a), but this agreement is
incompatible with the focused subject with a NO, as shown in (27b). Moreover,
we see in (27c) that the first person singular or the third person plural agreement
on the verb fazer (do) would be incompatible with the presence of a Wh-operator;
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hence, it should also be incompatible with the null operator, which is not
confirmed in (27d).
Besides that, the assumption that the RPC hosts a null Wh operator or a
deleted Wh-operator is an ad hoc solution, since it would be the only instance of
embedding of a finite clause without formal markings in BP. In other words,
either via a phonetic deletion of o que or via a NO in (28a), we’d have (28b) as a
biclausal structure:9
(28)

a. [O que a Maria é] é escandalosa.
what the Maria is is scandalousf
b. [A Maria é] é escandalosa.
the Maria is is scandalousf

In (28b) we’d have a free relative without the Wh-expression, a mechanism that
would be highly exceptional in BP.10
Bosque (1999) points out that an analysis that resorts to a NO doesn’t
provide an explanation for the ungrammaticality of RPCs of the following kinds:
(29)

Pré-verbal focused constituents
a. Um empleo es lo que Juan necessita.
‘A job is what Juan needs’
b. *Um empleo es NO Juan necessita.
a job is
Juan needs

(30)

Infinitives and focalized VPs
a. Lo que Juan hizo fue cantar.
‘What Juan did was sing’
b. *NO Juan hizo fue cantar.
Juan did was sing

(31) Superlative constructions
a. Lo que más le gusta es bailar salsa.
‘What s/he likes the most is dance salsa’
b. *ON Más le gusta es bailar salsa.
most him pleases is dance salsa
9

Besides the lack of a Wh expression in the free relative, there is the lack of the complementizer
que, which is obligatory in nominal headed relatives with no Wh in Spec of CP. However, as
pointed out in Mioto & Marchesan (ms), we don’t have free relatives with doubly filled Comp in
BP:
(i)
a. *O que que a Maria é é escandaloso.
what that the Maria is is scandalousm
b. *O que que a Maria é é escandalosa.
what that the Maria is is scandalousf
10
The mechanism couldn’t even be extended to the predicational sentences, given the
ungrammaticality of (ib):
(i)
a. [O que a Maria é] é escandaloso.
what the Maria is is scandalousm
b. *A Maria é é escadaloso.
the Maria is is scandalousm
It can always be argued that the free relatives in (ia) and in (28a) are different, but this doesn’t
eliminate the ad hoc nature of the proposal.
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(32) Focus/Wh extraction
a. ¿Qué era lo que Juan leía?
‘What was (it) that Juan was reading’
b. *¿Qué era NO Juan leía?
what was Juan read
There is also evidence of structural type that doesn’t match the analyses
that assume a NO. One relevant phenomenon, pointed out by Bosque (1999),
concerns the scope of focal adverbs:
(33)

a. Solo leí este libro. (I only read/ I read only this book)
I only read this book
b. Lo que sólo leí fue este libro. (I only read/ *I read only ...)
‘What I only read was this book’
c. Sólo leí fue este libro. (I only read/ I read only this book)
only read was this book

The ambiguity of (33a) is attributed to the fact that solo (only) c-commands all
that follows it. In (33b) there is no ambiguity, since solo doesn’t c-command
outside the free relative: then, the only possible interpretation is that ‘the only
thing I did with the book was read it’. Given that (33c) is ambiguous, we have to
admit that solo (only) c-commands all that follows it, and it cannot be inside a
free relative headed by a NO.
Another asymmetry that relates to the c-command condition is presented
in (34):
(34)

a. ??Quem o João não respeita é ninguém.
Who the João not respect is anybody
b. O João não respeita é ninguém.
the João not respect is anybody

In Portuguese, the lack of c-command in overt syntax prevents the licensing of the
postcopular negative polarity item ninguém (anybody), as shown in (34a).
However, in (34b) there is no problem of acceptability, which allows us to
conclude that não (not) naturally c-commands ninguém (anybody).11
Additional evidence that points in the same direction is brought by (35a), a
sentence taken from the e-journal Folha de São Paulo:
(35)

a. O Lula tem é falado pouco e com poucos.
The Lula has is spoken a little and with few (people)
b. *O que o Lula tem é falado pouco e com poucos.
what the Lula has is spoken little and with few

We can ascribe the ungrammaticality of (35b) to the fact that the trace that
precedes falado (spoken) is not c-commanded by its antecedent o Lula (the Lula):

11

This shows that the conditions that license a negative polarity item in Portuguese are different
from the ones that hold for English, a language that has connectivity effects in pseudoclefts (see
Boskovic 1997).
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(36) [FR O que o Lulai tem] é ti falado pouco e com poucos.
what the Lula has is spoken little and with few
Since (35a) is a well-formed sentence, we have to admit that the trace that
precedes falado (spoken) is c-commanded by o Lula (the Lula), as represented in
(37a), and hence, o Lula cannot be inside a free relative headed by a NO (37b):
(37)

a. O Lulai tem é ti falado pouco e com poucos
the Lula has is spoken little and with few
b. *[[FR NO o Lulai tem] é ti falado pouco e com poucos]
the Lula has is spoken little and with few

A pseudocleft like (35b) becomes grammatical if we insert the proform
fazer (do) inside the free relative in order to focus the VP, as in (38a):
(38)

a. O que o Lulai tem ti feito é falado pouco e com poucos.
What the Lula has done is spoken little and with few

(38)

b. ??O Lula tem feito é falado pouco e com poucos.
the Lula has done is spoken little and with few

One of the effects of the insertion of the proform is to allow the trace ti to be ccommanded by its antecedent o Lula (the Lula). The insertion of the proform in
(37a) to re-establish the c-command condition is unnecessary and causes problems
of acceptability.12 13

12

This situation is systematic in raising contexts:
(i)
a. O Lula parece é ter sido descuidado.
the Lula seems is have been careless
b. *O que o Lula parece é ter sido descuidado.
what the Lula seems is have been careless
(ii)
a. O Lula deve é tomar cuidado com os amigos.
the Lula must is take care with the friends
b. *O que o Lula deve é tomar cuidado com os amigos.
what the Lula must is take care with the friends
(iii)
a. A casa vai é desabar.
the house goes is fall
b. *O que a casa vai é desabar.
what the house goes is fall
In control contexts, the insertion of the proform is optional:
(i)
a. O Lula quer é controlar a câmara.
the Lula wants is control the chamber
b. O que o Lula quer (PRO fazer) é (PRO) controlar a câmara.
what the Lula wants (PRO do) is (PRO) control the chamber
13
The insertion of the proform in RPCs is more acceptable in sentences with simple verbs when
the VP with adverbs like só is focused by SF, as in the following example (from the e-journal
Folha de São Paulo:
(i)
a. A falecida nossa mãe só fez foi esperar.
the dead our mother only did was wait
b. A falecida nossa mãe só esperou.
the dead our mother only waited
c. ??A falecida nossa mãe fez foi esperar.
the dead our mother did was wait
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3.2. Non-NO analysis
The vast majority of the analyses for the RPCs developed since Bosque
(1999), as far as we know, don’t adopt the assumption that there is a NO. The
main question raised by these analyses aims at the SF, its nature and the way it is
merged in the structure.
3.2.1. Bosque (1999)
Bosque (1999) assumes that the SF is the head of a FocusP and the
focused phrase is its complement. Thus, he gives (39b) as the structure of (39a):
(39)

a. Juan comía era papas.
Juan ate was potatoes
b. [IP Juani [VP ti [V’ comía [FocusP [[F° era] papas]]]]]

Camacho (2006) points out that the main problem for Bosque’s proposal is that
papas (potatoes) is the complement of the verb, and nothing explains why it’s not
possible to extract a complement, as shown in (40):
(40)

*¿Quéi se comieron los pájaros fue ti?
What cl ate
the birds was

Moreover, Camacho translates Bosque’s generalization that SF only takes
constituents in the domain of the vP as in (41), where the SF selects vP:
(41)

IP
I

Apud Camacho (2006)
FocP

era

vP

However, (41) raises another problem: the copula, being the head of FocP, would
block the raising of the verb to I.
3.2.2. Camacho (2006)
Camacho (2006) assumes that SF is the head of IPCOP, which has the same
minimal structural and argumental properties as other copular verbs. IPCOP is an
equative structure whose subject is null and whose complement is the focused DP.
As we see in (42b), IPCOP is merged as an adjunct of VP:
(42)

a. Los pájaros se comieron fue las migas.
The birds cl ate
was the crumbs
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IP

Los pájaros

I’

se comieron

VP

VP
V

IPCOP
ei

x

I’COP
fue

las migasiFOC

The argument of the main verb is null, and it is coindexed with the null subject x
of the copular verb. (43) maps to the syntactic structure in (42): the higher part of
the tree denotes the presupposed clause los pájaros se comieron x ‘birds ate x’,
and the adjoined structure provides the equative part x = migas ‘crumbs’.
(43) Los pájaros se comieron x & the x que los pájaros se comieron = las migas
Camacho thus reproduces the assertion structure of Zubizarreta (1998).
A problem for this analysis is the fact that an RPC can focus constituents other
than VPs, e.g. arguments and adjuncts, as in (44), where the constituent focused
by SF is bigger than VP, likely AspP.
(44)

João pode é ter estado viajando pela Europa.
João may is have been travelling by the Europe

In (44) 3.2.3. Méndez-Vallejo (ms)
Mendez-Vallejo assumes that SF is the head of a FocusP, which is located
in VP left periphery (Belletti, 2004) The problem with this account is that the
filled Focus° should block the raising of the verb to Infl.
3.2.4. Kato and Mioto (forthcoming)
Kato and Mioto (forth) propose that the derivation of a RPC is as in (45):
(45) a. input : [TP João comprou [VP comprou batatas]
⇒ Merge of the Copula and projection of FP at its VP periphery
b. [FP [VP foi [TP João comprou [VP comprou batatas]]]]
⇒ Remnant movement of VP:
c. [FP [VP tV batatas] [F’ F [VP foi [TP João comprou [VP tVP ]]]]]
⇒At this point, the Copula raises to T:
d. [TP foi [FP [VP tV batatas] [F’ F [VP foi [TP João comprou
[VP tVP ]]]]]]
⇒ In addition, the remnant TP moves to the TopP of the Left Periphery
(Rizzi1997), where it is interpreted as the sentence’s presupposition:
e. [TopP [TP João comprou] [VP tVP ]] [TP foi [FP [VP tV batatas]
[F’ F [VP foi [TP ]]]]]
f . João comprou foi BATATAS.
|__________|
|_____|
Presupposition
focus
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The step (45.e) of this analysis raises a problem related to the c-command
condition: when the remnant TP is moved, the subject fails to c-command the rest
of the sentence. So, in (46) o Lula fails to c-command its trace14:
(46) [TopP [TP O Lulai tem] é ti falado pouco e com poucos.
The Lula has is spoken a little and with few (persons)
3.2.5. An alternative account
Because of (46), I would like to suggest an alternative account for PCRs
according to which the SF is a focal particle which is merged as an adjunct of the
focused constituent, as represented in (47), where the SF takes scope over the vP:
(47) [TP O Lulai tem [vP é [vP ti falado pouco e com poucos]]]
Thus, by staying in Spec of TP, o Lula c-commands its trace in vP. By being an
adjunct, the SF does not block verb raising. What we have at the end of the
derivation is a monoclausal sentence.
The copula can “stroll” in the low area of the sentence picking up the XP
to be focused, and this stroll reflects the position of negation, in contrast to cases
where we have contrastive focus:
(48) a. A Maria quer é [chegar a Florianópolis no domingo], não [chegar a
Joinville].
The Maria wants is to arrive at Florianópolis on Sunday, not to arrive at
Joinville
b. A Maria quer chegar é [a Florianópolis] no domingo, não [a Joinville].
c. A Maria quer chegar a Florianópolis é [no domingo], não [no sábado].
Mary wants to arrive at Florianópolis is on Sunday, not on Saturday.
As for the focusing of a postverbal subject, recall that BP behaves differently from
EP and CS, as we saw in (22), repeated here:
(22)

a. Fez a trapalhada foi o João okEP ??BP (light subject)
made the mess was the João
b. ... me gustaba más que todo era el estilo libre
me pleased more than everything was the freestyle
c. Me ajudou muito foi aquele livro sobre a histeria.
me CL helped a lot was that book about the hysteria

While (22a) is acceptable in EP and (22b,c) in CS, (22a) is not natural and is
rejected by many native speakers of BP.

14

The configuration in (46) is similar to that of an ordinary PC:
(i) [TopP [O que o Lulai tem] é ti falado pouco e com poucos.
But (i) is an ungrammatical sentence.
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4. Concluding remarks
This paper analyses the RPC. It shows that RPCs are not a reduced version
of PCs with a Wh/NO heading a free relative. The conclusion at which we arrived
is that RPCs are monoclausal sentences, designed to focus a phrase. The focusing
is performed by the merging of the SF as an adjunct to the focused constituent.
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In a recent review of the cartographic approach to
syntactic structures, Cinque & Rizzi (2010) suggested
the possibility that functional hierarchies might be the
reflex of semantic principles of compositionality which
have been grammaticalized. This view carries the
implicit assumption that the relation between LF and
PF is isomorphic, at last for what concerns clausal
operators. However, this assumption seems to be
untenable once extended to clausal negation, where
cross-linguistic variation in the IP field (Zanuttini
1997, Ouhalla 1990, Miestamo 2003) and in the Left
Periphery (Moscati 2010a) does not translate in an
analogous LF variation.

1. Introduction
Almost every topic in the Generative Grammar framework has been permeated by
the work of Luigi. And often, many of his core ideas have passed over the
narrower boundaries of linguistic theories to flow into adjacent fields. As an
example, one can simply look back at the ideas presented in Relativized
Minimality (1990), where many of his intuitions on intervenience effects have
contributed to shape fundamental limits on the locality of syntactic dependencies
and are now considered, more than 20 years later, to be likely to affect sentence
processing and language acquisition.
Having learned much from Luigi, honestly I wouldn’t be able to say where my
work originally departed from his own. It would be much easier, instead, to find
these points of contact where I built on his foundations. One of these is certainly
the work on the clausal representation of sentential negation, begun during my
doctorate (Moscati 2006).
In this paper I would like to present some issues related to the positions where
sentential negation can be realized and interpreted, adopting a cartographic
approach to the Left Periphery of the clause based on Rizzi (1997). I set two goals
for this short paper: the first is to offer a cartographic representation of the
positions where negation is realizable in the higher clausal skeleton; the second is
2012 Vincenzo Moscati
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to sketch an issue concerning the PF-LF mapping, related to the interpretation of
the negative operator.
As pointed out in Cinque & Rizzi (2010), Cartography is fundamentally a
research paradigm able to provide a principled framework to organize linguistic
data. The adoption of a well-structured and framed set of assumptions is crucial in
science, in that new generalizations as well new research questions often emerge
with clarity from a coherent organization. I’ll show here that once the positions of
clausal negation are plotted in a richly articulated clausal representation, crosslinguistic data become more readily comparable and new questions emerge, as the
one concerning the proper semantic treatment of inverse scope.

2. The cartography of negative particles in the IP and in the Left Periphery
Cinque (1999) proposed a universal organization of the inflectional system, where
the functional lexicon is organized in accordance to an invariable order. An
hypothesis which is strictly conform to the Uniformity Principle (Chomsky 2001).
However, within this extremely fine-grained representation, it stands out the fact
that clausal negation doesn’t find an exact collocation. Although there is no doubt
that negative particles belong to the functional lexicon, exactly as temporal or
modal elements.
The reason for this omission is due to the fact that even closely related
languages behave differently with regard to the relative order of negation and
other functional elements. This point has been well illustrated for Northern Italian
dialects in Zanuttini (1997). As an example, consider the relative position of the
negative adverbials nen in Piedmontese and no Milanese in relation to another
adverb expressing habitual aspect:
(1) A

l’ ha nen dine sempre tut
s.cl scl’aux neg told-us always everything
‘He hasn’t always told us everything’

(Piedmontese)

(2) L’

a semper pagà no i tas
(Milanese)
s.cl’aux always paid neg the taxes
‘It’s always been the case that he hasn’t paid taxes’

the negative adverbial nen in the Piedmontese example (1) precedes ‘always’,
while no in Milanese respects the opposite order. This difference shows that, if we
assume that ‘always’ occupies the same position in the two languages, negation is
hosted in two different NegPs: higher for Piedmontese and lower for Milanese. By
repeatedly applying this logic, Zanuttin proposed the existence of at least four
NegPs, required to account for the variations in a narrow set of Northern Italian
dialects.
The idea that the position of NegP is variable over different languages is further
supported by the observation of affixes in the verbal morphology (Ouhalla 1990,
Miestamo 2003) and on the basis of these and other comparative studies, it seems
that a range of NegPs needs to be assumed within the inflectional system. A
maximally unrestrictive parameter able to capture this dimension of variation can
be formulated as in (3).
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(3) NegP c-commands XP or is C-commanded by XP, where XP is any of the

functional projections immediately dominating VP
However this parameter, broad has it is, is still insufficient to capture the full
range of variation associated with the position of sentential negation, given that
many languages adopt the option to realize it by means of negative
complementizers. In order to obtain a clearer picture of the variation range
associated with clausal negation, in Moscati (2010a) I examined different negative
complementizers1, framing them in the CP skeleton offered in Rizzi (1997, 2001)
(4) FORCE

(TOP*) INT (TOP*) FOC (TOP*) FIN IP

An articulated structure of the CP as the one in (4) offers us a straightforward way
to capture the differences between various types of negative complementizers,
clustered in accordance to a relevant set of properties as +/-Finiteness and +/Root. These distinctions are readily captured in the extended CP: finite
complemetizers, able to Clause type the sentence (Cheng 1991), sit in the upper
projection ForceP while non-finite complementizers mark instead the lower edge
of the CP, being in FinP.
To illustrate the richness of negative complementizers, let me briefly consider
Irish, which presents at once many of the options found cross-linguistically. Irish
has an articulated paradigm of comp-particles and according to McCloskey (2001,
2003), it has five different elements used to express negation within the CP.
Consider here the particle nach
(5) a. Creidim go

gcuirfidh sí isteach air.
I-believe comp put-fut she in on the job
‘I believe that she'll apply for it’

b. Creidim nach
gcuirfidh sí isteach air.
I-believe comp-neg put-fut she in on it
‘I believe that she won't apply for it’
this particle is in complimentary distribution with the positive complementizer go
and it triggers, as other Irish complemetizer particles, a series of morphological
phenomena (McCloskey 2001) on the following verb. Nach is ultimately
employed to deny an embedded finite clause. Other particles are instead used (as
gan, discussed also in Svenonious 1994) to express negation on embedded nonfinite clause. In addition, certain varieties of Ulster Irish have a finite
complementizers, the particle cha, which is employed only in negative matrix
clauses.
Irish is not an isolated case and many other languages make use of negation in the
CP. Classic Latin, Basque (Laka 1990) and Hebrew (Landau 2002) all have
negative complemetizers and these particles can be organized in accordance to the
extended CP proposed in Rizzi (1997):

1

In this respect, the work in Moscati (2010) can be considered as complimentary to Zanuttini
(1997).
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(6)
ForceP

CP - matrix

cha (Ulster Irish)
ni (Irish)

ForceP
ne (Latin)
FinP
mura (Irish)
nach (Irish)
gan (Irish)

CP - embedded

me (Hebrew)

For a discussion on the interpretive properties of the complementizers presented
in (6) and a more complete representation, I remand to Moscati (2010a).
Given the richness of negative particles in the CP system, it seems that the
parameter in (3) can hardly capture the full array of cross-linguistic variations
related to the position of the sentential negative marker. The conclusion is that,
combining the variation found by Zanuttini in the IP field with the one presented
in Moscati (2010a) for the CP field, it seems that no universal governs the
position of negation in the clausal skeleton. In this respect, NegP departs from
other functional projections as Tense or Modality.
2. The Logic Form behind the variations
Cinque & Rizzi (2010) suggest that the hierarchies ruling the clausal organization
might be derived from semantic primitives. For example, we may think that
epistemic modality can be evaluated only when the proposition has already been
placed in time. This kind of reasoning, if supported by the right semantic analysis,
could explain why a certain order and not its inverse is found in natural language.
The cartographic approach ultimately assumes a substantial isomorphism between
LF and PF and under this view the clausal organization can be considered to
mirror a series of semantic principles that have been grammaticalized. Following
this reasoning, a deep understanding of semantic compositionality will derive the
clausal hierarchies from well-formedness conditions active at LF.
In the case of sentential negation, things are different, since no universal
seems to constraint its surface position2: in the previous section, I showed that the
negative operator can be inserted in any structural position, from above the edge
of the VP up to ForceP, the highest clausal projection. Now the question is to
determine how this variability relates to semantic interpretation.
As a working hypothesis, we could tentatively assume that the negative operator
behaves as all the other operators/functional heads and that a transparent mapping
between LF and PF exists. This hypothesis can be stated as follows:

2

Restrictions on the scope of negation, active at LF, have not to be confounded on PF restrictions.
One example on LF constraints is the interactions between Epistemic Modality and the negative
operator, where the latter seems to be preferably interpreted within the scope of the modal.
However this constraint seems to be easy to violate and wide scope of negation on epistemic
modality is possible (von Fintel and Iatridou 2003; Moscati 2010a).
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(7) The logical scope of the negative operator is bound to the syntactic position of

NegP.
This hypothesis can be empirically tested and we can look at the interpretation of
the negative operator in languages that differentiates in the surface position of
NegP. Let us take two different languages, with a different value of (3). The only
difference between them is that the first realizes the NegP right above the VP,
while the second language adopts an higher clausal position. Will the scope of
negation be narrower for the first language, compared to the second one?
According to the hypothesis in (7), this question will receive an affirmative
answer.
In order to check this prediction, we can observe the behavior of negation in
relation to other logical operators. If we assume that the scope of Tense, Aspect
and Modality is tied to an universal hierarchical representation and that the LF-PF
mapping is direct, a language with a very low NegP shouldn’t be able to derive
inverse scope readings over higher logical operators. We may expect that this
language will adopt alternative syntactic means, as for example using negative
clefts to widen the scope of the negative operator, but no inverse scope should be
available clause internally.
Let us go back again to the case of Milanese, whose NegP is the lowest among
the Romance varieties studied by Zanuttini (1997). Consider the following
sentence with a deontic modal:
(8)

El gà de studià no
s.cl must of to-study neg
a.
he is required not to study
b.
he is not required to study

□¬p
¬□p

in (8) the modal verb gà has a meaning similar to the quasi-modal English verb
‘have to’ and it c-commands negation. In this respect, nothing changes if we
decided to adopt a restructuring analysis of modal clauses (Rizzi 1982) or if we
consider the modal as a functional head (Cinque 2004). According to this last
proposal, the deontic modal will be base generated in the head ModP, in a
structural position above NegP.
(9)

AgrP

[Elj' gak

ModP

[tk

TP

[de studiàv

NegP

[no

VP

[ tj tv ]]]]]

Given the structure in (9), the interpretation (8a) is expected under the hypothesis
in (7): the modal c-commands negation and the narrow scope reading follows.
Here we have an isomorphic LF-PF mapping. Now consider the alternative
reading in (8b), where negation takes wide scope over the modal verb, negating
the necessity of studying. This interpretation in (8b) is problematic and it clearly
shows that the hypothesis in (7) is too rigid.
This conclusion is further supported in other languages, which adopt a low NegP
(see Moscati 2010b, for Germanic languages). Moreover, the need for a semantic
operation able to generate wide scope is also suggested by negative quantifiers in
object position (Rullmann 1995; Penka & Zeijlstra 2005), in all those cases where
a negative feature within the DP is able to express clausal negation.
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3. One overt projection, alternative logic representations
Once we adopt a fine-grained topography of functional heads, the tension between
the structural realization of the negative projection and its logic interpretation
becomes evident. Scope-ambiguities suggest that, although Language has to
choose the exact position where it realizes clausal negation, the logic
interpretation of the negative operator is not committed to this parametric
variation.
One way to capture inverse scope facts would be to assume that a NegP sits on
top of any functional projection in the IP field and that all these negative positions
are available at LF, while only one is realized at PF. Alternatively, we could
assume that a semantic operation can widen the scope of the negative operator by
moving it to the topmost clausal projections, the same employed by languages as
Irish which overtly use a negative complementizer to mark clausal negation.
As a starting point, I would assume the last option, since it requires only one extra
position at LF and it carries the strong prediction that the negative operator can
take scope over any other logic operator when an alternative reading has to be
generated or when polarity forces scope widening. However, in order to choose
between the two options, a pairwise comparison between the scope of negation
and every other sentential operator is needed to detect the range of interpretable
positions, following a method similar to the one used in Beghelli & Stowell
(1997).
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A class of Italian nonsententials called polarity fragments is
examined in the context of a general theory of ellipsis.
Polarity fragments are composed of an XP and a polarity
particle. Deletion analyses have been proposed for two
related classes of nonsentential expressions, which I call
simple fragments and responding particles. I will present
these analyses and some objections that have been raised
against them. I then discuss the syntactic and interpretive
properties of polarity fragments, and I argue that they can
be analyzed in a way close to what has been proposed for
the other expressions, with in addition a crucial role for
contrastive topics. I show that in the case of polarity
fragments the objections to a deletion analysis are
considerably weaker.

1. Introduction
It is not unusual for subsentential constituents to be used in a communicative
exchange to express a meaning typically associated with sentences:
(1) Who bought the cheese?
John (= John bought the cheese)
These constituents are called nonsententials or, more transparently, fragments. Their
deceptively simple appearance may lead us to look at them as merely peripheral
phenomena, far removed from the ‘core’ that makes up the object of syntactic theory.
That would be too hasty a judgement, though. The proper analysis of fragments is
actually a debated topic, with many implications for the architecture of grammar and
the division of labour between syntax, semantics and pragmatics.
In this paper I discuss a class of comparatively understudied fragments, which
consist in a phrase followed by a particle equivalent to English yes or no:
(2) a. Gianni
Gianni

sì.
yes.

*
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b. Il libro
sì.
The book
yes
c. A casa
no.
At home
yes
d. Andare al mare no.
Go to the beach no
The particles are stressed, and no pause or intonational break is needed between the
two elements. As can be seen in (2), the initial XP can be a DP, a PP, or a clausal
constituent. The fragments in (2) can be thought of as preceded e.g. by the following
questions:
(3) a. Chi (di voi) ha cenato?
‘Who (among you) has had dinner?’
b. Cosa hai letto (del programma d’esame)?
‘What has you read (among the required readings)?’
c. Dove ti piacerebbe cenare?
‘Where would you like to eat?’
d. Cosa ti piacerebbe fare domenica?
‘What would you like to do next Sunday?’
The fragments at hand have been discussed for Spanish by Depiante (2000) and
Vicente (2006). These authors discuss the phenomenon in the context of what is
called negative stripping in the classic generative literature (e.g. not John). Depiante
coins the label “pseudostripping” for the Spanish equivalents of (2), while Vicente
calls them negative fragments. In the lack of uniform terminology, I will call them
“polarity fragments”, with reference to the fact that they include a particle expressing
a polarity value.1 To distinguish polarity fragments from the fragments exemplified in
(1), I will call the latter “simple fragments”.
In what follows, I will analyze polarity fragments as elliptic structures consisting
in a topicalized XP and a particle in a focus position. I will show that this analysis
accounts for the basic discourse properties of the fragments. I will also argue that
some syntactic properties of polarity fragments can be taken as evidence in favour of
a deletion approach to fragments à la Merchant (2004).
The paper is articulated as follows. Section 2 and 3 concisely summarize the
debate on two topics arguably related to polarity fragments, respectively simple
fragments and polarity particles. In Section 4 I give some syntactic and interpretive
arguments for my analysis of polarity fragments. In Section 5 I consider some
implications for a general theory of fragments and for syntactic approaches to focus.

1

There is a cautionary reason not to adopt Depiante’s terminology. Depiante does not deal with
fragments in the narrow sense (strings XP + particle used in isolation), but rather with coordinate
structures like the following (Depiante 2000: 124):
i.

Ana leyó El Quijote pero María no.
Ana read El Quijote but María not

While it is plausible (and desirable) that an analysis of the isolated fragments could extend to the latter
cases (or vice versa), it can be useful to have different labels.
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2. Simple fragment answers
In the syntactic literature, there are two broad families of approaches to seeming
ellipsis phenomena2. First, one can assume that the seemingly incomplete syntactic
object is actually complete at some appropriate syntactic level of representation.
Second, one can assume that the missing syntactic structure is indeed absent, and
other non-syntactic devices are responsible for the interpretation. In the case of
fragments, these two options amount to this: either fragments actually have a full
sentential structure, which gets deleted or is left unpronounced, or they are generated
as nonsentential objects and handed out to the interpretive interfaces in that form. Let
us call the former approaches “structural” and the latter approaches “nonstructural”.
A further, relevant distinction can be made in the structural approach. Some analyses
posit full-blooded syntactic structure of the ordinary sort as a source for elliptical
sentences: these are called deletion approaches. Other approaches posit null proforms
in the ellipsis sites, which are interpreted via procedures of anaphora resolution, or
copy.
Apart for the nature of ellipsis itself, a relevant issue is the nature of the licensing
mechanisms of ellipsis. It is intuitively clear that linguistic material cannot be omitted
at will. A fragment, like other elliptical expressions, cannot be used in isolation and
without a rich conventional context. However, surface syntactic identity with an
‘antecedent’ is too simple a criterion for licensing. Merchant (2012) exemplifies this
point as follows:
(4)

a. Jake ate the sandwich even though his friend told him not to.
b. Jake ate the sandwich even though his friend told him not to eat the
sandwich.

In (4) we see a case of VP ellipsis in English: the bare form selected by to is not
surface identical with the simple past form in the antecedent VP. Examples of this
kind can be easily multiplied. Thus, a more sophisticated identity criterion must be
formulated.
Merchant (2004) extends his former analysis of sluicing to simple fragment
answers. His treatment combines a structural position on the nature of ellipsis
(ellipsis sites contain unpronounced syntactic structure) with a semantic criterion of
licensing. He posits a feature [E] (for “ellipsis”) which can be assigned to some head
in the CP area. At the phonological interface, [E] triggers non-pronunciation of the
complement of the head endowed with the [E] feature. Semantically, [E] is a partial
identity function on the meaning of the complement of the head to which [E] is
assigned, which is only defined if the meaning of such complement is given in a
technical sense3. Thus, givenness represents the licensing condition for ellipsis in
Merchant’s system. The implementation of non-pronounciation through the [E]
feature has the consequence that only syntactic constituents can be omitted. In the
following example, [E] on an inflectional head triggers VP ellipsis (adapted from
Merchant 2001):
2

See Merchant (2012) for a survey of theoretical approaches. A taxonomy along different lines is in
Winkler and Schabe (2003).
3
More precisely, the relevant notion is e-GIVENness, defined as follows:
An expression E counts as e-GIVEN iff E has a salient antecedent A and, modulo ∃–type shifting,
(i)
A entails F-clo(E), and
(ii)
E entails F-clo(A)
∃–type shifting is an operation that raises expressions to type 〈t〉 and existentially binds unfilled
arguments. F-clo(α) is the result of replacing focus marked parts of α with ∃–bound variables of the
appropriate type (modulo ∃–type shifting).
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(5) Al ate a sandwich after Ben did[E] [eat a sandwich].
In the case of fragment answers, many prima facie non-constituent deletions are
attested. Take for instance the following:
(6) a.What did John buy?
b. The cheese.
c. [ John [ bought the cheese ]]
Merchant analyzes such fragments as analogous to slucing structures, in which an
element is moved to the CP area and the rest of the clause is deleted:
(7) Abby was reading something, but I don’t know whati [wh] C°[wh, E] [IP Abby was
reading ti ]
In both slucing and fragment answers the [E] would then be located on a head in the
left periphery, coupled with a strong feature that triggers movement. In the case of
sluicing, the feature would be a [wh] feature (or whatever feature is thought to trigger
movement in wh-interrogatives). In the case of fragments, Merchant proposes that the
relevant feature is a focus feature, since fragments are interpreted as corresponding to
wh-words in a preceding question, and Question-Answer Congruence is one of the
classic criteria for focal status. Intuitively, the fragment expresses new information,
with all the given information being omitted. The structure of a simple fragment
would be as follows:
(8) the cheesei[F] C°[F, E] [IP John bought ti ]
Merchant’s approach to fragments and other ellipsis phenomena is a structural
approach – specifically, a deletion approach – with a semantic notion of licensing.
However, other contemporary scholars reject the deletion approach and argue that
fragments are generated by the grammar as self-sufficient subsentential constituents,
and the sentential interpretation is obtained with other means. These authors generally
agree with Merchant on the focal nature of the fragment answers, and actually
propose that information structure might play a decisive role in the interpretation of
fragments. In addition, Barton (1990) and Stainton (2006) assume that a crucial role
is played by some pragmatic enrichment operations, formulated in terms of Gricean
pragmatics or Relevance Theory, respectively. These approaches can thus be
regarded as true nonstructural approaches to fragments. On the other hand, Casielles
(2006) and Valmala (2007) assume that the syntactic structure of the preceding
question is copied in the ellipsis site at some point, yielding a structural non-deletion
approach.
Arguments in support of deletion approaches draw on a range of connectivity
effects: one observes that fragments display the same morphosyntactic properties they
would if they were part of a sentence. Merchant (2004) presents examples from
various languages. In languages with visible case morphology, nominal fragments
display the case marking that one would expect in complete sentences:
(9) a. Q: Wem folgt Hans?
who.DAT follows Hans
‘Who is Hans following?’
b. A1: Dem Lehrer.
the.DAT teacher
c. A2: *Den Lehrer.
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The.ACC teacher
Critics of deletion approaches present counterexamples in which fragments consisting
of pronouns exhibit a case other than the one that would be expected in a complete
sentence.4 Another set of connectivity effects, known since Morgan (1973), is
represented by binding effects. Fragment answers consisting of reflexives, pronouns
and referential DPs behave as expected in full sentences (examples adapted from
Merchant 2004)5:
(11) a. Q: Where is he2 staying?
A: *In John2’s apartment.
b. Q: Who did John1 try to shave?
A: *Him1.
c. Q. Who does John like?
A: Himself.

[Principle C violation]
[Principle B violation]
[Principle A]

While case matching and other connectivity effects are taken as evidence for a
sentential analysis of fragments, Merchant also has to support the claim that the
derivation of fragments involves movement. Two sources of evidence are preposition
stranding and island sensitivity. Languages that allow preposition stranding (e.g.
English) admit DP fragments as answers to interrogatives with preposition stranding,
whereas languages that do not admit preposition stranding tend to accept only PP
fragments in analogous contexts6:
(12) Q: Who was Peter talking to?
A: Mary.
4

Merchant (2004) counters that in the problematic cases a different structure might be the source of
the fragments. Take for instance the following:
(i) Who watered the plants?
a. Me.
b *I.
(ii) a. *Me watered the plants.
b. I watered the plants.
Critics point out that the accusative observed in (i-a) is not allowed in the full sentences in (ii).
Merchant suggests that the source of fragments like (i-a) might be Hanging Topic sentences like the
following:
(iii) Me, I watered the plants.
Casielles (2006), on the other hand, objects that the derivation of (iii) does not necessarily involve
focus or movement at all.

5

It is worth pointing out that unlike Morgan’s original treatment, Merchant’s analysis of fragments
assumes that the fragments like those in (11) are A’-moved from their argument positions. This,
broadly speaking, should not make any difference for Merchant’s argument, since A’-movement is
thought not to affect binding effects, at least in English and in simple sentences like the sources of
(11). For a useful survey of this further controversial topic see Buring (2005), §12.3.
6
The correlation is not perfect though. Italian (a non-stranding language) is known to accept both PP
fragments and the corresponding DP fragments, with a preference for the former. Interestingly, a
similar picture emerges from the recent experimental work in Frazier et al. (2009) on German: in the
relevant cases, PP fragments were rated maximally acceptable, but the corresponding DP fragments
still received fairly good ratings (about 5 in 7 point scale).
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[Greek]

Since Merchant’s approach assumes movement (focalization) in the derivation of
fragments, it predicts that, all other things being equal, fragments should obey the
same locality constraints that affect overt A’ movement. Merchant proceeds
indirectly, since eliciting the relevant fragments directly would require islandviolating interrogatives like (14):
(14) *Which Balkan language did they hire someone who speaks?
Merchant uses polar interrogatives with an intonation rise on a constituent, which are
supposed to implicitly raise a wh-question on the prominent constituent:
(15) A: Did Abby speak the same Balkan language that BEN speaks?
B: *No, Charlie.
The relative clause in (15A) is an island, so the unacceptability of the fragment in B
is evidence that movement out of an island is involved in the derivation of the
fragment.7
Merchant’s assessment of island sensitivity of fragments is controversial for various
reasons. First, different elicitation contexts have been argued to yield acceptable
results, despite the island environment (see Barros 2012)8. Second, it has been long
noticed that exchanges like (15) are much more acceptable if the implicitly
questioned constituent is in final position.9 For this reason, Valmala (2007) suggests
that some parsing contraint might be at work, rather than syntactic locality. In
addition, Valmala notices, the unacceptability seems to be related to the realization of
a contrastive/corrective focus, regardless of extraction from islands in (16).
Extraction from the complement of a bridge verb is expected to be allowed, yet the
fragment in B is unacceptable just like (15B):
(16) A: Didn’t Bill say that Ann suspected JOHN could only speak one Balkan
language?
B: *No, Peter.
Whatever the problem with (16B) is, it cannot be an island violation10.
7

Merchant’s patterns have been reproduced in Italian by Brunetti (2004:109-110). Notice though that
some of the objections to be presented below apply to Italian as well.
8
Notice also that even among strong islands the acceptability of fragments seem to vary, at least in
some languages. In Italian, fragments assumed to be extracted from relative clauses are fairly
acceptable to me, while extraction of fragments from adjunct clauses and from coordinate constituents
is much worse. I omit the relevant examples. For more extensive discussion, see Servidio (in prep.).
9
Valmala (2007), but see Morgan (1973) for an analogous remark on closely related examples, ones
with sluiced questions. Given the different properties of slucing (Merchant 2001, 2004), such examples
are less appropriate for the present discussion.
10
A crucial aspect of Merchant’s global approach to ellipsis is the so-called PF-theory of islands.
Slucing proves insensitive to islands (Merchant 2001), which could be taken as evidence against an
analysis that involves movement. To accomodate this fact, Merchant resorts to a theory according to
which islands are actually a phonological-interface rather than a syntactic phenomenon. Island effects
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From the sketchy survey I have provided, it is apparent that the analysis of simple
fragments is not trivial. Arguments for and againt a deletion approach are available,
and it is not obvious how to make a general assessment. In what follows I will argue
that polarity fragments can be taken as supporting an analysis à la Merchant.
3. Responding particles
By polarity particles, I mean words like yes and no and their equivalents in other
languages. Their prototypic use is to answer polar questions (also called yes/no
questions for this very reason). Crosslinguistically, particles are not the only strategy
to express polar answers. In some languages, a positive answer is expressed by
repeating the main verb of the interrogative (see Holmberg 2001 on Finnish,
McCloskey 2011 on Irish). I will leave this strategy aside for the present purposes,
and focus on particles. A terminological point first. Particles are also used to reply to
assertions, either to confirm them or to reject them. Following Farkas and Bruce
(2009), I will call moves that address polar questions “answers” and moves that
address assertions “replies”. The more general category encompassing both answers
and replies will be called “responding moves” or “responses”.
As observed by Pope (1973), in many languages polarity particles do what Farkas
(2011) calls “double duty”: they are used to express both an absolute notion of
polarity (a response is either positive or negative) and a relative notion of polarity (a
response is either confirming or reversing)11. In other terms, yes can express both
absolute and relative positive polarity, and no can express both absolute an relative
negative polarity. Adopting Farkas’s notation, I will write the positive and negative
value of absolute polarity as [+] and [-], respectively, and I will use [same] and [rev]
for relative polarity. The default associations conflict whenever the combinations
[same, -] and [rev, +] have to be expressed: in principle, in these cases either particle
could be used, so variation is expected both within a language and crosslinguistically.
Importantly, in some languages (Bernini 1995, Martins 2006), both a yes and no
particle can be used in [same, -] responses, that is, to affirmatively answer a negative
question or to confirm a negative assertion. If [-] is expressed, no will be used, if
[same] is expressed, yes will be used12. This pattern has been called negative
neutralization by Kramer and Rawlins (2009).
Apart from typology and from the problem of encoding the relative vs absolute
distinction, negative neutralization is interesting because it makes clear that the
choice of responding particles is sensitive to the positive or negative polarity of the
preceding question or assertion. Since polarity is expressed morphosyntactically,
would be due to some illegible features that moved constituents leave behind in the intermediate steps
of long distance movement. The PF nature of the phenomenon predicts that if the structure containing
the offending features can be deleted, a derivation should converge. Sluicing would be one of these
cases. On the other hand, to account for the island sensitivity of fragments, Merchant postulates a
minimally different derivation, that includes an extra movement step in the left periphery that cannot
be rescued by the ellipsis of the IP. For criticism of the PF theory of islands, both in itself and as
applied to fragments, see Valmala (2007).
11
Some languages are reported to express consistently only relative or absolute polarity. Japanese
would be an instance of the former type. See Jones (1999).
12
According to Farkas and Roelofsen (2011), markedness considerations influence the choice of the
particle in such cases. Among absolute polarity features, [-] is the marked value, while among relative
features the marked one is [rev]. Thus, in the case of [same, -] the absolute feature [-] is more marked,
so a preference for no is expected. This has been confirmed experimentally for English by Brasoveanu
et al. (2011). Interestingly, this preference disappears when the assertion that is replied to has a
quantificational subject. The case [rev, +] is where most variation is observed. Languages like German
and French adopt special responding particle to express this feature combination, respectively doch
and si.
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some scholars (Kramer and Rawlins 2009, Holmberg 2011) have taken neutralization
as evidence for a deletion analysis of polarity particles: a responding particle is
actually a sentential structure in which a clause identical to the preceding sentence is
deleted13:
(17) a. Is Alfonso not coming to the party?
b. [XP Yes [ X[E] [ Alfonso is not coming]]]
As for the syntactic position of particles, two options have been proposed in the
literature. Kramer and Rawlins (2009) follow Laka (1994) in assuming a Polarity
Phrase in the CP area, in addition to the one or more Polarity Phrases identified in the
IP area (Zanuttini 1997). The particles would then be located in this high PolP, and
the complement of Pol would be deleted, presumably by means of Merchant’s [E]
feature. The second option (Holmberg 2011) is that particles are hosted in a left
peripheral focus projection. I will adopt Holmberg’s solution, which I find preferable
for two reasons. First, there does not seem to be much independent evidence for the
presence of a high PolP. Second, having particles in focus accounts for their
informational properties. Responding particles resemble fragment answers as to their
interpretation: a polar question can be thought of as asking for the polarity value of a
given proposition i.e. whether the proposition is true or its negation is true. Polarity
particles provide this information14.
4. An analysis of polarity fragments
In the last two sections, two examples of subsentential forms have been introduced,
fragment answers and responding particles. Both have been analyzed by some
scholars as elliptic structures in which the visible material occupies a focus position
in the CP area, whose head is endowed with an [E] feature which triggers deletion of
its complement. In this section I turn to polarity fragments. I will argue that these
fragments are a more complex subcase of the same kind of structure: they are elliptic
structures in which a topic position and a focus position in the CP area are occupied
by two different elements, namely an XP and a polarity particle respectively. In §4.1 I
briefly introduce two previous analyses of closely related structures of Spanish. In
§4.2 some syntactic properties of polarity fragments are discussed, while in §4.3 I
show that they behave as expected from sentences with contrastive topics.

13

That polarity particles have (in purely descriptive terms) an anaphoric component is quite
uncontroversial. Bernini (1995), like other modern grammars of Italian, call sì and no “profrasi”
(sentential proforms). On the other hand, the similarities to pronouns might well be superficial:
particles cannot easily refer to objects (propositions) salient in the context, at least not as easily as a
pronoun can refer to a salient individual. A deletion analysis is an alternative theoretical strategy to
capture the anaphoric nature of polarity particles. It is not, by the way, the only conceivable strategy.
Farkas and Roelofsen (2011) adopt a rich semantic ontology that allows to encode the polarity of
antecedents without necessarily resorting to their morphosyntactic form. Notice also that a full account
of neutralization in terms of deletion is far from trivial, and both Kramer and Rawlins (2009) and
Holmberg (2011) introduce additional assumptions concerning the format and the distribution of
polarity features. Also, if one were to apply the licensing mechanism of Merchant (2001, 2004) to the
ellipsis at hand, interesting consequences would ensue. These topics will be discussed in Servidio (in
prep.).
14
The semantic connection between questions and focus and the similarities between polar questions
and wh-questions are examined by Krifka (2011), that also presents and compares the main current
approaches to the semantics of questions. I refer the reader there for details.
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4.1. Previous analyses
Depiante (2000) and Vicente (2006) develop different analyses of polarity fragments
in Spanish (Juan no). Both discuss these fragments in comparison to cases of
negative stripping (vino Pablo, pero no Juan). For reasons of space, I will not deal
with stripping.15 These analyses adopt an ellipsis perspective on polarity fragments:
in a fragment of the form XP no, both the XP and the particle occupies left peripheral
positions (they are moved there, at least in the case of the XP: as for the particle, a
first merge in the relevant position is also considered by Vicente). The TP/IP is
deleted, presumably due to the same kind of [E] that triggers deletion in Merchant’s
approach.
Both analyses also share the assumption of a high PolP (SigmaP in their
terminology) which would host the polarity particle. No focus projection is involved
as far as the particle is concerned. On the other hand, Depiante and Vicente differ
substantially as for the nature of the left peripheral position of the XP: Depiante
proposes that the XP is located in a focus position immediately above SigmaP;
Vicente argues that the XP occupies a topic position instead. In what follows I will
give some evidence in support of Vicente’s proposal.
4.2. A syntactic proposal
Ideally, one should aim at an analysis of polarity fragments that follows in a natural
way from independently formulated analyses of fragment answers and of responding
particles. I propose then that the structure of polarity fragment is the following:
(18) a. Chi è venuto alla cena sociale?
Who came to the social dinner?
b. [CTop Gianni [ Top [FocP no [ Foc [ … [IP non è venuto ]]]]]]
As in a Holmberg style analysis of responding particles, the particle occupies a focal
position in the CP area. The complement of the focal head is deleted, due to an [E]
feature.16 The position of the particle in polarity fragments, in the lack of contrary
15

Notice only that in Italian minimal pairs of respective order like Juan no and no Juan do not exist.
The Italian equivalent of no Juan employs the sentential negation non rather than the negative particle
no. In Italian non is also used for constituent negation. In Spanish all three are omophonous, so it
cannot be excluded that in no Juan a constituent negation is actually at work. This would be closer to
the analysis of Depiante (2000), that assumes that no is adjoined to the constituent Juan.
16
In the example, the deleted IP is shown to be negative, because the meaning of the answer is the
meaning of the negation of the sentence radical in the interrogative. In polarity fragments a polarity
particle always expresses an absolute polarity value. (ib) is unacceptable with the relevant
interpretation:
(i) a. Gianni non è venuto?
‘Has Gianni not come?’
b. *Gianni sì [= Gianni has not come]
This sets them apart from responding particles. Of course, whatever the details of the licensing of the
relevant kind of ellipsis are proposed to be, the structure in (18) must be allowed. On the other hand,
notice that just like responding particles, polarity fragments can be used in replies to assertions:
(ii) a. Gianni è venuto, mi hanno detto.
‘Gianni has come, I’ve been told’.
b. Gianni sì [= Gianni has come]
c. Gianni no [= Gianni has not come]
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evidence, could then be the very same position occupied by other material in simple
fragments. Gianni, on the other hand, is moved from its clause internal position to a
contrastive topic projection situated above the focus projection that hosts the particle.
Notice that the topicalized XP obligatorily precedes the particle:
(19) a. Chi è venuto alla cena sociale?
Who came to the social dinner?
b. *No, Gianni.
Ignoring for the moment some finer grained issues on the nature of the focus
projection involved (see section 5 below), the picture is in line with the cartographic
analysis of the Italian left periphery (since Rizzi 1997). More precisely, the fact that a
contrastive topic obligatorily precedes a left peripheral focus is incorporated in the
topic typology proposed by Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) and Bianchi and
Frascarelli (2010):
(20) [ShiftP A-Topic [ContrP C-Topic [FocP [FamP* G-Topic [FinP [IP … ]]]]]]
Notice also that in polarity fragments, the particle cannot be followed by a givenness
topic (familiar topic) either:
(21) a. Chi è venuto alla cena sociale?
‘Who came at the social dinner?’
b. ??Gianni no, alla cena sociale.
This can be accounted for without any further stipulation. In Merchant’s approach the
[E] feature would be on the head whose specifier is occupied by no. If this is true, the
complement of such head must be deleted. Since in the structure in (20) G-Topics are
included in the complement of the Foc head, it follows that G-Topics will never be
pronounced in polarity fragments17.
The restrictions on the cooccurrence between the particle and topics can be taken
as evidence for a structural approach to these elliptic structures, in particular for
Merchant’s deletion approach. Interestingly, polarity fragments display island
sensitivity, which can in turn be taken as evidence in support of a movement
derivation. Like Merchant in his discussion of simple fragments (cf. (15) above), I
cannot elicit the relevant fragments by using island-violating interrogatives, so I have
to resort to implicit questions. The following sentences exemplify extraction from a
relative clause and from an adjunct respectively:
(22) a. Conosci i compagni che hanno fatto un regalo a ognuno dei ragazzi?
‘Do you know the friends that gave a present to each of the kids?’
b. #A Gianni no.
17

There are expressions in which sì is followed by an element, the two being separated by an
intonational break. A felicitous context would be the following:
(i) a. È venuto GIANNI?
‘Did GIANNI come?’
b. sì, Gianni.
In these examples though Gianni cannot be taken to be a familiar topic/G-topic. The polar question in
(i.a) has a prominence on Gianni, which evokes an implicit wh-question Who came?. The two
components of the fragment in (i.b) could then be thought of as answering the explicit polar question
and the implicit wh-question, in turn.
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(23) a. Avverti tua madre prima di andare da qualche parte?
‘Do you tell your mother before you go somewhere?’
b. #In palestra no.
To the gym no
The polarity fragments above, even though well formed in themselves, are quite
marginal when used in the crucial contexts with the desired meaning. In Merchant’s
original examples, the island effects were explained as the result of the movement of
an XP to a focus projection across an island. In the present case, a polarity particle is
supposed to be in focus. I will make no claim about whether the particle is first
merged in the CP area or is moved there. Irrespective of this issue, the island effects
are expected if the contrastive topic can be thought of as an instance of Clitic Left
Dislocation, which is known to be island sensitive (Cinque 1990). Disregarding the
particle, the fragment in (22b) would be assimilated to the degraded (24a), as opposed
to the non-island violating (24b):
(24) a. ?*A Gianni, non conosco l’amico che (gli) ha fatto un regalo.
To Gianni not know the friend that to-him has made a present
b. A Gianni, non so chi (gli) abbia fatto un regalo.
‘To Gianni, I don’t know who gave a present.’
In this subsection I have argued that initial XPs in polarity fragments displays some
syntactic properties that are expected under the assumption that they are contrastive
topics moved to the left periphery. In the next subsection I will argue that also their
interpretive properties are as expected of contrastive topics.
4.2. Interpretive properties
As mentioned above, Depiante (2000) proposes that in fragments of the type XP no
the XP is in focus, whereas Vicente (2006) proposes that the XP is topicalized
instead. I agree with Vicente, but I believe that his arguments to show the topical
nature of the XP are not decisive. He shows that XP no fragments do not exhibit an
exhaustive interpretation or existential presuppositions, two purported properties of
foci. However, these tests are too weak. First, exhaustivity is at best a feature of some
kinds of foci (e.g. Hungarian preverbal foci), not of all foci: mere information foci
have been shown not to have an exhaustive interpretation, and some so-called
contrastive foci have no exhaustive interpretation either (see Brunetti 2009 for a
comparison between Hungarian and Italian). To illustrate this, take the following
polarity fragment:
(26) a. Chi è venuto alla cena sociale?
Who came to the social dinner?
b. Gianni no.
It is true that Gianni no does not presupposes or entail that Gianni was the only one
who did not come to the social dinner (i.e. that everybody else came); but neither
does a simple fragment (27b):
(27) a. Chi non è venuto alla cena sociale?
Who did not come to the social dinner?
b. Gianni. (E forse qualcun altro, non so.)
Gianni. (And possibly somebody else, I don’t know.)
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It is also true that the fragment in (26b) does not presupposes that somebody came: it
is compatible with a situation such that the social dinner was deserted by everybody.
But even though focus has often been attributed existential presuppositions in the
literature, this view is controversial. Rooth (1996), in a survey of the empirical facts
and the theories of focus, suggests that while constructions like clefts in English can
reasonably be held to bear an existential presupposition, the same does not
necessarily holds of other focal constructions.
On the other hand, the topical nature of the XP in polarity fragment can be made
apparent by resorting to an analysis of contrastive topics along the lines of Büring
(2003). Büring’s treatment of topics builds on the Alternative Semantics (AS) for
focus. AS assumes that constituents have both an ordinary semantic value and a focus
value, which includes the semantic values obtained by replacing the focused
constituent with alternatives of the same semantic type. At the sentential level, a
focus value is thus a set of propositions:
(28) a. [[Gianni read UlyssesF ]] f = { [[Gianni read Ulysses]], [[Gianni read The Trial]],
Gianni read The Magic Mountain]] …}
b. [[What novel did Gianni read?]]
Formal theories of questions and focus assume that a tight relation exists between
narrow focus and questions (see e.g. Roberts 1996, Krifka 2001). This is encoded in a
requirement of congruence. Informally, the focused portion of a declarative with
narrow focus must correspond to the wh-word in an interrogative, and the question
expressed by that interrogative must be under discussion. The declarative in (28a) is
thus congruent to the question in (28b). Under somewhat simplistic assumptions, the
focus value of (28a) and the meaning of the question in (28b) are actually identical.18
Büring introduces a further notion, the C(ontrastive)T(opic)-value. CT-values are
obtained from focus values by replacing the topic marked constituent with
alternatives of the same semantic types. The resulting object is a set of sets of
propositions, which can also be thought of as a set of questions:
(29) a. [[GianniCT read UlyssesF ]]ct = {{ [[Gianni read Ulysses]], [[Gianni read The
Trial]], [[Gianni read The Magic Mountain]] …}, { [[Maria read Ulysses]], [[Maria read
The Trial]], [[Maria read The Magic Mountain]] …}, { [[Luca read Ulysses]], [[Luca read
The Trial]], [[Luca read The Magic Mountain]] …} … } =
b. { [[What novel did Gianni read?]], [[What novel did Maria read?]], [[What novel
did Luca read?]], … }
A requirement of CT-congruence is introduced to the effect that a sentence with a
contrastive topic must answer a question that belongs to a set of questions that are
part of a strategy to answer a superquestion currently under discussion. In the present
example, a sentence like “GianniCT read UlyssesF” can be used in the context of a
strategy to answer a superquestion that can be paraphrased as the multiple whquestion “Who read what novel?”.
I take the polarity particles in polarity fragments to be focused. Concretely, it is a
polarity value that is in focus. This means that the use of a polarity particle requires
that a polar question be under discussion (“on the Table”, in Farkas’s terminology).
The focus value of a structure consisting of a polarity particle is roughly as follows:
18

The proper definition of congruence, like of other technical notions employed in this Section, would
require some apparatus and different assumptions depending on whether an Alternative Semantics
approach or a Structured Meanings approach to focus is adopted. I refer the reader to Krifka (2001) for
a comparison between the two and a critical discussion of many details of implementation.
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(30) a. Gianni è venuto alla cena sociale?
Did Gianni come at the social dinner?
b. Sì (= Gianni è venuto alla cena sociale).
c. [[Sì (= Gianni è venuto alla cena sociale)]] f = { [[Gianni è venuto alla cena
sociale]], [[Gianni non è venuto alla cena sociale]],}
A contrastive topic is expected to trigger introduce a further level of (non-polar)
alternatives:
(31) a. Gianni è venuto alla cena sociale?
Did Gianni come at the social dinner?
b. Gianni Sì (= GianniCT è venuto alla cena sociale).
c. [[Gianni Sì (= GianniCT è venuto alla cena sociale)]]ct = {{ [[Gianni è venuto
alla cena sociale]], [[Gianni non è venuto alla cena sociale]] }, { [[Maria è venuta alla
cena sociale]], [[Maria non è venuta alla cena sociale]] }, { [[Luca è venuto alla cena
sociale]], [[Luca non è venuto alla cena sociale]] } … }
So the polarity fragment Gianni sì can be thought of as answering the question Did
Gianni come at the dinner? which is part of a strategy to answer superquestions like
Who came at the dinner? or Did the guys come at the dinner?. Büring’s CTcongruence requirement has consequences on the felicity of polarity fragments that
support the thesis of Vicente and mine that polarity fragments include a contrastive
topic. The use of CT marking presupposes, via CT-congruence, a set of questions all
parts of a strategy to answer a superquestion. This explains the following contrast:
(33) a. I dottorandi sono venuti alla cena sociale?
‘Did the grad students come to the social dinner?’
b. #Gianni.
‘Gianni.’
c. Gianni sì.
‘Gianni came.’
The simple fragment in (32b) consists of a focused Gianni. For it to be felicitous, a
wh-question must be under discussion like e.g. Who came to the social dinner?. But it
is actually the polar question in (33a) that is under discussion, whence the infelicity
of (33b). In (33c), instead, the polarity fragment is felicitous. Because of its
contrastive topic Gianni, it presupposes a set of questions of the form Did X come at
the social dinner?, where X varies over the set of grad students. These questions
taken together can be thought of as a strategy to answer the question under discussion
in (33a). This difference in discourse felicity is what expected if Gianni is a topic,
asVicente mantains, instead of a focus.
Notice also that my further claim that the polarity particles are focused makes
polarity fragments fully parallel to the structures studied by Büring, which include a
contrastive topic and a focus (in the case at hand, a polarity value is in focus).
5. Implications and residual issues
Polarity particles are interesting in the wider context of the analysis of fragments and
ellipsis in general, because they provide subtle but clear evidence for an analysis that
derives them from full sentences via movement and deletion. Valmala (2007), in
discussing some complex fragments including a contrastive topic and a focus, argues
for a nonsentential analysis by arguing that discourse requirement are sufficient to
yield the correct interpretation of the fragments. This is reasonable up to a point,
since as discussed above, topics and foci inherently restrict the felicity of fragments
to certain discourse contexts. However, the strong ordering restrictions between the
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particles and topics, exemplified above, do not follow from any pragmatic constraint;
on the contrary, they follow naturally from a picture of the left periphery of clause
structure that includes a contrastive topic position followed by a focus position,
followed in turn by one or more familiar topic positions. For Valmala the only
alternative is to stipulate a constraint, possibly a prosodic one, in order to account for
the observed restrictions.
While this result sounds as good news for researchers in cartography and for
supporters of Merchant’s theory of fragments alike, a potential problem has to be
addressed. Casielles (2006) and Valmala (2007) criticize Merchant’s assumption that
a left peripheral focus projection is involved. To the extent that the existence of a left
peripheral focus position has been proven crosslinguistically, it has been claimed to
host foci other than information foci: in Hungarian, the identificational focus of Kiss
(1997), and in Italian, contrastive focus (Rizzi 1997). Merchant instead assumes that
this projection hosts mere information foci, used to answer neutral wh-questions.
I will restrict my attention to Italian. In a number of works, prominently Rizzi
(1997), a left peripheral focus has been exemplified by exchanges like the following:
(34) a. Mi hanno detto che è venuto Mario.
‘I’ve been told that Mario came’.
b. GIANNI è venuto, non Mario.
‘GIANNI came, not Mario’.
The focus in (34b) has been called a contrastive focus. The label “contrastive focus”
has been used in different ways (Molnár 2002). The contrastive focus of the type
exemplified in (34) is actually “contrastive” in the strongest possible sense: it
expresses a correction of a previous statement. Such left peripheral foci are reported
to be infelicitous in answers to wh-questions where information foci are expected19:
(35) a. Chi è venuto ieri sera?
‘Who came yesterday night?’.
b. #GIANNI è venuto.
The import of the above mentioned objection should be apparent by now. To the best
of our knowledge, a simple fragment in Merchant’s analysis would occupy the same
position as GIANNI in (35b). Still, a fragment is a perfectly fine answer to a whquestion, actually, it is the preferred answer:
(36) a. Chi è venuto ieri sera?
b. Gianni.
19

A proposed exception to the latter restriction is when a sentence with a left peripheral focus is used
to answer a D-linked question (Kiss 1998 but cf. Brunetti 2004):
(i) a. Chi ha rotto il vaso?
‘Who broke the vase?’
b. #MARIA ha rotto il vaso.
‘MARIA broke the vase’.
(ii) a. Chi di voi due ha rotto il vaso?
‘Which of you two has broken the vase?’
b. MARIA ha rotto il vaso.
The contrast is a subtle one. Cruschina (2011) argues that in these examples the focus is actually
contrastive, since D-linked wh-elements pattern with contrastive foci in many different ways. To the
extent that this might be maintained, this might lend further support to my remarks below.
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Brunetti (2004), who adopts Merchant’s analysis, argues that the respective positions
of Gianni in (35b) and (36b) are indeed one and the same. Also, this position would
not be inherently contrastive. The infelicity of (35b) would originate from the
redundancy of pronouncing the background of the sentence (è venuto) rather than
omitting it, it being given. In other words, the infelicity of (35b) would be on a par
with the awkwardness of (37b) as opposed to a fragment answer (37c):
(37) a. Cosa ha vinto Gianni?
‘What did Gianni win?’
b. (#)Gianni ha vinto una maglietta.
‘Gianni won a t-shirt’.
c. Una maglietta.
‘A t-shirt’.
Assimilating the two latter cases appears as too radical a move. Full answers with a
left peripheral focus like (35b) sound somewhat worse to some speakers (including
the present author) than full sentences without a left peripheral focus like (37b).
Also, on the basis of systematic comparisons between Italian and some close
Romance varieties (especially Sicilian), Cruschina (2011) shows that left peripheral
information foci, widely attested in Sicilian, differ syntactically from left peripheral
contrastive foci. He ends up proposing the following cartography of the left
periphery:
(38) [ TopP [ CFoc [ TopP [ IFoc […] ]]]]
According to Cruschina, in sentences with a left dislocated focus in Sicilian either
CFoc or IFoc is involved. In Italian, while contrastive foci typically move to the left
periphery, information foci normally do not20.
The objection raised by Casielles and Valmala still stands, as far as simple
fragments are concerned. I have no decisive counterargument to offer. It is worth
pointing out though that the objection is less of a problem for polarity fragments.
What distinguishes contrastive foci (however defined) from information foci is a
number of further properties, in particular, membership in a finite set of salient
alternatives21. But all of the defining properties often proposed for contrastive focus
are trivially satisfied by polarity focus: the polarity values are only two, always the
same and, presumably, made salient by the very raising of a polar question under
discussion. So, polarity focus is trivially contrastive. Polarity values are also mutually
exclusive, so an assertion that expresses polarity focus always satisfies exhaustivity.
One can then maintain that polarity particles are trivial contrastive foci, such that
their discourse requirements are always met22.

20

Notice though that Cruschina admits, following Brunetti, that some kinds of non-contrastive foci
move to the left periphery in Italian. This is the case of quantificational phrases, that can be fronted
somewhat liberally in Italian, and of what he calls mirative focus. This he takes to be an information
focus that has an unexpected feeling to it. A rigorous definition of the category at hand proves elusive
though. See Cruschina (2011) for details.
21
So in a way they are also always D-linked. See note 19 above.
22
Alternatively, one could propose that they are actually in Cruschina’s IFoc. This would be the most
cautious option, if one is not convinced that the impoverished nature of the focus domain of polarities
is enough to make the responding particles contrastive. But the issue would arise as to why
Cruschina’s IFoc is not exploited by ordinary information foci in Italian.
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In “The fine structure of the left periphery”, Lugi Rizzi (1997) famously ‘opened up’
the left periphery of clausal structure, claiming that C splits into at least Force, Top*,
Foc, and Fin. Many reasearchers have since embraced this idea and argued that the
C-system must be even further expanded. Thus, in Sigurðsson (2004, 2010) and
related work it is argued that the C-domain contains ‘speaker’ and ‘hearer’
categories; that is, the logophoric agent and the logophoric patient features, ΛA and
ΛP, respectively.1 In addition, I have claimed that Fin splits into two separate (but
commonly indistinguishable) head features, a temporal one and a locational one; that
is, Speech Tense and Speech Location, TS and LS.2
The T-domain also splits into atomic elements, including T, Mood (M), Voice,
and a number of phi-nodes (Subject Person, Object Person, Subject Number, etc.,
call them simply PhiS and PhiO for expository ease). That is, abstracting away from
Focus, the regular clausal cartography above the v-domain in languages like, say,
Italian and Icelandic, minimally contains the elements in (1).3
(1)[CP Force–Top*–ΛA–ΛP–Fin(=TS–LS) [TP PhiS–M–T–Voice–PhiO [vP …
In the approach pursued in Cinque (1999) and related work, this is just the tip of the
iceberg, though. Clausal structure commonly seems to split into dozens of atomic
head features.
Call this the Richly Split Approach to clausal structure, RSA. The analytical
and empirical evidence in favour of RSA is robust – there is no doubt about that.
However, it raises the simple, fundamental question in (2).
(2)

Where do the minimal clausal head features come from?

Chomsky has suggested that the language faculty “specifies the features F that are
available to fix each particular language L” adopting “the conventional assumption
that L makes a one-time selection [FL] from F. These are the features that enter into
L; others can be disregarded in the use of L” (2001:10). However, this idea of
feature givenness, F-Givenness, and subsequent F-Selection (reminiscent of
Jakobson’s 1941 approach to phonological feature selection) does not explain or
account for the problem – it just pushes it one step back (infinite regress or ‘turtles
all the way down’). If clausal head features are selected from a universal ‘pool’ of
features, then the next question is inevitably the following one:
1

Related ideas have been pursued by other researchers, most notably Valentina Bianchi
(2003, 2006). Notice that my claim is that these elements are silent but active syntactic
heads (probes), rather than semantic operators (as commonly assumed in the semantic and
philosophical literature on Kaplanian monsters).
2
Cf. Rizzi & Shlonsky (2006:349): “it appears that Fin can be either nominal or verbal, but
not both at the same time.”
3
Alternatively, though, Voice might be the highest category in the v-system.
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Where does the universal feature ‘pool’ come from?

Given a minimalist biological view of the language faculty (Chomsky 2004, 2007,
2008, Berwick & Chomsky 2011, etc.), the natural assumption is that Universal
Grammar (UG) is not only computationally but also lexically or featurally minimal.
That is, either UG is maximally minimal (lexically as well as computationally) or it
is not minimal at all. Plausibly, then, UL, the Universal Lexicon (the lexical
department of UG), contains only two elements: an initial root, √0, Root Zero, and an
initial functional feature, F0, Feature Zero (the Edge Feature in Chomsky 2008).
Figuratively speaking, Root Zero is a cell awaiting to be (more or less) arbitrarily
filled with some conceptual content, say {DAD}. As soon as √0 has been filled with
some content, yielding Root One or √1 in some internal language, the language
faculty creates a copy, making √0 available anew, this new copy awaiting to get
arbitrarily filled with some content, say {MOM}, yielding √2, and so on. Feature Zero
or the (free) Edge Feature, in turn, is the syntactic ‘glue’ that enables recursive
Merge of roots (and larger structures, already built by Merge). Atomic functional
features (F-atoms) are, formally, copies of Feature Zero, much as lexical roots are,
formally, copies of Root Zero. The growth of I-language thus involves propagation
of roots and features, that is, reiterated Copy & Merge of √0 and F0 and subsequent
specification of their content (the Copy Theory of Language Growth).
The basic idea that UL is maximally minimal is dubbed the Anti-Lexicalist
Hypothesis in Sigurðsson (2011). If it is on the right track, the elements in (1) are not
part of UG, instead being provided by the 3rd factor (in the sense of Chomsky
2005). However, it does not follow that these elements cannot be universal –
plausibly many, perhaps most or even all of them are universal. This is not a paradox
– ‘being universal’ does not entail ‘belonging to UG.’ That is, aspects/parts of the
human mind/body that are not specifically linguistic may obviously be universal.
Suppose, therefore, that there is a universal mind-internal but language-external
conceptual department, the concept mine, where the language faculty digs or probes
for raw material for the materialization of linguistic items and categories (by iterated
copying and refilling of the minimal building blocks or cells, Root Zero and Feature
Zero).
It has been argued that recursion is “the only uniquely human component of
the faculty of language” (Hauser et al. 2002:1569; cf. much related work, including
Chomsky 2007). However, UG must contain at least three basic factors or
ingredients:
A.
B.
C.

The Universal Lexicon, UL, containing Root Zero and Feature Zero
Recursive Merge, operating without bounds
Concept Linking – that is, access from UL to the concept mine, enabling
lexical and functional growth of I-language

That is, not only Recursive Merge but also Concept Linking sets Human Language
apart from other conceptual systems.4
Two key questions arise: First, is the cartography of I-syntax universal, and, if
so, why is that the case? Second, how does I-syntax cartography develop in the
individual, and why does it develop the way it does? Given, for instance, that all
individual I-languages operate with abstract categories of Force, Person and Tense
(regardless of how they are externalized) – then, why is that so? These questions,
raised by Luigi Rizzi’s pioneering cartographic project will keep linguists,
biologists, and philosophers preoccupied for many years to come.
References
4

This applies to I-language. Externalization of language, for social purposes
(communicative, territorial, etc.), is distinct from I-language. That is, PF is ancillary in
relation to I-syntax (as frequently underlined by Chomsky).
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In this paper we consider the connection between Verb
Second violations in Norwegian dialects and the
possibility for insertion of the complementizer som
under extraction of a wh-subject from an embedded
clause, i.e. in *that-trace contexts. We argue that it is
the latter grammatical property that has led to the
lifting of the Verb Second requirement in wh-clauses in
Norwegian dialects. This deviates from earlier
proposals which argue that this historical development
starts with short wh-items being analyzed as X°s and
inserted in the head position that otherwise attracts the
finite verb.

Luigi: Thank you so much for truly inspiring academic papers
as well as face-to-face interaction on various occasions
in Siena, in Tromsø, and elsewhere.
1. Introduction
Based on his empirical findings regarding the absence of Verb Second (V2)
effects in Norwegian dialects, Nordgård (1985, 1988) postulates the following
condition (somewhat adapted here).
(1)

A dialect may have non-inverted word order in matrix wh-questions iff the
dialect allows insertion of the complementizer som under extraction of the
embedded subject.

The Norwegian complementizer som is the element which introduces, among
other things, relative clauses, and the essence of Nordgård’s condition is that only
dialects that allow sentences like the one in (2c) should allow sentences like the
ones in (3), with non-V2 word order, which deviate from the examples in (4) from
*

This paper has grown out of presentations given on a number of occasions in the period between
June 2010 and August 2011. We are grateful to the many audiences for their feedback.
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Standard Norwegian (see also Iversen 1918, Elstad 1982, Åfarli 1986, Taraldsen
1986, Lie 1992, Fiva 1996, Nilsen 1996, Rice and Svenonius 1998, Westergaard
2003, 2005, 2009a, 2009b, Westergaard and Vangsnes 2005, Vangsnes 2005).
(2)

a.

Kem tror du __ er i baren
who think you
is in bar.DEF
b.
Kem tror du at
er i baren
who think you that is in bar.DEF
c.
Kem tror du som er i baren nå?
who think you SOM is in bar.DEF
All: ‘Who do you think is in the bar now?’

(3)
b.

(4)

a.
b.

a.
Kem du skal møte
who you shall meet in bar.DEF
‘Who will you meet in the bar?’
Kem som er
i baren no?
who SOM is
in bar.DEF now
‘Who’s in the bar now?’

nå?
now
nå?
now
now

i baren?

Hvem skal du møte i baren?
who
shall you meet in bar.DEF
‘Who will you meet in the bar?’
Hvem er
i baren
nå?
who
is
in bar.DEF now
‘Who’s in the bar now?’

The example in (2b) is in itself an interesting one since it illustrates the fairly
well-known fact that certain varieties of Norwegian (and Swedish) allow
violations of the *that-trace.
Notice that, in the case of a wh-subject, the manifestation of non-V2 is the
insertion of the complementizer som (cf. (3b)): if it were absent, the finite verb
would of course appear in second position. This fact highlights the role of som in
Nordgård’s condition: the same element that replaces the declarative complementizer at under extraction is the one that appears in the matrix Left Periphery in
subject wh-questions.
But non-V2 in these cases in fact entails lack of verb movement to the Left
Periphery: if a sentence adverb is present, such as for instance negation, the finite
verb must appear to the right of it. This is illustrated in (5) – example (5b) shows
that som is obligatory if the finite verb occurs to the right of negation and (5c) that
negation cannot appear to the right of the finite verb when som is present.
(5)

a.
b.
c.

Kem du (ikkje) skal (*ikkje) møte i baren?
who you not
shall
not
meet in bar.DEF
‘Who will you not meet in the bar?’
Kem *(som)
ikkje er i baren
no?
not is in bar.DEF now
who SOM
‘Who’s in the bar now?’
Kem som er (*ikkje) i baren
no?
who SOM is not
in bar.DEF now
‘Who’s in the bar now?’
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In this paper we consider Nordgård’s condition more carefully. Whereas
Nordgård based it on judgments obtained from a very low number of informants –
twenty-five individuals divided into six crudely defined regions – we show that
new and systematic data from around 400 informants by and large confirm his
findings. However, we argue that this is due to a diachronic development (from
V2 to non-V2) that started out with subject wh-questions. Our data were collected
in the Scandinavian Dialect Syntax project and are available through the Nordic
Syntax Database.
Furthermore, we propose that the puzzling lack of subject/verb inversion
encountered in Norwegian dialects in fact has arisen from a minor change in the
complementizer system, whereby the item som has partially taken over
lexicalization properties of the otherwise declarative complementizer at, and that
the microvariation that can now be observed across contemporary dialects reflects
a series of stepwise changes in the properties of the Norwegian Left Periphery.
2. The data
In the Scandinavian Dialect Syntax project both questionnaire data and recordings
were sampled from well over 100 locations spread across all of Norway in the
period 2007 to 2011. Four individuals were consulted at each measure point. The
questionnaire consisted of approximately 140 test sentences which were presented
aurally with a prerecorded local/regional voice, and the informants were asked to
judge them on a scale from 1 (bad) to 5 (good). The results from the survey have
been assembled in an electronic online database, the Nordic Syntax Database
(henceforth NSD), along with the results from partially overlapping
questionnaires from Swedish, Danish, Faroese, and Icelandic dialects. (For further
information, see Johannessen et al. 2009.)
The questionnaire investigated a large number of different phenomena,
and only six sentences tested the non-V2 phenomenon in matrix wh-questions.
There were also six sentences testing extraction (including fronting) of an
embedded wh-subject. Two of the non-V2-related test sentences are provided in
(6a-b), rendered here in a North Norwegian dialectal form.
(6)

a.
b.

Ka du hete?
what you are.called
‘What are you called?’
Kem som sæll fiskeutstyr her i bygda?
who SOM sells fishing.gear here in village.DEF
‘Who’s selling fishing gear in this village?’

Non-V2 word order in these cases would not be allowed in Standard Norwegian,
as we saw above (example (4)). Map 1 shows the distribution of positive results
for sentences (6a-b) in the NSD: The blue markers represent sentence (6a) and
grey markers (6b). ‘Positive result’ means that the mean score for all informants is
4 or higher (on a 5-point scale).
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Map 1: Examples of non-V2 matrix wh-sentences with and without som (grey markers, cf. (6b) vs.
blue markers, cf. (6a)).

The map clearly illustrates that both sentences are accepted in large parts of
Norway, from North Norway through Central Norway (the area around the city
Trondheim) and further down along the western coast in the south. In
geographical terms a distinction between east and west is only made for the
southern, “thicker” part of Norway, and we see that positive mean results are
generally absent from Eastern Norway and from parts of Western Norway.
Furthermore, we also see that there are more grey markers than blue ones
in the south. This entails that there are several dialects that accept sentence (6b)
but not (6a). In other words, there are some dialects that accept non-V2 with a whsubject but not with a non-subject. There are a few places where the situation is
the opposite, but importantly, the grey-only markers outnumber the blue-only
ones by 10 to 4, and furthermore, the grey-only markers form a contiguous area
(in the west). The latter point is especially clear when we consider measure points
with a medium result (i.e. a mean score of approximately 3). In the following two
maps, high scores (>4) are shown by white markers, medium scores (2<4) by grey
markers, and low scores (<2) by black markers for sentences (6a) and (6b),
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respectively. We see that the area in which (6b) (wh-subject question with sominsertion) gets either a high or medium score is much larger than the
corresponding area for (6a) (non-subject wh-question). We consider this to be an
important finding.

Maps 2 and 3: Mean scores in South Norway for sentences (6a) (left map; non-subject wh-clause)
and (6b) (right map; subject wh-clause); white markers indicate high score, grey markers medium
score, and black markers indicate low score.

Turning now to extraction of wh-subjects to the matrix Left Periphery, the
Norwegian questionnaire contained the following test sentences (rendered here in
Standard Bokmål Norwegian orthography).
(7)

a.
b.
c.

Hvem tror
du har
gjort
det?
who think you have done
it
‘Who do you think has done it?’
Hvem tror
du som har gjort
det?
it
who think you SOM has done
‘Who do you think has done it?’
Hvem tror
du at har
gjort
det?
who think you that has
done
it
‘Who do you think has done it?’
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Map 4: The distribution of high (white markers), medium (grey markers), and low (black markers)
scores for sentence (7b): som-insertion under wh-extraction of an embedded subject.

The sentence in (7a), i.e. the only one with no complementizer preceding the
subject gap, is considered good by virtually all informants in the survey. The
interesting variation relates to the other two sentences, i.e. the difference between
insertion of at or som in the embedded Left Periphery. In (7b) we find sominsertion and in (7c) at-insertion. These data give important indications with
respect to the distribution of *that-trace violations in Norwegian dialects.
Map 4 shows the distribution of high (white markers), medium (grey), and
low (black) scores for (7b), which is the sentence with insertion of som. When we
compare this map with the previous maps, in particular map 1, we immediately
see that there is a considerable match between not allowing non-V2 in matrix
questions and not allowing embedded som-insertion under wh-subject extraction:
the concentration of black markers is in Eastern Norway, which is also where nonV2 is most clearly not allowed in matrix wh-questions. The observation thus
points very clearly in the direction of Nordgård’s condition, although we see that
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there are also some locations in Western and Central Norway where (7b) gets a
low score.

Map 5: The distribution of high (white markers), medium (grey markers), and low (black markers)
scores for sentence (7c): at-insertion under wh-extraction of an embedded subject.

Map 5 provides the corresponding information about sentence (7c) with atinsertion under extraction. Comparing maps 4 and 5, we may conclude that there
is a considerable degree of complementarity between som-insertion and atinsertion, and furthermore, that Nordgård’s condition to a large extent is
confirmed, now with a sample from over 100 locations and more than 400
informants: Dialects that allow som in the embedded Left Periphery under
extraction of a wh-subject from the embedded clause also allow instantiations of
non-V2 in the matrix Left Periphery.
Having noted that, we now return to the observation made initially that
there are some dialects that allow non-V2 only with wh-subjects, manifested as
insertion of som in second position. We believe that this gives us an indication of
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how the phenomenon of non-V2 in wh-clauses has arisen, and in the analysis that
we propose in the next section, we argue that it all starts with som.
Before we turn to the analysis, it is necessary to add a note about different
kinds of wh-elements. As has been extensively discussed in Westergaard and
Vangsnes (2005), Vangsnes (2005), and Westergaard (2009a), dialects differ as to
whether they accept only short, monosyllabic wh-words with non-V2 or whether
V2-violations are acceptable also with more complex wh-constituents. Map 6
illustrates this for the subject wh-sentences in (8) and map 7 illustrates it for the
non-subject wh-sentences in (9). ((8a) = (6b) and (9a) = (6a).) Blue markers
indicate a high average score for the sentences with short wh-constituents and the
grey markers indicate high average score for the sentences with long non-subject
wh-constiuents.
(8)
b.

(9)
b.

a.
Kem som sæll fiskeutstyr her i bygda?
who SOM sells fishing.gear here in village.DEF
‘Who’s selling fishing gear in this village?’
Kor mange eleva som går på den her skolen?
how many pupils SOM go on the here school.DEF
‘How many pupils go to this school?’
a.
Ka du hete?
what you are.called
‘What are you called?’
Ka tid
du gikk ut av ungdomsskolen?
what time you went out of secondary-school.DEF
‘When did you graduate from secondary school?’

We see from these maps that there are more dialects that allow short whconstituents than long wh-constituents with non-V2. We also see – again – that
there are more dialects that allow subject wh-questions without V2, and when
comparing the two maps, the careful viewer will also observe that there are more
dialects that allow long wh-subjects than dialects that allow long wh-non-subjects.
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Map 6: Short (blue) versus long (grey) wh-subjects in matrix sentences with non-V2.
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Map 7: Short (blue) versus long (grey) wh-non-subjects in matrix sentences with non-V2.

We can therefore summarize these distributions as follows: If non-V2 is
allowed in non-subject questions, then non-V2 is allowed in subject questions
through the presence of som. If non-V2 is possible with long wh-elements, then
non-V2 is also possible with short wh-elements. If non-V2 is possible in subject
questions with long wh-elements, then non-V2 is possible in subject questions
with short wh-elements. And finally, we have seen above that som and at under
extraction are in complementary distribution across Norwegian dialects:
Generally, only dialects that allow som in the embedded Left Periphery allow
non-V2 in the matrix Left Periphery.
We hypothesize that the following diachronic development has led to the
synchronic microvariation just described (contemporary language varieties that
reflect the various stages are given in parentheses):
(10) a.
b.
c.

Stage 0: V2 (Standard Norwegian)
Stage 1: Non-V2 in subject questions only (Hordaland dialects)
Stage 2: Non-V2 also in non-subject questions with short whelements (several dialects in North Norway, e.g. Tromsø)
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Stage 3a: Non-V2 in questions also with long wh-elements (North
Western dialects and Northern Troms dialects)
Stage 3b: Non-V2 in subject questions restricted to short wh-elements
only (Nordland dialects)

For the sake of clarity we include a map where the locations mentioned are
indicated.

Map 8: Map of Norway with indications of main regions and some counties and places of
importance to the discussion in the paper.

In the next section, we propose an analysis of how these four stages have
developed, emphasizing stages 1 and 2. Our proposal is that the non-V2
phenomenon as such has arisen from a minor change in the complementizer
system, whereby the item som has partially taken over the lexicalization properties
of the otherwise declarative complementizer at ‘that’. Subsequently som has
become associated also with the matrix Left Periphery, leading to a situation with
non-V2 in the input to children, which has primed further developments resulting
in the elaborate microvariation pattern that we see in contemporary dialects.
This proposal is different from other proposals pursued in the literature,
where the change from V2 to non-V2 is argued to start with the monosyllabic whwords and then extending to the disyllabic wh-words and wh-phrases (Vangsnes
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2005, Westergaard and Vangsnes 2005, Westergaard 2009a). In the present
model, these changes constitute the development from Stage 1 to 2 and from 2 to
3.
3. The proposal
Table 1 gives a simplified overview of the distribution of that, at and som in
English, Eastern Norwegian, and West/North Norwegian dialects. Varieties like
West/North Norwegian that may use som under extraction have a variant of som
that we will call som-x.
Table 1: at and som in Norwegian dialects and the corresponding English words for three
syntactic contexts.

Decl. C

Extraction C

Relative/cleft C

English

that

that

that

East Norw.

at

at

som

West/North Norw.

at

som

som

The initial stage – stage 0, represented by Standard Norwegian and East
Norwegian dialects – is characterized by a requirement for verb movement to the
matrix Left Periphery, triggered by the head of IntP, as suggested by Westergaard
(2009a, 2009b), based on work by Rizzi (1997, 2001). In other words, this is a
particular take on the Verb Second requirement as we traditionally know it.
(11)

[IntP whP verb [TP T … ]]

There are some varieties of North Germanic that are known to allow
insertion of som in the embedded Left Periphery under wh-extraction without
allowing non-V2. Cases in question are Övdalian, spoken in Sweden (Henrik
Rosenkvist, personal communication), Western Jutlandic (NORMS fieldwork,
January 2008), and Faroese (NORMS fieldwork, August 2008).
We nevertheless argue that acquiring som-x is the first step towards
allowing non-V2-structures: The next step is when som-x is allowed to lexicalize
the head of IntP. When that step has been taken, using som-x to meet the
lexicalization requirement on Int° will be more economical than moving the finite
verb there.
We have now reached stage 1 in the development. This makes it possible for
non-V2 structures of the sort ‘whP–som–verb’ to emerge. In this grammar, nonV2 is licensed in subject wh-questions only, without any constraints on the size of
the wh-element. This grammar corresponds to the Hordaland dialects, cf. the
discussion at the end of section 2. A simplified syntactic representation of the
relevant part of the clause looks as follows:
(12)

[IntP whPsubject som [TP T …]]

In technical terms we think of the ability of som-x to lexicalize matrix Int° as
(direct) merge being preferred over move. Although we will leave aside here the
exact formulation of what allows som-x to acquire this ability, we can consider an
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argument from Lie (1992: 72) as to what may have triggered the change. Lie
argues that non-V2 develops from clefts, along the following pattern:
(13)
b.
c.

a.
Ka va det du sa?
what was it you said
Ka va du sa?
what was you said
Ka du sa?
what you said
‘What did you say?’

Lie provides evidence for (13b) from dialect texts from the 16th century, from
quotes in the dialectological literature, and from his own dialect (Hedalen,
northwest of Oslo). He does not discuss subject questions, but his argument could
be transferred to such cases in the following way:
(14) a.
b.
c.

Ka va det som skjedde?
SOM happened
what was it
‘What was it that happened?’
Ka va som skjedde?
what was SOM happened
‘What was it that happened?’
Ka som skjedde?
what SOM happened
‘What happened?’

This means that, from only being allowed in embedded clauses, som-x may now
also appear in the matrix Int° head ((14a) vs. (14c)). The stage in (14b) can in fact
be encountered among present-day speakers. The following four authentic
examples have been excerpted from the Nordic Dialect Corpus (additional
examples can be found in the NoTa Oslo corpus of spoken Norwegian, see
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/nota/oslo/index.html). In all these examples, the
subject position is empty.
(15) a.

va
ær såmm spellær ?
what is SOM
plays
‘What’s playing?’
b.
høkk æ såmm dirrigere no
a?
conduct now then
who is SOM
‘Who’s conducting now, then?’
c. vemm ær såmm ikke kåmmer a ?
who is SOM
not come then
‘Who’s not coming, then?’
d. ja kemm e så he
dei ?
yes who is SOM have them
‘Yes, who has them?’

fredrikstad_01um
alvdal_03gm
jevnaker_02uk
sokndal_03gm

What is important is that Stage 1 gives rise to non-V2 structures in the input. Subsequently, this makes it possible for a learner to analyze short wh-items as heads
lexicalizing Int° (cf. van Gelderen 2004, Westergaard and Vangsnes 2005,
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Vangsnes 2005, Westergaard 2009a). That will give us stage 2, where non-V2 is
allowed in both subject and non-subject questions.
Since only short wh-elements are heads, it follows that complex wh-items
cannot meet the lexicalization requirement on Int°, and at Stage 2 only short whitems can appear with non-V2 in non-subject questions. Complex wh-subjects are
still allowed at this stage since som-x will meet the requirement on Int°. This stage
is reflected by the Tromsø dialect and a few others. For an analysis of this stage,
see Vangsnes (2005) or Westergaard (2009a).
The last stage is split into two different developments. We only give a
brief outline of them here, as a more detailed account is currently being prepared
by the authors. At Stage 3a, the lexicalization requirement on Int° is lifted and
non-V2 word order extends to more complex wh-expressions, also as nonsubjects. This pattern is especially prominent in Northwestern dialects.
Stage 3b is different, in that som-x here loses its ability to lexicalize Int°.
Verb Movement to Int° is therefore required unless the wh-element is a head (in
both subject and non-subject questions). The dialects in Nordland county in North
Norway reflect this stage.
4. Conclusion
To conclude, two general observations are crucial for our proposed account:
(16) a.
b.

som-insertion and that-insertion under wh-extraction are by and large
in complementary distribution, geographically speaking.
there are more places where only subject wh-questions are allowed
with non-V2 than only non-subject questions (mainly the Hordaland
dialects).

The observation in (16b) arguably supports the general idea that non-V2 starts
with a change in the complementizer system/inventory, affecting subject
questions first. This idea is in harmony with the proposal in Lie (1992) that the
phenomenon has developed from a cleft structure. This also means that the
present-day microvariation in Norwegian dialects with respect to V2/non-V2
word order in wh-questions is the result of a diachronic development that starts
with the complementizer som and that results in a distribution that generally
supports Nordgård’s (1985) original observation.
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